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Title 

An Exploration of Agency in Videogames 

 

Abstract 

The main contribution in the present thesis is a concretization of an Agency perspective of 

videogame design. The thesis describes design research carried out on videogame design 

and Agency. This design research process was for theory-building: the construction and 

evaluation of a design artifact as a theory-instrument (the concretization of an Agency 

perspective of videogame design), containing prescriptive knowledge. The aim was to open 

up further exploration of Agency in videogames through design research, at the level of 

prescriptive knowledge. Knowledge at this level is underdeveloped for Agency in 

videogames. The founding conjecture in the present thesis is that videogame design can be 

decisively helped through the availability of a concretization of an Agency perspective of 

videogame design. The thesis seeks to make such a concretization available. 

The thesis describes the state-of-the-art for Agency (in a meaning of the term that can 

concern prescriptive knowledge and videogame design). The thesis then states the 

understanding of Agency it follows in making its contributions, and combines it with the 

notion of a contract at the heart of interactive works. The thesis corroborates its 

understanding of Agency with a systematic literature review. The thesis follows a five-phase 

inductive-deductive process of design research, involving a tentative design, hypotheses 

about that design’s performance in solving a design research problem, and tentative 

explanations for that performance. 

The thesis presents the rationale for its founding conjecture, which is also the proposal for 

artifact construction through design research. This proposal provides an operationalization 

of the thesis’ understanding of Agency, which in turn yields an instantiation of that 

understanding. The thesis then describes a novel structural treatment of videogames 

organized around that instantiation. This structural treatment is the concretization of an 

Agency perspective of videogame design, and is evaluated in accordance with design 

research through a series of hypothetical videogame design situations. How this opens up 

further exploration and research is then discussed. 
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Título da Tese 

Uma Exploração da Agência em Videojogos 

 

Resumo 

O contributo principal desta tese é apresentar uma concretização do design de videojogos 

na perspectiva da Agência. A tese descreve investigação-por-design dos videojogos e da 

Agência. Este processo de investigação teve o propósito de criar teoria: a construção e 

avaliação de um artifacto de design enquanto instrumento teórico (uma concretização do 

design de videojogos na perspectiva da Agência), contendo conhecimento prescritivo. 

Proporciona-se assim um novo campo de exploração da Agência em videojogos mediante 

investigação-por-design, ao nível do conhecimento prescritivo. Este nível do conhecimento 

está subdesenvolvido no tocante à Agência em videojogos. A tese parte de uma conjectura 

de que a disponibilidade de uma concretização desse design na perspectiva da Agência 

traria melhorias à prática do design de videojogos. A tese almeja disponibilizar tal 

concretização. 

A tese faz o estado-da-arte da Agência (num sentido termo que pode dizer respeito a 

conhecimento prescritivo e ao design de videojogos). Seguidamente, a tese diz qual a 

concepção de Agência que segue para fazer os seus contributos, e junta a essa concepção a 

ideia de um contrato no cerne das obras interactivas. A tese corrobora a sua concepção da 

Agência com uma revisão sistemática da literatura. A tese segue um processo indutivo-

dedutivo de investigação-por-design em cinco fases, que contém um design experimental, 

hipóteses sobre o desempenho desse design, e explicações provisórias para esse 

desempenho. 

A tese apresenta a justificação para a sua conjectura de partida, que serve igualmente de 

proposta para a construção de um artifacto através de investigação-por-design. Esta 

proposta permite operacionalizar e instanciar a concepção da Agência que segue a tese. A 

tese organiza o seu tratamento estrutural dos videojogos em torno dessa instanciação. Este 

tratamento é a concretização do design de videojogos na perspectiva da Agência, que é 

avaliado nos termos da investigação-por-design através de uma série de situações 

hipotéticas de design de videojogos. Finalmente, a tese discute de que forma isto abre 

novas explorações e nova investigação. 
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Introduction 1 

 

Introduction 

 

The present thesis aims to describe videogame design through Agency. The phenomenon 

of Agency happens in a videogame through a process involving both the designer and the 

player of the videogame. This thesis sets off from the conjecture that adopting a 

perspective of Agency can contribute to more consequential and confident videogame 

design work. The rationale for this conjecture is provided in Chapter 4 of the present 

thesis. From this conjecture, the thesis provides a concretization of such a perspective. This 

contribution opens up a new field of research to explore the feasibility of this approach to 

improve videogame design practice. 

The above describes the research problem and the research goal in the present thesis. That 

problem and that goal fit a design research paradigm, as opposed to an empirical research 

paradigm or an interpretive research paradigm. The meaning of the term ‘agency’ that 

interests this thesis is to do with the design of artifacts. Videogames interest this thesis as 

designed artifacts. This ‘agency’ and videogame design – as pre-paradigmatic or multi-

paradigmatic communities – fall under a design research paradigm. This determined the 

epistemological stance for the research described in the present thesis. 

The epistemological stance for the present thesis will be discussed in more detail in section 

4.2 of the present thesis, while the phases in the methodological approach will be explained 

in section 4.3. For now, a brief outline of the epistemological stance can be provided. The 

stance is prescriptive, as opposed to descriptive, in keeping with a design research paradigm 

and pre- or multi-paradigmatic objects of study. Here, design knowledge – intermediate 

level knowledge – resides in the construction of an artifact which can provide the basis for 

further exploration. This artifact can consist of theory building. Supporting practice in 

some way or opening up further research – exploration, proposals, potential solutions, 

tentative development – is more important than quantitative or qualitative knowledge in 

design research. Contributions can be evaluated by informed argument or logical reasoning. 

Conjecture and inference are valid means of inquiry. Hypotheses about the artifact’s 

behavior matter more in their potential to feed back into new cycles of inference than in 

being proved or disproved. 
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In light of the thesis’ epistemological stance, the research problem and research goal can be 

re-stated from a design research standpoint. The research problem is that Agency in 

videogames is not developed as intermediate-level (prescriptive) knowledge between the 

higher level of the understanding of Agency as phenomenon and the lower level of 

videogame design practice. This counts as a problem in a design research paradigm, and 

warrants a perspective of Agency as videogame design as a starting point for a research 

program for developing prescriptive knowledge. Awareness of the problem leads to the 

conjecture as a proposal for design research. The research goal is better theory in design 

research terms – to construct a theory-artifact as a concretization of an Agency perspective 

of videogame design. The theory-artifact is a structural treatment of videogames – i.e., a 

structured arrangement and classification of videogame design elements. The contribution 

lies with how the artifact is constructed as much as its prescriptive contents. This fits with 

design research in that it provides the basis for further exploration – opens up a new field 

of research to further explore the feasibility of the approach in improving videogame 

design practice. 

There are three research questions raised by the research problem, and these questions fit 

the design research paradigm. The first question is about grounding the research – from 

which knowledge bases can the research draw from? This goes beyond describing the state-

of-the-art. Prescriptive and descriptive knowledge bases for Agency, videogames and 

Agency, and videogame design, respectively, will have to be brought into the research 

program. A novel way of articulating these bases together and novel inclusions of other 

knowledge bases constitutes a research contribution in its own right, for awareness of the 

problem per design research. This also needs to meet the thesis’ conjecture about a 

perspective of Agency improving videogame design practice. The second research question 

is to do with instantiation in the artifact – what to use as the basis for artifact construction? 

Such an element will have to be found in the follow-up to answering the first research 

question, and will form the core of a suggestion for a potential problem solution per design 

research (it will bridge between the knowledge bases and artifact development). The third 

question is to do with one of the ways in which design research carries out theory-building 

– how is the solution to the problem (concretization of an Agency perspective of 

videogame design) borne out in the relationships between the elements that make up the 

artifact? This will be answered by the evaluation phase (during which the model for analysis 

will be defined) and the conclusion phase in design research. 
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The three research questions and how they tie together are indicative of design research 

methodology and the design research process. This is a process which goes from inference 

to deduction, where the artifact is developed and then evaluated by means of informed 

argument – i.e., informed by the knowledge bases and the knowledge gained from artifact-

construction, and the cycles of feeding that information back to preceding stages. The first 

question about knowledge bases will be answered in the early stages of the process, but not 

completely; even late in the design research process, the model of analysis will suggest new 

knowledge bases or new ways of drawing from them, which will refine the awareness of the 

problem and further corroborate the thesis’ conjecture about an Agency perspective 

helping videogame design practice. The definition of the model of analysis will also feed 

back into the tentative design, i.e., the second research question about the basis for artifact 

construction. 

The methodological approach will be discussed at length in its own section in Chapter 4 – 

only after the rationale for thesis’ conjecture about an Agency perspective of videogame 

design work. For now, the phases in the methodological approach can be stated and briefly 

described, in how they work by cycles of inference and deduction per design research. 

The first phase of the approach is Awareness of the Problem, where knowledge of Agency, 

knowledge of videogames and Agency, and knowledge videogame design are investigated, 

together with the discovered relevance of additional knowledge bases. This yields a 

proposal for solving the problem – related to the thesis’ founding conjecture about Agency 

and videogames, or more properly to the rationale behind this conjecture. The proposal 

leads to the second phase, which is Suggestion. The treatment given to the problem 

through the articulation of knowledge bases and the proposal suggests a basis for artifact 

development as a means of tackling the problem, namely an element that can bind 

videogame design and Agency at a prescriptive level. That basis for overall artifact 

functionality and configuration leads to the third phase in the process, which is 

Development. The tentative design from the Suggestion phase is carried further, in this 

case as a theory-artifact – an Agency perspective of videogame design as a structural 

treatment of the elements of a videogame, where this treatment is organized around the 

binding element from the Suggestion phase. This leads to the fourth phase, which is 

Evaluation. A model for analysis is defined and used to make inferences and deductions 

about the artifact’s behavior in use. This stage can draw from the first stage of problem 

awareness (uses the knowledge bases for predictions). 
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The fifth and final phase is Conclusion. After the preceding phase revised and expanded 

predictions and the examination of the artifact, it is judged to be “good enough” or not, 

and in what way. How this opens up further research and exploration is also examined. 

The model of analysis for research in the present thesis is deductive. It is closely tied to the 

Awareness of the Problem, and fits the thesis’ epistemological stance and the design 

research approach. The Awareness Phase involves finding the canonical form of the 

problem. The model of analysis entails finding an existing treatment which is structurally 

comparable to the novel treatment in this thesis. The existing treatment however also 

embodies the canonical form of the problem. Its characteristics of being structurally-

comparable and also canonical allow for comparisons to be made at each point in structure 

between the two treatments – the existing one, and the one proposed in this thesis. This 

allows for deductions to be made about the proposed treatment’s suitability in dealing with 

the problem, fitting the deductive model of analysis and a method of evaluation through 

informed argument. 

Design Research as carried out in the present thesis fits with a Communication remit. As 

will be examined in Chapter 3, the present thesis follows an understanding of Agency 

which sees it as being immune – to a significant degree – to perspectives that seek to satisfy 

Agency either through better techniques for modelling users, or advances in artificial 

intelligence. The impossibility of taking these ‘shortcuts’ necessitates a fully joint 

perspective of user and object – i.e., Agency is communication, and an Agency perspective 

of videogame design is for prescribing to how that communication is carried out. The 

Agency perspective in the present thesis is for how videogames communicate, and how 

they get to be videogames in how they communicate.  

 

 

Thesis Outline and Structure 

The present thesis is divided in three parts. Part 1 comprises chapters 1–4, Part 2 

comprises chapters 5 and 6, and Part 3 comprises chapters 7–9. Each chapter is comprised 

of an introductory segment followed by numbered chapter sections. The last section in 

each chapter summarizes that chapter’s contributions to the thesis. 

Part 1 of the thesis describes the overall problem-space of videogames, videogame design, 

and Agency, establishes the scope of the thesis, and describes the state-of-the-art. From the 
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state-of-the-art, the thesis presents the rationale for its founding conjecture about an 

Agency perspective improving videogame design. Part 1 closes with a detailed discussion of 

the epistemological stance, research paradigm, and methodological approach of the thesis. 

This methodological approach is executed in Parts 2 and 3, even though a portion of the 

first stage (awareness of the problem) is carried out in Part 1. 

Part 2 of the thesis details how the research described in the thesis proposed to tackle its 

defining research problem. This is followed by defining and presenting the artifact that 

research meant to construct (carries out development), as derived from the problem-

awareness from Part 1 and the proposal (turned into tentative design in the Suggestion 

stage) from earlier in Part 2. 

Part 3 begins by defining the model of analysis for evaluating the constructed artifact from 

Part 2, and then carries out this evaluation for each point in structure between the thesis’ 

novel proposed artifact and an existing artifact, which – drawing from knowledge bases 

selected in Parts 1 and 2 – is deemed to be structurally comparable but also bearing the 

canonical form of the research problem. 

Besides the breakdown of the thesis’ structure with respect to Parts 1–3, it can also be 

helpful to look at the structure of chapters and chapter sections in more detail. This can 

show how the chapters map to the different stages of presenting the research. These stages 

are describing the state-of-the-art, stating the understanding of Agency followed by the 

thesis, presenting and arguing the thesis’ founding conjecture, and describing the 

methodological approach, and are followed by the stages for describing artifact 

construction and evaluation as the main contribution in the thesis. These stages follow the 

methodological approach closely, and are awareness of the problem and proposal, 

suggestion, development, evaluation and, lastly, the conclusion stage.  

Chapter 1 opens with a first pass in defining the scope of the thesis – videogames can be 

studied, and in different ways (descriptively), including the study of the videogame itself as 

an object and of its use context, respectively. Section 1.1 then turns to the scope of the 

thesis – a method focus on videogames. Section 1.2 narrows the focus on method to the 

existence of prescriptive knowledge bases on videogame design. Section 1.3 summarizes 

the chapter’s role in how the thesis presents research. 

Chapter 2 opens by clarifying which concept of Agency the thesis is interested in; this 

Agency is more about prescriptive knowledge than descriptive knowledge. Section 2.1 
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situates the evolution of the concept of Agency through a few key moments in that 

evolution. Section 2.2 looks at research that is closely related to the evolution of the 

understanding of Agency and complements that knowledge base in informing the 

awareness of the problem. Section 2.3 looks at alternate takes on the concept of Agency to 

better situate what the present thesis takes to be the state-of-the-art for Agency. Section 2.4 

summarizes Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 opens up the Awareness of the Problem phase of the design research process, 

i.e., it gives the basis for awareness of the problem leading to design research in the present 

thesis. First, it moves past describing the state-of-the-art and onto articulating the 

knowledge base for carrying out design research. This includes an existing, state-of-the-art 

understanding of Agency (as a phenomenon involving both the game and the player) 

together with a complementary prescriptive knowledge base (the notion of a ‘contract’ at 

the heart of interactive works). Research in the thesis follows that understanding of 

Agency. That understanding is corroborated and explored by means of a systematic 

literature review. The literature review has its own research questions and research 

methodology covered in section 3.1. Section 3.2 gives the results of the systematic review 

and discusses their implications for the thesis’ reading of the knowledge base of Agency. 

Section 3.3 summarizes Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 opens by providing the rationale for the thesis’ founding conjecture – that an 

Agency perspective of videogame design can improve videogame design practice. The 

rationale for the conjecture is further developed in section 4.1. This conjecture lets the 

thesis draft a proposal for dealing with the research problem. The epistemological stance 

and research paradigm in thesis is discussed in section 4.2. The phases of the 

methodological approach are detailed in section 4.3. Both the rationale for the conjecture 

and the methodological approach are justified by the awareness of the problem 

(articulation of knowledge bases) as described in Chapter 3. Section 4.4 summarizes 

Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 is about outlining the research program for dealing with the problem. This 

chapter contains the Suggestion Phase of research, whose output is a tentative design for 

dealing with the problem, per the previously-achieved Awareness of that problem. For 

achieving that output, the Suggestion Phase returns in section 5.1 to the knowledge bases 

from the Awareness Phase, and expands these bases. The new knowledge brought into the 

design research process allows for the operationalization of the knowledge that is already in 
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the bases – i.e., allows for the operationalization of thesis’ understanding of Agency. The 

operationalization establishes the ‘how’ in an Agency perspective making videogame design 

more consequential per the thesis’ founding conjecture. Section 5.2 follows from section 

5.1 in establishing an instantiation of that ‘how’ in making videogame design more 

consequential – this is an existing concept, but constitutes a tentative design in how section 

5.2 specifically places it in the context of videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

Section 5.3 summarizes Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 is for the third phase of the research process – Development. Chapter 6 opens 

with a new cycle of circumscription, where the design research process returns once again 

to the knowledge bases and expands them. This new expansion of the knowledge bases is 

for informing how the thesis’ contribution (a theory-instrument) should be formed in such 

a way as to fit with design practice. Chapter 6 first describes how the new source added to 

the knowledge bases for carrying out design research fit with that research’s needs, while 

section 6.1 converts insights from that source to concrete design measures in developing 

the theory-instrument. The resulting artifact is described in section 6.2, including the 

relationships between the elements that make up the artifact and how these relationships 

hold the potential for dealing with the research problem. The artifact is organized around 

the instantiation from section 5.2. This artifact is the main contribution in the thesis – it 

constitutes a concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design. Section 6.3 

summarizes Chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 is for detailing the model of analysis used by the thesis for evaluation – i.e., how 

research prepared the Evaluation Phase of design research – so that this evaluation can be 

described in Chapter 8. The chapter opens by once again revisiting the knowledge-bases 

and widening the search – a new circumscription cycle, this time for the Evaluation Phase. 

The expanded knowledge base supports the deductive model of analysis. The expanded 

knowledge base consisted of an existing structural treatment which is structurally 

comparable to the artifact constructed by research in the thesis, yet also embodies the 

canonical form of the research problem. The deductive model of analysis is then explained 

in detail in section 7.1. Section 7.2 summarizes Chapter 7. 

Chapter 8 maps to the evaluation stage of design research methodology in the thesis – it 

describes the comparison (per the deductive model of analysis) between the ‘canonical’ 

structural treatment and the artifact constructed through design research in the thesis. Each 

of the chapter-sections 8.1–8.7 carry out a comparison at reasonably equivalent points in 
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the respective structures of the two prescriptive artifacts – the ‘canonical’ one brought in 

for purposes of comparison, and the thesis’ contribution. This comparison is argued 

through logical reasoning and by drawing from the knowledge bases. 

Chapter 9 maps to the conclusion stage of the methodological approach. In keeping with 

the design research paradigm and the thesis’ epistemological stance, this chapter discusses 

in what way theory-building through artifact-construction in the thesis opens up further 

research, since opening up exploration and producing partial or nascent knowledge are 

acceptable outcomes in their own right for design research. The chapter does this by 

looking at the artifact constructed through design research – a concretization of an Agency 

perspective of videogame design – together with the evaluation of that artifact as described 

in Chapter 8. Prescriptive knowledge from this opens up a new field of research to explore 

the feasibility of the thesis’ Agency-perspective in improving videogame design practice. 
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Chapter 1 – Focus on Videogames 

 

Research on videogames can look at the usage of videogames and the context for that 

usage. For the purposes of the present thesis this can be called a context-focus on 

videogames, and occurs in anthropology, psychology, cognitive science, and more. In 

anthropology, there is the precedent of the research tradition on games (viz. Roberts et al., 

1959) that predates videogames. Ethnography is recognized as relevant to videogames (viz. 

Boellstorff, 2006), leading to ethnographic studies of cultures surrounding specific 

videogames (viz. Chee, 2006) and of videogame developer cultures (viz. O’ Donnell, 2009). 

Anthropology has examined the role of videogames in particular cultures (viz. Hung, 2007) 

as well as the role taken on by videogames in certain anthropological processes (viz. 

Stevens et al., 2008 or Galarneau, 2005). Interdisciplinary concerns which draw on 

anthropological perspectives on videogames include literacy (viz. Soetaert et al., 2011) and 

learning (viz. Squire, 2006). In psychology, the user- and context- focus on videogames has 

looked at long-term effects on users, including prosocial behavior (Gentile et al., 2009), as 

well as increased aggression and socialization issues (viz. Anderson et al., 2010). Qualitative 

user typologies (viz. Bateman et al., 2000) are an aspect of the user-focus of psychology 

that is based on psychological types and trait-measures and supported by attending 

psychometric methodology, and is highly-valued by the videogames industry. Activity 

theory is also considered relevant to the understanding of videogames (viz. Squire, 2002). 

In cognitive science, the user- and context-focus has been looking at how certain kinds of 

videogame playing might bring about improved cognitive and perceptual function in users 

(viz. Dye et al., 2009). 

Research can also look at videogames themselves as objects, games, texts, a form of 

activity, and more. For purposes of the present thesis this can be called an artifact-focus on 

videogames. This focus occurs for psychology, cognitive science, literary theory, and more. 

In psychology, the artifact-focus on videogames has looked at the psychological structures 

of the videogame (viz. King et al., 2009), but a more widespread concept is psychological 

flow (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2009) – videogame-specific variants of the attendant 

phenomena of flow have been identified in videogames (Jones, 1998). Cognitive-science 

brings together multiple disciplines which can hold an artifact-focus on videogames, such 
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as artificial intelligence (Narayek, 2007). Videogames are furthermore relevant to the 

understanding of phenomena that are relevant to cognitive science – including situatedness 

(viz. Susi & Rambusch, 2006) and embodiment (Gee, 2008). In literary theory, caution is 

warranted in applying instruments of literary theory to text that is multicursal, dynamic, or 

otherwise argued to possess an ergodic level, like videogames (Aarseth, 1997). 

Nevertheless, games feature significant overlap with narrative while not being strictly 

narratives. This artifact-focus related to literary theory attempts to define the characteristics 

of videogame texts (viz. Eskelinen, 2001), as well as establish the boundaries of concepts 

such as narrativity (Brand & Knight, 2005) within videogames. Artifact-focus for literary 

theory can also compare between videogame titles (viz. Carr et al., 2003) and videogame 

genres (viz. Arsenault, 2009). 

 

 

1.1 – Focus on the Methods Behind Videogames 

Videogame design and development practitioners and industry-researchers hold the most 

obvious kind of method focus on videogames. They are joined by the interdisciplinary, 

“academic independent structure” (Aarseth, 2001) of Game Studies in having a method-

focus on games as a primary concern. On the industry-side, the method-focus on 

videogame design has drawn from paradigms in psychology, cognitive science, software 

design and development, and more. On the academic side, the method-focus is led by 

Game Studies alongside computing disciplines. This method-focus naturally brings about 

an artifact-focus and context-focus in videogame design – looking at how to best design 

videogames means also attending to what videogames do and what they are. Contemporary 

Game Studies are not limited to videogames or electronic games, but interest in the 

potential of videogames and their popularity lets them take up much of the work done in 

Game Studies. Outside these disciplinary concerns that are to a large part consumed by a 

method-focus in videogames, the field of psychology and the learning sciences also can 

hold a method-focus on videogames. In psychology, the method-focus on videogames has 

sought to develop design methods based on the psychological responses (viz. Ravaja et al., 

2004) of users during videogame-play. In the learning sciences, a longstanding avenue of 

research is how to develop videogames for learning (viz. Griffiths 2002; Gee, 2003). 
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Videogames can furthermore be studied for their internal formal qualities in an 

independent and autonomous fashion – e.g., without having to necessarily go through a 

pure mathematics breakdown or literary analysis; in other words, videogames can be 

studied as videogames without having to borrow entirely from existing fields, and in what 

they are and what they do at the same time. 

Focus on videogames is hardly exclusive to scholarly work. Discourse surrounding 

videogames and about videogames is abundant and lively – produced every day from 

different quarters, and with growing diversity. In the production of this discourse, academia 

takes a backseat to other parties. These include the medium’s own form of evaluative 

journalism, which is well-established (Nieborg & Sihvonen, 2009) and has been growing 

into new forms and directions over some time, e.g. in the ‘new games journalism’ mold 

(viz. Gillen, 2004). The parties also include consumer forums, commentators, practitioners, 

analysts, activists and – as of late, and to a growing degree – general-interest news media. 

Discourse production is not carried out by the interested parties in isolation: different 

parties engage one another and collaborate in discourse production. 

Discussions of design have always accounted for most of the output of games journalism 

and user communities. More far-reaching or deeper discussions are still seen as somewhat 

more of the exception than the rule, though this has already begun to change. However, 

discussions of design occasionally sidestep informal or ill-defined value judgements in favor 

of systematic, neutral analysis of particular videogame titles. Evaluative journalism is 

naturally subjective – and has come to embrace its own subjectivity – and fundamentally 

discusses elements of design in terms of ‘good’ or ‘bad’, despite there usually being 

reasoned arguments for this, like whether the elements work or not, or add or detract from 

what a project is out to achieve, be it enjoyment or delivering on artistic intent. Less 

common is purely disinterested analysis which sets out to just isolate and list design 

elements and explore how they come together in the design. There are examples of this 

kind of systematic breakdown of videogame designs by both users and journalists. One 

example is an infographic (reproduced in Figure 1 in reduced size) titled “Portal 2 

Timelines” (Bugno, 2012) describing how the title “Portal 2” (Valve Corporation, 2011) 

works as a design and as a user experience. Another example is the video titled “Half-Life 

2’s Invisible Tutorial” (Brown, 2015a) which explains how “Half-Life 2” (Valve 

Corporation, 2004) teaches the user to play. 
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Figure 1 – “Portal 2 Timelines” infographic, Bugno, P.(2012) [online]: even shrunk from the original1 

in the author’s website and in grayscale, the infographic still manages to convey a sense of layering and 

alternation of elements in the videogame title 

 

That video is part of a series titled ‘Game Maker’s Toolkit’ – each video in the series 

explores a particular set of design measures as present in a particular videogame title, often 

by comparing the title to the measures taken by the design of other titles. The “Half-Life 

                                                           
1 Original in the infographic author’s blog is a color .png file in 2340x2790 resolution. 
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2’s Invisible Tutorial” video focuses on a particular set of design measures taken by “Half-

Life 2” which stands out among all the design measures in that title. The same design 

measure is present in “Portal 2” as strongly evidenced through the infographic (due to the 

timeline presentation and the pinpointing of the introduction of each mechanic). Both 

“Half-Life 2”and “Portal 2” were developed by the same studio and their largest content 

offering is their respective singleplayer campaigns, which in both cases are linked 

successions of maps with a linear narrative and play progression, where the experience is 

carefully prepared and anticipated by design work. 

Though in terms of videogame genres “Half-Life 2”is a first-person shooter and “Portal 2” 

a first-person puzzler, they are both similar insofar as being heavily-directed experiences 

and sharing design sensibilities. The design measure examined in the video and evidenced 

in the infographic is easier to spot and track in this kind of videogame, and moreover being 

forward with this design measure is a brand-value for the studio that made both titles, and 

an overt aspect of the studio’s design philosophy. The design measure is a way to handle a 

particular design task. There are other technical videogame design tasks (other videos in the 

same series as “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial” deal with other design tasks), such as 

balancing the internal economy of the game, level design (in a more general sense than 

presented in “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial”), or balancing out the competitiveness of 

different tokens and abilities. However, both the video and infographic focus on the same 

design task, with the video examining the design measure taken to handle the task at length. 

In videogames, a design task is carried out at the moment of design and at runtime (as 

played whenever played). In a sense, the task is carried out by the designers on the design 

during the design, playtesting, and refinement process, and carried out by the design on the 

user as the user plays. 

The infographic seems to have merely been an exercise in building an infographic well to 

achieve its function of communicating a highly complex set of interrelated information at a 

glance. The infographic puts three charts together for comparison where the horizontal 

axis for all charts consists of progression in the user-experience. The units for the 

horizontal axis are the actual subdivisions of the experience as ‘playable’, as experienced by 

users – “game levels” or “the gameplay between two loading transitions” (Bugno, 2012). 

This is not only a chronological view of the experience but, more precisely, a use-logic 

view, where the user’s time with the videogame title (progression through the experience of 

the title) is measured according to how users can activate the videogame to navigate 
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successive content portions. These content portions are in turn arranged according to how 

design for the title anticipates the user’s activations given the possibility space that design 

offers to the user. 

User and design together build, agree, and settle upon the punctuation for their mutual 

exchange. If the charts were dealing with, for instance, a traditional film (a single linearly-

constructed length of pre-edited footage), the horizontal axis could present the film’s 

running time. However, in usefully describing a videogame, progression is expressed as the 

logic provided by the design for user actions, where progression is enacted as long as the 

user understands that logic from moment to moment. The user can spend any length of 

time on each ‘level’ in the chart’s horizontal axis, but what matters is the levels are 

presented (communicated) as such by the title in succession, and can be activated. As for 

the vertical axis, it isolates and lists mechanics, thematic elements, and characters. Because 

the charts are aligned on the same vertical axis with the same granularity, the infographic 

makes the design of “Portal 2” visible at a glance. 

The bottom chart (titled ‘mechanics’) color-codes ‘mechanics’ according to whether they 

are being introduced at a particular point in the experience, are being experienced again 

following their introduction, or a variant form of the original mechanic is presented. At the 

bottom of the infographic, a bar-graph counts the number of mechanics present in each 

level, where color coding shows the proportion between introductions, subsequent 

instances, and variations of mechanics in that level. ‘Mechanics’ here can be defined as 

meeting-points in a videogame between game-rules and the user’s continued experience of 

the videogame. Mechanics are designed, identifiable expressions of the variable possibility 

space offered to the user. When users come across a mechanic in the gameworld, they see 

what that particular set of world-behaviors can mean to their power to affect the gamestate. 

By taking the mechanic into account in choosing and carrying out interface actions 

permitted by the videogame, users can set the possibility of gaining additional means to 

affect the gamestate against breaking even or losing (temporarily) their current means. 

In a linearly-constructed puzzle videogame such as “Portal 2”, the ‘gamestate’ can refer to 

which level the user is currently in (in an attempt to traverse level after level to reach the 

singleplayer campaign’s finale), but also where the user is in a level with regards to 

obstacles between the user and the level’s exit, and the state (e.g., active or inactive) of the 

objects that form the obstacles. The mechanics in “Portal 2” form the basis for the puzzle-

challenges. When a user enters a level (the zerostate of the level), the gamestate is barring 
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the user from navigating to the exit through the mechanics. By wielding mechanics in their 

favor, users can overcome the challenges, changing the state of the puzzle to facilitate 

instead of barring progression. This requires a sense of the general rules of the gameworld 

(e.g. the game’s particular rendition of gravity and inertia) and their special application as 

mechanics (e.g. wielding the ‘Momentum’ mechanic and the two ‘create portal’ interface 

actions to use gravity and inertia to overcome an elevated platform). 

Taken together, the bar-graph and the ‘mechanics’ chart show how “Portal 2” gradually 

builds a shared model of its design together with users. Progression unfurls through user 

actions, but that progression is carefully designed to nurture those actions and ensure that 

at any given moment the user is equipped with the precise empirical knowledge necessary 

to deliberately act towards progression while still experiencing challenge. The infographic 

shows when in the game’s progression is a mechanic introduced, and then when that 

mechanic re-appears, or is given a variant. When the mechanic re-appears, it can re-appear 

together with the introduction of a different mechanic. This allows for a scaling of 

complexity presented to the user moment-to-moment, where a particular balance is struck. 

On the one hand, the user has to deal with the need to call on accumulated knowledge and 

experience of the title up to that point, as well as the number of factors that need to be 

considered at once, and error margins for controls timing and precision. One the other 

hand, the design for the title enjoys the certainty of the user having already experienced 

enough to feel equipped and motivated to overcome any given point in the experience, 

because users have to have learned their way past requisite previous points in the 

progression. For every mechanic and for every level, the infographic shows how “Portal 2” 

teaches users by challenging them – how the design communicates with users and in doing 

so equips users to express themselves in the terms of the videogame through a kind of 

highly-localized (but transferable to an extent) action-literacy. Moreover, the charts for 

thematic elements and characters allow for the precise design of dramatic progression in 

“Portal 2” to be tied to the design for mechanics progression. Elements like the 

introduction of new mechanics, spikes in mechanical complexity or heightened stakes for 

puzzle-solving appear matched together with changes of setting, reversals of fortune for 

characters, or plot dénouement. Dramatic progression and mechanics progression work 

together to touch the user throughout use-progression, communicating better as a whole. 

By communicating more effectively, the design takes assurances on equipping users to 

express themselves in the terms of the game. 
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As for the video “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial”, it highlights and discusses the same kind 

of videogame design task the infographic makes apparent. The infographic exhaustively 

detailed the mechanics-composition of “Portal 2” against the units of user progression 

afforded by “Portal 2”. Coming up with some arbitrary mechanic is trivial – all it takes is 

selecting one or more rules that are constitutive of a gameworld and arranging a special 

application of those rules where a user action or control interferes with the behavior of 

objects in the gameworld in such a way that some variation in user’s ability to affect the 

gameworld will result. A non-trivial design task is crafting the mechanic as to be conducive 

to challenge and fit user-progression. For the user, wielding the mechanic itself is non-

trivial, and the possible gains in power to affect the gameworld make a non-trivial 

difference to wielding other mechanics in the title. This arrangement of mechanics is what 

the video and infographic are about. The goal is not just to isolate mechanics, but to find 

mechanics per increment of meaningful user progression. Here, in the narrowest sense, 

‘meaningful’ means that it counts for an assurance taken by the design that the user will be 

equipped for progression and counts for the user sensing that assurance. 

The infographic shows mechanics being introduced and subsequently reiterated in new 

challenges as new, different mechanics are introduced. Instead of a simultaneous, complete 

view of this process, the video showcases, highlights, and comments several individual 

instances of mechanics introduction to find an underlying design approach. This is done 

through a careful edit of screen-captured video of the title as played, with the author’s 

voice-over presenting his thesis for the design approach. Where the infographic had 

separate charts for thematic elements in characters, the video points out some thematic 

details surrounding the mechanic-introduction stratagems that strengthen communication 

with the user. But while the infographic merely evidences the mechanics per progression, 

the video approaches them as the title teaching the user how to play. 

‘Teaching’ the user is not necessarily a separate task in videogames. “Portal 2” allows for 

the point of introduction of each mechanic to be cleanly identified (per the color-coding in 

the original infographic), and “Half-Life 2” is ostensive about its ‘teachable moments’. But 

this is a consequence of the apparent design philosophy and strategy of the developing 

house for both titles. Both titles happen to aim for heavily-curated linear singleplayer 

campaigns as their primary value proposition. Both of the titles are also pointedly 

transparent designs – they promote their design qualities of transparency and clarity to the 

audience as brand-values in a systematic fashion. Titles in different videogame genres with 
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different approaches to design – or which merely aim for a different relationship with the 

audience or different brand-values and play aesthetic – might lend themselves less to such 

neat deconstructions of their mechanics-per-progression. Nevertheless, mechanics-per-

progression will be present in these titles – but possibly not in the form of a string of neatly 

arranged ‘teachable moments’ in a heavily-orchestrated linear experience. Where 

mechanics-per-progression are less obvious, they may not resemble ‘teaching the player’ as 

much. Setting aside ‘teaching’, a videogame communicates with its users in the language of 

that videogame in such a way that they can express themselves in that language. The 

present thesis argues that this is more properly characterized as an ongoing conversation 

rather than ‘teaching’, though this runs against positions such as that in Gee (2003) and 

elsewhere. 

To summarize the matter of the “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial” video, for every 

mechanic, “Half-Life 2”carefully stages a situation where the user is likely to notice the 

relevant application of gameworld rules in the interaction between objects or other entities 

in the gameworld, then at some later point contrives a controlled situation where the user 

will have to act along that application of the rules in order to progress, and subsequently 

demands and encourages ever greater fluency in that mechanic, while carefully dosing the 

complexity the user has to deal with at any given time. This is the same process evidenced 

by the “Portal 2 Timelines” infographic.  

The above design task can have different names. Beyond the occasional interest of user-

communities, the practitioners of videogame design are acutely aware of this design task. 

They have a practical (and even instinctual) understanding of the task even without having 

a universally agreed-upon name for it, or sharing any kind of formal, abstract 

understanding of where the task begins and ends. 

 

 

1.2 – Videogame Design Method-instruments 

The videogames industry regularly produces formalizations of technical tasks of videogame 

design, most often by working within the context of accompanying fields in development 

(like user-testing) or by adapting concepts and techniques from more or less unrelated 

fields. These tend to be internal practices developed by individual development studios or 

instituted across the in-house studios of larger publishers. Together they form a loose 
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collection of industry best-practices. Practitioners rely on these to different degrees, or 

might even eschew them altogether. Because they are instituted by studios on the basis of 

their project needs, they tend to have narrow applicability – often only in the one or few 

videogame genres the studio specializes in, and even then only given the usual conditions 

(e.g., team size and available expertise, business model, budget, etc.) at that one particular 

studio. There is an altogether different kind of design knowledge tools that might work for 

videogames. Where industry best practices are fragmentary, circumstantial, and often 

originate with other fields before being forced on videogame design work, these tools of a 

different kind could be abstract, formal, and pertain directly and exclusively to videogame 

design (i.e., built from the ground up from videogame design practice). 

On one level, general tools could encapsulate regularities in good design, i.e., design 

patterns, each succinctly describing a design problem, a solution, and the surrounding 

design situation and intervening factors, together with a hierarchy of patterns (some 

problem-solution-context sets are subsets of others). On another level, the knowledge tools 

are simply naming elements of videogame design and deciding where each element ends 

and others begin – committing to definitions for elements in a design discipline naturally 

reveals design solutions. This is more the idea of a common design vocabulary, but design 

patterns also fall within the idea of a common vocabulary. 

Attempts at providing theory-instruments of prescriptive knowledge for videogame design 

include formal design vocabularies such as ‘The 400 Project’ (Falstein, 2002), ‘Formal 

Abstract Design Tools’ or ‘FADT’ (Church, 1999), and the ‘Lenses’ in “The Art of Game 

Design - A book of Lenses” (Schell, 2008). They also include the proposal in Kreimeier et 

al. (2003) for videogame design patterns, and subsequent work in the same line of research 

(viz. Holopainen et al., 2007). Patterns also include proposals with a narrower scope, such 

as patterns for elements in interaction that might be present in certain videogames and not 

others – such as dialogue interfaces (viz. Brusk & Björk, 2009), or user movement in 3D 

videogames (viz. Milam & El-Nasr, 2010). With even a narrower scope, contributions in 

prescriptive knowledge can include patterns for the key design tasks of specific videogame 

genres as in Hullett & Whitehead (2010), in Smith et al. (2011), or in Lewis et al. (2012). 

Design Patterns encapsulate design knowledge in how they “encode design practices as 

problem-solution pairs with accompanying information and are interrelated with each other 

to form hierarchies or nets” (Holopainen et al., 2007). Formal vocabularies straddle 
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scholarly and practitioner work. Scholars and videogame designers have even collaborated 

in proposing such vocabularies (viz. Kreimeier et al., 2003). 

In FADT (Church, 1999), the two examples given of a Formal Abstract Design Tool – to 

show how they work and what they can do – might just add up to the same design measure 

accomplishing the same design task as examined by the “Portal 2 Timelines” infographic 

and the “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial” video. As to lend some credence to the possibility 

that design tasks are carried out both at the moment of design and at runtime, each of 

Church’s FADT are formulated from the standpoint of the user – that is, each FADT 

encapsulates solutions for designers (in a way that is similar or even identical to a design 

pattern), but does so as statements about user circumstances. The previous points about 

designs vocabularies and videogames are all introduced by Church in proposing FADT, 

right down to the idea that existing vocabularies are “genre constructs”, “essentially specific 

to individual games or genres” – whereas FADT was about a true common vocabulary, an 

“attempt to create a framework for such a vocabulary and a way of going about the process 

of building it” through “an overview of the ideas behind and uses of FADT” (Church, 

1999). The two paradigmatic FADT used for introducing the entire framework are 

“intention” and “perceivable consequence”. 

The two FADT deal with the processes involved in the infographic (Bugno, 2012) and 

video (Brown, 2015a) mentioned in section 1.1. The “Intention” FADT is when the user is 

enabled and encouraged to make “an implementable plan of one’s own creation in 

response to the current situation in the game world and one’s understanding of the game 

play options” (Church, 1999). The “Perceivable Consequences” FADT is whenever the 

user (“player”) is dealing with a “clear reaction from the game world to the action of the 

player”. After formulating these two examples of FADT, Church goes on to explain 

different ways in which they work together in designs. In the user’s time spent with a 

videogame, “Intention” and “Perceivable Consequence” are two separate moments.  

First, the user develops intention by coming into contact with “the current situation in the 

game world” and developing an “understanding” of play options. Then, the user benefits 

from what to the user are “perceivable consequences” if done right by designers. From 

there, the user gets to deal with a new, expanded “current situation” that allows for 

heightened intention, and sees more developed “perceivable consequences” as a result, and 

so forth. In the infographic, this process appears as the moment-to-moment careful 

orchestration of the introduction, instancing, and variation of mechanics. In the video, this 
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process appears combined with the ‘invisible tutorial’ that is part of the design sensibilities 

of the title and its developing studio. The video focuses on how videogames often feature 

separate segments for instructing the user on how to play (both playable tutorials and 

various hints and messages), and how the design of “Half-Life 2”folds this instruction into 

the course of normal play. However, the paradigmatic examples in the video – learning 

what the ‘sawblade’ and ‘barnacle’ gameworld objects are each for and what can be done 

with them – match the process of “intention” and “perceivable consequence” per Church’s 

two FADT. The video outright describes intention and perceivable consequences as it 

walks the viewer through multiple cases of what it calls ‘invisible tutorials’, but resemble 

‘teaching’ owing to the directedness and transparency characteristics of the design. 

Church’s two examples of FADT are a practitioner picking up on a design task recognized 

also by a user and a games journalist. The infographic’s author is an interaction designer 

who apparently is not part of videogames industry, i.e., is an end-user, who even mentions 

replaying the title in order to build the infographic (Bugno, 2012). The video was made by a 

working games journalist, though the series is a crowdfunded personal project not linked to 

his place of employment (Brown, 2015b). However, before the practitioner picked it up as 

a paradigmatic case of a design task for proposing a framework for building a common 

design vocabulary, the same aspect of the design of videogames had already been 

recognized and given a definition by academia. The aspect was named and defined as 

“agency” by Janet Murray in her book Hamlet on the Holodeck (Murray, 1997). This 

moment in the development of the understanding of “agency” will be discussed in Chapter 

2. How this “Agency” matches Church’s FADT has already been explored in Wardrip-

Fruin et al. (2009), where “Murray’s conception” is taken “one step further”, particularly 

through “perceivable consequences” – Church goes beyond finding “intention” as found 

by Murray (according to Wardrip-Fruin et al.), in that “a way that players come to 

understand the game world” comes from “the combination of intention and perceivable 

consequence”, and “that simply understanding the world encourages players to form 

goals”. 

The concept of “agency” then, is a salient aspect of videogames – enough to be intuitively 

recognized (but not necessarily clearly understood) by practitioners, users, and games 

journalists. Moreover, systematic descriptions of videogame design have touched upon the 

concept, and made it evident in specific designs through their different forms of analysis. 

Church’s FADT seem to be roughly equivalent to the object of the “Portal 2 Timelines” 
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infographic and the “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial” video, though each approaches it 

from a different perspective, and are not ‘about’ Agency. However, Church’s FADT has 

been argued by Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) to be equivalent to the concept of Agency in 

Murray (1997), and even furthering it in some key points. 

Proposals for videogame design method tools and ways of analyzing videogames have been 

making contributions not just through the number and range of repeated design incidents 

or design situations they can cover, but also how they go about doing that. The 

contributions from this kind of work – perhaps more than low-level design 

recommendations or discovered design knowledge – are the approach and structural 

treatment in each proposal. In the case of “Formal Abstract Design Tools” (FADT) 

(Church, 1999) and “The 400 Project” (Falstein, 2002), the method is made up of a series 

of constructs. These are individual prescriptive units – a single ‘Formal Abstract Design 

Tool’ in the case of FADT, or an individual rule in the 400 Project’s rule repository. But 

the proposals also consist of templates for the creation of new prescriptive-descriptive 

units in the terms of the proposal – i.e., ways of finding, isolating, and describing design 

situations in videogames and their implications, and bringing them into that proposed 

systematization. This – the choice of scope and categories – is the approach in the 

proposal. The proposals also detail hierarchies and other relationships between individual 

units, which determine their distribution in attempting to tackle the phenomenon of 

videogame design. This is the structural treatment in the proposal. 

The proposals are introduced with a showcase of actual prescriptive units – two 

interrelated FADTs in the case of FADT, and the growing repository of rules in the 400 

Project. More than being low-level contributions on their own, these showcases serve to 

illustrate the approach and structural treatment in each of the proposals. The proposals are 

making points about videogame design with their respective approaches and treatments, 

fitting their intent of arriving at a general method for videogame design. These points 

constitute a valid contribution in their own right, and one which is independent from the 

coverage of videogame design achieved by each proposal. Here coverage would be the 

number of individual prescriptive-descriptive units added to the proposal – the total 

number of FADTs discovered and documented, or the total number of rules under the 400 

Project.  

There exist other method proposals for videogame design besides formal vocabularies such 

as FADT, or videogame design patterns (viz. Kreimeier et al., 2003 or Holopainen et al., 
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2007). It is outside the scope of the present thesis to delve into the wealth of these method 

proposals. Despite this wealth of proposals, not too many method-instruments deal with 

Agency in a meaning of that term that can directly concern prescriptive knowledge and 

videogames. One example of a proposal that makes a point of concretely dealing with 

Agency is the “Plai” taxonomy (Patrickson, 2009). This taxonomy builds into the research 

tradition on interactive drama, and duly attempts to overcome the traditional stumbling 

blocks in delivering interactive drama – i.e., negotiating constraints to play and story and 

user self-expression. 

The Plai concept offers an exit by noting the role of constraints and other factors. From 

there, Plai shifts responsibility for playable dramatic experiences from narrative to Agency, 

following the recommendations of Harrell & Zhu (2009), namely the pitfall in conflating 

Agency with free-will. ‘Plai’, then, is a made-up word for the precise quality of emergent 

but bounded and – to a meaningful but not absolute extent – pre-designed meeting of end-

user’s expression and the materials for that expression, i.e., the system. Put differently, Plai 

are “staged encounters in Computer-mediated environments” (Patrickson, 2009) that can 

serve as a way to “adequately define this new medium” (Patrickson, 2009). Ultimately, Plai 

is about interactive drama – Agency and related research is a means to show existing 

conceptions to be limited and to argue for the “encounter”, “staged”, and “mediated” 

components of the Plai concept. Though the proposal for Plai does commit to a definition 

of Agency, the method-proposal is not directly about Agency and videogame design, but 

what Agency and related concepts can do to help sidestep false obstacles in envisioning 

interactive drama – which can be delivered through videogames, but also through other 

forms. 

The exploration of Agency in videogames intended by the present thesis is different, in 

being about Agency and for Agency directly – Agency is not a means to an end such as 

storytelling but an end in itself. The contribution the present thesis then, is getting to the 

bottom of the issue of Agency; where a taxonomy might reconcile different concepts, an 

exploration of a particular reading of a concept (like the present thesis’ reading of Agency) 

can draw a structural treatment and approach from the concept itself, and then work its 

way down an abstract-to-concrete range of applicability for that concept. Put differently, 

the current state-of-the-art for Agency, as it stands, already provides a workable basis for 

analyzing the phenomenon of Agency. What remains is finding and exploring reasonably 
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complete realizations of that concept from a macrostructural level down to a 

microstructural level – i.e., the intended contribution in the present thesis. 

 

 

1.3 – Summary of Chapter 1 

Chapter 1 establishes the scope of the present thesis. The chapter opens by establishing 

that videogames are indeed a target for inquiry and research with different kinds of focus. 

The chapter closes by arguing that even though production of prescriptive knowledge 

exists with the same scope as the present thesis (i.e., videogame design), it does not for the 

most part share the thesis’ object (i.e., ‘designable’ Agency). The thesis aims for something 

like the scope of formal videogame design vocabularies and videogame design patterns, 

only with Agency as its object. At least one theory-instrument – “Plai” (Patrickson, 2009) – 

seemingly matches the scope and object of the present thesis, but differs in the target for 

prospective benefits. That theory-instrument means to advance interactive drama, whereas 

the present thesis means to contribute to advancing videogame design – i.e., videogame 

design is the end rather than a means for the contribution. 

Chapter 1 starts by mentioning different kinds of research on videogames that seeks 

descriptive – rather than prescriptive – knowledge. In other words, Chapter 1 situates the 

scope of the present thesis first by looking outside that scope. The thesis applies its 

‘context-focus’ and ‘artifact-focus’ rubrics merely to illustrate how videogames are 

investigated outside of design. Descriptive research can look more at the videogame-

artifact, more at the user, or look at both equally. This is not the same as a genuine design 

perspective, where not only are the artifact and its effects considered equally and 

simultaneously, the distinction between the two becomes meaningless – how the artifact is 

put together is what it does. This sets the ground for the state-of-the-art for Agency in 

Chapter 2 to examine similar points about Agency and interactive works, and for the 

understanding of Agency which is followed by the thesis to be described in Chapter 3. 

Between opening with the overall scope of the thesis and closing with its specific target for 

contributions Chapter 1 looks at what in the present thesis is referred to as a ‘method-

focus’ on videogames. This kind of focus is shown to occur often in relation to 

videogames, even outside scholarly research. Some quality of videogames seems to invite a 

‘method-focus’. The more organized, ambitious attempts at prescriptive knowledge are 
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proposals for a general design vocabulary and videogame design patterns. Chapter 1 makes 

the point that prescriptive knowledge of videogames comes from the structure of theory-

instruments as much as their contents. This sets the ground for the thesis to describe the 

development of a structural treatment of videogames from an Agency perspective – the 

main contribution in the thesis – in chapters 4–9. 

Crucially, section 1.2 examines how the ‘method-focus’ of videogames partly anticipates the 

concept of Agency. This is done by discussing an existing proposal for a formal design 

vocabulary (FADT), and comparing it with the object of two other sources of prescriptive 

knowledge (the “Portal 2 Timelines” infographic and the “Half-Life 2’s Invisible Tutorial” 

video). The object of FADT and the other two sources are similar – and may be the same 

phenomenon in the design of a videogame – and this resembles the phenomenon of 

Agency, presented in the state-of-the-art in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2 – State of The Art of Agency 

 

Agency is attributed to works that are Interactive Drama, Interactive Narratives, Interactive 

Storytelling, and videogames. The first three terms are interchangeable to a limited degree 

strictly from the standpoint of tracing the lines of research that originated the concept of 

Agency. Naming examples of such works is difficult due to the fact that the terms exist 

largely as part of scholarly research into the development of certain traits (the ‘potential’ of 

making stories interactive). Though specimens exist in the ‘wild’ so to speak, they can more 

or less fit any of the terms, all of the terms, or none. The terms exist more as a means of 

pushing research agendas than anything that could allow clear-cut examples to be 

identified. 

Videogames can count as Interactive Drama, as Interactive Narratives, and as Interactive 

Storytelling, and in this capacity are held to have the property of Agency; however works of 

Interactive Drama, Interactive Narrative, and Interactive Storytelling exist that may be 

described as not-videogames. Similarly, videogames exist that are not believed to fit any of 

those other three forms. As attested in Wardrip-Fruin (2005), authors have developed 

products they emphatically described as not-videogames only to reverse this claim, and a 

genre such as Interactive Fiction (which superficially appears to eschew the term ‘game’) 

regularly asserts game-like characteristics as one aspect in defining the form (viz. Montfort, 

2003). Holding challenge as a defining criterion is in line with the attempts to distance 

certain works from videogames and their formal definitions (as mentioned in Wardrip-

Fruin, 2005). 

Attributing Agency to the right kinds of interactive works is further complicated by how 

the relevance of videogames to research dealing with Interactive Drama, Narrative, and 

Storytelling has shifted over time – i.e., attempts to push non-videogames examples of the 

forms (described in Wardrip-Fruin, 2005) gave way to perhaps a greater acceptance of 

videogames as the main front in developing these forms2. Strictly referring to playable 

media, ‘agency’ is a property of such media, or of a specific work of playable media, or a 

                                                           
2 Videogames were a secondary concern in earlier works, started being given greater consideration, and later became the default form for 

investigations of Agency, as can be seen in the portrayal of this evolution over time and two main lines of research in the present chapter. 
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process or phenomenon associated with their usage, that only exists in the context of that 

usage. In “Hamlet on the Holodeck”, Murray (1997) writes of the “the pleasure of agency 

in electronic environments” as a designed property, where “a high degree of agency” is 

present where “actions” – as designed – “are highly autonomous, selected from a large 

range of possible choices and wholly determine the course of the game” (1997, p.128). 

Murray furthermore explicitly ties this ‘agency’ to the properties of computers, asserting 

that “the interactor” – of a piece of what can be described as ‘playable media’ – “can 

experience (…) the thrill of exerting power over enticing and plastic materials”, and that 

this “is not authorship but agency” (Murray, 1997, p.153). 

Murray’s “Hamlet on the Holodeck” is the most influential coining of the term ‘agency’ for 

this category of the experience of playable media (see the systematic literature review 

described in Chapter 3 of the present thesis), where this ‘agency’ is presented alongside 

another two categories – ‘Immersion’3 and ‘Transformation’4. Adams defines Agency “in 

the context of interactive storytelling” (which falls under the ‘playable media’ rubric) as 

“the player’s ability to influence the plot line”, which “causes her to experience subsequent 

events differently from the way she would have experienced them if she acted in some 

other way, or if she chose not to act at all” (Adams, 2013, pp.29-30). 

By contrast, ‘agency’ is defined for instance in the field of Cultural Studies “as the socially 

constituted capacity to act (…), consisting of acts that make a pragmatic difference” 

(Barker, 2004, p.4). How the Cultural Studies community defines ‘their’ concept of agency 

might matter for discussions of the concept of ‘agency’ in playable media, and how other 

communities define their respective ‘agencies’ might also matter. However, the present 

thesis holds that the term ‘agency’ in the sense of a property, process, or phenomenon 

associated with playable media is all but a homonym of ‘agency’ for other communities – 

again, it can be argued to be distinctive enough in its role in playable media (as being freely 

designable by the developers of pieces of playable media) that an entirely different word 

could conceivably have been coined for the concept as it exists strictly for those playable 

media. As criticized by Harrell & Zhu (2009), this ‘agency’ enjoys a certain currency in 

                                                           
3 According to Murray, Immersion is the “experience of being transported to an elaborately simulated place” (Murray, 1997, p.98) and it 

gives participatory environments “the capacity to elicit behavior that endows the imaginary objects with life” (1997, p.113), after users 

learn “to do the things” the participatory environment “makes possible” (1997, p.99) 

4. According to Murray, Transformation is something like a natural consequence of interacting with computers, “because digital objects 

can have multiple instantiations, they call forth our delight in variety itself” (Murray, 1997, p.154) – and raises the distinctive issue of 

users making multiple passes on the same material, whereby the first pass and subsequent passes are experienced quite differently. 
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discussions of playable media, but the term is often used without rigor (to the point of 

being conflated with interactivity)5. 

The present thesis will be referring solely to ‘agency’ strictly in the meaning of a property of 

playable media or associated with those media. This Agency is more susceptible to 

prescriptive knowledge, while ‘agency’ in other communities is more susceptible to 

descriptive knowledge. Attempts to define ‘agency’ in playable media saw a gradual push 

towards a measure of disciplinary autonomy for the concept in this meaning (playable 

media) under that term (agency). The concept went from being a subordinate concern to 

enjoying the status of a worthwhile research topic in its own right – free to an extent from 

being conflated with other concerns to do with playable media (like interactivity), but also 

from other uses of the term ‘agency’ not strictly to do with playable media. This is not to 

say that the ‘agency’ of playable media has to necessarily be handled in isolation, or that no 

discussions of how this this playable-media ‘agency’ relates to ‘agency’ in other meanings of 

the term can be held.  

The ‘agency’ of playable media is however a sufficiently distinctive concept with a 

sufficiently distinctive meaning that it is licit – and in some situations perhaps even 

appropriate – to hold off discussing what ‘agency’ means elsewhere when discussing the 

Agency of playable-media. As cautioned in Wardrip-Fruin et al., (2009) “making such 

mappings meaningful would require careful consideration of how the agency theorized by 

these communities (and others) in the everyday world is related to agency in the fictional 

microworlds of games and other forms of playable media”, as the terms through which 

‘agency’ is defined beyond playable media “would be quite different if used in reference to 

game worlds” (2009, p.8). The risk of taking on such mappings falls outside the scope of 

the present thesis, and the ‘agency’ of playable media has become sufficiently distinctive to 

also merit being discussed more or less as a separate, novel concept – almost as if a 

completely new word had been coined for the concept rather than ‘agency’. 

Agency is not exclusive to videogames, and in the relevant research is held to only be an 

issue for certain kinds of videogame, namely story-driven videogames. Defining Interactive 

Drama, Narratives, and Storytelling from the standpoint of research to do with Agency is 

complicated by how the weight of the concept of Agency shifted inside this research, 

                                                           
5 As discussed in the systematic review in Chapter 3, the term ‘agency’ is also frequently used in these discussions in a loose sense, where 

its meaning to playable media is implicitly understood, but where a thorough definition of the term and its implications in playable media 

are not being committed to. 
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gaining in status and criticality. This accompanied the shift already mentioned in this 

chapter in the status of videogames within relevant research which makes it difficult to 

define how Interactive Drama, Narratives, and Storytelling relate to videogames6. 

Interactive Drama is “a genre of entertainment/art software” (Wardrip-Fruin, 2005). Laurel 

(1986) speaks of “Poetic-Interactive works” (of which contemporary videogames were an 

example) as possessing attributes that are equivalent to those of Dramatic works (of which 

Greek Theatre plays physically-enacted on a stage are an example). That is, Laurel argues 

that certain kinds of interactive works naturally resemble theatre by having a plot (and 

expressing that plot alongside interactivity and through the means placed in service of that 

interactivity), but that the interactivity of those works furthermore inserted the ‘audience’ 

into the dramatic work in ways not found in theatre. Laurel then goes on to assess how 

much of an envisioned and more complete form of ‘Interactive Drama’ was already 

present, and propose how to further progress to the fullness of this form. 

Mateas (2001) also pushes Interactive Drama, making a point of clarifying how Interactive 

Drama overlaps with Interactive Stories, but differs from them in a few of its attributes. 

Laurel had already asserted that “although both are poetic modes of imitation, dramatic 

and narrative forms differ in the manner in which an object is represented, as well as 

certain qualities of plot” (1986, p.61). Mateas carries on from Laurel in emphasizing the 

first-personness criterion of insertion of the end-user in an Interactive Drama7, where the 

“player does not sit above the story, watching it as in a simulation, but is immersed in the 

story” (Mateas, 2001).  

Interactive Narrative and Interactive Storytelling are bywords for the ‘potential’ of bringing 

together story and interaction, and making both into something more, which also brings 

about certain difficulties. In the research described throughout the present chapter8, these 

terms have been used as a way to investigate this potential without being restricted to a 

particular kind of existing product – such as videogames – which may extend beyond the 

scope of that research as well as not always have the attributes desired by that research. Put 

differently, Interactive Narrative and Interactive Storytelling are the most convenient terms 

for the Interactive Narratives (IN) and the Interactive Storytelling (IS) research 

                                                           
6 An example of an attempt to position the concepts of ‘Game’ and ‘Interactive Narrative’ relative to one another can be found in 

Zimmerman (2004). 

7 This is part of what Laurel describes as “the central dramatic function of the system” (1986, p.23). 

8 As well as in the works covered in the systematic review in sections 3.1 and 3.2 in the present thesis. 
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communities. If approaching this problem-potential research more from the ‘problem’ side, 

emphasis goes to development and research towards a proposed solution to the problem – 

e.g., calling it “Emergent Narratives” research (viz. Louchart et al., 2008). If approaching it 

more from the potential-side, emphasis goes to specific attributes being banked on or 

pushed, such as aspects of Drama (viz. Mateas & Stern, 2005), or a ‘contract’ for 

sidestepping the ‘problem’ (viz. Adams, 2013). Convenient as they are, the terms 

‘Interactive Narrative’ and ‘Interactive Storytelling’ are somewhat fraught. The currency of 

‘Interactive Narrative’ can be roundly criticized (viz. Juul, 2001). Certain authors might be 

more comfortable with dealing in terms of Interactive Storytelling rather than Interactive 

Narrative and explain their reasons for this (viz. Adams, 2013), while others try to tackle 

the implications of the term and untangle its relationship to ‘games’ – “every game can be 

considered a narrative system” (Zimmerman, 2004). The present thesis is interested in 

videogames as opposed to any wider concept, and specifically Agency in videogames and 

not so much in Interactive Narratives or Interactive Storytelling, however such terms might 

be defined. 

 

 

2.1 – Evolution of the Concept of Agency 

The concept of Agency in playable media has been recognized – to an extent – at least as 

early as Brenda Laurel’s 1986 doctoral dissertation, called “Toward the design of a 

computer-based Interactive Fantasy System”. This work can be situated by the present 

thesis as the beginning of a Poetics-Structural line of research that would come to offer 

definitions of Agency. What Laurel sought to do was first, find a well-established theory 

frame for what drama does – what in dramatic works lets them function as dramatic works 

and have the effect of dramatic works on an audience. Second, Laurel tried to determine 

what adaptations and specific requirements needed to be added to that theory-frame to 

make it useful for analyzing interactive-dramatic works and for guiding the design of 

interactive-dramatic works; that is, letting interactive-dramatic works function as both 

interaction and drama and have the fully integrated effects of both on end-users. Laurel is 

aiming for an envisioned interactive form that fully delivers on the potential of interactivity 

together with drama. This form was described as not yet being in existence, though certain 

existing forms – such as videogames – were held to be imperfect antecedents to this form 

while partially displaying its characteristics. Laurel is clear that the envisioned form is 
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interactive drama, though she opts to properly classify it as an “Interactive Fantasy System” 

(IFS) to better stress its requirements. 

The word ‘Agency’ is used in Laurel (1986) very much in the generic sense of the term – 

that is, while Laurel does define terms such as ‘interactive’, ‘dramatic’, and ‘first-person’ 

from the standpoint of IFS, and Agency would be properly defined by later works, here it 

gets a brief mention as something the end-user receives in return for not sabotaging a key 

ingredient of IFS, namely constraints. Laurel explains that the “user respects the limits of a 

mimetic world by refraining from introducing new potential into it (…)” and in “exchange 

for his complicity, the user experiences increased potential for effective agency, in a world 

in which the causal relations among events are not obscured by the randomness and noise 

characteristic of open systems (like ‘real life’)” (1986, p.104). 

Laurel explains that constraints prevent “the user from introducing new potential”, which 

is “essential to the functioning of the system, especially in the creation and maintenance of 

dramatic probability” (1986, p.103). Laurel’s use of the term ‘agency’ is however relevant 

for two reasons. The first is that Laurel is essentially sidestepping an issue not unlike the 

Narrative Paradox, years before the concept was first introduced (in Aylett, 1999)9. In non-

IFS drama, constraints are mostly provided on the side of the object – i.e., the play as 

written or as staged. In IFS, the possibilities for self-elaboration that interactivity affords 

users can let them ignore dramatic constraints. This issue is sidestepped by the tradeoff 

predicted by Laurel involving “increased potential for effective agency”. The second reason 

why the sidestepping of the issue is interesting is that it resembles Adams’ sidestepping of 

what he calls the “Narrative Flow Problem” (Adams, 2013), where users are given 

responsibility over the quality of their own experience. More to the point, the “complicity” 

of the user in Laurel resembles Young’s contract and Adams’ contract of cooperative 

communication between user and design that is meant to rule Interactive Storytelling. It 

brings to mind the underlying-model and commitment-to-meaning definitions (in Wardrip-

Fruin et al., 2009 and in Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, respectively) of Agency. 

Even setting aside the somewhat prescient context surrounding Laurel’s use of the term 

‘agency’, Laurel’s proposals regarding IFS are worth examining to situate subsequent 

discussions of Agency. The very minor role of Agency in Laurel’s IFS would give way to 

expanded roles for Agency in subsequent research that draws directly from Laurel’s 

                                                           
9 This concept will be further discussed in section 2.2 of the present thesis. 
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proposals. In particular, the well-established theory-frame for drama that Laurel chose to 

work from and how she adapted it for IFS would later be refined to give Agency primacy 

(in Mateas, 2001). Constraints and “dramatic probability” fit into Laurel’s IFS – and later 

into Agency’s primacy in Mateas (2001) – due to Laurel’s choice of an established theory-

frame for how drama works, and how that theory frame can help with interactive drama 

and comparable forms. 

The theory-frame selected by Laurel was the modern understanding of Aristotelian Poetics. 

This modern understanding or rehabilitation of Aristotelian Poetics explains drama – what 

drama does – with its structuring effect. This structuring effect is how an inherent structure 

common to all dramatic works is used by a particular dramatic work to enact the fictional 

events that make up that work. Or, as Laurel puts it, “drama does not present an imitation 

of life in all of its redundancy and confusion, but rather presents an imitation of action 

which, through artistic formulation, excludes unnecessary detail and complication”, to 

deliver a “pleasure that arises from the selection and arrangement of incidents and from the 

organic beauty of a whole” (Laurel, 1986, pp.9-10). Drama “achieves its pleasurable effect 

by arousing and then satisfying, using up, or ‘dealing with’ a set of emotions” (Laurel, 1986, 

p.63). This is achieved through the dramatic structure, which makes “visible the causal 

connection between events” (Ibid., p.10). Laurel excludes “mimetic” interactive works such 

as a computer simulation of a tropical storm (Laurel, 1986, p.19) from IFS; poetic 

interactive works – which have the “pleasurable expression of emotion” for an end (Ibid., 

p.19) – are the focus of IFS. The point of both traditional dramatic forms and IFS is that 

the “absence of real-world consequences allows the audience to engage in emotional 

experiences without risk” (Laurel, 1986, p.19). 

The modern understanding of Aristotelian Poetics provides Laurel with a six-tiered 

structure (the six rows in Table 1 from ‘Spectacle’ to ‘Plot’) for dramatic works in a nested 

concrete-to-abstract hierarchy. 
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Table 1 – Laurel’s structure following Aristotle, Laurel, B. K. (1986): six-tiered structure and how it fits 

interaction, source is “Table 1 – Corresponding Elements of Qualitative Structure” in Laurel (1986, p.36) 

 

The arrangement of the elements of the play – and their equivalents in the IFS –in each tier 

imposes meaning on the contents of more abstract tiers above and more concrete tiers 

below (per their arrangement as shown in Table 1). The way meaning is imposed between 

tiers is that the elements in one tier provide constraints for what can and cannot happen in 

the other tiers. The succession of events enacted in the play is described at all levels of 

abstraction by narrowing the probability of events through constraints (see ‘formal’ and 

‘material’ constraints below). This “dramatic probability” is “provided (…) by the 
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playwright in the construction of the play” (Laurel, 1986, p.56), and is “established by 

demonstrating the relationship between character and action” or “between what happens 

to someone and the sort of person that he is” (Ibid., p.57). Laurel explains that, in the 

closed system of a drama, this relationship makes certain incidents ‘universal’ as opposed to 

‘accidental’, where, by being universal, an incident “allows the observer to make 

generalizations” (Ibid., p.58) about the range of expectable behaviors and motivations of a 

character – or more properly an agent – given the surrounding fantasy. This helps drama 

do its job – establishing causation between all the events it enacts, to the extent that “the 

playwright moves the action of a play forward through the orchestration of dramatic 

probability” (Laurel 1986, p.58). 

In Laurel (1986), constraints are divided into formal and material constraints. Formal 

constraints exert formal causality from the level of plot downwards to affect character, 

thought, and so on, and can even occur as preexisting constraints that are in place in the 

fantasy world previous to the beginning of action. Laurel gives the example of highest 

order objectives in contemporary videogames as an example of formal constraint. As for 

material constraints, they occur at all levels besides that of plot, tend to exert material 

causality upwards in the poetics structure of elements, e.g., from the level of character up 

to plot, as the “traits and predispositions of characters are materials from which the user 

will formulate the character’s choices and actions, which in turn become part of the plot” – 

and videogames already showed a few ways of doing this (Laurel, 1986, p.114). Mateas 

(2001) would later take the difference between formal and informal constraints to draw 

parallels to how interaction affordances work, in a further refinement of Poetics for 

interactive forms. 

Drawing from the structural explanation of drama in Aristotelian Poetics, Laurel was able 

to insert the user of IFS in the six-tiered structure, define the requirements for IFS that 

come from that insertion, and map each of the six levels to the contents of an IFS. 

Reliance on classic frames such as Aristotelian Poetics for examining modern interactive 

forms – particularly videogames – has been widely criticized (viz. Eskelinen, 2001). A case 

can be made for these frames being dated even in their applicability to storytelling overall. 

This falls under general criticism by Game Studies of attempts to force frames like literary 

theory or folklore studies – that predate videogames – on videogames (viz. Eskelinen, 

2001; Gee, 2006), rather than developing new frames specific to videogames or working to 

advance Game Studies, which happen to predate videogames themselves. Videogames are, 
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after all “a new art form, one largely immune to traditional tools developed for the analysis 

of literature and film” that “will challenge us to develop new analytical tools” (Gee, 2006, 

p.58). Laurel is concerned with IFS, and Mateas (2001) is concerned with Interactive 

Drama, but provides for “interactive” Poetics to be extended to videogames (and 

videogames are indeed argued by Laurel to be inherently dramatic to a certain extent). 

Poetics may very well constitute an oversimplified and artificial basis for handling 

interactive forms, but this is also what makes Poetics convenient; it provides a clear, well-

defined structural explanation of the process of enactment, which helps with mapping it to 

interactive forms. For her part, Laurel seems to find value in videogames as antecedents to 

help figure out IFS, looking to “those poetic interactive works which imitate agents and 

their actions (as do most adventure games) and those who cast the user as an agent in the 

action (as do most videogames and recreational simulations) are composed of elements 

which correspond to Aristotle’s six elements of the drama” (Laurel, 1986, p.20). Laurel 

looks at these antecedents to find design strategies in their construction which can be 

extended and combined with drama techniques and AI advancements to bring about IFS. 

Regarding the requirements for IFS or genuine interactive drama, Laurel explains that IFS 

is an interactive, dramatic, first-person experience. The last requirement, which Laurel 

terms “first-personness”, comes from having to reconcile the six-tiered Poetics structure 

with a participant ‘interactor’ end-user. The second most-abstract level of Poetics is 

character. Laurel inserts the user at this level, as would later Mateas, following Laurel 

(Mateas, 2001). ‘First-personness’ requires that user participation occur strictly through 

what Laurel terms the “user-character” – the user takes part in the story by enacting a 

character, and the user’s participation needs to be well-defined by the terms and boundary 

conditions of the concept of that character inside the fantasy world. This implies a 

bounded, diegetic role for the user, and may possibly imply that there is no room in 

Laurel’s IFS for the kind of participation found in, for instance, “Lemmings” (DMA 

Design Limited, 1991) where the end-user is not given any characterization, and intervenes 

in the world as an implicit, unseen force who indirectly influences a cast of third-person 

characters. 

It should be noted that Laurel is actually more concerned with there not being any input 

delays or intermediaries – that input should be direct as to not take the user out of the 

fantasy – but this requirement can easily be exaggerated by videogame developers, for 

instance, into becoming overly-restrictive, e.g., by forcing interface metaphors to only be 
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diegetic, explainable within the context of the fantasy. The need for strictly diegetic 

participation means that the user never interacts “with the system qua system; indeed, any 

awareness of the system as an entity would explode the fantasy context (…)” (Laurel, 1986, 

p.87). This is taken as far as determining that the “system should ultimately require no 

symbolic (i.e., non-enacted) inputs from the user” (1986, p.24) – according to Laurel, the 

means of interaction afforded to the user in the real-world for controlling the IFS need to 

be themselves diegetic, mirroring the means of action of the character within the fantasy, 

thus achieving a single, seamless, completely transparent “user-character”. 

Murray’s book – ‘Hamlet on the Holodeck’ (1997) – established Agency as one of three 

foundational modes of pleasurable interaction with computers, as already mentioned earlier 

in Chapter 2. At the very least, Murray’s book marks the introduction of a highly influential 

definition of Agency, one of the first or the first to explore the concept enough to let 

Agency play a sizeable role in explaining Interactive Storytelling (IS) or related forms. This 

lets Murray’s work serve as the second stage of what the present thesis sees as the Poetics-

Structural line of Agency research. Murray’s definition is that Agency is “the satisfying 

power to take meaningful action and see the results of our decisions and choices” (Murray, 

1997, p.126).  

Murray does not restrict what the present thesis calls Agency exclusively to computers. 

Agency in Murray’s meaning is “offered to a limited degree in traditional art forms but is 

more commonly available in the structured activities we call games” (Murray, 1997, pp.128-

129). Murray even uses non-computer games as examples of a “high degree of agency” and 

of the absence of “true” Agency, respectively – the effects of actions in certain games of 

chance are “not related to the players’ intentions”, while in chess “actions are highly 

autonomous, selected from a large range of possible choices, and wholly determine the 

course of the game” (1997, p.128). It should be noted that while Laurel was focused more 

on interactive drama – through her IFS classification – Murray relaxes this focus 

somewhat, and looks at interactive storytelling more generally. 

Murray’s contribution – beyond properly coining the term ‘agency’ – was recognizing that 

the aesthetic payoff of computers could be made to fit with the aesthetic payoff of 

narratives, and proposing three aesthetic categories in interactive narratives for that 

purpose. The starting point is the recognition that “when we move narrative to the 

computer, we move it to a realm already shaped by the structures of games” (Murray, 1997, 

p.129). Murray then wonders if “compelling narrative literature” can be found “that builds 
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on these game structures without being diminished by them” (Ibid., p.129) – in what almost 

presages the Narrative Paradox. With Murray, Agency finally becomes a problem in its own 

right that needs to be addressed and one of the most significant tools of interactive 

storytelling. Murray is particularly interested in the latter. Murray is not looking to bring 

about a completely new interactive form while drawing from partial, existing ‘antecedents’, 

but rather tries to fully recognize the value in existing forms. The “pleasure of Agency” – 

“as an aesthetic pleasure, as an experience to be savored for its own sake” – is understood 

to have already been out there as one of the “characteristic” delights of interacting with 

computers (Ibid., p.128). Murray tries to find useful – in that they can fit interactive stories 

– existing variants of Agency as aesthetic pleasure, i.e., maze, rhizome, problem-solving in a 

journey-story, etc. 

The final source the present thesis uses to establish what it calls a ‘Poetics-Structural’ line 

of research on Agency is Mateas’ “preliminary poetics for interactive drama and games” 

(2001) – although further sources could perhaps be ascribed to this line of research, such as 

the definitions mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 3 of the present thesis. Mateas re-

worked Laurel’s model from the standpoint of Agency by combining Laurel’s model with 

Murray’s aesthetic category of ‘agency’. Mateas makes the other two aesthetic categories 

from Murray subordinate to Agency. Agency is given primacy in interactive-dramatic 

experiences, and Mateas’ contributions are specifically meant to help build experiences 

“which attempt to maximize player agency” (Mateas, 2001). Mateas holds that the end-user 

“will experience agency when there is a balance between the material and formal 

constraints” (Mateas, 2001). Here, ‘material constraints’, ‘formal constraints’, and their 

balance or commensurability have specific meanings in the context of Mateas’ model. 

Mateas notes that “Murray’s categories” – which include her description of Agency – “are 

phenomenological categories of the interactive story experience” describing “what it feels 

like to participate in an interactive story” (Mateas, 2001). Since this limits the prescriptive 

potential in Murray’s Agency category, Mateas is interested in obtaining structural 

categories for interactive drama given the presence of Agency, hence drawing from Laurel’s 

structural categories for interactive drama. However, Mateas also retains Laurel’s first-

person requirement for interactive drama, which means he was also interested in what 

Agency feels like. To this end, Mateas seeks to integrate both phenomenological and 

structural aspects (Mateas, 2001). And so, Mateas arrives at Agency through material and 

formal cause per certain existing views on Aristotelian poetics. 
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Like Laurel, Mateas sees interactive drama as being something that was yet to be fully 

achieved, with “part of the difficulty in achieving interactive drama” being “due to the lack 

of a theoretical framework guiding the exploration of the technological and design issues 

surrounding interactive drama” (Mateas, 2001). Mateas is committed to the idea that 

Agency “is a first-person experience”. What Mateas is proposing then is “a theory of 

interactive drama based on Aristotle’s dramatic theory” as a way to provide “design 

guidance for interactive dramatic experiences”, meant to inform “a technical agenda of AI 

research necessary to enable the proper experience of interactive drama” (Mateas, 2001). 

Where Laurel had shown how the two causality chains imposed by Aristotelian Poetics 

could apply to interactive works, Mateas “situated agency” as “two new causal chains 

inserted at the level of character” (Mateas, 2001), since the first-person requirement from 

Laurel already meant the end-user was inserted at the level of character. According to 

Mateas, the special cases of dramatic causality in interactive works happen because of 

Agency, and elements in these works – as well as design guidelines for those elements – 

have to secure Agency in order for the interactive works to achieve interactive drama. 

Concretely, Mateas’ extension of poetics consists of steps towards systematizing causality 

from the standpoint of Agency. Mateas tries to explain how interaction elements deliver 

causality generally – further systematizing Laurel’s proposals beyond what Laurel had 

already done. 

The issue of constraints is explored in greater detail, and through his structuring of 

constraints Mateas arrives at his working definition of Agency. Mateas relays that, in 

interface design “affordances are the opportunities for action made available by an object 

or interface”, or more properly “in some sense ‘cry out’ for the action to be taken” 

(Mateas, 2001). The concept of affordances will be discussed further in chapters 7 and 8 of 

the present thesis, in Norman’s definition of the term (viz. Norman, 2013). According to 

Mateas, the material resources in interactive drama mirror the way affordances work in 

interaction design. Laurel had already looked at constraints. Mateas distinguishes between 

the more traditional, expectable “negative form of constraint” which limits “what actions 

can be taken” and “the positive form of constraint” in interactive dramas which “cry out to 

make certain actions obvious” (Mateas, 2001). 

Mateas recalls that the formal causality chain of drama is the ‘author view’. The playwright 

defines a certain plot which necessitates certain characters and so forth, right down to the 

least-abstract level of spectacle (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 – Mateas’ “Neo-Aristotelian theory of Drama”, Mateas, M. (2001): showing Mateas’ additional 

chains from Agency due to the user’s insertion at the level of ‘Character’, source is “Figure 2 –Aristotelian 

theory of Drama” in Mateas (2001, p.144) 

 

This runs in reverse of the material causality chain (see arrow labeled ‘Material Cause’ in 

Figure 2), or ‘audience view’ – i.e., different instances of spectacle form patterns which are 

perceived by the audience, which in turn let them perceive the overall use of language in 

the play, and so forth, right up until the audience gains an understanding of the whole plot 

of the play. Mateas then explains that “constraints are not directly perceived by the player, 

but, just as in non-interactive drama, are understood by recapitulating the author’s chain of 

formal causation by making inferences along the chain of material causation” (Mateas, 

2001, p.145). This lets the “formal constraints afford motivation from the level of plot” 

which is “conveyed as dramatic probability” – so the user can understand “what actions are 

worth considering” by “understanding what actions are dramatically probable” (Ibid., 

p.145). Here, Mateas again has drama closely mirror HCI, after mirroring the material 

constraints of drama in HCI affordances. 

Mateas elaborates on his assertion that a player “will experience Agency when there is a 

balance between the material and formal constraints” by proposing that an “experience that 

successfully invokes a sense of Agency inhabits a ‘sweet spot’ in design space”, to the 

extent that “to add additional formal constraints (more plot) or additional material 

constraints (more actions) to a balanced experience are likely to move it out of the sweet 

spot.” (Mateas, 2001, p.146). Here, the criterion for this balance is whether or not the end-

user is able to work “up the chain of material cause in order to recapitulate the chain of 

formal cause” (Ibid., p.143), much like the audience in non-interactive drama – that is, 

drama is achieved when the audience takes on both the ‘audience view’ and the ‘author 
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view’. The act of being an audience to drama consists of running up a chain of material 

causation (‘audience-view’) up only to come back down again (‘author view’). Running the 

course of the ‘audience view’ lets the audience access the ‘author view’, in what Mateas 

describes as “an ‘ah-ha’ experience” (Ibid., p.143). Mateas argues that, for interactive works, 

this moment of wholeness – which is perhaps related to the “organic beauty of a whole” 

mentioned by Laurel (1986, p.9) – is the experience of Agency. In interactive works, the 

variety of choices should not outstrip the formal constraints that let the user “decide 

between choices” (Mateas, 2001, p.145), but available choices also should not fail to 

present meaningful variation given the possibilities in the plot – the extent of dramatic 

probability. 

Though Mateas’ “preliminary poetics” (2001) are primarily about interactive drama, Mateas 

claims that, “in addition to clarifying notions of interactive drama”, the model being 

proposed (see Figure 2) also provides a “general framework for analyzing player Agency in 

any interactive experience (e.g. interactive games)” (Mateas, 2001, p.140). Mateas does a 

superficial application of his definition of Agency to two videogame titles, to give an 

example of successful and unsuccessful Agency, respectively – that while “the model is 

motivated by interactive drama, it can be used to analyze the sense of agency in any 

interactive experience by analyzing the experience in terms of the dramatic categories 

offered by the model” (Ibid., p.145). 

 

 

2.2 – Complementary Research to Agency  

The development of the concept of Agency in playable media originates with research into 

an interesting problem – namely that having story in interactive forms means that the 

audience for that story is now a ‘working part’ of the story to some degree. The potential 

for participation and enactment in the story (end-user becomes a working part of the 

‘mechanism’ of the story) – which is gained by making that story interactive – is matched 

by a comparable potential for the end-user of that interactive-story to fail as a ‘working 

part’ of the story, and consequently cause the story to not work properly, or even not work 

as a story at all. Conversely, the interactive potential can fail to be delivered due to story-

preserving measures. Either way, both the interactive component and the story component 

will be wasted, together, as an overall story-interactive potential. 
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The ‘problem’ is more explicitly described as the ‘Narrative Paradox’ in research more 

directly preoccupied with overcoming it as a design and development problem – e.g., Aylett 

(2000), Louchart & Aylett (2004), or Louchart et al. (2008). Advances in the line of research 

which originated the Narrative Paradox have over time come to give more and more 

consideration to the role and nature of Agency. Having situated a Poetics-Structural line of 

research and how it influenced the understanding of Agency, a Paradox-Emergent line can 

situate the interrelated concepts of ‘Narrative Paradox’, ‘Emergent Narrative’10, and 

‘Purposeful Authoring’11. Concepts that originated with this line of research have been 

highly influential in how Agency has been approached. Later contributions in the Paradox-

Emergent line also make certain points about Agency, and how it relates to other concepts. 

The “well-known ‘narrative paradox’ of VEs is how to reconcile the needs of the user who 

is now potentially a participant rather than a spectator with the idea of narrative coherence 

– that for an experience to count as a story it must have some kind of satisfying structure” 

(Aylett, 2000), where “VEs” refers to Virtual Environments, the definition of which per 

Aylett (2000) is given on page 42 of the present thesis. The idea of the potential and the 

attending problem of intimately combining story and interaction introduced at the start of 

the present chapter can perhaps be helpful in explaining this concept of ‘Narrative 

Paradox’. Story also being interaction and interaction also being story puts the user in the 

distinctive and desirable position of being a ‘working part’ in the ‘mechanism’ of the story 

as well as the ‘mechanism’ of interaction. This is the potential. However, it also creates 

possibilities for the user to fail in that role of a ‘working part’, which wastes the story and 

the interaction together, as story-interaction potential. This is the problem. 

This one particular coining of a concept of ‘Emergent Narrative’ can count as the 

beginning of what the present thesis classifies as the Emergent-Paradox line, where the 

Narrative Paradox and its implications were recognized in “Narrative in Virtual 

Environments - Towards Emergent Narrative” (Aylett, 1999) – though it would not be 

named as such until “Emergent narrative, social immersion and ‘storification’” (Aylett, 

2000). Following the ‘discovery’ of the Paradox, the line would go on to research 

interactive forms which could overcome the Narrative Paradox. 

                                                           
10 For the introduction of the concept of ‘Narrative Paradox’ see “Emergent narrative, social immersion and ‘storification’” (Aylett, 

2000); for the introduction of ‘Emergent Narrative’ specifically in a related context, see “Narrative in Virtual Environments - Towards 

Emergent Narrative” (Aylett,1999). 

11 For an explanation of the concept of ‘Purposeful Authoring’ see “Purposeful authoring for emergent narrative” (Louchart et al., 2008) 
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Emergent Narrative (EN) was originally advanced as a research subject in line with the 

research subject of Virtual Storytelling (VS) – multiple thrusts in introducing EN within the 

same Narrative Paradox research line can be found consolidated, for instance, in 

“Emergent Narrative, requirements and high-level architecture” (Louchart & Aylett, 2004), 

where it was used to present a concrete high-end technical architecture for an EN system. 

The aim was still “solving and/or providing an answer to the narrative paradox observed in 

graphically represented VS” (Louchart & Aylett, 2004) but even here concerns of 

authorship were already present. Though “Purposeful Authoring” would describe 

properties which set EN aside from videogames, in Louchart & Aylett (2004) EN is 

offered as an integrated response to combined requirements of computer Role-Playing 

Games, non-computer Role-Playing Games, Interactive Theatre, and other forms. 

“Purposeful Authoring” is less about providing low-level “obvious authoring solutions” to 

specific problems and more about proposing the framing viewpoint of a “story landscape” 

to describe broader issues to be kept in mind when authoring EN – only then general 

design suggestions get made based on the identification of these issues. For this purpose, 

Louchart et al. explicitly invoke Murray’s concept of Agency (Murray, 1997) and Young’s 

concept of an implicit contract of cooperative communication at the heart of interactive 

storytelling (viz. Young, 2002). Louchart et al. even go as far as to state their viewpoint 

“that the system is not responsible for keeping the interactor cooperative” (Louchart et al., 

2008), which resembles an assertion in Adams (2013) about dealing with issues that can be 

read as similar to the Narrative Paradox. 

Adams speaks of something he calls the “Problem of Narrative Flow”, “which refers to a 

question of how the designer is to prevent the player from obstructing the plot” and 

contributes to a “Tension Between Player Freedom and Well-Formed Stories”, whereby 

the “more freedom the player has to do as he chooses, the less power the designer has to 

guarantee a well-formed story” (Adams, 2013, p.46). Adams circumvents this Narrative 

Flow Problem through a ‘designer-player role-playing contract’ as an expected framework 

of behavior, which will be discussed in Chapter 3. However, it is perhaps helpful at this 

point to define what is entailed by issues like the ‘Narrative Paradox’ or the ‘Narrative Flow 

Problem’. 

The reference to the “well-known ‘narrative paradox’ of VEs” or Virtual Environments – a 

“3D graphically rendered world in which both” synthetic characters “and the user have a 

joint spatial existence” (Aylett, 2000) – pertained to a context where those ‘VEs’ ended up 
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being compared with television (viz. Aylett, 2000). The paradox is also described in the 

context of that reference as an issue of “how far the pre-determined nature of much 

narrative can be relaxed” together with “how far the user of a VE can freely participate in a 

narrative rather than acting as a spectator” – where the former can allow “more freedom 

for user involvement”, and where the idea was to “settle the issue of exactly how the user 

can be incorporated into a narrative” (Aylett, 2000). At this point the Emergent-Paradox 

line of research was already pointing to structure, planning, a “defined social role” for users 

“within the VE”, and ‘emergent’ narrative approaches. In those approaches, the hierarchy 

is viewed “as a bottom-up structure, in which each level is created by interaction below it” 

as a “character-based approach rather than a plot-based approach and” – unlike the Poetics 

Structural-Line – “rather foreign to the Aristotlean view of drama” (Aylett, 2000). And yet, 

like Laurel (1986), Aylett emphasizes first-personness, while warning that “the idea of 

‘staying in role’ (…) will not appear to the ordinary user to be particularly important” 

(Aylett, 2000).  

Since the idea of the ‘Narrative Paradox’ emerges in the context of television being 

compared to the VE or Virtual Environment, such an issue can perhaps be explained 

through a comparable take – only on film and Virtual Reality. In “From the Necessity of 

Film Closure to Inherent VR Wideness” (Zagalo et al., 2003), the first-person requirement 

is emphasized (much like in Laurel, 1986), and – in what is a point of interest to the present 

thesis – communication, to the extent that “the most important challenge” of the 

characteristic and defining wideness of Virtual Reality (VR) is held to be “the imperative to 

stimulate human communication” (2003, p.76). This is explicitly tied to the importance of 

structure to that same wideness (rounding out its interest to the present thesis), in that this 

is what is used to define and contrast film and VR. With closure in film, the “structure is 

based on logical and already completed events” and “is what allows meaning creation from 

narrative” (2003, p.75). With VR and its “descriptive discourse, the ‘world’ directs the user 

to the true knowledge of the story structure dissolving the need for an end” (2003, p.76), 

owing to the “the continuous elaboration of the structure” sustaining “social event 

simulations” (2003, p.77). Narratives in VR “depend on the user to evolve and so to be 

structured” (2003, p.75). Both film and VR are held to “share the creation capacity of (…) 

representations of the world” – with those representations being “in general based on the 

creation of social simulations in order to engage people” and where in film they serve to 

“increase conflict”, and in VR “they serve the complexification of the structure” (Zagalo et 

al., 2003, p.76). Social simulations being a kind of end for structure in VR (and the means 
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to deliver on the potential of its ‘wideness’) is what makes communication and interaction 

so crucial, in that the latter should “underlie the elaboration of cognitive experiences inside 

virtual worlds in order to attain the greatest wideness possible” (2003, p.76), so that the 

“user will benefit from the apprehension of the structure” (2003, p.77). All of this is 

ultimately to do with the observation that computers offer infinite plasticity – or rather 

“VR ‘wideness’, the unlimited time and space to convey narrative” (2003, p.74). 

Returning to the discussion of Purposeful Authoring from page 41, the assertion that 

“interaction and narrative development must show a certain level of flexibility so as to 

accommodate each other” (Louchart et al., 2008) brings “Purposeful Authoring” in line 

with certain viewpoints on Agency. Flexibility for mutual accommodation completes a 

model for how EN works, of a “shaping process between a story and an interactor’s 

choices”, where “the decisions that the interactor makes gradually shape and re-shape the 

spectrum of actions available for a meaningful and purposeful experience”. The model 

makes use of the concept of “storification process” – “the ongoing cognitive process of 

constructing a narrative understanding of the experience”. The need to consider user and 

object simultaneously was being stressed in preparation for “story landscape” informing 

EN authoring. The authors specifically mention a concept proposed by Laurel of how “an 

interactor’s choices determine the direction of the narrative development and in turn, 

narrative development constrains the range of probable future interactions” (Louchart et 

al., 2008). 

Louchart et al. use their synthesis of their earlier EN research into the user and the object 

to diagnose recurring pitfalls in practitioner approaches to authoring EN. The authors list 

three consequences of bringing Agency into their model, and go on to explain how 

cognitivist and simulationist approaches to authoring EN have limits, and authoring and 

dramatic simulation respectively are more appropriate in most cases. “Purposeful 

Authoring” makes several points about Agency and connects Agency to ‘storification’. 

With their first point about Agency, the authors describe a property of EN in their 

definition that “sets it apart from most computer games” – “interactors do not have to be 

able to predict the consequences of their actions in terms of story outcome in order to be 

able to experience agency”, with the implication that in videogames, users do need to be 

able to tie every action to its plot consequences immediately as the action is taken or even 

planned. This could perhaps mean that, in the Agency of videogames, interaction design 

and plot design are possibly more local and of equal standing, whereas in EN or similar 
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forms plot takes precedence, and after-the-fact realization can still contribute to the 

“storification process”, and remain “satisfying”. 

The second and third points are about resisting the temptation to expect that user choices 

will reflect the user and not the character being played. Louchart et al. (2008) explain that 

the two points are related, in that “if the interactor can predict the consequences of a 

certain course of action, it should not be expected that they make the choices that they 

would if it were real life”, as “EN presupposes a willingness to play within the formal 

constraints of a role”. Here the authors make use of the concept of “offers” – which are 

points at which the EN creates opportunities for the user to enact their character given the 

state of evolving dramatic probability – thus establishing “a certain cooperative contract 

with the interactor”. 

Louchart et al. (2008) use the concepts of “story landscape”, “boundaries”, “critical mass 

for emergence” and “dead ends” to describe the authoring of EN. From that description, 

these authors make finer points about cognitive modelling and the approach to simulation. 

Drawing on their previous development work, the authors state that “it can be very 

tempting to delve into cognitive modelling and lose awareness of the ultimate purpose” of 

the “envisioned experience” (Louchart et al., 2008). The “development of character models 

used in an EN architecture must” instead “be seen as a process of authoring, rather than as 

ongoing cognitive modelling research”. The danger here is that the “word ‘simulation’ 

brings along many connotations from its more prevalent and established use in research”, 

but Louchart et al. commit to work on “a dramatic abstraction of reality”; “trying to make 

characters adhere to realistic behavior” is therefore not a fundamental or universal 

condition of building an EN, but really “an authorial choice” (2008). Rather than a 

scientific or technical approach to the inherent complexity-reduction of building a model, 

these authors propose to draw on their concepts to define “clearer and smaller boundaries 

for the story landscape”. “Purposeful Authoring” rejects user-centric (“ongoing cognitive 

modelling research”) tendencies in developing IS, in favor of simultaneous consideration of 

both user and object. This is in line with the understanding of Agency followed by the 

present thesis and presented in Chapter 3, and helps situate that understanding. 
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2.3 – Partial Concretizations of Agency 

A key point about Agency is that Agency is meaningfully distinct from interactivity (viz. 

Murray, 1997, or Mateas, 2001). Interactivity is a necessary but not sufficient condition for 

Agency. Maximizing freedom of action in an interactive environment is a widespread, 

faulty approach to delivering Agency (Harrell & Zhu, 2009), and ends up maximizing the 

risk of compromising narrative. Researchers dealing with Agency have felt the need to 

affirm the value in constraints in part due to what they identify as a widespread tendency of 

practitioners and researchers alike to naïvely conflate Agency with the breadth of actions 

permitted to users, in an “overly simplified understanding of agency (…) as free will”, as 

Harrell & Zhu (2009) put it. The same authors go on to criticize what they call ‘more is 

better’ models of Agency. Adams (2013) notes that “interactivity and agency are not the 

same thing” and asserts that “it is erroneous to assume that designers should always seek to 

maximize freedom and agency”. 

Overblowing ‘perceived’ Agency originates a variety of approaches to designing and 

disguising Agency in current commercial practice. This is interesting to researchers in two 

ways. First, research can look into specific cases of actual Agency practice to find out more 

about Agency. Second, this reality of practice fits with a recurring thought-experiment in IS 

research (viz. Murray, 1997), particularly in discussing the categories of Immersion and 

Transformation. This thought-experiment involves a scenario in which, given sufficiently-

advanced user-modelling, a completely linear experience can be constructed that fully 

anticipates every choice the user makes. Perfect user-modelling would mean that – at least 

on a first pass – the user is either essentially experiencing the fullness of Agency, or is 

alternatively being deluded into feeling a sense of Agency. This leads to the question of 

whether or not – given the possibility of perfect user modelling – two apparently identical 

experiences fundamentally offer the same Agency when one experience supports alternate 

choices and the other only makes the ‘right’ path fully functional while the alternatives are 

mock-ups or non-choices. Advances in videogame industry practice (user-testing, models 

for user-satisfaction) and technology have made it somewhat more feasible to carry out 

actual comparative playtesting experiments with linear and non-linear implementations of 

the same prototype. 

Investigations into designs for Agency in videogame design and development practice have 

revealed, for instance, use of a design approach described as “illusory agency” (McCallum-

Stewart & Parsler, 2007) while experiments dealing with the feeling of Agency have 
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referred to “the illusion of agency” (Fendt et al., 2012). These are discussed in the present 

thesis as examples of partial concretizations of Agency. The present thesis aims for a ‘full’ 

concretization of an Agency perspective as achieved by furthering design knowledge by 

means of design research. The ‘partial’ concretizations seek to describe and empirically 

study an existing partial Agency – i.e., merely the experience of Agency on the user’s side 

without that experience being necessarily reflected in the capabilities of the videogame as a 

system. Rather than compromise, the present thesis tackles Agency both as experience and 

in the system.  

“Illusory agency” is described in McCallum-Stewart & Parsler (2007) as the “process of 

‘tricking’ a reader into believing they have greater impact on and import within the game”, 

where “designers have created a strong plot but in order for this narrative to be realised, 

the actions available to the player must be curtailed”, which “makes for a good story, but 

limits meaningful play”. The authors find “illusory agency” by exploring the design of a 

particular published commercial videogame title. “Illusory agency” is achieved through 

specific design techniques – the authors discover two such techniques working in tandem 

in the title under examination – but ultimately “high presentation values” which strengthen 

intertextuality, “encourage players not to notice the lack of choice but rather to feel that 

there is choice” (McCallum-Stewart & Parsler, 2007). The two techniques are first, 

advertising decision points that concern the overall plot while retaining as much plot-

linearity as possible and second, providing a safe release for the user’s desires of 

subversion. 

In effect, the designers systematically instill in users “the idea that the reading of the text 

will be negotiated through transmedial ideas” while making “sure that any negotiation is on 

their terms”. Users will be making “many choices which might seem to be significant”, but 

“have little effect on the overall narrative”. The title analyzed by McCallum-Stewart & 

Parsler (2007) benefits from a valuable resource for the “transmedial ideas” with which 

users can characterize their play through something outside the title itself. The title builds 

on the wider fiction of a particular transmedial Intellectual Property (IP), and the authors 

trace how getting the users to engage that IP instead of the system qua system helps deliver 

“illusory agency”. As for the safe release, it allows “the player to feel subversive: an 

authority figure is set up and then the player is allowed to rebel against them”, which 

“avoids the player taking a counter-hegemonic stance by allowing them mild subversion 

within the game” (McCallum-Stewart & Parsler, 2007). The authors examine design 
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strategies for conversation options and their impact, among other design details, and even 

wonder if the less impactful interactions in the title are more pleasurable due to not having 

to control for preserving the overall fiction. 

“Illusory agency” is discovered in the title under examination by McCallum-Stewart & 

Parsler (2007) by drawing on wider research, particularly on transmediality and 

intertextuality and their consequences. The authors assert that the “player approaching the 

text does so with a series of preconceptions, even if they have not played the game before”, 

in that users “have created a narrative of their own before the game commences”, to the 

extent that “their agency here consists of their own belief that certain actions, events or 

situations might arise”. The user does not engage the system qua system – “the player must 

decide how they will react to a whole variety of situations, and for this they must step 

outside of the mechanic and think of their game avatar as a ‘person’, a character in a film or 

book”. This role for preconceptions as a site for meaning outside the user and the designer 

– but connected to both, simultaneously – is an important step in moving past modelling 

the user or the structure of designs, predominantly, to explain IS. It resembles the idea of 

an implicit contract between user and designer through an analog of the cooperative 

principle of language for licensing meaning in Young (2002) or assigning responsibility for 

plot coherence in Adams (2013).  

Interestingly, McCallum-Stewart & Parsler (2007)g seem to follow what is presumably the 

understanding of Agency of the designer communities they are studying – that is, Agency 

as freedom of action. This makes it easier to discuss “illusory agency”, as “full agency” or 

unrestricted “free agency” become the default design goal that “illusory agency” is set 

against, inasmuch as it “seems that often, games developers hold the holy grail of 

roleplaying game design to be the creation of a huge world in which players can go 

anywhere and do anything”. The authors assert that “the claim that a game is a ‘roleplaying 

game’ does not automatically engender free agency within it”, which is where “illusory 

agency” comes in. Despite the insistence in conflating Agency with freedom of action, the 

analysis of intertextuality is valuable, by “drawing on the ways in which the game aesthetic 

uses its transmedialism to provide the player with a world view within the game, but also 

uses this transmedialism to enforce the gameplay motifs encouraged by illusory agency” 

(2007). 

Another knowingly-partial concretization of Agency is “The Illusion of Agency” (Fendt et 

al., 2012) – not to be confused with McCallum-Stewart & Parsler‘s “Illusory Agency”. 
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Experimental design work and quantitative user testing is presented in Fendt et al. (2012), 

in what may amount to an attempt to prove – or at least evaluate – the “perceptual nature 

of agency” (2012, p.116). The initial design implemented by the authors was “a branching, 

text-based, choose-your-own adventure story” – that is, a relatively orthodox interactive 

storytelling experience featuring, to some extent, divergence of situations based on 

successive choices made by the end-user. This is what counts as a traditional approach to 

Agency from an “illusion of agency” standpoint – multiple cases of user conduct count as 

valid, and all of these cases are modelled by the system and content authored for them. 

Fendt et al. (2012) call the sum of a user’s choices in traversing their “choose-your-own 

adventure story” a “branch”, and carried out a period of user-testing on that initial, 

branching design to determine which “branch” through the story was picked by the most 

users. Based on this branch, two variant implementations were created to test the two 

hypotheses of the study. Both variant implementations were the same in that they 

reworked the story to default to the previously-found predominant branch. The user was 

prompted to select one of two options at specific junctures much like in the original, 

branching design. However, content in the variants came only from branches previously 

found to be dominant. Content from non-dominant branches was dropped. One of the 

variants was a rich-feedback variant, which displayed text feedback after each selection. 

Each selection got its own text, acknowledging the user’s decision in the terms of the story 

and the fictional universe of the story. The other variant left out the tailored story-oriented 

text feedback.  

The experiment in Fendt et al. (2012) therefore used three different artifacts – an 

interactive story with both short and long-term feedback (the initial design), an interactive 

story with only short term feedback (one of the variants), and an interactive story with no 

feedback (the other variant). Long-term feedback was text that referred to the last choice 

taken by the user as well as choices going even further back, while short-term only referred 

to the last action taken. The two hypotheses for the experiment in Fendt et al. (2012) were 

first, that users would report “similar senses of agency” from playing the fully-featured 

(long-term as well as short-term feedback) story and the story with just the short feedback, 

and second, that users would report “a weaker sense of agency” (2012, p.121) from playing 

the no-feedback story compared to the short-term feedback story. In preparation of their 

“human subjects experiment”, the authors were careful to ensure appropriate sample sizes 

and record demographic data, and – crucially – the questionnaire for reporting on Agency 
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covered both the overall experience and feelings about each story juncture. The authors 

state that the “questions were created to measure different components of Murray’s 

definition of agency” (2012, p.117) as meaningful action. 

The study described in Fendt et al. (2012) was an effort in looking into the components of 

Agency and the power of modelling the user. The experiment results only “moderately” 

supported the first hypothesis in the study, with the fully-featured (long- and short-term 

feedback) story yielding more Agency in two questions. Participants effectively reported a 

greater sense of Agency in the fully-featured story relative to the short-term feedback story 

with regards to one question, and a “marginally greater sense of agency” (2012, p.123) with 

regards to another. The authors state that they “failed to prove the second hypothesis” 

(Ibid., p.123), with only one question indicating a statistically significant greater feeling of 

Agency for the short-term feedback story compared to the no-feedback story. 

The “Illusion of Agency” study is interesting from a perspective of trying to situate Agency 

research – namely in how the study positions itself relative to Agency and IS research. The 

authors are clear about being “less interested in interactions that don’t relate to plot”, 

including “interactions with the environment” than in aspects to do with “a story’s 

development” (Fendt et al., 2012, p.116). This is the delimitation of subject found in some 

of the most influential works on IS research and Agency. Agency has been most often 

understood to be a matter of plot or story, and this delimitation is stressed even more as 

research looks more and more towards videogames Fendt et al. went to great lengths to 

carefully isolate story. And yet, the authors conclude that their second hypothesis – that 

their short-term feedback story would create stronger feelings of Agency than the no-

feedback story – failed. This exposes a perhaps excessive need to isolate story in IS and 

Agency research. 

Fendt et al. (2012) is an example of an empirical attempt to isolate story in understanding 

Agency – or perhaps even to isolate Agency from everything but story – running into more 

or less unexpected results given prevailing attitudes towards the relationship between 

storytelling and Agency. Though Agency as a process might end with influence over story, 

it may not necessarily start with story. Research on Agency has already been considering 

e.g., affordances from various angles, and it may be helpful to relax, though not abandon, 

the focus on storytelling. End-users – including the human subjects in the experiment in 

Fendt et al. (2012) – may actually experience Agency as a continuum of story, interaction, 
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and game elements, even though research has often found it helpful to try and 

compartmentalize these elements. 

That the first hypothesis was only “moderately proven” is significant. It opens the 

possibility that users, by playing, are addressing something outside the system in and of 

itself and what content the system presents, or more properly something bigger than just 

the system and that extends past the boundaries of the system, while encompassing the 

system. The fully-realized, branching design stood in for the works which provide 

traditional ‘full’ Agency, while the linear variant design with story-feedback stood in for a 

possibly successful working of the “illusion of agency”. The first hypothesis – and possibly 

the expectation motivating the study – was that users would get the same payoff from the 

initial design and the linear variant with short-term story feedback. Presumably, users were 

allowed a single pass on the “story” – their first. This builds into a problem that has long 

concerned IS research, which is the difference between a first pass and all subsequent 

passes by the same user – the difference between the categories of Immersion, 

Transformation, and Agency in Murray (1997), and the discussion of these categories. Even 

on a single, first pass, users may have been engaging something outside what the system 

allowed them to experience. This invokes the role for intertextuality and transmediality in 

“illusory agency” (McCallum-Stewart & Parsler, 2007). At also resembles the notion of 

Agency as a dialogue between user and design (viz. Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010 and in 

Wardrip-Fruin et al. 2009), to be examined in Chapter 3. 

Interestingly, a summary of Agency research is presented in Fendt et al. (2012) to situate 

their study, where definitions of Agency were traced from Murray (1997) to Mateas (2001), 

to the definition of Agency in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009), while mentioning the concerns 

in Harrell & Zhu (2009). In Fendt et al. (2012), however, this diversity of views is 

abandoned in favor of concentrating on measuring “components of agency”, and perhaps 

coming close to an attempt to reduce Agency to a single component. That is, the authors 

are aware of approaches that examine “agency as a phenomenon which lies in between 

game control and player control” (Fendt et al., 2012, p.115), including the need to consider 

user and object simultaneously in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009). 

Despite being aware of conceptions of Agency as distributed between object (videogame’s 

design) and user, Fendt et al. designed their experiment in such a way that it largely treats 

Agency as unidirectional and the object as static. Agency is unidirectional in the sense that 

users are believed to engage the system qua system, i.e., only receive as much Agency as the 
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system is prepared to give them, and if the system can falsify Agency users cannot detect it 

on a first pass. The object (i.e., the videogame or a piece of interactive fiction) is also 

treated as static, as the object is not thought to engage the user – the possibility being 

tested is that Agency might be ‘in the eye of the beholder’, as it were, and a question of 

preference for particular story outcomes. No Agency is assigned to the object; the object 

cannot be designed in such a way as to uphold Agency and actively engage the user, 

evoking and playing with meanings. By contrast, an existing theory precedent is mentioned 

in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) of assigning Agency to objects. In a sense, the idea in Fendt 

et al. (2012) that Agency might be in the eye of the beholder (the end-user) somewhat 

contravenes the thinking in other research to do with Agency. 

To be fair, the study in Fendt et al. (2012) requires a narrow consideration of Agency for its 

purposes, which are clearly stated. The careful construction of their analysis instrument – 

approaching different dimensions of the feeling of Agency with different questions – 

allows them to try and componentize Agency, and measure these components through 

pair-wise comparisons for the same question between two “stories” played by test-users. 

Their approach “aims to elicit a sense of vast story content with a minimal amount of 

authoring effort”, thus making it “different from most work within the interactive narrative 

community, which focuses on maximizing agency by creating systems capable of authoring 

a vast amount of story content”. The authors are also clear about being interested in fixed 

story arcs unlike “emergent-narrative approaches”. Though their first hypothesis was 

described as having been only “moderately” proven, “there was no significant difference 

between the branching story and the non-branching story with feedback for four out of 

five pair-wise comparisons between questions”. These results are understood to “still be 

encouraging”. In the face of these results, a more nuanced position is adopted by Fendt et 

al. – instead of replacing ‘full’ Agency with the “illusion of agency”, development “can 

achieve much of the same sense of agency with less story content” (2012). 

 

 

2.4 – Summary of Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 describes the state-of-the-art for Agency in the meaning of the term that 

interests the present thesis, and clarifies that meaning. Further clarification can be found in 

Chapter 3, which states the understanding of Agency followed by the present thesis. In 
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Chapter 3 this is done to set up the knowledge bases for the first phase of a design research 

process. Chapter 2 anticipates the setting up of the knowledge bases in Chapter 3. Chapter 

2 describes the state-of-the-art by looking at research that sought to define Agency, and 

research with different goals and objects, but related to the Agency research and relevant to 

the evolution of the understanding of Agency. 

Chapter 2 highlights certain considerations of Agency research and of related research, and 

draws parallels across research lines with respect to those considerations, and in an Agency 

perspective. This is what sets the ground for the knowledge bases in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 

goes beyond just referencing the state-of-the-art, and takes the time to explore the 

considerations and draw parallels, making Chapter 2 more extensive than it would be if it 

simply referenced the selected sources for the state-of-the-art. The considerations to do 

with Agency, interactive-storytelling, and videogames that are highlighted in Chapter 2 are 

the relevance of structural treatments for understanding these phenomena at the level of 

design knowledge, the necessity of a joint (design-like) consideration of user and object 

without taking user-modelling as a shortcut, and the possibility to sidestep a potentially-

false dichotomy between user control and system control. These considerations recur 

throughout research described in the state-of-the-art. Chapter 2 finds these considerations 

in the research or highlights aspects of research that resemble or fit the considerations. The 

knowledge bases in Chapter 3 are meant to reflect these considerations, hence their being 

sourced in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 2 opens by briefly outlining the meaning of the term ‘agency’ the present thesis is 

interested in. While Chapter 3 states this meaning, Chapter 2 explains what kinds of 

interactive works this Agency is found in, as a way of situating the state-of-the-art in the 

rest of Chapter 2. At this point, Chapter 2 additionally situates disciplinary traditions that 

have examined this Agency, as well as the theory difficulties that have motivated those 

traditions. This is not an exhaustive account of this research; rather, it merely underlines 

that the evolution of the understanding of Agency has been influenced by difficulties in 

defining different kinds of interactive works and distinguishing between them, as well 

perceived obstacles in reconciling user and system control.  

Section 2.1 is for accounting for the evolution of the understanding of the concept of 

Agency. Again, this is not an exhaustive account of any and all attempts to define Agency; 

merely a way of situating the evolution of the concept by highlighting three moments in 

that evolution – three approaches to defining Agency. The present thesis classifies these 
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three approaches as a ‘Poetics-Structural’ line of research. This line of research shows how 

Agency gradually gained in recognition and relevance in parallel with videogames gaining 

relevance within discussions of Agency. It also underlines the persistence of a first-person 

requirement in research surrounding Agency, as well as that research resorting to structure 

as the means that can be understood to power Agency and related phenomena. Finally, it 

also highlights how the notion of a cooperative principle or contract at the heart of 

interactive works seems to be present in Agency research, and that this can help sidestep 

perceived difficulties in reconciling user and system control 

Section 2.2 looks at research which is not strictly preoccupied with Agency, or at least not 

originally. This research is not exhaustively accounted for, but rather described in four key 

moments in that line of research. The present thesis calls this the ‘Emergent-Paradox’ line 

of research. Even though this line of research occupies itself primarily with reconciling user 

and system control, it eventually came to recognize the relevance of Agency. Moreover, it 

saw fit to express a rejection of modelling techniques as a crutch. Instead, it affirmed the 

need of carrying out design – jointly regarding user and object – to deliver on the potential 

of interactive works. This point about jointly regarding user and object is crucial to the 

design research effort described in the present thesis. 

Section 2.3 looks at partial concretizations of Agency perspectives of videogame design 

practice – that is, where the present thesis seeks a concretization of Agency that fully 

accounts for the user and the object together, these two existing concretizations describe 

compromises to do with Agency, where user and object are, respectively, absolved from 

certain responsibilities in making Agency happen. The two existing concretizations are 

discussed in order to situate the kind of ‘full’ concretization of an Agency perspective of 

videogame design the thesis means to contribute.  
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Chapter 3 – Agency per This Thesis 

 

The state-of-the-art of Agency was not completed in Chapter 2. There are two existing 

definitions of Agency which the present thesis holds to be the currently best-developed 

understanding of the concept. These two definitions are discussed here in Chapter 3. The 

present thesis refers to them as the ‘underlying-model’ definition and the ‘commitment-to-

meaning’ definition of Agency, respectively. Chapter 2 discussed the evolution of the 

understanding of Agency in order to situate these two definitions in Chapter 3. They are 

argued to be state-of-the-art definitions of Agency because of how they address the 

longstanding disciplinary concerns to do with Agency, as highlighted and discussed in 

Chapter 2. This is corroborated by means of a systematic literature review as described in 

sections 3.1 and 3.2. 

The examination in Chapter 2 of certain trends in research on Agency and surrounding 

Agency – namely joint consideration of user and system and a principle of cooperation 

between them – also situates the notion of a cooperative contract at the heart of interactive 

works. This notion is sourced and discussed here in Chapter 3, and is combined with the 

two best-developed existing definitions to form the understanding of Agency followed by 

the present thesis. This understanding forms the basis of theory-artifact development by 

means of design research, as detailed in chapters 4-9. This fits the phases of a process of 

design research per Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008). The articulation of knowledge bases in 

Chapter 3 matches the Awareness of the Problem phase of that research, in that they 

support the founding conjecture of the present thesis, as stated at the beginning of Chapter 

4. That conjecture helps phrase the Problem, and directly leads to a Proposal for resolution 

of the Problem through artifact-development, as defined in Section 4.1. 

The underlying-model definition states that Agency is “a phenomenon, involving both the 

game and the player, that occurs when the actions players desire are among those they can 

take as supported by an underlying computational model”, as presented in “Agency 

Reconsidered” (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009, p.7). The commitment-to-meaning definition 

states that Agency is “the process by which participants in an interaction commit to 

meaning” – in the sense that the way the object is configured (the videogame for instance) 
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offers conditions for users to have a kind of conversation with it – per “Agency as 

commitment to meaning: communicative competence in games” (Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum, 2010, p.13). 

The underlying-model (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009) and commitment-to-meaning 

(Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010) definitions might be able to stand as a kind of 

culmination in the search for a definition of Agency (as described in Chapter 2). Each of 

these two views describes the phenomenon of Agency in such a way that the longstanding 

disciplinary preoccupations surrounding Agency are addressed. Agency was originally seen 

as one factor among many contributing to the wider phenomenon of Interactive 

Storytelling (IS). Even after Agency gained importance within IS and a degree of 

disciplinary autonomy, it still carries perspectives and concerns of IS research. The 

underlying-model and commitment-to-meaning definitions position Agency a certain way 

relative to user and artifact, describe what goes into making the phenomenon of Agency, 

and what comes from it, and its implications. All of this addresses preceding research – it 

sidesteps and puts into perspective various concerns from that research, or provides a basis 

for solutions for dealing with those concerns. The concerns pertaining to Agency and IS 

include the Narrative Paradox, freedom of action, the role and nature of user-modelling in 

Agency, the difference between a first pass and all subsequent passes – or between 

Murray’s immersion and Murray’s transformation (1997) – and more. From the standpoint 

of situating Agency, the definition in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) is more traditional in 

keeping with preceding research – for instance in its handling of dramatic probability as it 

applies to Agency (viz. Mateas, 2001) – and can be looked at first. 

Part of the basis for the definition of Agency in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) is how Agency 

is positioned relative to the user, the design, and the designer. The authors are careful to 

point out that this Agency – “a phenomenon involving both the game and the player” – is 

bound to be related to existing concepts in other fields that they refer as Actor-Network 

Theory (ANT) and Activity Theory (AT) – also mentioned in the motivation in Harrell & 

Zhu (2009). Wardrip-Fruin et al. note the potential in how ANT and AT extend their 

respective views of agency but ultimately – particularly in the case of AT as argued by 

Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) – fail to assign Agency symmetrically to users and objects. 

Furthermore, the meaning of the term ‘agency’ in ANT and AT may not be about design 

and prescriptive knowledge – which is what interests the present thesis.  
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In Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) the question of first passes versus subsequent passes is 

described as a false dichotomy; that is, wondering whether or not perfect user modelling 

can originate true Agency – perhaps in line with the already-mentioned hypotheses for the 

“Illusion of Agency” in Fendt et al. (2012) – “points toward the wrong directions in the 

design space” and “elides the actual workings of the computational system” (Wardrip-Fruin 

et al., 2009, p.8). 

Wardrip-Fruin et al. explain that their purpose is not to argue for their “definition of 

Agency on theoretical grounds, but to show that it focuses attention on a number of key 

issues for the design and interpretation of playable media” (2009, p.7). They go on to 

explain the implications of their view of an underlying computational model for each of 

these “key issues” as established by their tracing of “some of the reflection on agency (…) 

over the last twelve years, particularly as it relates to fictional worlds” (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 

2009, p.7). The authors explain that Agency is “interacting with a system that suggests 

possibilities through the representation of a fictional world and the presentation of a set of 

materials for action”, to extent that “designing experiences toward the satisfactions of 

agency involves balancing the dramatic probabilities of the world with the actions it 

supports” (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009, p.7) – viz. Mateas, (2001), for instance, for “materials 

for action” and “dramatic probabilities”. 

Per the underlying-model definition, supporting Agency in a design “requires employing or 

crafting a computational model of the play domain suggested by the work’s dramatic 

probabilities” (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009, p.7), where users “come to games with 

assumptions” about that “domain of play” and, in order to “play successfully they must 

transition from their initial assumptions about this domain (e.g., movement or 

conversation) to an understanding, often largely implicit, of how it is supported by the 

software model” (Ibid., p.8). This moment of transitioning to a largely implicit 

understanding represents Agency being achieved by the design, the object, and the user 

together. 

The model can be “quite abstract”, but it “must have a fundamental representational fit” 

with the play domain, as well as with the interface (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009, p.5). From 

here, the authors consider multiple implications for the key issues of Agency, such as 

realism harming Agency in that it incorrectly signals the user’s “expectations of 

computational models” or that “agency waxes and wanes during play” but users “respond 

differently if the possibility of agency has already been established earlier in the 
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experience”, to the extent that design is better off anticipating “fundamentally 

improvisational play” rather than relying too much on “plans” (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009, 

p.8). The underlying model then moves on to the object-user continuum, as the authors 

crucially explain that their “perspective differs from previous presentations of agency as an 

audience experience or structural property of works” (Ibid. p.8) – neither the design nor the 

user can guarantee Agency on their own, and each must address the other. 

The commitment-to-meaning definition12 explicitly builds on the approach in Wardrip-

Fruin et al. (2009) – “Mateas and Wardrip-Fruin also tackled the question of agency, drama 

and narrative in a recent conference paper, arriving at complimentary conclusions while 

taking a different path” (2010, p.12). Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum however comprehensively 

draw from the concept of speech acts in ways that perhaps ends up having more to do with 

how Young saw the cooperative principle licensing meaning between designer and user 

(2002). Young looked to the philosophy of language – namely the cooperative principle 

(from Grice, 1975) – and drew conclusions about how interactive narratives work. 

Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum looked at “speech act theory” as examined by “the philosophy 

of artificial intelligence (AI)” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, p.13) – namely the “notion 

of commitment” (Ibid., p.13) in that view – per Winograd & Flores as cited by Tanenbaum 

& Tanenbaum (2010). This let Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum propose a “redefinition of 

agency as the process by which participants in an interaction commit to meaning” (Ibid., 

p.13). 

Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum are directly tying Agency to a mutual commitment of design 

and user, where the “emphasis in an interaction” is not the “outcome of a choice”, but the 

“intent which underlies that choice”, and the emphasis in the design for an intelligent 

system “is no longer on the actions which are taken within it, but on the expressed 

meanings of those actions” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, p.14). The authors assert 

that a “game designed in this manner would support a process of meaningful commitment 

through interactions that allow the player to express her meanings to the system, and to be 

confident that the game was interpreting those meanings as intended” (Ibid., pp.14-15), and 

add that they “do not consider this interactional vocabulary to be substantively different 

                                                           
12 Previously mentioned earlier in the present chapter as defining Agency as “the process by which participants in an interaction commit 

to meaning” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, p.13) – again, in the sense that the way the object is configured (the videogame for 

instance) offers conditions for users to have a kind of conversation with it 
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from the existing vocabularies and literacies required by games in order for players to 

succeed at ludic tasks” (Ibid., p.15). 

The commitment-to-meaning definition is strongly directed at videogames, specifically. 

Though a distinction is made between the requirements of sandbox and open-world games 

and more linear games with strong narrative components, the redefinition of Agency is 

meant to help the latter the most. This constitutes a departure from how older research 

involving Agency was ostensibly about helping Interactive Drama or Virtual Storytelling 

first, with videogames serving as a sub-domain or outlier case for supplying extra 

requirements, or standing as an exception to the rules discovered for Interactive Drama or 

other forms (viz. Louchart et al. 2008). This is inverted in Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum 

(2010), where the forms of Interactive Narrative besides videogames become the terms for 

comparison instead. 

The new definition of Agency is meant to help analyze “how game design choices support 

(or fail to support) the experience of agency during gameplay” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 

2010, p.13). Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum briefly examine how their definition of Agency is 

met by the design of a commercial off-the-shelf videogame title that fits their target of 

narrative-driven videogames. The title not only offers “commitment to meaning” in its 

core, explicit Agency, but also a further, optional commitment – and possibility for 

expression through Agency – in its “less obvious mappings” (2010, p.15). 

Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum assert that, in Game Studies, Agency is “frequently held to be a 

core component of gameplay” (2010, p.11), but is not often investigated past that and 

remains under-analyzed – another frequent concern of treatments of Agency. The authors 

point out that, even as Murray (1997) introduced “one of the most well-known definitions 

of agency” as part of a wider effort to understand interactive narratives, she was “invested 

in the notion of the author/designer as a privileged role, distinct from the creative roles 

available to interactors” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, p.12). Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum believe that since then it has become expected “in many games” for 

“unanticipated and emergent player actions to occur”, which has “given rise to a shift in 

the notion of agency, away from” the original idea of “choice and toward freedom” (2010, 

p.12), where enhancing “player enjoyment” is equated with “expanding the range of 

available choices”.  
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The pervasive “focus on freedom” is seen as needlessly forcing “an opposition between 

player agency and the designer’s ability to author a compelling work, be that work primarily 

ludic or narrative in nature” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, p.13) – i.e., something like 

the Narrative Paradox is less a universal problem with bringing interaction and narrative 

together, and more of a consequence from recurring oversights in defining Agency. This 

fits with the notion of a user-object contract of shared responsibility for interactive works, 

as presented for instance in Adams (2013). Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum explain that the 

“commonly held assumption that unrestricted self-agency is a core pleasure of game 

experiences”, can “create particular problems for narrative-based games”, as it “positions 

game narrative as being inherently in conflict with the player’s desire to act within the game 

world” (2010, p.11). This is where the connection between Agency as freedom of action 

and views akin to the Narrative Paradox is made. 

Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum write of a “so-called” tension “between narrative and 

interaction”, which “has given rise to a vast array of design techniques, intended to either 

control the actions of the player via various guidance strategies”, or “to shape the evolution 

of the story via intelligent drama managers” (2010, p.11). Such research has had to deal 

with the concept of Agency to one degree or another, while pursuing research interests 

other than Agency. Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum note that Agency from the standpoint of 

this research often includes “some notion of meaning, but this is often overlooked in 

favour of construing agency as freedom” (2010, p.14). As an alternative, the definition of 

Agency as commitment to meaning explores Agency as a joint act of mutual 

communication between user and object – “the notion of ‘communicative competence’ as 

a necessary component for meaningful player interactions” (2010, p.12). 

Picking up from the consequences of speech acts in the philosophy of AI – the relationship 

between user and system and what is ultimately possible or not for intelligent systems – 

Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum see the design in videogames as allowing users to exercise the 

human language faculty of the illocutionary point of utterances; that is, the faculty of 

committing to some meaning in a speech act, as “each language act or utterance in a 

conversation between two or more people has consequences for the participants, typically 

related to actions they are about to take or will undertake in the future” (2010, p.13). The 

exercise of committing to a meaning therefore requires both interlocutors, and this is 

where the properties of “meaningful interaction” of Agency in videogames come in, as 

“commitment as entailed by the illocutionary point of an utterance is critical to establishing 
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trust and communication between interactors” (2010, p.14). Therefore, the user “needs to 

trust that the game is correctly interpreting her expressed meanings via the often limited 

communication channels available to her”, so that the user can “engage in the process of 

meaningful commitment” (Ibid., p.14). 

In this trust-based view of videogame usage, interacting in order to gradually lose variety of 

choices is not a threat to Agency but its fulfilment, since “in some cases, committing to 

meaning may even involve sacrificing the ability to chose [sic], or engaging in actions where 

there are no choices to be made” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, p.14). This has 

consequences, such as it being “more important to provide the player with the ability to 

take a single, meaningful action than a dozen trivial ones”, and that “simulational fidelity 

alone may afford unrestricted player actions, but is not sufficient for meaningful play” (Ibid. 

p.14). The videogame is essentially its Agency, since “designers and performers are in a 

type of conversation with each other, mediated by the game, and their ability to commit to 

meanings and follow through on those commitments are crucial” (Ibid. p.14). 

Users play videogames in order to be “held accountable for that to which they have 

committed”, where the design for the interaction between user and system is such that, for 

every action, “the illocutionary commitments entailed” by that action can be “real” in the 

context of that game; the actions then become “meaningful choices” (Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum, 2010, p.14). Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum believe this “property of meaningful 

behaviours” can and should “be applied to the design and operation of the game world as 

well as the actions of the player within it” (2010, p.14), which makes it possible that “even 

when a player’s actions have no real impact on the world–in the sense that there is nothing 

she could have done that would have yielded a different result– players nevertheless come 

out of the experience feeling as if their actions were meaningful and the game was 

enjoyable” (2010, p.13). This seems to contravene definitions of Agency such as Adams’, 

which restrict Agency to the end-user’s “ability to influence the plot line” (2013, p.29). 

Another consequence of making Agency about communication is that it heightens the need 

to train users in interaction and makes this training central to design. After all, “games, like 

any communicative system, rely on the literacies and competencies of their participants in 

order to signify meaning” and, “as with other methods of communicating, it is often 

necessary to educate the participants in the specific tools for meaning-making that exist 

within the system” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010, p.15). Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum 

compare their own line of thinking on this centrality of training to that in Wardrip-Fruin et 
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al. (2009) and others. According to Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum “training players to interact 

is a form of expectation management” (2010, p.16), and designs naturally manage “the 

expectations and desires of the interactor in such a way as to frame the experience 

comfortably within the capabilities of the interactive system” (Ibid. p.16). This prepares the 

ground for Agency to happen, as a “player who knows the limitations and affordances of 

the system is more qualified to express meanings within the bounds of the system, and also 

more prepared to accept any potential breakdowns in communication” (Ibid. p.16). 

In situating Agency definitions, it should be noted how the underlying-model and 

commitment-to-meaning definitions mirror certain proposed models of IS, namely what 

can be called the ‘contract’ models. One IS model sees a cooperative principle that licenses 

meaning for user and object (Young, 2002), and the other sees a similar contract only for 

assigning responsibility for plot coherence to user and object both (Adams, 2013). 

The present thesis does not settle for what it deems to be the best-developed definitions of 

Agency for its purposes – the underlying-model and commitment-to-meaning definitions. 

In order to establish a starting knowledge base for artifact-development according to the 

goals and methodological approach of the thesis (design-research), the two best-developed 

definitions are complemented with the notion of a contract at the heart of interactive 

entertainment. This notion is already suggested in research surrounding Agency and in 

Agency definitions – as discussed in chapters 2 and 3. However, sources that explicitly deal 

with this notion (Young, 2002 and Adams, 2013) can now be discussed, and used to 

complete the understanding of Agency followed by the present thesis – Agency as 

commitment to meaning, but more concretely as an implicit contract of commitment to 

meaning, where the means that allow the parties (the user and the videogame) to take part 

in the contract are also the object being negotiated through the contract.  

Young’s contract is part of a wider line of research consisting of several works, though 

most of it consists of proposing specific AI techniques. Only one early primary source for 

this line of research will be looked at. Examining the contract models can help illuminate 

the two definitions of Agency. The contract models of IS amount to a need to jointly 

consider the user and the object. A similar take, only for Agency, forms the basis for the 

underlying-model and commitment-to-meaning definitions, and is stressed in the former. 

Young’s contract explicitly draws from a concept in the philosophy of language, namely the 

cooperative principle (proposed in Grice, 1975). The commitment-to-meaning definition 
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makes a similar contribution in explaining Agency. Speech Act theory in the Philosophy of 

AI as described by Winograd and Flores (as cited by Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010) – 

specifically in how it deals with illocutionary points in utterances – is put to use in defining 

Agency to the extent that Agency becomes an exercise in commitment to the meanings in 

illocutionary points; specifically, “designers and performers are in a type of conversation 

with each other, mediated by the game, and their ability to commit to meanings and follow 

through on those commitments are crucial” (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010). 

The idea of a Cooperative Principle of language (after Grice, 1975) was used to approach 

Interactive Storytelling (IS) in Young (2002). The notion of a contract is also offered in 

Adams (2013), only with a different sense of what user-system cooperation does for IS. 

Young (2002) saw the Cooperative Principle as licensing meaning between user and design. 

Adams (2013) does not tie the contract specifically to Agency; Adams’ ‘contract’ is tied to 

IS, and Agency is just one narrow aspect of his view of IS. This definition is separate from 

the assignment of responsibility for plot coherence achieved through the ‘conversation’ 

between user and designer13 – again, a “narrower construction” where “in the context of 

interactive storytelling, agency refers specifically to the player’s ability to influence the plot 

line”. Adams explains he regards agency as “agency over plot” in the context of his thesis. 

Agency is circumscribed to causing “the player to experience subsequent events differently 

from the way she would have experienced them if she acted in some other way, or if she 

chose not to act at all” (Adams, 2013, pp.29-30).  

The idea for what the ‘conversation’ in IS does is somewhat different in Young (2002) and 

in Adams (2013), but the ‘conversation’ is the largely the same. Young (2002) proposes a 

principle – a “co-operative contract” – informing the “nature of the gaming experience” as 

analogous to the Cooperative Principle from the philosophy of language that informs talk 

exchanges, as proposed by H. P. Grice (1975). Grice asserts that the participants in a 

conversation implicitly recognize conversations to be “cooperative efforts”, where each 

participant recognizes “to some extent, a common purpose or set of purposes, or at least a 

mutually accepted direction” (Grice, 1975). Grice is careful to note that the purpose of the 

participants here is not necessarily just “a maximally effective exchange of information” 

(Grice, 1975), but nevertheless the participants get to “eliminate much of the overhead that 

communication otherwise would require” (Young, 2002, p.229). Because such a thing as 

                                                           
13 This is by contrast with the ‘commitment to meaning’ (Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum, 2010) definition of Agency, which does specifically 

tie Agency to a conversation between the user and the designer. 
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mutually accepted purposes for talk exchanges exists, the participants in a conversation are 

able to exclude certain “conversational moves” which are possible in that conversation, but 

would fail to contribute to the accepted purpose of that particular conversation given its 

context. 

Grice finds a general “Cooperative Principle” driving this implicitly agreed-upon selection 

of “conversational moves”, and identifies a set of four Maxims of Conversation derived 

from the principle that serve as the general criteria for excluding moves between the 

participants in a communicative endeavor. Young follows Grice in recognizing the role of 

the “assumption of co-operativity” (Young, 2002, p.230) in talk exchanges, and goes 

further in asserting that in “many media, genres and communicative contexts, the 

expectation of co-operation acts much like a contract between the participants in a 

communicative endeavor” (Young, 2002, p.229). Young goes on to find this ‘contract’ at 

work in literature and film. Young then proposes that for “the designer of a narrative-

oriented game that allows substantive user interaction, the greatest design challenge 

revolves around the maintenance of the co-operative contract, achieved by the effective 

distribution of control between the system and its users” (Young, 2002, p.231) – that is, not 

only are there ‘contracts’ in effect in videogames much like there are ‘contracts’ in non-

interactive media, but this videogame-contract is held by Young to be fundamental to the 

experience of a videogame, and therefore to design work. 

Young was already seeing the contract in evidence in contemporary videogames, but 

notwithstanding he saw the potential in the contract as being underused in his time. What 

he describes as the “middle-ground” approach to maintaining the contract on the part of 

most videogame designs was deemed to unnecessarily limit “the number and type of stories 

that can be told” (Young, 2002, p.232). Young even predicts that the “contract between 

game and user will become even more central to the enjoyment of a game experience” as 

videogames become “more story-oriented” and their interactivity becomes “more 

sophisticated” (2002, p.233). Young takes issue with the prevailing specification of 

narrative structure at design-time, and uses his theoretical contribution – the recognition of 

the contract – as the basis for outlining AI techniques for generating narrative structure “at 

execution time rather than at design time, customized to user preferences and other 

contextual factors” (Ibid., p.233). 

Adams traces the introduction of his “independently invented” notion of a “of a player-

designer contract” back to a 2006 conference lecture (Adams, 2013, p.111). Despite the 
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earlier introduction – “I think that role-playing mediates the tension between interactivity 

and narrative (…) and creates a contract between the designer and the player” (Adams, 

2006) – the concept is given a more thorough treatment in Adams’ 2013 doctoral thesis. 

Adams distances himself from Young’s view on the contract. Young is looking forward to 

a time where the “interactivity” of narrative-oriented videogames is “sophisticated” enough 

to make the fullest use of Young’s contract; Young’s proposed AI techniques are aimed at 

that future moment. Adams on the other hand is looking to the present, not the future. 

Young states that “the question of balance between narrative coherent [sic] and user control 

remains an open one, and will not likely be answered by research into human-computer 

interaction or by modification of conventions carried from over previous entertainment 

media” and that to him “it seems more likely that the balance between interactivity and 

immersion will be established by the concurrent evolution (or by the co-evolution) of the 

technology of storytelling and social expectations held by the systems’ users” (Young, 2002, 

p.234). Where Young finds the current state of videogame development lacking, Adams 

seems to believe that all the necessary ingredients for consistently achieving well-formed 

stories are already here; they just need to be recognized for what they truly are so that well-

formed stories can happen more often. 

Adams identifies a “faulty assumption” to do with videogames, which is that “the designer 

is entirely responsible for the quality of the player’s experience, including the experience’s 

consistency and credibility as a story” (Adams, 2013, p.89). It is for dealing with this 

assumption that Adams offers his contract as a “schema for thinking about interactive 

storytelling and the respective roles and responsibilities of designer and player as 

contributors to an interactive story” (Adams, 2013, p.96). Adams’ Narrative Flow problem 

– the closest he comes to the Narrative Paradox – is not a fatal, inherent condition of all 

videogame narrative everywhere. Instead it is a design challenge that may emerge in certain 

design contexts. 

Adams notes Young’s explicit assignment of plot-responsibility to the game-system or 

designer – and explicitly rejects this in turn. Young’s distribution of control is a necessity of 

videogames and part of the problem; for Adams it contains both the problem and the 

solution. According to Adams, where the Narrative Flow Problem can occur – in 

“providing high-freedom experiences (with or without agency) with predefined plot events 

and dramatic climaxes that depend upon the players performing the necessary precursor 

actions” (2013, p.123) – role-playing has to be allowed to take over. And here lies Adams’ 
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version of the contract. Adams explains that his use of the term role-playing refers to what 

the players “in an avatar-based interactive story” do, which is to enact “a character” – as 

distinct from “character attribute growth through game mechanics” (2013, p.24). This 

meaning in Adams’ use extends to both the “improvisational dramatic sense and the game-

playing sense” (Ibid., p.24). 

In Adams’s ‘designer-player role-playing contract’, “the designer and the player undertake 

an implied mutual agreement – a contract – to cooperate to produce a coherent story-like 

experience”, to the extent that “if either violates the contract, he has no right to expect 

coherence from the other any longer” (Adams, 2013, p.96). This solves the issue of user 

freedom, in that the “player’s degree of responsibility for the story-like nature of his own 

experience rises in direct proportion to the degree of freedom that he has” (2013, p.100). 

Adams further provides that “a breach of the contract – bad role-playing – simply ends the 

agreement” and that “the role itself imposes not restrictions, but an expected framework of 

behaviour” (Ibid., p.101) 

 

 

3.1 – Systematic Literature Review on Agency 

The present thesis follows the assertion that the phenomenon of Agency happens in a 

videogame through a process involving both the designer and the player of the videogame. 

Understanding Agency and dealing with Agency therefore requires a design-like joint 

consideration of the user and the object, without taking shortcuts. This assertion is 

exemplified in what the present thesis deems to be the best-developed existing definitions 

of Agency – what it calls the ‘underlying-model’ definition in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) 

and the ‘commitment-to-meaning’ definition in Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum (2010). These 

definitions are held to be the ‘best-developed’ – or state-of-the-art – definitions because of 

how they address preceding research. This preceding research was discussed in Chapter 2. 

In order to validate the state-of-the-art on Agency carried out by the present thesis in 

Chapter 2, and how the thesis situates the two ‘best-developed’ definitions of Agency in 

that state-of-the-art in Chapter 3, a systematic literature review was carried out, which will 

be described now in Section 3.1, while the review’s results are described in Section 3.2.  

The systematic review can lead to a set of relevant published articles where the articles in 

the set can be divided into groups according to how they make use of the definitions of 
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Agency – which definition they choose to work from, and to what end, and for what kind 

of research. This classification of research can then characterize the actuality of Agency 

research.  

The research questions to be answered by the systematic review are: 

– What definitions of Agency are explicitly pointed out by published works as the 

basis for their understanding of Agency and used to factor Agency in their 

contributions? 

- What is the role of each definition in the research where it gets mentioned; what 

research merely mentions Agency as complimentary knowledge and what research 

holds Agency as the basis for its contributions? 

The initial sample for the systematic literature review was assembled using the “Publish or 

Perish 4” (PoP 4) software program (Harzing, 2007) with Google Scholar selected as the 

web search service in the program, on November 10th 2014. With this configuration, search 

returns are cut off at 1000 results. Any queries that yielded 1000 or more results offered no 

guarantee of identifying all relevant works with respect to the terms of that query. This 

required multiple queries to provide adequate coverage to the topic in the research 

questions. Each query was iteratively tweaked in an attempt to yield fewer than 1000 

results. Twenty-three queries were made, of which three remained inconclusive (exceeded 

1000 results) and two queries remained null (one or two results that were irrelevant to the 

review or reiterated the source for the primary search expression) even after repeated 

tweaks to the search terms. This leaves the combined results of eighteen valid, productive 

queries (whose results are liable to include relevant works from the standpoint of the 

review), which amounted to 8317 works in academic databases as searched by PoP 4 

through Google Scholar. 

The twenty-three search queries were assembled from a set of thirty-four relevant terms 

and expressions drawn from four works which are referenced in the state-of-the-art in 

Chapter 2 of the present thesis. Out of the eleven works referenced in Chapter 2, these 

four works were cited in more than one of the other seven works. This makes a case for 

these works containing the vocabulary and concepts that surround Agency discussions and 

that can be found through the systematic review and – in being cited by subsequent works 

referenced in Chapter 3 – can stand in for these works in the systematic review. The four 

works are “Toward the design of a computer-based interactive fantasy system” (Laurel, 
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1986), “Hamlet on the Holodeck” (Murray, 1997), “A preliminary poetics for interactive 

drama and games” (Mateas, 2001) and “Agency Play: Dimensions of Agency for Interactive 

Narrative Design” (Harrell & Zhu, 2009). Searches in PoP 4 were set to cover works from 

1986 onwards, as this is the publication date of the earliest work supplying keywords (i.e., 

Laurel, 1986). 

Out of 34 relevant terms and expressions, there were 23 multi-word expressions and 11 

single-word terms. Each of the 23 multi-word expressions was entered as query in 

quotation marks in the “all of the words” box in PoP 4, while the 11 single-word terms 

were entered in the “any of the words” box. This was done because the multi-word 

expressions were better able to identify relevant concepts and more likely to keep returns 

under the 1000-result limit, especially when paired to ‘any’ of the single-word terms. The 

eleven ‘any’ terms were: “reciprocity”, “reciprocal”, “Fantasy”, “first-person”, “first-

personness”, “complicity”, “constraints”, “participation”, “pleasure”, “pleasurable”, 

“immersion, “free-will”, “trade-off”, “trade-offs”, “tradeoff”, and “tradeoffs”. Due to the 

255-character limit on Google searches, multiple passes on each query frequently removed 

redundant terms or replaced them with terms tailored to narrowing down that particular 

search; e.g., if a search was inconclusive (1000 or more results) and many of the top-ranked 

non-relevant results dealt with the field of volcanology, then the word “volcanic” was 

entered “none of the words” box in the next attempt at a query with under 1000 returns. 

Valid (not null or inconclusive) search queries were, from Laurel (1986), “collaboration 

between user and system” (paraphrased to “user-system cooperation”), “interactive range”, 

“potential for Agency”, and “user-character”; from Murray (1997) “satisfying power”, 

“meaningful-choice”, and “structured activity”; from Mateas (2001) “situated Agency”, 

“material constraints”, “formal constraints”, “balance of constraints”, “sense of Agency”, 

“positive constraints”, “negative constraints”, and “sweet spot”; from Harrell & Zhu 

(2009) “Agency play” and “narrative paradox”14. 

The initial sample of 8317 works was machine-assembled; that is, it resulted from 

combining whatever search results were retrieved by the PoP 4 software pointed to Google 

Scholar with the three criteria for time, “all of the words”, and “any of the words”. As 

mentioned before, a supplemental criterion was employed only when necessary and on a 

case-by-case basis, purely to respect the constraints of software – 255 character limit on 

                                                           
14 It should be noted that the terms do not need to originate in their associated works, only feature in those works together with 

investigations relevant to the development of the understanding of Agency. 
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queries, and 1000 returns limit. For every word entered in the “none of the words” box, a 

word was subtracted out of the 11 in the “any of the words” box, doing away with 

redundant alternate spellings first. This was only attempted for those queries out of 23 

which yielded more than 1000 results, with each attempt adding a new word to the “none 

of the words” box until less than 1000 results were achieved for that query. The 

supplemental criterion used was field and subject of the published work. 

The systematic review follows the scope of the present thesis with regards to the meaning 

of the term ‘agency’ – that is, a use of the term that directly concerns design and 

prescriptive knowledge. In other words, this is an Agency that pertains to “the fictional 

microworlds of games and other forms of playable media” (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009). For 

bringing the returns count down from 1000, the top-ranked (most cited or influential) 100 

articles in the offending queries were examined – by checking the paper’s title, abstract, and 

publication – to find common disciplines or subjects that fell outside of dealing with 

“fictional microworlds”. At the early stages of carrying out a systematic review, this is not 

enough to outright disqualify entire disciplinary fields. If a paper deals with psychology but 

does not involve playable media in any way, then this stage of the review could exclude it 

for queries that initially went over 1000 results. However, if the paper dealt with 

psychology and mentions playable media, it stayed at this stage – even if the mention of 

playable media bore no relation to Agency. 

For the next stage, the same criterion and process – checking for ‘playable media’ or related 

topics in the title, abstract, and venue of the paper – was applied. Where the previous 

selection had been ad hoc and after-the-fact (checking the 100 most cited results as ranked 

by PoP 4 wherever more than 1000 results appeared and if changing keywords failed to 

bring the returns down from 1000), now the selection was consistently applied in checking 

the 8317 results one by one. As before, published works were only checked for a relation to 

“playable media” or an equivalent rubric, and were admitted regardless of disciplinary field 

or subject if that relation was found – at this stage, strict relevance to Agency research was 

not checked for. 

The reason for not checking for strict relevance in the initial stage was the ambivalent 

handling of the concept of Agency by research, as argued in Chapter 2. Agency underwent 

a process of legitimization as a disciplinary concern. Chapter 2 references research that 

barely mentioned Agency but was nevertheless was significant in the evolution of the 

understanding of Agency; other research gave Agency equal standing to other concerns, 
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and some other research gave Agency particular attention. Attempting to select for a clear 

commitment to Agency too early in the systematic review process would risk excluding 

works that are relevant to the understanding of Agency or to the surrounding research 

context but where Agency is not the primary concern. The application of the “playable 

media” criterion narrowed down the sample from 8317 results to 583 candidate works. 

For the next stage of the review, a refinement of the ‘playable media’ criterion was needed. 

Specifically, due to the marked interdisciplinarity surrounding ‘playable media’ – and the 

interdisciplinarity of Agency research – a single category might not be enough for properly 

exploring the 583 candidate works. Having instead multiple classification categories – as 

opposed to skipping directly to ‘relevant’ and ‘not relevant’ – can also help smooth the 

transition from a source sample that is the result of combining multiple queries to a more 

finished, unified set. The combined queries also raise the likelihood of redundant entries, 

which need to be identified at this next stage. Aside from categories for identifying 

repeated queries and non-suitable formats (such as patents, presentation slides, and more), 

the categories dealt each with a particular discipline-application pair. 

Checking for discipline and application over just checking just for discipline was necessary 

because the systematic review is interested in research that is either dependent on or 

contributes to the theoretical understanding of Agency. If, e.g., a paper explaining the 

development of a particular Artificial Intelligence technique shows the need to explain an 

existing definition of Agency and how it was taken into consideration for developing the 

technique – or alternatively the technique is shown to have implications for existing models 

for Agency – then the paper is included for subsequent stages of the review. If the paper 

instead merely claims that the technique will result in increased ‘agency’ – with the term 

being used in a generic sense meaning greater freedom of action – without bothering to 

define it, then the paper is excluded. 

To be clear, at this stage it would still be excessive to try and confirm a definite connection 

to Agency in every one of 583 papers. Where the initial application of the “playable media” 

criterion just checked for mention of playable media, now this criterion was extended – 

through the definition of the discipline-application categories – with findings from Chapter 

3. The works mentioned in Chapter 3 as relevant to the evolution of the concept of Agency 

dealt chiefly with intrinsic aspects of the experience – interaction, dramatic properties, 

storytelling, and more, and how these work for users and how to best design for these 

aspects. So, for instance, in a paper detailing classroom experiments that involve “playable 
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media”, the focus of the paper would have to include intrinsic aspects of the experience. If 

the paper focuses exclusively on outcomes that are extrinsic from the standpoint of the 

experience and design of the “playable media”, then the paper was excluded. This would 

be, e.g., treating the “playable media” as a black-box and a quantity instead of a quality, and 

just tracking indicators for educational outcomes in the real-life of students. 

An exclusive commitment to real-life takes away any contribution to the “fictional 

microworlds” from the definition of Agency used for the systematic review. Even whithout 

checking for definite relevance to Agency, this is still a subtle distinction. Due to the 

distinction, given two similar papers from the same disciplinary field, one paper might pass 

to the next stage of the review while the other might be eliminated from the selection. 

What is being checked for is the potential to matter in a discussion of Agency; the actual 

relevance to Agency would be verified in later stages of the systematic review. 

Candidates for meaningful discussions of Agency were those that looked – in some way – 

at mutual implication between user and artifact, regardless (at this stage in the review) of 

whether or not the discussion explicitly acknowledged mutual implication as a basis for the 

phenomenon of Agency; the discussion simply had to be looking at some phenomenon of 

mutual implication between user and artifact, since Agency is one such phenomenon. This 

is the contention of the present thesis, and what lets it regard two definitions of Agency as 

‘best-developed’, or state-of-the-art. The exclusion categories for the penultimate stage of 

the systematic review were devised in accordance with this contention. If a work in the 

sample considered users on their own, artifacts on their own, or both on their own, then a 

category existed to dismiss that work according to how it failed to create the conditions for 

discussing Agency. Instead of jumping straight to an evaluation of the 583 works to try and 

find which are relevant to Agency, the sample is broken up and classified against the 

necessary condition for Agency (mutual implication of user and artifact) in the different 

ways it can fail that necessary condition. 

There were nine categories used to process the 583 results. The categories were color-

coded. The selected 583 results were exported as multiple .csv files from PoP4 and merged 

into a single-file, which was then saved in a spreadsheet file. Each of the rows on the 

spreadsheet contained a single result. When a result was confirmed as belonging in a 

category, the row was marked with the corresponding color (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 – Screenshot of the Sample Processing stage: grayscale screen capture of the contents of the 

spreadsheet used for classifying the 583 works (showing rows 515-562), with color-coding somewhat visible. 

 

All the categories were for excluding results. Any line that showed the potential to matter 

in a discussion of Agency was left uncolored. Results were checked for title, abstract, and 

venue. Where these were insufficient to conclusively assign a category, the body of the 

article or other work was examined. 

The color-coded categories were: orange – sociology, psychology and related areas, 

including therapeutic applications (focuses on user beyond the artifact); purple – null 

(paper was present in preceding literature review and was used to yield search-terms); 

brown – technology demonstrators (point is the new technology, not the user-artifact); 

khaki – mixed reality (point is the mixed-reality artifact and not the user-artifact); blue – 

applies too broadly to software domains, or otherwise strictly about software engineering; 

green – applies too broadly to HCI, media, or multimedia domains, or otherwise strictly 

about installations; grey – patents; pink – redundant entry; olive drab – applications in 

education and other domains; otherwise simulators (more concerned with user outcomes 

outside the artifact). After checking all 583 rows, 129 works were deemed as having the 

potential to matter in a discussion of Agency (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 – Sample-Building Stages in Systematic Literature Review: schematic for stages from Initial 

Sample after successive iterative database queries up to Final Sample, including exclusion categories15 

 

At this point in the systematic review, the decision was made to overlook all results that 

consisted of theses and dissertations, as these fall under ‘grey literature’. Since the 

systematic review process was already excluding works such as patents and technical 

reports (through the ‘grey’ color-coded category in the exclusion-categories classification 

stage), theses and dissertations should also be excluded as to retain the consistency of the 

review’s approach to the target body of knowledge. An authoritative definition of ‘grey 

literature’ – the Prague / New York Definition – is literature “which is produced on all 

levels of  government, academics, business and industry in print and electronic formats, but 

which is not controlled by commercial publishers i.e., where publishing is not the primary 

activity of the producing body” (Schöpfel & Farace, 2010). Theses and dissertations are 

                                                           
15 legend for exclusion categories in schematic is (a) – single-word terms from four keyword-source works from previous review, which 

were used as modifiers for the 23 queries; (b) – queries where all results were the keyword-source works from the previous review; (c) – 

sociology, psychology and related areas, including therapeutic applications; (d) – same as (b) but undetected in previous pass; (e) – applies 

too broadly to software domains, or otherwise strictly about software engineering; (f) – applies too broadly to HCI, media, or multimedia 

domains, or otherwise strictly about installations; (g) – repeated entry; (h) – applications in education and other domains; otherwise 

simulators. 
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explicitly listed as a type of work covered by this definition, as are technical reports and 

patents. In Pickering & Byrne (2014), the chief matter of systematic reviews is held to be 

published, original research papers, with ‘grey’ literature only being used for discussing 

results, and not actually included in databases used to carry out the review itself. Research 

that is significant from the standpoint of the systematic review will likely have seen 

deliberate publication regardless of whether it is present in a particular thesis or 

dissertation; dedicated scholarly publishing indicates a willingness to enter the larger 

discourse on Agency which interests the systematic review, whereas the “primary activity” 

of the “publishing body” for theses and dissertations is awarding degrees. After outright 

excluding all theses and dissertations, the sample was reduced from 129 to 100 works. 

 

 

3.2 – Results of the Systematic Review 

Given the description in Section 3.1 of how the systematic literature review was set up in 

such a way as to fit the scope and needs of the present thesis – with regard to stages in the 

review, criteria for defining and narrowing the sample, and so forth – now the results of 

the systematic review can be present and discussed in Section 3.2. 

The 100 works in the penultimate sample were checked for ostensive contributions to the 

understanding of Agency or an ostensive role for Agency in the work’s contributions. 

Where the penultimate stage of the systematic review checked for an examination of any 

kind of phenomenon of mutual implication between user and object, the last stage of the 

review (prior to the analysis of the sample) checked for one particular such phenomenon – 

Agency. The 100 works were those that stood a chance to contain discussion significant to 

Agency – discussion pertaining to user-object mutual implication. Now, each of those 

discussions was checked to see whether or not the mutual implication was Agency or not. 

What counted as a significant discussion of Agency was not only attempts at theory 

contributions, such as proposing new definitions of Agency or framing a particular study, 

experiment, or technology development in the terms of existing contributions – but also 

drawing from established definitions of Agency, or at least committing to some concrete 

definition of the term with respect to ‘fictional microworlds’ (even if the definition is ad hoc 

and devised just for that work). Works were therefore included in the final sample whether 

Agency figured in their output (direct or indirect contributions to the understanding of 
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Agency) or their input (Agency is used to define the scope, goals, or approach of the work). 

The final sample consisted of 34 works confirmed to hold significant discussions of 

Agency. 

The 34 works in the final sample (see Appendix ‘A’ in the present thesis) were read in their 

entirety to establish the relationship of each work to Agency. The works were put into 

categories according to the nature of their relationship. Where categories had been used 

before in the systematic review process, they were exclusion categories, for giving enough 

coverage to all the different ways in which works might fall outside mutual implication of 

user and object (and thus fall outside any chance of a significant discussion of Agency). 

Enough coverage meant not letting any of the different kinds of lack of mutual implication 

slip through to the next stage of the review. Now, the new categories were for 

classification, not exclusion. The categories were built along three axes. One axis came 

from the previous inclusion-criteria for narrowing the sample to 34 works down from 100. 

Works were classified according to whether Agency figured on the input or the output of 

the work. ‘Input’ refers to when Agency is used to define what the work is trying to do and 

why, or used to define methods and approaches in the work. ‘Output’ refers to when 

Agency is used to frame the contributions of the work and put them in perspective, or the 

work means to directly contribute to Agency. The other axis used for building categories 

with which to classify the 34 works was identifying which definition of Agency appears in 

each work. For instance, one of the categories includes those works out of the 34 which 

explicitly invoke Murray’s definition of Agency (1997) while explaining the work’s focus, 

while another category includes the works that invoke Murray’s definition while discussing 

the implications of the work’s findings. The same work can belong in multiple categories – 

for instance a work that explicitly draws on an existing definition for establishing its focus, 

but proposes an original extension to the concept of Agency as one of its contributions. 

For classifying the 34 works, the coverage provided by the four select works from the 

previous, non-systematic review was adequate overall. The four definitions of Agency from 

each of the works accounted for the referencing of Agency in 30 of the 34 works in the 

final sample under classification – that is, these works leveraged the concept of Agency 

either for framing their approach and goals or their contributions, or both, and did so by 

explaining Agency according to one of the four definitions. Where the four definitions 

were not used at all, two papers used Original Definitions exclusively, and another two 

exclusively used an existing definition not part of the four initially slated to be tested for 
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coverage. This existing definition however was referenced in Chapter 3 as one of the ‘best-

developed’ definitions – the definition in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009). 

Original Definitions here means ad hoc or inferred formulations of Agency, used by authors 

to present a given argument or frame contributions. Use of Agency definitions in the 34 

papers can therefore be classified into six categories (many papers combine multiple 

definitions), of which the original five are: Murray, 1997 – in 23 papers; Mateas, 2001 – in 7 

papers; Laurel, 1986 – in 1 paper; Harrell & Zhu, 2009 – in 3 papers; and Original 

Definition – in 12 papers. One additional category (for a total of six) was added for the 

definition mentioned in Chapter 3 that was not originally slated to be tested for coverage 

i.e., Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) – in 4 papers (in two papers it was the only definition used). 

Aside the exclusive use of original definitions in two papers, there were two exceptions to 

the coverage provided by the choice of four definitions of Agency drawn from the 

bibliography looked at by the previous, non-systematic review. One exception was the 2 

papers out of 34 that relied on the definition in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) over any other 

existing definition. Furthermore, it appears alongside mentions of Murray (1997) and 

Mateas (2001) in one of the 32 other papers, and alongside Harrell & Zhu (2009) in 

another, for a total of 4 papers mentioning that definition. Though this definition was 

examined in the non-systematic review, it was not chosen as a source of search terms for 

obtaining the initial sample for the systematic review. The significance of this will be 

discussed further ahead under ‘Expanded Categories and Results’ along with the more 

detailed classification of Agency definition usage. 

The other exception is that a concept proposed in Mateas & Stern (2005) – that of a 

distinction between ‘Local’ and ‘Global’ agency – seems to hold some significance to 

research covered in the 34 papers; one paper out of the final sample in particular – Schäfer 

(2012) – uses Mateas (2001) as a starting point for discussing Agency, but relies to a 

significant extent on the later local-global distinction (as described in Mateas & Stern, 

2007). The distinction between global and local Agency came about as a practical 

conceptualization for defining the development approach to the ‘Façade’ interactive drama 

(Mateas & Stern, 2005), namely in that the distinction helps express a design tradeoff with 

regards to Agency. This tradeoff is close enough to the basic definition of Agency that it 

can serve as a universally-applicable design conceptualization. 
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Local Agency is where “the player is able to see immediate, clear reactions to her 

interaction”, whereas Global Agency is where “the long-term sequence of events 

experienced by the player is strongly determined by player interaction; that is, what the 

player does in the moment should strongly influence which significant events or plot points 

occur in the future” (Mateas & Stern, 2005). This distinction fits with models for 

Interactive Drama and definitions for Agency – ideas such as material affordances or 

chains of formal causation, and the oft-repeated notion that Agency is influence over plot-

events (as described in Chapter 3). 

The global-local distinction bridges between the efforts in providing a basic definition in 

Mateas (2001) and those in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009). Specifically, for ‘Façade’, Mateas 

and Stern “made the tradeoff to support a significant degree of local Agency, which in the 

end came at the expense of global agency” (Mateas & Stern, 2005) – and then these authors 

build up to an exploration of the value of engaging in experimental development for Game 

Studies. The tradeoff relates to the issue of authoring enough content that have weighed on 

Interactive Narrative research and Agency research for a long time, in various forms (as 

previously discussed in Chapter 2). It should be noted that the global-local distinction is a 

practical design conceptualization; strictly speaking, it falls outside the focus of the non-

systematic and systematic reviews. 

The systematic reviews is concerned in its final stage (classification and analysis) with 

attempts to define Agency, and so focuses on theoretical – as opposed to practical – and 

deliberate (published research paper) contributions aimed directly at Agency. A paper 

dedicated to forming the first thrust in a theory-building attempt (primary source) makes 

the final cut while subsequent mentions of the same research may not, even if they are 

cited more often in other works – the criterion tends to be earliest complete theory 

formulation rather than citation volume. Practical distinctions for design purposes are 

mentioned, but not included in the corps of works analyzed by the review. It should be 

noted however, that the line between practical conceptualizations and theory-building in 

Agency research is fluid, because – as seen in the state-of-the-art in Chapter 2 – much of 

the theory work is meant to serve as a general basis for design recommendations. 

Furthermore, a turn towards authorship is a significant stage in the evolution of the 

understanding of Agency across different lines of research on the subject. The local-global 

distinction is close to definitions of Agency, and evidences some of the evolution of the 

concept the reviews are interested in, but is not strictly what the reviews are looking for. 
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Final classification of the 34 papers occurred along three axes. The first axis was the six 

categories for definition of Agency used – one for each of the definitions in Murray (1997), 

Mateas (2001), Laurel (1986), Harrell & Zhu (2009), and Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009), plus 

one for improvised ‘Original Definitions’. The second axis was a category pair for ‘Input’ 

and ‘Output’. The third axis was another category pair for ‘Heavy’ and ‘Light’ use of the 

definition, as seen in Table 2 below. Each column in Table 2 is labelled with three elements 

– e.g., ‘Mu’; ‘I’; ‘L’ means the definition used was Murray (1997), and that definition was 

used in the paper’s ‘Input’, and usage of the definition was ‘Light’ – each corresponding to 

an axis of classification. 

Definition Used Mu Mu Ma Ma Or Or La La HZ HZ WF WF Mu Mu Ma Ma Or Or La La HZ HZ WF WF

Paper Input/Output I I I I I I I I I I I I O O O O O O O O O O O O

Weight of Usage Light/Heavy L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H

Bhatt, 2004 X X

Bizzocchi & Woodbury, 2003 X

Brown & King, 2012 X

Cheng, 2007 X

Clifton et al., 2013 X X

Dormans, 2006 X X

Habel & Kooyman, 2014 X X

Hand & Varan, 2008 X

Kamp, 2013 X X

Kashani & Robertson, 2006 X X

Knoller, 2010 X X X

MacFadyen et al., 2007 X

MacFadyen et al., 2008 X X

Mason, 2011 X X

Milam et al., 2009 X X

Nitsche et al., 2006 X X

Patrickson, 2009 X

Riedl & Stern, 2006 X

Ruggiero, 2014 X

Sali et al., 2010 X X

Schäfer, 2009 X X

Şengün, 2013 X X

Singh, 2005 X

Spierling, 2005 X X

Sullivan et al., 2012 X

Szilas et al., 2007 X

Szilas, 2004 X

Szilas, 2010 X

Thue et al., 2011 X X X X

Tomaszewksi & Binsted, 2006 X X X X X X

Tosca, 2000 X

Veale, 2011 X X

Winters & Zhu, 2014 X

Young & Cardona-Rivera, 2011 X X X

Usage for Murray (1997) – Mateas (2001) – Original – Harrell & Zhu (2009) – Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009)
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Table 2 – Coverage of Agency Definitions: 24 categories16 for classification of coverage of Agency 

definitions in the final sample. 

 

                                                           
16 one category for each combination of definition, ‘input’ or ‘output’ and ‘light’ or ‘heavy’; two additional ‘authors’ were added to the 

definition axis, so that in the end each paper could evidence multiple categories in any combination of keystone definitions of Agency 

being tested for coverage, ‘input’ or ‘output’ and ‘light’ or ‘heavy’; ‘Original’ is where the definition is ad hoc to paper. 
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The first axis of classification (from ‘Mu’ to ‘WF’ in Table 2) corresponds to the initial 

breakdown of the final 34-paper sample into six categories – one for each of the definitions 

of Agency in Murray (1997), Mateas (2001), Laurel (1986), Harrell & Zhu (2009), and 

Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009), plus an additional category for inferred or ad hoc definitions of 

Agency. This additional category was for papers where authors failed to refer back to any 

existing definitions of Agency in literature, and instead came up with their own definition, 

or inferred its meaning. That sense was still relevant as long as it managed to properly fit 

the ‘playable media’ rubric mentioned in the previous chapter. 

The original four definitions were picked out of the remaining definitions mentioned in 

Chapter 2 because they were cited in more than one of all the other sources examined in 

that chapter. This made the four definitions the stronger candidates for informing the 

systematic review process with, for instance, the definition from Murray (1997) turning up 

in 23 out of 34 papers. The definition from Murray served to properly coin the term 

‘agency’ (in the meaning of the term that interests the present thesis) and took the time to 

carefully examine the term. It came early enough in the history of Agency research and was 

influential enough that its weight in the final sample is not surprising.  

On the other hand, that the definition from Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) is the only 

definition outside the four selected definitions to turn up in the systematic review is 

interesting. It lends credence to the present thesis’ contention that this is one of the ‘best-

developed’ definitions of Agency – that it is good enough to serve as a standard definition 

of Agency; that the definition is comprehensive enough in how it addresses other Agency 

research, overcomes longstanding artificial dichotomies of Agency research, and goes deep 

enough in dealing with the implications of Agency to surrounding phenomena, without 

having to simplify or reduce Agency (e.g., reduce it to ‘influence over plot’). Per the 

systematic review, Agency research is showing signs that it can move past Murray’s 

influential definition, and come to accept later, more comprehensive definitions of Agency. 

The second axis of classification is whether a definition of Agency was used as an input 

component of research or an output component of research, or both (this is columns being 

marked ‘I’ or ‘O’ in Table 2). For our purposes, ‘input’ (columns marked ‘I’ in Table 2) 

refers to research using a particular definition of Agency to frame the scope, goals, method 

constraints, or target of research, whereas ‘output’ (columns marked ‘O’ in Table 2) refers 

to a paper aiming to make direct contributions to the understanding of Agency according 

to a particular definition of Agency – or otherwise the paper measuring its contributions 
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and results according to a particular definition of Agency. A given definition could show up 

just in the Input of a paper (Input-only), just in its Output (output-only) or both (Input-

Output). Input-only papers were expected to use an existing definition of Agency (or 

improvise their own as covered by the ‘Original definition’ category) to make contributions 

in other areas (though still heavily related to Agency). Input-Output papers were expected 

to draw from Agency in order to feed new ideas, approaches, and results back into Agency. 

Output-only papers were expected to draw from other areas to try and contribute to 

Agency research. 

The third and final axis of classification was whether the use of a definition of Agency was 

‘light’ or ‘heavy’ (this is columns being marked ‘L’ or ‘H’ in Table 2). For our purposes, 

‘light’ (columns marked ‘L’ in Table 2) refers to a definition of Agency being invoked 

merely to acknowledge that definition, to establish that the way the research was carried 

out does not contravene the definition in a general sense, or in cases where research draws 

from the definition in broad strokes. ‘Heavy’ (columns marked ‘H’ in Table 2) refers to 

papers that take time to confront a definition of Agency at length, and then rely on details 

of that definition to carefully map out research procedures and objectives; i.e., they rely 

heavily on the Agency definition. 

There were 11 Input-Only papers, meaning that these papers draw from Agency definitions 

but do not seek to directly contribute back to the understanding of Agency. Of these, 8 

used the definition in Murray (1997), with the rest using the definitions in Harrell & Zhu 

(2009), Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009), and an original definition respectively. One of the 

Input-only papers used the definition in Mateas (2001) together with Murray’s. 

Out of the 34 Papers, 5 were Output-Only, meaning these papers had implications for the 

understanding of Agency from the standpoint of a particular definition of Agency, without 

using any definition of Agency as a starting point for their contributions. Of these, 4 used 

the definition in Murray (1997), with the remaining paper looking at an original definition 

of Agency. 

There were 18 Input-Output papers, meaning these papers not only drew from definitions 

of Agency, but also held implications for Agency or framed their contributions from the 

standpoint of Agency. Of these, only 1 used an original definition both for input and 

output, and only 7 used the same already-existing definitions both for input and output 

(with one paper mentioning a few more definitions besides). 
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The definition in Murray (1997) is used primarily in a Light-Input role (13 instances versus 

6 of Heavy-Input), but also sees some use in framing Output (4 Light and 5 Heavy). The 

definition in Mateas (2001) is also used for Input (4 instances of Light-Input and 3 of 

Heavy), but only appears in Output twice (Heavy only). Original definitions of Agency find 

significant use in Output (5 Light and 6 Heavy) against 14 instances of already-established 

definitions in Output – only Murray (1997), Mateas (2001), one instance of Laurel (1986) 

and two instances of Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) occur in Output, while Harrell & Zhu 

(2009) is entirely absent. 

The breakdown of the 34 papers in the final sample of the systematic review by use of 

definitions of Agency – which definitions are used, what are they used for and to what 

extent papers rely on them – is illustrative of how Chapter 2 looked at the evolution of the 

understanding of Agency. The status of the definition in Murray (1997) as one of the 

better-established definitions of the concept is corroborated by the number of papers that 

use it for Light-Input, with 7 Input-Only papers using Murray (1997) as Light-Input – 

meaning their contributions do not directly concern Agency. This is indicative of Murray’s 

definition being entry-level for understanding of Agency, and often in a comparatively 

throwaway use, for handling the concept in a less dedicated or focused way. 

Despite multiple instances of Heavy Input (6) and Output (5) for Murray’s definitions 

(simultaneously for 3 papers), the definition in Mateas (2001) is used for more dedicated 

explorations of Agency, turning up alongside other definitions, with Mateas’ exploration of 

Murray’s work being invoked as well, and in one paper appearing in Input to introduce the 

definition from Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) in Output. While Murray’s definition is seminal, 

Mateas’ definition serves as a pivot point for articulating more complete accounts of 

Agency research, including the already-mentioned practical distinction between local and 

global Agency. The high proportion of improvised Agency definitions in Output is 

expected (with paper contributions lending themselves more to original framings rather 

than the input of papers), through exceeded by Output framed by a stated existing 

definition. The definition in Harrell & Zhu (2009) turns up solely as Light-Input. 

Specific mention should go to two papers due to their implications from the standpoint of 

the understanding of Agency followed by the present thesis – that is, an understanding that 

explicitly combines the notion of commitment to meaning with the idea of a contract 

between user and (designed) object. The opening to Chapter 3 found that the idea of a 

contract is present in Agency research to some degree, but is more explicitly framed for IS 
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research as opposed to research primarily concerned with Agency. One paper in the final 

sample – Dormans (2006) – touched on something like the idea of an IS contract, and even 

featured both Input and Output related to Agency; however, it never directly linked the IS 

contract to some kind of Agency contract, thus reflecting the history of the two ideas in 

wider research.  

Another paper in the final sample – Young & Cardona-Rivera (2011) – relies extensively on 

the definition from Wardrip-Fruin (2009) for Output – the authors stating that the existing 

definition provides the “computational model which is the focus of our research”. This 

degree of reliance in one of the later definitions of Agency is interesting given the decision 

not to use Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) as a source of keywords to construct the initial 

sample of the systematic review, only to later re-introduce it as a category for classifying the 

final sample. Both authors in Young & Cardona-Rivera (2011) also appear in works 

mentioned in Chapter 2, which may indicate a tendency for Agency research and IS 

research to increasingly resolve itself in a common theory framework, out of more or less 

distinct (but deeply interrelated) research avenues. 

 

 

3.3 – Summary of Chapter 3 

Chapter 3 is the culmination of the efforts to establish a state-of-the-art for Agency in 

accordance with the scope and intent of the present thesis. These efforts begin in Chapter 

2, where research on Agency and surrounding Agency was discussed to better situate the 

two definitions the present thesis holds to be ‘best-developed’, or the state-of-the-art for 

understanding Agency. Chapter 2 discusses research to point out longstanding disciplinary 

concerns to do with Agency. Chapter 3 opens by stating which two state-of-the-art 

definitions of Agency are followed by the thesis, and then examines these definitions to 

establish in what way they answer the longstanding disciplinary concerns to do with 

Agency. 

A further point that was found in research in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 was the notion of a 

contract between user and object. After looking at the state-of-the-art definitions, Chapter 

3 focuses on this notion of a contract. The notion of a contract was more explicitly 

formulated in research that is related to Agency but not primarily about Agency. Chapter 3 

compares the notion with discussions of Agency. The articulation of these knowledge bases 
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– Agency as commitment to meaning and the notion of a contract between user and 

(designed) object – leads to the starting point for design research in the present thesis, as 

described in Chapter 4. 

Chapters 2 and 3 make an argument for a particular view of the state-of-the-art for Agency, 

from a particular standpoint and in a specific scope – those of the present thesis and its 

intended contributions. This argument is validated by means of a systematic literature 

review that concretely situates the evolution of the understanding of Agency, namely by 

situating the sources for Agency referenced in chapters 2 and 3. Section 3.1 describes how 

the systematic literature review was organized to meet the specific needs of the present 

thesis in validating its state-of-the-art. This includes discussing the methodological 

approach specific to the review, the tools used, and the criteria for the review process that 

reflected the scope of the thesis. Section 3.2 gives the results of the systematic review, and 

how they compare to the arguments about Agency definitions from chapters 2 and 3. 
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Chapter 4 – Founding Conjecture of this Thesis 

 

The founding conjecture of the present thesis is that adopting a perspective of Agency can 

contribute to more consequential and confident videogame design work. Here, ‘adopting’ a 

perspective of Agency means making use of a concretization of Agency at the level of 

prescriptive knowledge, tailored to videogame design practice. The current understanding 

of Agency already deals with videogames, but this is an artifact of the growing relevance of 

videogames among different kinds of interactive works. Chapter 2 showed that videogames 

initially took a backseat to other kinds of interactive works in being examined by Agency 

research, but gradually came to the forefront. This means that the currently available 

understanding of Agency is still too high-level compared to the intermediate-level of design 

theory. The state-of-the-art carried out throughout Chapter 2 and which culminates in 

Chapter 3 forms the basis for Awareness of the Problem per the phases of design research 

in Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008), in that it supports this conjecture. The conjecture itself 

implies the Problem to be met with theory-artifact development by means of design 

research in the present thesis (between chapters 4 and 9). The conjecture itself directly 

leads to a Proposal for development, starting in Section 4.1. 

The fit between the current understanding of Agency and videogame design practice is not 

direct – the understanding of Agency is still beheld to certain aspects of videogames and 

not others. These are the aspects where videogames overlap with Interactive Storytelling 

(IS) and Interactive Drama, since the current understanding of Agency evolved from 

looking more to IS and Interactive Drama, before it gave videogames the same attention it 

does now. The present thesis aims to make available an understanding of Agency with a 

direct fit between Agency and videogame design practice. This kind of ‘designerly’, 

intermediate-level, prescriptive knowledge is already suggested in some form by Agency 

research. Chapters 2 and 3 found that research on Agency and surrounding Agency always 

ended up with the need to jointly consider user and object, to prefer design-work over 

intensive user-modelling or other shortcuts and partial views. To some extent, the notion 

of a contract between user and object was also present in research, though the present 

thesis articulates this notion as it exists for IS with the idea of a conversation in the best-

developed definitions of Agency. 
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The founding conjecture is justified by the state-of-the-art for Agency as described in 

Chapters 2 and 3. How that state-of-the-art justified the conjecture can be summarized in 

the following points: 

– Playable media are made by going back and forth between investigating user 

responses and developing system capabilities around those responses; a non-trivial 

or productive handling of Agency may require a perspective that is counterintuitive 

from the standpoint of usual thinking about playable media, in how to analyze and 

make works of such media. 

– The reviews saw the definitions in Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) and Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum (2010) as constituting the state-of-the-art (SoTA) for definitions of 

Agency, namely in that they advance a breakaway counterintuitive view of Agency 

as an exit for the longstanding problems of preceding, more intuitive traditional 

views – this can be seen in how the SoTA definitions address previous research in 

Chapter 2 or their minor foothold in Agency discourse in Chapter 3 despite being 

recent and counterintuitive. 

– The counterintuitive view in the SoTA definitions is that of Agency as a 

phenomenon in the user and the system, with no hard limits for where one ends 

and the other begins; though described as a simultaneous or equally-distributed 

view, in both definitions it counts more as a single user-system continuum of 

Agency. 

– The SoTA underlying-model definition of Agency (Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009) 

militates against the user-skewed view of Agency (sacrifices the system to the user) 

of substituting Agency for an illusion of Agency; the substitution more likely 

requires some kind of perfect user-modelling together with contrived feedback to 

anticipate the entirety of user-progression on a first-pass – forcing a trivial 

understanding of Agency more than it takes away the workload of authoring 

alternate paths of progression. 

– Both SoTA definitions of Agency can be seen as contravening purely technological 

approaches to Agency where ‘real’ or ‘full’ Agency is a quantity that can only come 

from the emergence of not-yet realized forms of playable media; these system-

skewed approaches (they sacrifice the user to the system) dismiss currently-
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achieved Agency as they wait for Artificial Intelligence research to deliver on some 

envisioned performance threshold in ability to adapt to users. 

– Both SoTA definitions affirm the communicational nature of Agency and establish 

(more in the latter definition) that training users in particular literacy of a design’s 

Agency is a basic task for that design – Agency is mutualistic communication, and 

the videogame experience is making that communication possible, and letting it run 

its course. 

A significant point among those argued above is that Agency is fundamentally a 

communicational phenomenon and works by breeding design literacies on a case-by-case 

(or rather design-by-design) basis. Even when users possess interactive literacy and are 

familiar with videogame genre conventions, a given videogame will still have to introduce 

the user to the nuances of how exactly it adheres or diverges from orthodox interaction or 

videogame genre conventions. Moreover, that videogame will have to do this moment-to-

moment, as the ‘conversation’ between user and design advances and the nuances shift. A 

videogame will have a hard time staying static, as users gain in competence through time 

spent playing – both the conversation and what the design means shift, because the user 

changes on one end of the conversation. 

 

4.1 – Proposal for Dealing with the Conjecture 

Given the state-of-the-art for what Agency is (SoTA Agency), as examined in Chapter 3, 

videogames are – necessarily – designed objects. The idea of videogames ‘devised’, after a 

fashion, not by people directly but by artificial intelligences does exist – for instance with 

computational creativity as applied to videogame design, where a system of automated 

discovery, rational curiosity, and task decomposition yields videogame design knowledge 

from existing videogames from the code on up, and through the same process 

experimentally and iteratively puts together novel videogame artifacts (viz. Smith & Mateas, 

2011). However, per SoTA definitions of Agency, the resulting artifacts would still – for all 

intents and purposes – be experienced by their users as something that originates with a 

fellow sentience. 

The application of rule-discovery systems to videogame designs is meant to yield better 

design tools for humans to design videogames with; the point is not to hand off videogame 

design to machines outright. But even the intermediate experimental designs that crop up 
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in the automated discovery process would count as one-half of a ‘conversation’ with 

another person, not with an artificial system for deriving algorithmic knowledge about 

design. Who that person is, precisely, is not relevant – what counts is the aspect of 

personhood made manifest in how that notional interlocutor takes part in a process of 

continued mutual commitment to meaning together with the user of the videogame. It can 

be noted that automated discovery might clash with simultaneity in SoTA definitions of 

Agency – i.e., Agency requires that user and artifact be considered as a seamless whole. 

Automated discovery is about the artifact; though it seeks understanding of users, it goes 

through the artifact, by decomposing the artifact to explain “observed human player 

actions” (Smith & Mateas, 2011). 

People play videogames because videogames are a dedicated means to experience “the 

addressing of inanimate or abstract objects, with the magical difference that it actually 

provokes a response” (Aarseth, 1997, p.11). The preceding quote refers to computer 

programs generally (as in the computer program itself being a rhetorical apostrophe from 

the code up as proposed by Aarseth), but where computer programs can have other uses, 

videogames do get to be primarily about this address-and-response, i.e., videogames are the 

go-to objects for experiencing address-and-response. Someone wants to experience 

Agency? They could do worse than playing a videogame – they are a convenient source of 

Agency, and can reasonably be expected to offer Agency (perhaps more reliably than other 

forms). One way of distinguishing videogames from interactive narratives (through they 

nevertheless remain fluid categories) may very well be that interactive narratives tend to 

feature relationships between the design, the user, and the implicit use or goal of the design 

different from those of videogames. Agency might be found outside videogames, but with 

greater odds of it being a means to an end, or a rhetorical figure; in videogames achieving 

Agency can more often be the end of interaction in itself. Forms besides videogames can 

do this as well; in any case, having Agency can go a long way towards justifying the 

existence of a videogame. 

By putting out something that will tend to be used as a videogame, developers might in fact 

be playing to SoTA (State-of-The-Art) Agency, i.e., mutual commitment to meaning with 

simultaneity and continuity of user and design as opposed to interactivity for its own sake – 

regardless of how much they have reflected on Agency, or even whether or not they have a 

model for how Agency differs from interactivity. Videogames get used as videogames 

through Agency, and that Agency will always be there in a videogame that manages to 
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provide for being played as such, whether the developers arrived at that Agency through 

the apt reutilization of genre conventions, ‘brute-force’ user-testing and iteration, or by 

reflecting on Agency. 

Videogame design refers not only to activity of devising novel videogames, but also to the 

way videogames work as videogames, how they get to be videogames – i.e., the analyzable 

design of existing videogame titles, or design across a body of titles. The primacy of 

Agency in videogames puts videogame design in an interesting position, particularly from 

the standpoint of the two closely interrelated aspects of mutualistic communication and 

user-artifact simultaneity of SoTA Agency. 

The ‘Problem’ that motivated the present thesis is making available an Agency perspective 

of videogame design at the ‘designerly’ level of prescriptive knowledge. The Awareness of 

that ‘Problem’ comes from finding how the understanding of Agency has always suggested 

that ‘designerly’ level of knowledge, and has evolved towards the necessity of that level of 

knowledge – through the design-like joint consideration of user and object, and proximity 

to the idea of an implicit contract between user and object. The founding conjecture of the 

present thesis – that videogame design practice can benefit from an Agency perspective 

specific to that practice – begs for a problematization of ‘designerly’ Agency opposite 

videogame design. This is how the present thesis frames its concretization of an Agency 

perspective of videogame design – i.e., the Proposal, per a design research process. This 

will in turn lead to an operationalization of the Agency perspective in section 5.1, and an 

instantiation in section 5.2 towards artifact-development in Chapter 6. 

The ‘designedness’ of videogames is pushed further by the mutualistic communication 

aspect of Agency (as examined in Chapter 3), where users are not merely being enabled by 

the design for pursuing some other object of usage; instead, the design itself is the object of 

usage, whereby users hold a conversation with that design about the way the design is put 

together. Videogames are “largely immune to traditional tools developed for the analysis of 

literature and film” (Gee, 2006, p.58), where “games are both object and process”, and 

where “playing is integral, not coincidental” (Aarseth, 2001). The analysis of videogame 

design can get unexpected mileage out of generally-applicable design frames – which is 

unexpected given the degree of specificity of videogame design. Such general design frames 

already have a presence in videogame development and research, but largely through 

ancillary disciplines such as software architecture or interaction design for surface elements 

of the application. 
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Much as mutualistic communication (per the definition of Agency in Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum 2010) and user-design simultaneity (per the definition of Agency in Wardrip-

Fruin et al., 2009) might make videogame design more sensitive to general design frames 

(by increasing the weight of designedness in videogames), they also make videogame design 

essentially immune to unmediated application of these frames. This is due to an upset in 

the relationship between designer, design, and the end-user. The interesting position that 

videogame is put in by Agency is that the same implications of Agency in a SoTA 

definition that give general design frames their added mileage in videogame design also 

make for this upset. 

The extra weight of designedness comes from how the conversation of Agency makes 

design itself – in a particular way – an end for human activity rather than a means for 

human activity. However, this also shifts the relationship between user and design, in that 

they become one due to simultaneity, or rather become continuous in a number of ways 

that are specific to Agency and videogames (as discussed in chapters 2 and 3 of the present 

thesis). This merging of categories in videogame design renders traditional design 

formulations inadequate. After all, the oft-repeated adage goes something like good “design 

is invisible, serving us without drawing attention to itself” (Norman, 2013, Preface – p.xi). 

According to Norman, the designer’s job across most design domains is not so much to 

solve readily apparent problems but to frame the design situation to arrive at novel 

problems – reframing the problem-space is not just a necessity, but the basis of design 

activity itself (viz. Norman, 2013, pp.218-219). What happens when the designer’s part is 

not finding novel problems? What happens when the designer is not speaking to the user 

with the design and through the design to support the user towards some specific user-

state – such as task-efficacy, or hedonic well-being – but rather for the sake of holding 

discourse on the design itself? 

With simultaneity in Agency in a SoTA definition, the target is no longer some definable 

user-state. The task for design is instead to ensure that the user-artifact dyad gets to be a 

moving target. Instead of coming out with a novel formulation of the problem-space and 

an attendant resolution, the designer’s job becomes creating some point or topic around 

which the user and artifact get to be continuous with one another (through conversation 

and – as will be examined in Chapter 8 – self-regulation per second-order cybernetics), and 

finding ways of keeping the user and artifact from reverting back to being separate 

categories, for as long as that point holds. 
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Even in the face of an expanded scope for the goals of usability – moving beyond cognitive 

facilitation and into different kinds of well-being and efficacy, and even fun (viz. Carroll, 

2004) – and Human Computer-Interaction (HCI) more generally, the merging of categories 

from Agency still holds. Outside videogames – even if the design object purely seeks 

expressive, aesthetic, or hedonic goals – the designer gets to proceed along certain dividing 

lines that are blurred in Agency. Put differently, in designing for classical (better 

established) HCI the user and the artifact are – in a sense – fixed points, and the way they 

come together as an HCI phenomenon, their relationship, is what undergoes 

reconfiguration in being designed. With Agency (in a SoTA definition) however, the 

relationship between user and artifact is the given or fixed point, and it’s the artifact and 

the user that must continually reconfigure themselves, in ways that go beyond mere 

adaptability of the artifact or growth of the user. That relationship being a given is due to 

an implicit mutual expectation of reciprocity forming the basis for interaction. 

Simultaneity and mutualistic communication turn usage into the continual renegotiation of 

an implicit contract. Both the artifact and the user are defined by their mutual expectation 

of reciprocity. In a videogame, the end-user can be expected to refrain from disrespecting 

the limits of the design situation as a matter of course (viz. Adams, 2013). These limits are 

i.e., limits of the simulation together with the limits of dramatic probability, which amount 

to the boundaries of the ‘contract renegotiation’. The sheer nature of videogame usage 

makes this a legitimate expectation, just as long as the videogame evidences (to the user) 

the willingness to hold up its end of the contract. Videogames rely heavily on constraints, 

but these constraints are first and foremost content themselves as opposed to a means to 

guide users to content. Most other forms of HCI cannot reasonably expect compliance to 

the same extent as videogames, and must adjust what’s possible for users to what’s 

appropriate. 

 

 

4.2 – Research Paradigm in this Thesis 

The Introduction to the present thesis already states the research paradigm, epistemological 

stance, and methodological approach of the present thesis. These however can be 

explained in more detail in the present chapter-section. Following the state of the art in 

Chapter 2, Chapter 3 established how the thesis understands Agency as a means to 
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construct a concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design. To this end, the 

thesis also drew from a complementary knowledge base – the notion of a contract at the 

heart of usage of interactive works. In the present chapter, the rationale for the thesis’ 

founding conjecture was presented. The knowledge bases and the rationale are the first 

phase in the methodological approach of the thesis. Presenting the research in the 

subsequent phases of the approach requires discussing the approach in more detail – 

particularly the implications of the attending epistemological stance and research paradigm 

to the research in this thesis. The present Section 4.2 is for clarifying those implications. 

Design Research is a way of conducting research where the object, process, outcome, and 

target for change all consist of design knowledge. This is meant for the artificial world of 

man-made things devised for a purpose and of potential alternate world-states in 

accomplishing this purpose. Techniques for studying natural or social phenomena may not 

be appropriate for studying the ‘messy’ and ‘wicked’ problems of what Vaishnavi & 

Kuechler state to be “design disciplines or the design components of multi-paradigmatic 

disciplines” (2008, p.10). Design research can be found in, among others, the communities 

of HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) research (viz. Stolterman, 2008), and – as Design 

Science Research – in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and in 

Information Systems, which claim HCI as a sub-community (viz. Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 

2008, p.15). Even though “design science research as practiced in ICT fields” has been 

argued in Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008, p.2) to be “different from the design-based research 

practiced in other fields (such as architecture or industrial design)”, the present thesis will 

draw freely from methodology across these lines. The still-fluid state of Agency and 

videogame design as an object of design research justifies casting a wide net for method. 

The present thesis is interested in videogames and the Agency of playable media as design, 

in ways that are similar to (and may overlap with) HCI. The design research paradigm and 

the methodology of design research are not exhausted in this thesis; the thesis refers to one 

way of doing design research. The thesis follows the inductive-deductive process offered in 

Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008) with its five phases of awareness, suggestion, development, 

evaluation, and conclusion. The suggestion phase is inductive, and the development and 

evaluation phases are deductive. For the evaluation phrase, research in the thesis drew from 

Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s “logical reasoning” pattern for evaluation (2008, p.168-169). 

Contributions being made through informed argument are also mentioned in Gregor & 

Hevner (2013, p.342). As stated in the Introduction to the present thesis, design research 
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suits pre- and multi-paradigmatic communities; in the case of Information Systems, 

Vaishnavi & Kuechler argue that it “provides an excellent example of a multiparadigmatic 

community” (2008, p.8). In other words, given the state of knowledge in the community as 

well as the nature of the object of study, design research becomes an appropriate means of 

inquiry. 

The current thesis makes use Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s recursive five-phase method – and 

logical argument for the evaluation phase – because of the state of knowledge of 

videogames and Agency, as summarized at the start of the present chapter, and further 

developed in Section 4.1 as the rationale behind the thesis’ founding conjecture. As for the 

appropriateness of design research in a more general sense, Chapter 1 shows videogames to 

be multi-paradigmatic, sections 1.1 and 1.2 show videogame design to be a multi-

paradigmatic community and still undergoing pre-paradigmatic development, Chapter 2 

shows Agency to be a multi-paradigmatic community, and Chapter 3 shows it to still be 

undergoing pre-paradigmatic development. 

It is worth clarifying the intended role for research contributions in the present thesis. The 

goal was to make an Agency perspective available to videogame design at an intermediate 

level of knowledge, to a greater degree than what is currently available in terms of 

videogames and Agency (see Chapter 2) – i.e., to become more in line with the concept of 

being “designerly” (viz. Stolterman, 2008). Here, ‘prescriptive’ does not mean ‘mandatory’. 

The concretization of an Agency perspective was not for closing off videogame design but 

rather open it up to further exploration to do with Agency at something like an 

intermediate level of knowledge. 

Design researchers have argued for the need of intermediate-level knowledge (viz. Höök & 

Löwgren, 2012, p.2), and also of theory-building for the sake of producing partial or 

nascent theory (viz. Gregor & Hevner, 2013, p.339). Indeed, as argued by Stolterman 

(2008, p.61) “designers can be prepared-for-action but not guided-in-action by detailed 

prescriptive procedures”. Targeting videogame design practice directly would be premature 

given the state of knowledge in the communities of Agency and videogame design. Instead, 

the present thesis targets further design research, as to make an additional perspective 

available as a theory-resource, with more direct contributions to practice being a 

prospective future benefit. 
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4.3 – Phases in the Methodological Approach 

Per Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s formulation, the output of the Awareness phase of research “is 

a Proposal, formal or informal, for a new research effort” (2008, p.20). Awareness of the 

problem was achieved through the articulation of knowledge bases in Chapter 3, whereby 

the thesis committed to a particular understanding of Agency while drawing from a related 

knowledge base (notion of a contract in interactive works). This is shown in the topmost 

row in Table 3. The articulation of knowledge bases in the present thesis resembles 

Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s methodological patterns of “Bridging Research Communities” 

(2008, pp.98-99) and “Solution-Scope Mismatch” (pp.93-94) patterns. The former due to 

the present thesis reconciling the idea of a user-object contract as it applies to IS 

(Interactive Storytelling) with the specific case of Agency, and the latter due to the potential 

to prescribe to videogame design beyond story aspects by means of a concretization of an 

Agency perspective. More properly, the Awareness Phase in the present thesis fits the 

“Problem Formulation” pattern (pp.87-88). The proposal-output for this Awareness Phase 

follows from the thesis’ founding conjecture (an Agency perspective can help videogame 

design practice) in Chapter 4. The beginning of a proposal for a new research effort can be 

found in Section 4.1. The state-of-the-art in Chapters 2 and 3 is validated through a 

systematic literature review (in sections 3.1 and 3.2). That the state-of-the-art supports the 

conjecture but is also validated through a systematic literature search fits the “Problem 

Formulation” pattern, as Vaishnavi & Kuechler tie it to their “Literature Search” patterns 

(2008). 
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 (0) Agency as Understood by Present Thesis: Underlying-model definition, Commitment-to-meaning definition, Notion of a Contract 

 Phases in Design Research Process Execution of Phases in Present Thesis 
In

d
u

c
ti

v
e
 

AWARENESS OF PROBLEM (Conjecture) Videogame Design can be done more consequentially by adopting an Agency Perspective 

Knowledge Bases (1) Agency as an implicit contract between user and object of commitment to meaning, follows (0) 

Phase Output: Proposal Agency perspective as ‘designedness’ vs. ‘role-upset’ 

SUGGESTION Build a structural treatment 

Circumspection (2) 

Add to (1): Operationalization of (1) with Pragmatics, Second-order Cybernetics; 

Punctuation, Signaling of Understandings 

How can videogame design be more consequential in an Agency perspective 

Phase Output: Tentative Design 
Instantiation of (1, 2): Bio-cost 

Application of Bio-cost to videogames in an Agency perspective as transactional object of the contract 

D
e
d

u
c
ti

v
e
 

DEVELOPMENT Concretization of an Agency Perspective of Videogames (Thesis Contribution) 

Circumspection (3) 

Add to (1, 2): 

Performance Target, Design Features for Treatment 

Rational Design 

Phase Output: Artifact Structural Treatment following (1, 2, 3), built around bio-cost 

EVALUATION Assumptions, Hypotheses, Deduction rules 

Deduce Performance of Treatment given Awareness of Problem and Proposal 

Circumspection (4) 
Add to (1, 2, 3) 

Find ‘canonical’ design method to stand in for Awareness of Problem, fit Proposal 

Phase Output: Theoretical Performance Compare ‘canonical’ method and thesis’ artifact according to (1, 2, 3, 4) 

 CONCLUSION Judge whether evaluation results are firm or open further exploration (Thesis Goal)  

 Judgement of Results Summarize explicatory hypotheses for artifact’s performance in Evaluation 

 Phase Output: Further Exploration ‘satisficing’ of Agency Perspective of videogame design opens further research 

 

Table 3 – Methodological Approach in the Present Thesis: the topmost row refers to the state-of-the-art 

that precedes the design research process and is used to corroborate the Conjecture that starts that process; 

the phases of the design research process on the left follow Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008) 

 

The thesis is not finished with the Awareness of the Problem in chapters 3 and 4. Per 

Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s formulation, the research process keeps returning to the 

Awareness of the Problem phase, as part of “circumscription” (2008, p.12), since any of 

the phases of the “design science research method can be spontaneously revisited from any 

of the other phases” (2008, p.24). Accordingly, and as shown in Table 3, the present thesis 

revisits the proposal and expands the knowledge bases three times, in the suggestion, 
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development, and evaluation phases. Awareness of the Problem is therefore started on 

Chapter 3, but completed with the founding conjecture of the thesis on Chapter 4. This 

first pass on the Awareness phase is finished as the conjecture turns into a proposal 

towards artifact-development in Section 4.1. 

The output of the second phase in Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s formulation (the Suggestion 

Phase) is a tentative design. This tentative design consists of an instantiation of the thesis’ 

understanding of Agency (which includes notion of a contract in interactive works) – i.e., a 

designable element in videogames and their usage that can work as a concretization of both 

Agency and a contract. This is an existing concept, but is given a novel, specific application 

to videogame design from an Agency perspective in Section 5.2. In order to properly 

situate this existing element in section 5.2 however, section 5.1 has to first return to the 

knowledge bases from the Awareness phase (carry out circumscription) – i.e., the thesis has 

to carry out an operationalization of its understanding of Agency as present in those 

knowledge bases.  

The tentative design is how research in the thesis proposes to attain a concretization of an 

Agency perspective of videogame design. That ‘how’ is presented in section 5.1. The thesis 

follows existing bases – the understanding of Agency in the thesis together with the notion 

of a contract in interactive works – to find additional bases that are appropriate for 

operationalizing the Agency perspective. This is done through a partly-intuitive approach. 

This is one of the approaches in Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s “Theory Development” pattern, 

and consists of “intuition, (…) and literature review to build a solution and associated 

theory” (2008, p.123). The knowledge bases as they existed previously for the Awareness 

Phase are extended with additional bases. These additional bases – that follow from the 

existing bases – are the operationalization.  

Following the instantiation in section 5.2, Chapter 6 returns to the knowledge bases (again 

as part of circumscription), and expands them to include a practitioner’s videogame design 

method. The present thesis does not draw from this method directly; instead, the method’s 

performance is used as a performance-target, i.e., the kind of performance the prescriptive-

artifact in the present thesis is built to achieve. Chapter 6 identifies the existing method, 

and explains how this method is compatible with development in the thesis and how it 

meets the thesis’ needs. Section 6.1 then describes features of the thesis’ contribution (a 

design for a structural treatment that applies an Agency perspective to videogame design). 

These features are discussed as drawn from the existing method found through 
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circumscription. Section 6.2 describes the theory-instrument that is the thesis’ main 

contribution. This artifact is a structural treatment of a videogame. The treatment is 

organized around the instantiation from section 5.2, and is built to prescribe to videogame 

design to the same degree as the practitioner’s method. This is judged sufficient in dealing 

with the research problem per design research. Vaishnavi & Kuechler warn that techniques 

for implementation will vary “depending on the artifact to be constructed” (2008, p.21), 

and that the implementation itself “can be very pedestrian” as “the novelty is primarily in 

the design, not the construction of the artifact” (2008, p.21).  

The fourth phrase of the method process is Evaluation. The Evaluation is prepared in 

Chapter 7 and carried out in Chapter 8. Chapter 7 goes back to the knowledge bases as part 

of circumscription. Section 6.1 returned to the knowledge bases to source a general target 

for performance, as a means to guide the construction of the artifact. However, making 

judgements about the artifact’s performance per the Evaluation phase requires making 

hypotheses “about the behavior of the artifact” (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2008, p.21). This 

requires fresh re-examination of the knowledge bases, since once “constructed, the artifact 

is evaluated according to criteria that are always implicit and frequently made explicit in the 

Proposal”, where deviations from these expectations “must be tentatively explained” 

(Idem). Per Vaishnavi & Kuechler, this opens up further exploration and research. 

As the present thesis is following Vaishnavi & Kuechler “Logical Argument” pattern, the 

recommended three steps in this pattern were followed. The first step was to identify 

assumptions “related to the research problem that are either known to be true or can be 

argued to be valid assumptions” (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2008, p.169). For evaluating the 

thesis’ structural treatment, this meant going back to the knowledge bases and finding an 

existing structural treatment that is comparable to the one in the thesis, but also 

representative of the ‘canonical’ form of the problem the thesis means to solve (per the 

explanation in Chapter 4 of the thesis’ founding conjecture). Thus the thesis’ novel artifact 

is held up to implicit criteria from the proposal. 

The second step is to identify “deduction rules” related to the problem or solution. The 

thesis’ treatment works as concretization of Agency by means of the relationships between 

its elements (structural categories from low- to high-level). The existing treatment is 

brought into the Evaluation phase because it too prescribes from structure (from low- to 

high-level). The deduction rules are for matching comparable points in structure between 

the two treatments. These rules are themselves to do with structuring effects (in the sense 
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of prescriptive knowledge in structure), drawing from all the knowledge bases brought to 

bear on the research problem.  

Step three in Vaishnavi & Kuechler’s “Logical Reasoning” pattern is to build “a logical 

path from the assumptions (axioms) to the claims one is making about the solution 

(hypotheses) using the deduction rules one has identified” (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2008, 

p.169). Where steps one and two of the pattern are described in Chapter 7 (defining the 

model of analysis in the present thesis), step three takes up the entirety of Chapter 8. Each 

of the chapter sections 8.1–8.2 corresponds to a point along the structure of the existing 

treatment which is standing in for the ‘canonical’ form of the research problem. At each of 

these points, a hypothetical videogame design problem is drawn up, as an expression of the 

research problem in the thesis. A corresponding point in the thesis’ structural treatment is 

then applied to that design problem, and the treatment’s performance is hypothesized 

through deduction based on the differences between the existing treatment and the thesis’ 

treatment. 

The final phase of the methodological approach per Vaishnavi & Kuechler is Conclusion, 

and is “the result of satisficing; that is, although there are still deviations in the behavior of 

the artifact from the (multiply) revised hypothetical predictions, the results are adjudged 

‘good enough’” (2008, p.21). The results from the evaluation phase are discussed in this 

phase. One of the allowed outcomes of this phase is artifact behavior from evaluation that 

can “serve as the subject of further research” (2008, p.22), which was the research goal for 

the thesis. 

 

 

4.4 – Summary of Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 serves as pivot point in the present thesis. Where Chapters 2 and 3 provided the 

knowledge bases for the Awareness of the Problem per a design research process, Chapter 

4 states that Awareness as related to the thesis’ founding conjecture about videogame 

design and Agency, and outlines a design research program (in sections 4.2 and 4.3) for 

dealing with the Problem. 

Chapter 4 opens by stating the founding conjecture of the present thesis – adopting a 

perspective of Agency can contribute to more consequential and confident videogame 
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design work. This conjecture is corroborated by the state-of-the-art in chapters 2 and 3, 

and Chapter 4 highlights the ways in which that state-of-the-art supports the conjecture, 

and summarizes those points. Those points amount to the appropriateness of a ‘designerly’ 

level of knowledge for Agency and videogame design.  

Section 4.1 goes from the Awareness of the Problem to a Proposal for dealing with the 

problem. This involves turning the Awareness of the Problem into a concrete 

problematization of the issue of Agency in design terms – i.e., finding the kind of tension 

that can power design work towards a theory-artifact (the concretization of an Agency 

perspective the thesis means to contribute). The Awareness of the Problem is already there; 

the problematization in section 4.1 places it at the level of knowledge where the thesis 

means to contribute – the intermediate level of prescriptive knowledge tailored to 

videogame design. 

The Awareness of the Problem is Agency requiring a joint (design-like) consideration of 

user and object. This is made concrete – from the standpoint of videogame design – as an 

opposition between how Agency upsets the traditional roles of user, designer, and object in 

design, and how much of a videogame is design (its ‘designedness’ or susceptibility even to 

design frames not specific to videogames). This tension between role-upset and 

designedness is how the present thesis deals with the Problem and answers its founding 

conjecture – by developing a theory instrument (concretization of an Agency perspective) 

that satisfies both designedness and role-upset. Designedness and role-upset are the 

Proposal. 

With Chapter 4 opening with the start of the design research process and section 4.1 

completing the first phase of that process (Awareness of the Problem as knowledge bases 

together with a Proposal), section 4.2 discusses the nature of knowledge sought by the 

thesis (prescriptive knowledge) as necessitated by the thesis’ scope and research problem. 

Section 4.2 furthermore looks at the epistemological stance suggested by the knowledge 

sought and the research problem, and discusses the methodological approach for research 

described in the thesis. The thesis draws from different sources for design research 

methodology, but more specifically from the phases for a design research process as 

described by Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008). The requirements for design research are 

discussed, as well as how these are met in the thesis. 
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Section 4.3 discusses how each phase of research in the thesis fits matches the outline for 

that particular phase in Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008). These authors offer multiple options 

and approaches that are allowed for each phase, and section 4.3 describes which of these 

options are followed by the thesis and why. Section 4.3 furthermore discusses how research 

methodology in the thesis fits with specific research patterns offered in Vaishnavi & 

Kuechler (2008). With a detailed explanation of the methodological approach, the thesis 

can transition from the first phase of design research (Awareness of the Problem) onto the 

second phase (Suggestion) and from there to full-on development of a theory instrument.  
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Chapter 5 – Suggestion for an Agency Perspective 

 

Chapter 5 is for how research in the present thesis carries out the Suggestion phase of 

design research, as described in section 4.3. The Proposal from section 4.1 is turned into a 

tentative design in section 5.2. This tentative design is for a theory-instrument, much like 

the ‘finished’ product the thesis aims to contribute. The Proposal emphasized the 

intermediate level of knowledge sought by thesis, specifically to do with videogame design 

– a problematization of designedness and role-upset of Agency in videogames. The 

tentative design is for a theory-instrument that can prescribe to both this designedness and 

this role-upset – an element that can work as concretization of Agency as a contract 

between user and object. 

The theory-instrument (the tentative design) is an existing element that is applied to 

videogame design in an Agency perspective in section 5.2. In Chapter 6, this tentative 

design is further developed as a theory-instrument in the Development Phase of design 

research. For finding how the existing element applies to videogame design in an Agency 

perspective, the Suggestion Phase needs to go back to the knowledge bases as established 

in chapters 2 and 3, in keeping with circumscription (mentioned in section 4.3) in the 

design research process. This cycle of circumscription – as described in section 5.1 – 

extends and follows the already-established knowledge bases onto additional knowledge 

bases which meet the development needs of research in the thesis. 

The idea is to find a notion that more conveniently lends itself to featuring in structuring 

effects within a videogame. After all, the present thesis is interested in a notion that can do 

for Agency (specifically as a contract and as originating a ‘role-upset’ in the participants of 

Interaction) what dramatic causality was held to do for the structure of Neo-Aristotelian 

Poetics (as offered in Mateas, 2001). 

Recalling the mentions of Laurel (1986) and Mateas (2001) in Chapter 2, causality is held to 

do something like ‘empowering’ both the user and the creator of an interactive-dramatic 

work. More than letting the creator and end-user of that work agree on what something ‘is’ 

at one level or another of that work, causality can efficiently supply both user and creator 

with reasonably precise knowledge of where that ‘something’ has come from, and where it 
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could conceivably go. Moreover, it does this by letting them move between levels of 

abstraction in that work – formal causality lets the creator narrow down dramatic 

probability (in a sense, take away uncertainty) from more abstract levels down to more 

concrete levels, and material causality lets the user recapitulate that narrowing-down by 

moving from more concrete levels up to more abstract levels. Dramatic causality – as the 

object of transactions between the end-user and the creator of an interactive-dramatic-

work – helps a structuring effect (binds the multi-tiered poetic-structure together) by 

lending a particular kind of support to the actions of the creator and the actions of the 

user. This support allows creator and user to be involved together in that work. 

Despite Mateas’ recognition of the importance of Agency, in his conception Agency was a 

source of consequences to the layered structure and an end for how creator and end-user 

relate to that structure (2001). In Mateas’ conception, Agency is a component – the crucial 

component – of the way the interactive forms Mateas is interested in work from the 

standpoint of the interactive-dramatic effect. The present thesis is interested specifically in 

videogames, and from the standpoint of Agency as a contract (after the thesis’ reading of 

the SoTA definitions of Agency) and as causing an upset of the roles of designer, end-user, 

and the design itself. Dramatic causality and what it does for the structure of Mateas’ ‘Neo-

Aristotelian Poetics’ is only being mentioned here to help clarify the kind of notion the 

present thesis is after – for realizing an exploration of Agency along certain lines. The 

notion has to match the present thesis’ conceptualization of the dilemma of ‘role-upset’ 

and ‘designedness’ it finds being brought on by Agency. 

 

 

5.1 – Operationalization of Agency 

The existing knowledge bases refer to Agency being brought on through structure, the 

relevance of conversational frames, proximity to the notion of an implicit contract, and the 

need to jointly consider user and object. These notions already exist for Agency. The 

present thesis can however follow in these notions to find other existing notions, and make 

the minor novel contribution of applying them specifically to Agency and videogame 

design. This will be done in section 5.2. Section 5.1 can discuss how these notions 

(additional knowledge bases) are selected – what in the existing bases allows for the 

additional bases to be found, and how these additional bases meet the understanding of 
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Agency followed by the present thesis. In other words, the bases in section 5.1 are for 

operationalizing the thesis’ understanding of Agency, with an instantiation (tentative-

design) of that understanding following in section 5.2.  

The question is then, where Agency has ended up (knowledge bases established in Chapter 

3), and where can it go from there (additional knowledge bases in Chapter 5) Looking at 

simultaneity (joint consideration of user and artifact) and commitment to meaning places 

Agency close to the concept of pragmatics (as a level or analysis of communication17) and 

close to certain concepts in cybernetics18. Select aspects of cybernetics and of pragmatics as 

a level of analysis will be used for yet another cycle of circumscription for informing the 

Development Phase (in Chapter 6) of the design-research process 

Pragmatics as a level of analysis pertains to any and all communication understood as 

human interaction, or rather, of communication as “a better conception of what is often 

loosely gathered under the rubric ‘interaction’” (Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967, p.4). The 

‘contract’ for interactive storytelling – that was found in Chapter 3 to mirror the way 

Agency works – comes from the idea of a Cooperative Principle of Language (Grice, 1975), 

in that the way interactive storytelling works was deemed to be similar to how that 

Cooperative Principle works (Young, 2002). This idea of a Cooperative Principle was 

originally proposed in a context related to pragmatics (viz. Grice, 1975). Pragmatics has 

always held implications for Agency, and has been alluded to by authors trying to define 

Agency.  

A more orthodox understanding of pragmatics can be criticized as being limited to 

describing a “sender-sign or sign-receiver relation” (Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967, p.4) – that 

is, even though a wider context is being considered for understanding the phenomenon of 

communication (per pragmatics as opposed to e.g., semantics), that phenomenon is being 

examined from the perspective of each of the participants in the phenomenon, individually 

or alternating between one and the other. Transposed to Agency and from the standpoint 

of its SoTA definitions, this violates the required simultaneity of perspectives of Agency 

per Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009). Such a partial view of pragmatics plays to faulty views of 

Agency that preceded the SoTA definitions, as described in Chapter 2 – e.g., views of 

                                                           
17 This is Pragmatics as offered for instance in Watzlawick & Beavin (1967). 

18 This is second-order cybernetics of which ‘conversation theory’ (Pask, 1976) is a part, as well the related concept of ‘bio-cost’ (viz. 

Pangaro, 2008). 
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Agency as only achievable through some upcoming technological threshold in Artificial 

Intelligence, or advances in user modelling and guidance strategies. 

Such views of Agency would attend to sender-sign and sign-receiver pragmatics in order to 

build more responsive AI agents and new ways for users to interact with systems (e.g., 

exclusive focus on natural language processing and other fronts in AI research). Criticism 

of this kind of faith in AI is described in Tanenbaum & Tanenbaum (2010) as spurring 

their idea of Agency as commitment to meaning. Pragmatics would be included in those 

views perhaps more for the sake of not passing up on opportunities to increase the 

performance and capabilities of the system, the end-user, or both. Pragmatics limited to a 

“sender-sign or sign-receiver relation” ends up closer to conflations of expanded 

interactive range with Agency, which are harmful to the understanding of Agency and the 

development or works which rely on Agency – as pointed out in Harrell & Zhu (2009). 

The operationalization of Agency in the Suggestion Phase of the design research process in 

the present thesis is interested in pragmatics as a level of analysis of communication in the 

terms explained in Watzlawick & Beavin (1967) – namely in the aspect of ‘punctuating’ 

(finding sub-divisions) in instances of communication. This notion of punctuation can 

become a design feature of the theory-building artifact which is the contribution of design 

research in the present thesis – it can define how the participants of the contract of Agency 

punctuate their own negotiation process. 

A pragmatics that goes beyond the sender-receiver relation can be a pragmatics that more 

properly deals with an “interpersonal relation” – not as an expression of how two factors 

(sender and receiver) interact, but as the actual unit of analysis. Such a view of pragmatics is 

outlined in Watzlawick & Beavin (1967, p.4), where their focus for pragmatics is explained 

to be “a reciprocal process in which both (or all) persons act and react, ‘receive’ and ‘send’, 

in such detail and complexity that these terms lose their meaning as verbs of individual 

action”. This requires moving past the idea of communication as “limited to verbal 

productions”, but also to understand that communication can be exchanged through the 

context in which it takes place, to the extent that all behavior communicates and “it is 

impossible not to communicate” – up to the point that it raises the issue of whether or not 

there can be such things as “‘conscious’, ‘intentional’, or ‘successful’ communication’” 

(Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967, p.5). A related point is that communication is “rule-

governed” to a significant extent by a (analyzable) “very abstract structure or code” (Ibid., 

p.5). 
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Watzlawick & Beavin make a point of clarifying that “two orders of information are 

present in all communication (…) the content and the relationship aspects of message 

material” (1967, p.5). This is of interest for the exploration of Agency and an attending 

dilemma of first- and second-order preoccupations (i.e., ‘designedness’ and ‘role-upset’), as 

those orders of information can be conceptualized as first-order (content) and second-

order (relationship) respectively – to the extent that videogames for instance would have to 

reconcile designing for communicating content with designing for communicating 

relationship. 

Somewhat like Wardrip-Fruin et al. (2009) did for simultaneity and Agency, Watzlawick & 

Beavin identify a damaging consequence of widespread habits in excluding certain 

situations from communication – e.g., classifying those situations as merely information 

rather than communication, or excluding everything that is not verbal production or is 

surrounding verbal production. This consequence is an artificial “punctuation” of the 

behavior of communication. “Punctuation” is how communication is perceived as a 

“stream” of behavioral events, in what counts as an ‘event’, and how each event relates to 

others. Artificial punctuation is seeing instances of communication for their participants 

instead of seeing those instances as the phenomenon of communication in their own right. 

Actions by one participant are misconstrued as meaningful categories for understanding the 

instances (i.e., punctuation is imposed on the exchange as if it were natural and from the 

standpoint of one of the participants instead of constructed by all participants). 

Watzlawick & Beavin point out an alternative – working from the idea of stimulus and 

response from psychology while avoiding simply punctuating the sequence of events 

outright as stimulus by one participant and response by the other. This leads to a model of 

a triadic relationship between behavioral roles, in which “any behavioral event in a 

sequence is a stimulus for the event which follows it, and both response and reinforcement 

to the one which preceded it” (Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967, p.7), which they propose “as 

the minimum complexity of any interchange” (1967, p.7). This triadic model allows 

punctuation along lines which provide a useful precedent to help develop a structural 

treatment for Agency in videogames. The model is noted by Watzlawick & Beavin as 

presenting a nested, hierarchical structure – “when the model of overlapping stimulus-

response-reinforcement triads is adopted, no one participant’s behavior can be said to 

cause the other’s: each is both cause and effect of the behavior of the other” inasmuch that 
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“in most ongoing relationships, it becomes obvious on examination that the behavior of 

each participant is predicated on that of the other” (Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967, p.7). 

Per the triadic model, the instance of communication takes place by growing as a structure 

and propagating through that structure, and events that make up the instance can fill any of 

three behavioral roles (per the triadic relationship chosen by Watzlawick & Beavin) 

according to the moment in that propagation (or alternatively the exchange or node in that 

structure) that falls under the locus of analysis; that is, communication progressively 

achieves greater and greater degrees of complexity (implication between exchanges) as it 

takes place and merely due to taking place – as the level of abstraction shifts. These two 

aspects of shifting of behavioral roles according to point of view and complexity through 

sheer propagation fit the theory instrument the present thesis means to contribute.  

The triadic model is meant to leave as much room for punctuating the stream of events as 

the misconstrued communication (seeing the exchange for its participants) it replaces. Here 

Watzlawick and Beavin are making a distinction between the actual essential nature of the 

phenomenon or process of communication and what is (as the authors were careful to 

clarify) an after-the-fact imposition of artificial categories (the punctuation). After all, “man 

tends to pattern the stream of communicational events into an order which to him is 

familiar and predictable”, which “presupposes selection” (Watzlawick and Beavin, 1967, 

p.7). Though the imposition is natural, and deserves to be taken into account, punctuation 

should not be mistaken for the root or matter of communication itself.  

At the level of analysis of pragmatics, the propagation across a nested structure is powered 

by something like a theory of mind of participants. Participants choose to punctuate the 

communication (divide it into categories, draw inferences from category makeup and 

properties) according to what they anticipate will be the punctuation of other participants. 

This nestedness of the ‘theory of mind’ of the participants informs the nestedness of the 

structure for propagation. This leaves the question of what can be the ‘unit of analysis’ for 

that ‘theory of mind’ specifically from the standpoint of users and designs in videogames, 

which is why the present thesis requires a notion of the ‘transactional object’ of the 

contract of Agency – an element that can work as an instantiation of the understanding of 

Agency (a contract) followed by the present thesis. This ‘nestedness’ from the accumulated 

knowledge bases for design research in the thesis is what leads to that instantiation.  
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Watzlawick & Beavin note the possibility that the patterns of communication cannot – 

ultimately – be fully understood due to issues of subjective awareness and self-reflexivity 

since, per pragmatics, “to communicate (or even to think) about communication itself is 

itself communication” (1967, p.7). Nevertheless, the recognition of what can be described 

as nested propagation and the role of nested theories of mind (which can turn into “vicious 

circles” – 1967, p.7) in that propagation opens up avenues of analysis. A structural 

treatment for a particular form of communication can deal with the nestedness of 

punctuation by participants in that form by providing nested categories for anticipating that 

punctuation. These categories can also fit the actual exchanges or nodes (or ‘behavioral 

events’ to use the term from pragmatics) that make up the instance of communication in 

the form. 

Pragmatics as a level of analysis – focusing on an interpersonal relation and not the 

interlocutor or her production as the primary unit of analysis – goes from communication 

as an interaction to how that interaction accepts structure, is defined by structure, and is 

powered by structure. It does this from the standpoint of behavior. This requires a 

realization that meaning is, in a sense, never not being produced. To put this in the terms 

of the SoTA definitions of Agency, pragmatics goes from simultaneity to commitment to 

meaning – users go from the fact of their interaction (having a conversation with the 

design just as it converses with them – ‘simultaneity’) to choosing to punctuate that 

conversation according to their beliefs on how the design is punctuating that same 

conversation on its end (the users are jointly committing to meaning with the design). The 

interaction is defined by this nested, reciprocal structuring effort. 

Cybernetics examines the same phenomenon as Pragmatics along comparable lines which 

makes it just as much of an extension to the knowledge bases for the present thesis’ 

reading of Agency as triadic-model pragmatics. However, instead of communication, 

Cybernetics looks at the phenomenon from the standpoint of self-regulation in intelligent 

systems. Pragmatics runs against issues of self-reflexivity and subjective awareness as noted 

in Watzlawick & Beavin (1967), cybernetics has moved to dealing with these issues through 

‘second-order cybernetics’. 

Where pragmatics occupies itself with “streams” of conversation (more properly, of 

communicational events), second-order cybernetics instead looks at how conversation-like 

intelligent systems (or at least systems with some form of self-regulation) might be. The 

handling of this subject in cybernetics leads Pangaro (1996) to recall “Maturana’s concept 
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of language as ‘consensual coordination of consensual coordination of actions’”. This bears 

similarities to the idea in pragmatics of a subject making a choice of how to punctuate the 

stream of communication. It further resembles the implicit contract for (consensual) 

commitment to meaning in Agency. All three can be seen as the same phenomenon 

approached from different (yet somewhat related) perspectives. Second-order cybernetics 

looks at this phenomenon – an implicit contract – through conversation theory. The 

‘contract’ appears in the features for what can be studied through conversation theory 

(beyond having “at least one standard condition” to allow measurability and observability) 

– “participants, as part of a contract, agree to obey the rules of the conversational language 

L and the participating agent makes sure that the L syntax is respected” (Pask, 1976, p.4). 

Conversation theory is for furnishing “a mechanism of understanding”, duly endowed with 

“predictive capabilities” (1976, p.5) for ‘conversations’ in this strict definition and from this 

perspective. Furthermore, the conversation is “anchored upon a conversational domain” – 

which can be technically defined as a particular representation strategy (“canonical” as 

established by the ‘contract’ in that conversation) “of the topics in a subject matter” (that 

domain) determining “what may be known and what may be done or discussed”, to the 

extent that conversation theory “has an epistemological commitment” (1976, p.4). This 

shows parallels to the definition of Agency as commitment to meaning (Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum, 2010). Agency can be examined as a second-order cybernetic process through 

conversation theory. This is the role for the instantiation (tentative design) as well as the 

theory-instrument (full design) developed from that instantiation in the present thesis. The 

concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design is videogame design in a 

second-order perspective, as Agency.  

Continuing with the features of a ‘conversation’ phenomenon that can be studied through 

conversation theory (a “strict conversation”) – Pask (1976) offers a technical definition of 

what counts as a model-building operation and what counts as a learning-strategy from the 

standpoint of strict conversations. The ‘contract’, the domain, and representation for topics 

in a “strict” (at least one standard condition) conversation all add up – again in “a theory 

specific and technical connotation” per Pask (1976, p.4) – to how topics are understood in 

the conversation, i.e., what ‘understanding’ means in concrete terms. This ‘understanding’ 

forms the basis for the epistemological commitment in strict conversations, again in ways 

that are consonant with commitment to meaning in Agency (viz. Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum, 2010). ‘Understanding’, concretely, is a structural property of strict 
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conversations, where a topic is understood and is understandable if that topic “is 

explained” and “can also be derived from other topics in the conversational domain” 

(Pask, 1976, p.4), inasmuch as these derivations are explanations of explanations (Ibid.), or a 

“systematic justification of an explanation” (Ibid., p.4) – from the arrangement and 

structure of the conversation.  

A condition for the ‘understandings’ in strict conversations is their detectability. This 

‘detectability’ is of interest to the present thesis for building a structural treatment of 

videogames from an Agency standpoint – as detectability can be one of the terms for the 

‘contract’ of Agency in the thesis’ conception (and so can serve to bind the structural 

categories in the thesis’ own contribution of a structural treatment for videogame design in 

an Agency perspective). Pask further states that “strict conversation is punctuated by 

understandings and the intervals occupied in reaching an understanding are called 

occasions” (1976, p.4). This completes the parallels between the ‘strict conversation’ and 

the ‘stream of communication’ in triadic-model pragmatics, again with the interest being 

shifted from behavior and communication to a more direct approach to understanding – 

with nevertheless the same phenomenon of an implicit ‘contract’ being studied overall 

through the idea of a ‘contract’, only explicitly stated for ‘conversation theory’. 

The ‘contract’, the domain, representation, topics, derivation and explanation, the systemic 

explanation of understanding and understandings as punctuation constitute valuable 

insights for the present thesis’ intended contributions. The thesis’ novel structural 

treatment should account for systemic understanding and how detectability – being able to 

perceive that an understanding is there, as derivable and explainable – is a condition of 

understanding. Unless this is done – unless a “canonical” representation is achieved – there 

is no understanding and no contract, no Agency and no possibility for ultimately 

consequential videogame design. This is how the thesis’ founding conjecture – that 

adopting a perspective of Agency can contribute to more consequential and confident 

videogame design work. The conjecture is answered by the operationalization here in 

section 5.1, and by the artifact developed from that operationalization in Chapter 6. The 

artifact (structural treatment) deals with the issue of detectability, in how videogame design 

needs to signal – through the contract in Agency – that an understanding is there, and that 

it is systemic. This is how an Agency perspective can make videogame design more 

consequential – through an Agency-handling of ‘understandings’.  
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5.2 – Instantiation of an Agency Perspective  

Given the operationalization of the understanding of Agency followed by the present thesis 

– by means of triadic-model Pragmatics and Second-order Cybernetics – an instantiation 

needs to follow from that operationalization that delivers on what Pragmatics and Second-

order Cybernetics (namely Conversation Theory) can do for videogame design in an 

Agency perspective. The question is, what follows from Pragmatics and Conversation 

Theory, and how can it allow a concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame 

design? The answer – the instantiation – is another concept from Second-order 

Cybernetics: bio-cost. Bio-cost consists of “effort-minimization trade-offs” (Pangaro, 

2008). These tradeoffs are involved in how “we humans create and evolve our goals in real-

time and in parallel to our actions and to other goal-related ‘mental processing’”, where 

“we negotiate with ourselves and others in attempts to lessen or increase some attributes of 

desired outcomes above others” (Ibid.). Bio-cost is a “second-order awareness of the toll 

that a task is taking”, which “becomes part of a feedback loop that helps us to estimate the 

bio-cost expenditure required to be successful” (Dubberly et al., 2009a). This is of critical 

interest to artifact-development through design-research in the present thesis, as it lets bio-

cost serve as the ‘transactional object’ of Agency as a contract; bio-cost lets Agency happen 

concretely at the level of prescriptive knowledge, and specifically for videogame design.  

The concept of bio-cost is a means to “map the cognitive transitions that are the core value 

of using computers or any human activity” (Pangaro, 2008). Bio-cost builds on the 

interconnected features of strict conversations from conversation theory, yet as a concept it 

is relatively self-contained. It can be applied in a more direct fashion than the concept of 

conversation theory or triadic-model pragmatics to videogame design in an Agency 

perspective. It should be recalled from section 5.1 that the contribution of the present 

thesis is to develop a theory-instrument for how videogame design can signal 

understandings in an Agency perspective. This lets the Agency perspective help videogame 

design be more consequential (per the thesis’ founding conjecture as stated in Chapter 4). 

Bio-cost serves as a criterion for signaling detectability, in how much do understandings 

lend themselves to being picked up by participants. 

Pask’s conversation theory, through its standard condition (which makes it falsifiable) of 

“strict conversation” explains how understanding can occur, systemically – understandings 

have to be available to participants and attainable by participants (“detectability”), and this 
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needs to be signaled (1976). From the standpoint of videogames as a continual contract 

negotiation of Agency, this would be videogame’s design stretching to signal 

understandings, and how much end-users stretch (or are willing to stretch or can be 

legitimately expected to stretch) to gain understandings. Bio-cost fits with this view, given 

Pangaro’s remarks on bio-cost about how people “create and evolve” their goals, and 

negotiate with themselves and others “in attempts to lessen or increase some attributes of 

desired outcomes above others”, as the basis for bio-cost as experienced by the participants 

of activity. 

Subjects perceive bio-cost – systemically – just by taking part in the ‘conversation’ and 

being parties in the implicit ‘contract’, i.e., by being there for systemic understandings. Bio-

cost can be more or less explicit to participants (even if not precisely measurable), or it can 

be implicit and factored reflexively into participation. The idea of bio-cost is related to time 

expenditure at a basic level, opportunity costs, and stress incurred (Dubberly et al., 2009a). 

The idea of bio-cost also entails the idea of personal ‘reserves’, and activities that can 

replenish those reserves (Ibid.). Bio-cost is perceived as “cost versus gain”, and “explicit 

awareness of this” affords users “the opportunity to reflect on trade-offs and improve the 

choices we make” (Dubberly et al., 2009a). 

Conversations (even when essentially talking to oneself), can serve as “an explicit, often 

conscious medium for minimizing bio-cost, whether by thinking about different strategies 

to achieve a given goal, or negotiating with others to share goals and concomitant bio-cost 

to achieve them” (Pangaro, 2008). Pangaro (2008) points out that, per conversation theory 

as described by Pask, there is “no structural distinction” between an “internal to a person” 

mode of conversation versus a “between persons” mode of conversation. As for the sense 

of a ‘reserve’, the way participants manage bio-cost in how they relate to the participation 

lets them manage their reserve, freeing up “energy and ‘head space’ for other activities, 

including the creation of more strategies to achieve more goals with more efficiency” 

(Pangaro, 2008). This bears similarities to how Agency works in videogames, in which users 

affect the gamestate to acquire explicit or implicit means to affect the gamestate more 

extensively, which in turn affords them further means, and so forth. Finding a relatively 

formalized practitioner’s account of videogame design practice which is compatible with 

the notion of bio-cost will require dealing with this difference between explicit and implicit 

means. This will be dealt with in the next chapter of the present thesis. 
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5.3 – Summary of Chapter 5 

Chapter 5 corresponds to the Suggestion Phase of design research per Vaishnavi and 

Kuchler (2008). It bridges between the Awareness of the Problem Phase and the 

Development Phase. In the Development Phase (in Chapter 6), a theory-instrument will be 

developed – a concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design. This will take 

the form of a structural treatment. In order to deal with the research problem in the 

present thesis, this structural treatment – as a perspective of Agency tailored to videogame 

design – has to open the way for videogame design to be handled more consequently 

through an Agency perspective. Chapter 5 deals with how that structural treatment can 

concretely make videogame design more consequential, thus readying the Development 

Phase in Chapter 6.  

Section 5.1 is for the cycle of circumscription in the Suggestion Phase, where the 

knowledge bases previously established in the Awareness Phase are revisited and expanded 

to meet the needs of the Suggestion Phase. As explained in section 4.3, the output of the 

Suggestion phase is a tentative design, which follows from the Proposal in section 4.1 

(which is itself the output of the Awareness phase). Since the tentative design is an 

expansion of the Proposal, the knowledge bases that support that proposal are revisited 

and expanded through circumscription to support the tentative design. Section 5.1 expands 

the knowledge bases so that section 5.2 can present the resulting tentative design. Put 

differently, Chapter 3 holds the knowledge bases as an articulation of Agency definitions 

together with the notion of a contract, section 5.1 holds the operationalization of those 

bases, and section 5.2 an instantiation (a tentative design) as suggested by the 

operationalization. 

The notions of commitment to meaning and an implicit contract from the earlier state of 

the knowledge bases lead section 5.1 to Pragmatics as a level of analysis of communication 

(per Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967), and to Conversation Theory (per Pask, 1976) as part of 

second-order cybernetics. This is where section 5.1 finds the ‘how’ of an Agency 

perspective concretely making videogame design more consequential. Pragmatics and 

particularly Conversation Theory highlight the ‘signaling of understandings’ as a 

mechanism of the communicational exchange – this is the operationalization of Agency as 

a contract of commitment to meaning. What the Agency perspective (in the form of a 
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structural treatment) developed by the present thesis can do for videogame design is 

prescribe to how videogame design work signals understandings. 

Section 5.2 is for the instantiation of the thesis’ understanding of Agency, as expanded in 

section 5.1 through circumscription of the Suggestion Phase. Section 5.1 already provides 

the ‘how’ for an Agency perspective to make videogame design more consequential – 

through the signaling of understandings. Section 5.2 describes the element for that 

signaling – i.e., what ties the Agency perspective specifically to videogame design. This is an 

existing element, but is given novel application specifically to videogame design in an 

Agency perspective. This makes it a tentative design for a theory-instrument, much as the 

‘full’ design from Chapter 6 is also a theory-instrument. The existing element is bio-cost, 

only specifically applied to videogame design in an Agency perspective. The ‘full’ design in 

Chapter 6 will be organized around bio-cost, as to deliver the benefits of the 

operationalization from section 5.1 (i.e., being more consequential) to videogame design. 

To summarize Chapter 5’s contribution to the thesis, bio-cost works as an instantiation of 

Agency as an implicit contract of commitment to meaning (the present thesis’ 

understanding of Agency) at a prescriptive level of knowledge, because bio-cost can work 

as the transactional object that is negotiated by the contract of Agency. In this role, bio-

cost is used for the signaling of understandings in the videogame between the user and the 

design. This sets the ground for the Development Phase in Chapter 6, where a structural 

treatment of Agency specifically for videogame design organizes that videogame design as 

processes of signaling understandings through bio-cost.  
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Chapter 6 – Developing the Concretization of Agency 

 

Chapter 6 is for the Development Phase of design research. The necessary ingredients for 

this development are present. The Awareness of the Problem Phase resulted in a Proposal 

for tackling the problem – i.e., Agency needs to be handled as a contract of commitment to 

meaning, given the founding conjecture of the thesis that an Agency perspective can lead 

to more consequential videogame design work. The Suggestion Phase operationalized this 

Proposal – the ‘how’ in making videogame design more consequential through an Agency 

perspective. Following from the notions of an implicit contract and commitment to 

meaning, the Suggestion Phase arrived at the notion of videogame design doing its work in 

terms of the signaling of understandings. This is the thesis’ Agency perspective, and lets 

videogame design work be done in a consequential fashion. 

Finding the ‘how’ in videogame design work being more consequential through an Agency 

perspective represented a cycle of circumscription per the design research process followed 

by the present thesis. The knowledge bases that sustain design research in the thesis were 

revisited and expanded to meet the needs of the Suggestion Phase’s output – a tentative 

design. In this case, the tentative design was an application of an existing concept – bio-

cost – specifically to videogame design in Agency perspective which can answer both the 

Proposal (serve as the ‘transactional object’ of Agency as a contract) and the 

operationalization (be the means through which understandings are signaled). Bio-cost is 

the tentative design as an instantiation of the thesis’ approach to videogame design and 

Agency. 

Much like the Suggestion Phase had its cycle of circumscription, now in Chapter 6 so too 

will the Development Phase have its cycle of circumscription. The bio-cost element already 

allows for artifact-development for meeting the thesis’ goals – i.e., bio-cost as a tentative 

design is developed further to arrive at a structural treatment of videogames that can serve 

as a concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design. This structural 

treatment will be presented in section 6.2. However, for now, a new cycle of 

circumscription is needed to ensure compatibility of that treatment with videogame design 

practice. This way, the structural treatment can answer the knowledge bases with respect to 
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Agency and videogame design (a contract of commitment to meaning), making that design 

more consequential (signaling understandings through bio-cost), and fitting with practice 

(the new cycle of circumscription). The new cycle of circumscription will be carried out 

before section 6.1; in section 6.1 the insights from that circumscription are converted into 

design measures for development of the theory-instrument that constitutes the present 

thesis’ main contribution – i.e., the opening of Chapter 6 identifies the new knowledge and 

argues for its suitability to the thesis’ needs, section 6.1 describes features for the thesis’ 

theory-instrument (as drawn from the circumscription), and section 6.2 describes the thesis’ 

theory instrument proper. 

This time around, the knowledge bases will be expanded with an existing videogame design 

method. Like the previous circumscription, this new source for the knowledge bases is 

selected due to being compatible with the already-existing bases, and meeting the needs of 

design research – this time for the Development Phase. The source is “Rational Design” as 

described in McEntee (2012). This reflection on videogame design practice is not an 

Agency perspective of that practice, but is organized as a structural treatment is ways that 

recall the state-of-the-art for Agency in the present thesis (for instance, Mateas, 2001). 

Insights from “Rational Design” help shape the theory-artifact which is the output of the 

Development Phase – a concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design. 

The videogame design practitioner Chris McEntee gives a formalized account of his own 

practice in “Rational Design: The Core of Rayman Origins” (McEntee, 2012), as a way of 

describing the Rational Design method. McEntee explains that he did an “internship and 

specialization” at a particular videogame development studio (Ubisoft Montpellier), worked 

on a particular videogame development project (“Rayman Origins”) and received training 

at that “studio’s internal Design Academy” (McEntee, 2012, p.1). “Rational Design: The 

Core of Rayman Origins” is an attempt to describe the ‘school’ of videogame design of 

‘Rational Design’ by a practitioner who was taught videogame design in that ‘school’ and 

then employed those methods in doing videogame design work on a videogame title, where 

he “picked up a strong understanding of the methodology” of ‘Rational Design’ (2012, 

p.1). By writing the article “Rational Design: The Core of Rayman Origins” for an online 

trade publication, McEntee hopes to “provide a solid base on the idea of rational game 

design, as well as some personal insight and examples” of his own, given his “extensive 

research into the subject” and that he feels he has “achieved a relatively decent grasp of the 
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core concepts” and has applied it in his “own levels” (i.e., his contributions to videogame 

design work) “relatively well” (McEntee, 2012, p.1). 

In the present thesis, Rational Design refers specifically to that particular ‘school’ of 

videogame design practice, specifically as described in McEntee (2012), and framed as his 

own practice, and tied to some extent to a particular kind of videogame – “Rayman 

Origins” (Ubisoft Montpellier, 2011), in the ‘platformer genre’ with a ‘fixed’ preset design 

and a level-by-level arrangement of progression. The ‘platformer genre’ can be described as 

videogames where the chief activity for the end-user is simply traversing the topology of 

the gameworld largely as provided. The linear (or largely linear) level-by-level arrangement 

means that end-user traverses a topology only to necessarily be offered the next topology 

(the next world) in a preset (or mostly preset) order. ‘Fixed preset design’ means the 

topologies (at least) are pre-designed and always the same for all users and for all passes – 

as opposed to i.e., generated at runtime of the videogame program (procedurally 

generated). 

‘Rational Design’ emphasizes day-to-day development studio work. Although it holds the 

potential for wider applicability, it originates with a specific videogame genre and one 

particular studio’s setup – the context for a design approach and techniques used by 

practitioner Chris McEntee, of which “Rational Design: The Core of Rayman Origins” 

(2012) is a more or less formalized account – i.e., justifies why McEntee designs the way he 

does. This is reflected for instance in how McEntee (2012) strives to provide schemas for 

low-level design tasks by supplying criteria for organizing the design of controls and user 

actions. ‘Rational Design’ then works its way up from these low-level schemas up to mid- 

and higher-level considerations of design, in how e.g., controls build into cycles of learning, 

user-effectiveness, and more, with an eye towards psychological payoff and variety as a 

value proposition in the product. Due to its commercial leanings and context of a particular 

videogame development studio (i.e., Ubisoft Montpellier), ‘Rational Design’ is phrased in 

the terms of a specific videogame genre (the preset two-dimensional ‘platformer’). The 

low-level schemas offered in Rational Design are the variety matrix (see Figure 5) and what 

could be described as ‘protopatterns’ – subtractive variety, supplying a path not taken, and 

exotic gameplay (McEntee, 2012). 
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Figure 5 – “A variety matrix for Rayman Origins”, McEntee, C. (2012) [online]: meant to show that 

different kinds of “gameplay” offered by ‘Rayman Origins’ could be endlessly recombined by “randomly 

assigning x’s and o’s”, making for “extremely refreshing” deviations “from the norm” (McEntee, 2012, p.7) 

 

One of the things Rational Design is concerned with is the answer to the question of how 

to achieve enough variety to be entertaining while designing a videogame. The present 

thesis’ perspective on videogame design would not however seek variety ‘for variety’s sake’, 

so to speak – as a goal in itself and as a value-proposition – but would instead look to 

variety merely as an expressive technique and part of a ready-made lexicon of systemic 

understandings. Rational Design’s concern for variety does not therefore transfer over to 

the present thesis’ development of a structural treatment for videogames or its close 

examination of a dilemma in videogames brought on by Agency.  

More interesting to the present thesis however is how Rational Design has to structure its 

perspective of how videogames should be designed and can be played due to the kind of 

assurances it seeks of the end-user’s quality of experience and of videogame design work 

being consequential. Rational Design aims to be “efficient for the team and easy to 

troubleshoot through iterative play-testing” (McEntee, 2012, p.1). The bottom of Rational 

Design’s structural treatment is “a very low level in game design” which requires a 

breakdown of “number and difficulty of inputs and the complexity of the skills involved” 

in order to create a “learnable” experience (2012, p.1). This “very low-level” allows 

mechanics to be deconstructed into “into their base inputs and parameters” so they can be 

rebuilt “from scratch” to remove barriers to entry for the end-user (McEntee, 2012, p.1). 

This is described as “atomic design”. McEntee uses “atomic” elements of videogame 
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design to plainly define mechanics, and from mechanics, define videogame systems – i.e., a 

structural treatment of videogame design, from concrete to abstract. The idea of 

communicable atomic design elements forms the basis for climbing up a nested hierarchy 

of communicating back and forth between the system and the end-user, though again 

Rational Design’s perspective is not so much communication, but rather “acquisition” and 

“learning” (McEntee 2012, p.4). 

McEntee reprises the idea of Psychological Flow that is oft-cited in relation to videogames. 

Specific cases of Flow had already been found for videogames (viz. Jones, 1998), but the 

more generally-applicable definition of Flow (viz. Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2009) is 

regularly applied to videogames by scholars and practitioners. After briefly relaying the 

definition of Flow in psychology, McEntee specifically provides a model for the 

relationship between skill challenge (user states of being challenged) and user psychological 

flow-states (see Figure 6). More than just reprising Flow for videogames like so many 

others, McEntee ties Flow to Rational Design’s structural treatment in a nested hierarchy. 

Psychological Flow is a psychological state to do with “intrinsically motivated, or ‘autotelic’, 

activity” (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2009, p.195). A person engaged in an activity can 

experience this state of psychological flow where the “quality of experience” of that activity 

is being determined by “a balance between action capacities and action opportunities 

(Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2009, p.196). Roughly, flow is the individual being able to 

commit what is in context a high degree of capabilities in performing the activity (i.e., high 

degree of skill), where this is matched by a commensurate demand on those capabilities by 

the nature of that activity. Rational Design uses the description of Flow of 

Csikszentmihalyi (as referenced by McEntee, 2012, p.3). 
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Figure 6 – “skill, challenge and the state of flow”, McEntee, C. (2012) [online]: end-user’s capabilities 

(“SKILL”) relative to the capabilities being demanded by an activity (“CHALLENGE”), mapped to attending 

psychological states, “based on” Csikszentmihalyi (as described by McEntee, 2012, p.3) 

 

Rather than seeking to apply Psychological Flow wholesale to the phenomenon of 

videogames (the videogame is treated as an activity), McEntee describes Micro-Flow and 

Macro-Flow, where working the two concepts off each other allows for a detailed approach 

to design work which concretely predicts how the videogame will be played (the videogame 

is treated as both a design and an activity). 

Micro-flow is the sweet-spot of psychological flow achieved at the lowest level of Rational-

Design’s structural treatment. Designing with atomic parameters – carefully designing 

inputs and difficulty together – is presented as a good way to provide a string of instances 

of micro-flow. However, micro-flow is present in videogames and is designable even 

without strict adherence to McEntee’s formulas – which again have some generic 

applicability but are more geared towards a specific genre of videogame (the ‘platformer’ 

genre as previously mentioned in this chapter). 
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McEntee sees the presence of “short periods of flow” perpetuated through a “virtuous 

cycle” as occurring together with “constant adaptation of the game’s challenges to the 

player’s increase in skill level” (2012, p.3). This “constant adaptation” is part of macro-

flow. In Rational Design, Macro-flow is the structural effect and desirable outcome for 

design work of consistently achieving micro-flow. What micro-flow does at the smallest 

scale (brings together and systematizes the design of inputs and attending user challenge-

states) is mirrored at the Macro-flow scale as a “constant rise in difficulty to compete with 

the player’s increasing skill level” (McEntee, 2012, p.3). 

The Rational Design equivalents – or more properly approximations – of systemic 

understandings in conversation theory and bio-cost are associated with Macro-flow. The 

idea that videogames regularly and by their very nature take assurances of the competence 

of end-users to traverse subsequent content (challenges) by testing users against intervening 

content (to avoid users becoming stuck and losing themselves from the game) has been 

widely touched upon, including by practitioners, going back in the history of the medium 

(viz. Skelly in Pausch, 1994), and recently even by games journalism (viz. Brown, 2015a). 

What Rational Design does is systematize this idea by placing it in the context of a 

videogame design method framework together with an underlying structural treatment. 

Rational Design looks at this process through the more widespread (among practitioners 

and to some extent researchers) perspective of user motivation and the modelling of user 

psychology, while the present thesis would instead focus on communication and discursive 

commitments towards Agency. It should be recalled that the state-of-the-art for Agency in 

the present thesis found criticisms of excessive emphasis on user-modelling.  

Nevertheless, there are similarities between commitment and motivation in this context 

since through “positive reinforcement” users “become more intrinsically motivated to play 

the game, and by playing well they are rewarded with more positive reinforcement” 

(McEntee, 2012, p.3). It should be noted that McEntee seems to subscribe to the same idea 

as “Having a Satisfying Conversation” (Anjut, 2010) which in turn comes even closer to the 

SoTA definitions of Agency (which form the present thesis’ understanding of the concept) 

without explicitly going into those definitions, all the while maintaining an industry mindset 

of user – or customer – satisfaction. The focus on “intrinsic motivation” is also hardly new 

among practitioners and scholars, particularly in discussions of psychological flow and 

videogames, but again Rational Design is one case in which “intrinsic motivation” has a 
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concrete meaning, and offers actionable design ingredients and processes that lead to 

intrinsic motivation. 

Consonance with the ‘contract’ in conversation theory and in the present thesis’ reading of 

Agency can be found in how Rational Design defines a goal of videogame design as 

“providing challenges that constantly adapt to the increased skill level of the player, they 

are always kept on their toes, but understand that they have the tools to overcome the 

challenge” (McEntee, 2012 p.3). And here Rational Design’s compatibility with the concept 

of bio-cost from cybernetics turns up, in that “good signs and feedback will be 

subconsciously understood, requiring less active brain power from the player, leaving more 

for concentration on the challenge itself” (McEntee, 2012, p.3). 

If nothing else, the micro- and macro-flow nesting in Rational Design is one precedent in 

the development of hierarchical structural treatments for videogame design – i.e., in the 

design of a videogame, larger processes at play are made up of chains of smaller processes 

that mirror the larger processes, and these smaller processes are designable in videogame-

specific terms (with the input-difficulty relationship formulated by McEntee and previously 

given in Figure 6 being one example). The way smaller processes mirror the large processes 

is also defined by McEntee in videogame-specific terms, which makes the larger processes 

as fully designable as the smaller processes. 

The present thesis’ structural treatment can nest and stack categories of design elements by 

drawing from Rational Design – grouped into its own versions of micro- and macro-flow – 

as means to properly acknowledge Agency as communication (the micro- and macro-

nestedness recognizes pragmatics which in turn recognizes communication). Given the 

compatibility of the concepts of Micro- and Macro-Flow with the concept of bio-cost, this 

also fits with the present thesis holding bio-cost to be the object of transactions in the 

contract of videogame Agency. 

 

 

6.1 – Features for the Thesis’ Design Output 

As explained in the opening for Chapter 6, the present section describes design-features of 

the theory-instrument that is the result of design research in this thesis. The theory-

instrument itself will be described in section 6.2. The cycle of circumscription for the 
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Development Phase has already been described in this chapter, in how is Rational Design 

compatible with the rest of the knowledge bases for design research in the present thesis, 

and how Rational Design can serve the thesis’ development needs. With Rational Design 

having already been identified as an addition to the knowledge bases, design-features drawn 

from Rational Design – and which meet the rest of knowledge bases – can now be 

described. This will situate the features of the structural treatment contributed in the 

present thesis relative to videogame design practice and Rational Design, specifically.  

The present thesis’ proposed structural treatment for videogame design in an Agency 

perspective will not retread low-level schemas from Rational Design. The motivations for 

these schemas (variety, etc.) in Rational Design differ from the goals of the present thesis 

and its reading of the concept of Agency. These low-level schemas were mentioned only 

for how they provide a precedent for how to develop nested, hierarchical structural 

treatments – like Rational Design, the thesis’ novel structural treatment will have to 

similarly feature low-level schemas that can compound into progressively higher-level 

schemas, in the thesis’ case for dealing (specifically in videogames) with punctuation (from 

Pragmatics and from Conversation Theory) and multiple behavioral roles derived from 

structure (from Pragmatics as level of analysis of communication).  

Useful parallels to how the low-level schemas offered by the present thesis will work 

however can be found in how McEntee handles Exposition, Validation, and Challenge. 

Again, the thesis’ schemas will not follow Exposition, Validation, and Challenge as 

proposed by McEntee, but will account for more or less the same process in how 

videogames work as played, only with different terms and categories. Relaying McEntee’s 

notions of exposition, validation, and challenge helps explain the similar process in the 

thesis’ view of videogames. 

“Exposition, validation and challenge” are described by McEntee as the “three stages of 

teaching a mechanic or gameplay element” (McEntee, 2012, p.4). However, the systemic 

understandings from conversation theory (in that the ‘contract’ for meaning is only 

possible if understandings are noticeably attainable) together with the notion of 

punctuation mean that this “teaching” of mechanics can really just be an ordinary part of 

the process of conversation and communication of Agency in videogames. For McEntee, 

the exposition stage consists of “teasing the player with the existence of the gameplay 

element in a safe manner” (2012, p.4). This resembles detectability in Conversation Theory. 

McEntee draws from a knowledge acquisition taxonomy offered by another practitioner, 
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and concludes that the contents of teaching the mechanic need to be “presented in a way 

that it is not obstructing the player’s critical path, nor is it attracting too much attention 

away from the micro flow goal of the sequence” (2012, p.4), thus catering to two of the 

types in the taxonomy without prejudice to either one of them. 

Bio-cost can be seen in this tradeoff. On the one hand, the “teaching” needs to be effective 

to help users make efficient use of their ‘reserves’ of bio-cost; on the other hand, the 

“teaching” cannot impinge on those reserves any more than necessary. The “teaching” 

aspect needs to automatically – systemically, through self-regulation – adjust its bio-cost. 

For dealing with this problem, McEntee subscribes to a solution of letting users freely 

repeat a hands-on tutorial segment as many times as they feel like, but also let users move 

on after demonstrating command of the mechanic only once, or even partially. 

Roughly – and for the purposes of the present thesis – Exposition can be understood as 

the first time an understanding is touched upon, whereas Validation is all the subsequent 

times that understanding is signaled. If an understanding is being reiterated, this is no 

longer Exposition but Validation. For each understanding, the design will likely get only 

one shot at Exposition, but can keep coming back to Validation of that understanding as 

needed (as required by the videogame). 

McEntee defines the “validation stage in the rational level design learning process” as 

ensuring the end-users “have successfully understood the required mechanic to the degree 

that they can execute it in the middle of a challenge”, up to the point of “blocking the 

player’s progression to force learning” (2012, p.4). It is a means for the design to take 

assurances that users are properly equipped to progress. McEntee calls for “total freedom 

from time and danger constraints to explore the situation and their range of possible 

inputs” (2012, p.4). The lesson for the present thesis’ development of a structural treatment 

is that the burden of instructing the end-user need not rest solely with formal, time-specific 

means of Exposition. In fact, good design means that Validation (always-on informal 

means of instructing the user which are contrived in the progression itself) must take some 

pressure off Exposition to help keep Exposition within the commensurability limits for 

bio-cost. 

McEntee points out that not only does Validation act as a safety net for users who glossed 

over the exposition stage, but also that deploying Validation at particular points in the 

experience can “refresh the player’s memory in preparation for a nearby challenge” (2012, 
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p.4). This means that there is an exposition-style and a validation-style of talking to the 

end-user, and both styles can be combined and contribute to systemic understandings. 

Exposition offers the possibility to both end-user and designer of taking assurances that 

the user knows how to play and what play is about. The end-user may or may not feel like 

or need to take these assurances; Exposition merely requires that they are made available. 

Validation however forces these assurances for both the design and the end-user, but can 

avoid being too heavy-handed because previous Exposition already handled most of the 

workload in making information available to the end-user. Another way of looking at this is 

that Exposition is about information and Validation is about knowledge. 

The final part of the learning process in Rational Design is “Challenge”. This relates to 

concepts such as a learning curve, and constitutes a payoff for users going through the 

Exposition and Validation stages, and completes the realization of Rational Design’s micro-

flow and macro-flow. However, Rational Design’s handling of Challenge is tied to its 

assumption of a hedonic value proposition for videogame design. As previously mentioned 

in this chapter, a proper handling of bio-cost in videogame design requires qualifying the 

means afforded to users in return for their bio-cost expenditures – i.e., defining explicit 

(formal) and implicit (informal) means, respectively, from the standpoint of Agency in a 

SoTA definition. This is necessary for situating Challenges in the punctuation of 

videogame-playing as a stream of communication (from triadic-model pragmatics) as well 

as – again – fully exploring bio-cost in the context of videogame design. 

Instead of retreading Rational Design’s approach to the concept of Challenge, focus needs 

to go to Rewards. In Rational Design, Challenge is an extension of Validation in which the 

user’s knowledge is given purpose – where Validation merely checks for knowledge, the 

attending challenge or challenges actually test that knowledge thoroughly. This is only 

possible through Risk and Reward. In McEntee’s perspective, “rewards function essentially 

as catalysts of micro flow” where they have more to do with “a feeling of triumph” and 

using motivation to fuel continued play (McEntee, 2012, p.5). 

In contrast with Rewards as motivation in Rational Design, the present thesis proposes that 

Rewards are chiefly a means of disbursing measurable portions of power to affect the 

gamestate to the users of a videogame, in a way that fits their commitments during the 

course of the negotiation of the ‘contract’ of Agency. Here, ‘power to affect the gamestate’ 

can be expressed as a balance of bio-cost expenditure and savings. This can form the basis 

of a distinction between the concepts of ‘Risk’, ‘Reward’, and ‘Challenge’ – as rendered in 
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the design for the theory-instrument the present thesis means to contribute, and how that 

instrument applies an Agency perspective to videogame design practice. Risk is to do with 

valuation of user actions, which helps form and qualify the meaning in the talk exchanges 

between user and design. Risk also underscores the commitment to meaning in these talk 

exchanges on the part of the user and the design together – in that users knowingly bargain 

with their ability to move along in the conversation (bio-cost) or exclude themselves from 

certain subsequent options in sticking to a particular set of choices. 

Given the understanding of Agency in the present thesis as communication, Rewards 

become a key-element in how the design speaks to the player using terms that the player 

can harness to speak back. The design supplies a context (positive and negative constraints, 

viz. Mateas, 2001) for communication that is empowering to the user, and Rewards propel 

user and design through that context, while helping both stay within the context. To 

reconcile somewhat the present thesis’ understanding of Agency with the useful concepts 

of Exposition, Validation, and Challenge in Rational Design, on a first exposition-

validation-challenge pass, the design speaks to the user (Exposition), the user speaks back 

(Validation), and the design concludes by phrasing a challenge, an associated risk, and an 

associated reward for users to express themselves in a way they can own up to – i.e., 

commit to meaning on their end or stake their claim on savings and investments of bio-

cost in a contract of Agency where bio-cost is the transactional object, per the present 

thesis’ conception. 

The reward is the element that allows the transition to a second exposition-validation-

challenge pass. In succeeding at the Challenge, users gain a definite increase in power to 

affect the gamestate (which can be rendered by the thesis’ own structural treatment as a 

level of abstraction of bio-cost) in the form of a reward. This increase in power reframes 

the user’s relationship with the design, and suddenly there is enough of a reason to restart 

the exposition-validation-challenge process, because the terms for that process have 

changed – if even slightly, which gives the design something to ‘talk about’ and ‘talk over’ 

with the user. In being an increment in influence over the gamestate, the reward is also a 

measure of how much users have expressed themselves in the terms of the game, or the 

particular way in which they collapsed the possibility space offered by the videogame – as 

the content (the possibilities) offered by the game is consumed and exhausted. As for Risk, 

it serves as a means to attach a price to the different ways users can express themselves 
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through one particular narrative of progression or another, which (again) helps characterize 

the mutual commitment to meaning of user and design. 

 

 

6.2 – Design Output of This Thesis  

With Chapter 6 having already identified the new knowledge base for circumscription in 

the Development Phase, and section 6.1 having defined design-features (as drawn from 

that knowledge base) for the thesis’ own development, now the output of that 

development can be presented. This output is a theory-instrument for videogame design in 

an Agency perspective, at the level of prescriptive knowledge, and in the form of a 

structural treatment for videogame design. This output is a contribution in theory-building 

– it is meant to satisfy the thesis’ goal of opening up further exploration in an Agency 

perspective, at the level of prescriptive knowledge, specifically tailored to videogame 

design. Theory-building and opening up further exploration are legitimate goals in a design-

research paradigm. 

The output of the Development Phase expands on the tentative design from section 5.2, 

and meets the thesis’ founding conjecture (stated on Chapter 4) in that it implements the 

operationalization from section 5.1 (how an Agency perspective makes videogame design 

more consequential – by having it work in terms of signaling understandings). The design 

research process is not over with the ‘full’ artifact contributed by this thesis; the design 

research process entails that artifact undergoing an Evaluation Phase. The artifact is meant 

to answer the research problem, context, and goals, and in the Evaluation Phase 

hypotheses will be made about artifact behavior, and used to judge how well the artifact 

answers the preceding design-research process. The procedure for this will be explained in 

Chapter 7, and the evaluation itself will be described in Chapter 8.  

The structural treatment offered as the main contribution of the present thesis is 

comprised of eight categories in a nested hierarchy of concrete to abstract – i.e., from the 

smallest element in how the videogame is designed and played to the largest indivisible unit 

of how it is designed and played (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 – Novel Structural Treatment of Videogames as Agency: only relationships between adjacent 

categories are shown, though the nested arrangement means all categories are related to every other category 

 

As explained in the caption for Figure 7, only the most direct relationships between levels 

(or more properly the elements in each of those levels) in the structural treatment are being 

depicted. However, all levels have relationships with all the other levels per the nested 

hierarchical arrangement of categories in the structural treatment. For instance, the element 

in the level which reads ‘PERSONAL PLAY NARRATIVE CATEGORY’ in Figure 7 

collapses the elements in the level which reads ‘POSSIBILITY SPACE CATEGORY’, two 

levels below, past the relationship depicted between ‘PERSONAL PLAY NARRATIVE 

CATEGORY’ and the level immediately below of ‘RULES CATEGORY’. 

Each of the structural categories that comprise the treatment shown in Figure 7 contains a 

constitutive element of a videogame – understood as a process of continued negotiation of 

a contract of commitment to meaning. In this contract, that ‘commitment’ consists of 

investing bio-cost towards being able to invest further bio-cost, until some sort of 

satisfactory ‘agreement’ on the meaning of the videogame is reached by the design and the 

user. The arrangement of categories shown in Figure 7 is therefore a ‘snapshot’ of the 
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moment the videogame is designed as well as the moment the videogame is played, being 

that all the ‘moments’ in the videogame are that moment of being played as well as 

designed. The end-user and the design effectively experience all of those moments 

simultaneously (as the Agency of that videogame) – what changes is the point of view on 

that complexity as it is brought up in the ‘conversation’ between user and design, or rather 

as it propagates throughout a nested structure (viz. Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967). 

Each level in the structural treatment (from ‘Personal Play Narrative’ to ‘Controls’) is a 

viewpoint of the propagation (in complexity and through complexity) of the ‘conversation’, 

or more properly the contract of Agency in videogames. This viewpoint is held 

simultaneously by user and design and with reference to both a sequence of events (the 

time the user spends with the videogame) and the space for alternate paths throughout the 

growing complexity. The propagation is effected through cycles of Exposition, Validation, 

and Challenge, where the design signals the attainability of understandings and the user 

expends bio-cost and claims bio-cost saving measures (as rewards for playing in some way 

or other), until the design runs out of complexity to negotiate with the user. Put differently, 

the design runs out of things to ‘talk over’ with the user when it runs out of 

‘understandings’ the design can support the user in attaining. This makes use of the design 

features drawn from the Rational Design method in section 6.1, together with the tentative 

design (bio-cost in a specific application to videogame design in an Agency perspective) 

from the Suggestion Phase, and meets the thesis’ understanding of Agency – an implicit 

contract of commitment to meaning (mutualistic communication), for joint consideration 

of user and designed-object (simultaneity). 

The nature of the structural treatment depicted in Figure 7 is second-order; that is, the 

propagation of complexity (as a conversation or more properly a contract negotiation) 

occurs as a second-order awareness (i.e., bio-cost) and through that awareness – user and 

design ‘converse’ in the playing of the videogame on the topic of spending and gaining bio-

cost, but this bio-cost is spent and gained for the sake of gaining and spending more bio-

cost. Furthermore, the user is not only expending bio-cost, but also considering how bio-

cost could have alternately been saved and expended differently, and how this fits with 

previous expenditures, what alternatives there were to those previous expenditures, and 

what future expenditures might be, as well as possible alternatives to those expenditures. 

The design is anticipating this awareness of the user, and the user is playing to assumptions 
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about that awareness in the design, with respect to past, present, and future, and all the 

alternatives in each. 

Because the structural treatment depicted in Figure 7 works as a combined simultaneous 

‘snapshot’ of all moments in the videogame as designed and played, it does more than 

cover both the sequence of events in the time the end-user spends with the videogame (as 

well as that sequence as anticipated by the design). It also covers the breadth of logical 

possibilities and entailments available at any given moment and in all moments (as signaled 

to the user and read by the user). This answers the thesis Proposal, which is really about 

crafting a second-order cybernetic view of the phenomenon of Agency (as informed by the 

cycles of expanding the knowledge bases for undertaking design research) at the level of 

prescriptive knowledge, specifically tailored to videogame design. 

The lowermost level and most elementary category in the structural treatment is the 

‘Controls’ category (see the bottommost category of the structure in Figure 7), which 

classifies the elements in the videogame which count as controls from the perspective of 

the present thesis. Controls are therefore licit user-inputs (e.g., pressing a button on a 

peripheral device used to interact with the videogame) that are clarified to have an effect on 

the course of the videogame (e.g., from changing the state of an object in the gameworld to 

pausing the action). ‘Controls’ in the present thesis’ definition and in the structural 

treatment are therefore less the inputs themselves and more the well-defined and deliberate 

relationship between one control (or multiple controls combined) and an elementary 

change in the state of the gameworld or (in the case of something like a ‘pause’ command) 

how the user is positioned relative to the shifting of those states. Controls are engaged by 

users on Tokens (as indicated on Figure 7). Controls presuppose Exposition – roughly in 

the meaning of the term found in McEntee (2012). 

For its part, the design is bound by the contract of Agency in videogames to be consistent 

with the relationships contained in ‘Controls’ (same controls tend to effect the same 

changes). For their part, users are bound by the contract to express themselves through the 

controls and to expect for effective expression to pertain to the controls – e.g., not regard 

any failure of any attempts on their part to circumvent the controls as a breach of the 

contract on the design’s part. Signaling the controls in the videogame is the most 

elementary form of signaling attainable understandings, and starts the users on the path of 

investing, extracting, and reapplying bio-cost in the course of the contract negotiation and 

re-negotiation of their time spent with the videogame. 
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The design signals that understandings are attainable by how many controls there are in the 

videogame (and therefore how many different ways there are to change the state of 

objects). This makes the design responsible for not putting forward a disproportionate 

complexity of controls. At the level of controls, the design should only ‘start’ the 

propagation of complexity for the exchanges with the user – there needs to be enough 

complexity left for being handled in the remaining levels of abstraction in the treatment in 

Figure 7, as opposed to preempting or ‘jumping ahead’ in that propagation. With design 

doing its part with regards to controls consistency and complexity, the user gets to sink 

bio-cost into wielding and learning the controls and their implications in that videogame. 

Smoothness of the learning curve for controls works as a sign of good faith on the design’s 

part, and is indicative of its willingness to uphold the contract at levels besides controls. 

This implicit assurance lets the user carry on investing and profiting in bio-cost. 

The second most elementary category in the structural treatment is ‘Tokens’, and contains 

the elements in a videogame which count as tokens for the purposes of the present thesis – 

that is, concepts with representation in the videogame which change state in ways that are 

meaningful from the standpoint of propagation of complexity in the ‘conversational 

exchange’ between user and design. These are state-changes that can move the 

conversation forward and open up more conversation, inasmuch those state-changes can 

influence the bio-cost trading between user and design as negotiating the contract of 

Agency in a videogame. Tokens can therefore be objects with placement on the 

gameworld, concepts associated with a ‘player-character’ that frames a user’s participation 

in that gameworld, and so forth. 

However, a concept with representation that does not meaningfully influence the terms of 

the contract of Agency does not meet the present thesis’ conception of ‘token’. If an object 

with placement on the gameworld changes state (e.g., as activated by user-controls) but that 

state-change is neutral from the standpoint of Agency in videogames, then that object is a 

static (from the standpoint of Agency) prop as opposed to a token. Tokens presuppose 

Exposition but also Validation to some extent. 

Per Figure 7, tokens are ‘changed by’ controls while controls are ‘engaged on’ tokens, and 

any number of tokens can be associated with any number of controls. It should be noted 

that a token might be activated indirectly by controls, in the sense that the controls 

influence some other token to change its state, and this state-change affects another token; 
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most of all the state-change needs to ‘matter’ (in the sense meant by the present thesis) to 

Agency, regardless of whether it is specifically initiated by the user or not. 

The obligations of user and design per the contract with regards to tokens are much the 

same as the ones that have already been described for controls – i.e., the design has to be 

proportionate (not ‘jump ahead’ in propagation through complexity) and consistent with its 

use of tokens, while the user cannot go off-topic in the conversation at the level of tokens 

and expect reciprocity from the design. However, these ‘duties’ in the contract accrue one 

degree of intricacy as the structural treatment shifts from a lower-level category (‘Controls’) 

to the next immediate and comparatively higher-level category (‘Tokens’). Tokens are part 

of the task of the design in signaling understandings in controls – i.e., which tokens 

recognize which controls and how many different controls does a token respond to and 

vice-versa, and which tokens matter directly or indirectly for engaging which controls. The 

tokens however also carry their own signaling of understandings, in what counts as a token 

and what is a static (Agency-neutral) prop, how many tokens there are and how might that 

change and so forth. 

Tokens will also have greater weight in bio-cost, in that they might require the user to pay 

more attention than controls, in that the user can e.g., keep a control-set in mind while 

tokens might require the user to look around the gameworld and also track and interpret 

their state-change behavior. Having more intricate representation than controls also means 

that tokens have more room for emotional investment and emotional backlash. However, 

while tokens can more strongly serve as bio-cost sinks than controls, they also provide 

more room for saving bio-cost. This would be e.g., the design doling out tokens as rewards 

that take out the guess-work of a particular task the user has already accomplished (saving 

uncertainty and cognitive labor in subsequent repetitions of the task). This compounding 

of intricacy as the structural treatment climbs through the levels in a hierarchy of 

complexity comes for the second-order nature of the treatment, where each level 

introduces its own needs in terms of signaling of understandings and complicates the 

relationship between design, user, and contract in terms of bio-cost trading. 

The third level in the structural treatment is ‘Verbs’, and contains the elements which – in 

the perspective of the present thesis – are specific activations of tokens through controls; 

that is, actions that are available to the end-user that are mutually acknowledged (through 

the design’s continued signaling and internal consistency and the user’s tacit agreement) to 

matter for Agency as a contract. Put differently, the verb in a videogame is a definite means 
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for users to put bio-cost towards the furtherance of their conversation with the design. 

Controls and tokens also entail the weighing of bio-cost on the user’s part (as anticipated in 

the design) and ‘contractual’ obligations in Agency for user and design– i.e., the design 

cannot put forward over-specialized controls or be inconsistent about what matters as a 

token – but the ‘verb’ is where the design and the user get to undersign some set of terms 

in that contract, at that level in the nested hierarchy of Agency in videogames. Here, ‘some 

set of terms’ refers to what can be expected from engaging a verb given a particular set of 

circumstances in the gameworld – a viewpoint or ‘snapshot’ in the propagation of 

complexity – as well as all the bio-cost the user has sunk and the design overseen with 

regards to tokens and controls. 

With verbs, bio-cost goes from just being a second-order awareness to also entailing a 

second-order commitment, as logged onto the conversation. Verbs presuppose Exposition 

and Validation, but also anticipate Challenge, and like tokens can feature as rewards – as 

bio-cost saving measures, where e.g., the user can gain a verb that removes uncertainty, 

guesswork, or the need to monitor the game-state too closely along certain lines. In Figure 

7, Verbs are depicted as ‘activating’ Tokens as Tokens are depicted as ‘crying out for’ 

Verbs. However, verbs are more properly regarded as involving attending tokens and 

controls both; the difference between a control and a verb is that the control is merely a 

user-input as registered by the videogame in a certain meaning, whereas a verb represents 

the wielding of tokens (that suggest the possibilities in verbs by ‘crying out for them’) 

through controls to effect a commitment in Agency (something the gameworld registers 

and changes state in response to). 

The fourth most concrete or elementary category in the structural treatment is Power to 

Affect the Gamestate (initialized in the present thesis as ‘PAG’ as referred in Figure 7), and 

is the topmost (or most abstract and involved) category in the present thesis’ conception of 

Micro-flow. The category for PAG as previously shown in Figure 7 contains the element of 

a ‘sense of Power to Affect the Gamestate’ in how a videogame is designed and played. 

This ‘sense’ is more obviously held by the user, but is also anticipated in the design in how 

that sense can reasonably be held by the user, and how sure of that sense the user can be at 

a particular juncture in play – or alternatively how anxious and unsure the user might be 

about the sense. At the moment the structural treatment in Figure 7 is a ‘snapshot’ of, 

multiple ‘senses’ of PAG can be present at the same time (as covered by the ‘PAG’ 

category in the treatment). 
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A sense of PAG is, roughly, a way in which controls, tokens, and verbs can fit together to 

shift the balance of bio-cost between user and design by a certain measure. This shift is e.g., 

how much bio-cost the design can guarantee and how long until the user runs out of bio-

cost and if bio-cost replenishment or bio-cost saving measures will come, and so forth. The 

different but interrelated ‘senses of PAG’ at any given point19 in the propagation of 

complexity are attainable understandings for how the balance of bio-cost in the 

conversation can shift, in that each ‘sense’ of PAG is a potential exit from the lower-level 

of the conversation (Micro-flow as controls, tokens, verbs, and PAG together) and onto 

the higher levels (the four levels in Macro-flow). Previously, in Figure 7, PAG was depicted 

as ‘being traded’ by verbs whereas verbs ‘express’ PAG. The verb undersigns one instance 

of bio-cost exchange; each ‘sense’ of PAG is one such exchange in the context of 

alternatives. 

The elements in each of the categories of controls, tokens, verbs, and Power to Affect the 

Gamestate (PAG) come together to effect what the present thesis understands as Micro-

flow. Overall, the sense from Rational Design that instances of Micro-flow chain together 

to form Macro-flow is retained, but the present thesis’ understanding of both concepts is 

from a different perspective (that of Agency in videogames as a second-order ‘contract’), 

and they are constituted differently. From the standpoint of bio-cost sinks and savings and 

the signaling of attainable understandings (as it applies to videogames in the present thesis), 

Micro-flow is users and the design getting started at the level of ‘Controls’. User and design 

set off on the path of working off signaled-understandings and having to invest bio-cost to 

get returns or cost-cutting measures (i.e., the thesis’ understanding of rewards). User and 

design then jointly climb their way up through tokens and verbs up to a more complete 

sense of negotiated exchanges in the contract of Agency in the videogame with PAG (see 

Figure 8). 

The user engages controls with attention to the state-changes of tokens, but also to 

triggering verbs, and with a view towards actualizing a particular sense of PAG that has 

come up in the conversation. The same goes for all the other levels in Micro-flow in the 

treatment, in how they are considered alone and together with the other three levels. Each 

level is experienced both individually and as Micro-flow. The user might feel a certain way 

about the associated bio-cost of controls – too many to remember, too few (ambiguity) – 

                                                           
19 A point in the propagation of complexity occurs both for the sequence of the user’s time spent with the videogame and for the range 

of possibilities in the structure at each juncture in that sequence as designed and actualized through play. 
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but also how that bio-cost expenditure accrues in the levels that follow ‘Controls’, and is 

justified in those levels and yields bio-cost returns, savings, and opportunities for good 

investment. As already-mentioned, wielding the elements of controls, tokens, verbs, and 

PAG – with PAG as the culmination as it is the topmost level in Micro-flow – is an exit 

from more local considerations of bio-cost and onto more involved considerations (see 

Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 – Micro- and Macro-flow in the Thesis’ Structural Treatment: emphasis goes to showing that 

multiple instances of Micro-flow become Macro-flow, despite overlap of categories – e.g., the same verb 

might appear in multiple instances of Micro-flow as they get chained into Macro-flow 

 

Between Micro-flow and Macro-flow, user and design move from considering individual 

‘segments’ of bio-cost (i.e., pertaining to a single viewpoint) to considering how multiple 

such ‘segments’ (multiple viewpoints – multiple intervals of time and possibility) might fit 

together as a full contract of Agency of videogames rather than just one ‘section’ or ‘article’ 

of that contract like in Micro-flow. 
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Power to Affect the Gamestate is close to simply meaning ‘bio-cost’ in the context of 

videogames, as it is the level at which bio-cost is being more plainly considered (as a 

second-order awareness as described in Dubberly et al., 2009a) – i.e., bio-cost as the 

currency of getting to play the videogame. In the levels below PAG of controls, tokens, 

and verbs, bio-cost is not as plainly considered because of these categories being more 

short-term and more fine-grained. In the levels above PAG (i.e., levels in Macro-flow), 

multiple ‘articles’ of PAG are being considered (i.e., multiple instances of Micro-flow as 

accrued in its topmost level of PAG). Put differently, PAG stands as a kind of pivot-point 

in the structure of videogames as Agency per the present thesis, in that it allows user and 

design to re-orient themselves in the context of the conversation proper (Macro-flow) as 

opposed to one topic in that conversation (Micro-flow). 

The level of the ‘Current Gamestate’ in the treatment (rendered in Figure 8 as ‘CURRENT 

GAMESTATE’ category) is the bottommost (comparatively more concrete) level of 

Macro-flow in the present thesis’ structural treatment. This category contains the element 

in the videogame of a sense (as held by the user and anticipated in the design) of what is 

the viewpoint or moment in the propagation of complexity that makes up the second-order 

‘conversation’ of Agency in the videogame per the present thesis – that is, the Current 

Gamestate ‘resolves’ (per Figure 8) the exchanges of bio-cost phrased in the level below it, 

of Power to Affect the Gamestate (or PAG). PAG in turn ‘defines’ the Current Gamestate. 

This is shown in Figure 8 as Macro-flow going down one level to frame instances of Micro-

flow at the level of PAG, while PAG moves up one level to carry the bio-cost exchanges of 

smaller elements (controls, tokens, and verbs) as well as its own exchanges into Macro-

flow. Much like the other elements in the structural treatment, the Current Gamestate is at 

any one point being considered as a sequence, as alternatives, and as alternatives in the 

sequence – per the signaling of attainable understandings and bio-cost as a second-order 

awareness. 

The category in Figure 8 does not contain just one sense of what is the Current Gamestate 

at any one point in the ‘conversation’ of the user’s time spent with videogame; the category 

contains multiple ‘senses’ of a Current Gamestate. Each of these different ‘Current 

Gamestates’ are overlapping hypotheses or even fuzzy models in the user’s mind for what 

the Current Gamestate ‘might be’, or more properly what about the Current Gamestate can 

be known with more certainty and what can be known with less certainty. As the user 

moves along the conversation, the model for the Current Gamestate becomes more 
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accurate, particularly after the fact – after the user has already moved on to a new Current 

Gamestate and can consider a preceding ‘Current’ Gamestate in light of the ‘present’ 

Current Gamestate. 

The difference between PAG and the Current Gamestate is that the Current Gamestate is 

understood as the current ‘sale’ of the transactions in PAG. The Current Gamestate is 

therefore the weighted sum of all the object state-changes that matter to Agency (i.e., in 

tokens), as engaged by controls and activated (intentionally) by verbs, and expressed as 

PAG. As the lowest, most elementary level in Macro-flow, the Current Gamestate is the 

first-step in chaining together multiple instances of Micro-flow towards advancing in the 

propagation of complexity (in sequence and as alternatives and as sequence-alternatives) of 

the conversation. 

The second most concrete level in Macro-flow is rendered in Figure 8 as ‘POSSIBILITY 

SPACE’ category, and contains the element of an awareness of where the ‘Current 

Gamestate’ might go. Much like in the levels below, this is a second-order awareness (bio-

cost) to do with available understandings (how they are signaled by the design and attained 

by the user) – only that awareness gains a degree of complexity at the level of Possibility 

Space compared to the Current Gamestate. Per Figure 8, the Possibility Space ‘is read by’ 

the Current Gamestate, while the Current Gamestate ‘Opens’ the Possibility Space. As 

previously mentioned, the current Gamestate already contains the idea of sequence in how 

the present ‘Current Gamestate’ will compare to a subsequent gamestate (the then-current 

‘Current Gamestate’), as well as alternatives, in how preceding Micro-flow could have 

accrued to a different ‘Current Gamestate’ and how that measures up to the ‘Current 

Gamestate’ that did become actualized in the course of the conversation. However, these 

different ‘senses’ of sequential and alternative ‘Current Gamestates’ are still being 

considered individually even as they are compared to each other. 

The Possibility Space is the consideration of all these sequential and alternative gamestates 

together, as a single continuous model of whatever attainable understandings, their 

signaling, bio-cost investment, savings, and returns can be expected from all previous 

understandings and bio-cost. The level of the Possibility Space is for alternate ‘versions’ or 

‘re-drafts’ of the contract of Agency in videogames where the Current Gamestate pertains 

one full contract and Micro-flow pertains to individual ‘articles’ or ‘sections’ in that 

contract. Those alternate ‘versions’ or ‘re-drafts’ are derivable from the current version and 

all previous versions and what changed between them. This continuous possibility space of 
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the expectable contract ‘re-drafts’ serves as a step towards arriving at a definitive version of 

the contract at the end of the user’s time spent with the videogame. This is the top of the 

hierarchy of nested categories in the structural treatment – i.e., the point the design runs 

out of propagation of complexity, attainable understandings to signal, and viewpoints to 

shift in the propagation. 

The top of the hierarchy is for one ‘way’ (the user can always come back later and restart 

the process and play differently) of exhausting all the possibilities in drawing up the 

contract. The user can always come back later and restart the process and play differently. 

The user first looks at ‘articles’ in the contract (Micro-flow), then one full ‘version’ of the 

contract (the Current Gamestate), then alternate ‘versions’ (Possibility Space), then the 

constraints and rules on those versions (how much can the versions vary among 

themselves), and only then exhausts the contract-drafting and contract-signing process. It 

should be noted that – like in the levels below – the ‘Possibility Space’ category can contain 

multiple ‘Possibility Spaces’. This is due to the Possibility Space (as defined in the present 

thesis) existing as a fuzzy mental model, and the conversation having to continually 

actualize that model as it retreats away from the current viewpoint on the conversation at 

any given conversational juncture. 

The second most abstract level in the structural treatment is depicted in Figure 8 as the 

‘RULES’ category, and contains the ruleset of the videogame. Rules are – in the context of 

the novel structural treatment in the present thesis – formal expressions of what can and 

cannot fall under the contract of Agency in that videogame. Rules are depicted in Figure 8 

as ‘phrasing’ the Possibility Space and being ‘invoked’ by the Possibility Space in turn. 

Rules prevent the Possibility Space from being essentially infinite and thus destroying the 

conversation. After all, an infinite Possibility Space allows no savings of bio-cost. The 

Possibility Space can only frame the successive ‘Current Gamestates’ if it allows the end-

user (as well as the design) to commit to meaning (and secure a measure of saved-up bio-

cost) by collapsing that Possibility Space into a future ‘Current Gamestate’. This entails a 

finite Possibility Space that can be signaled as an attainable (and thus not infinite in 

variation) understanding. Even though the Possibility Space is already limited and defined 

by all the levels below it in the nested hierarchy – and so the Possibility Space is more and 

more ‘on-topic’ as the user moves along the conversation – the Rules are needed to 

provide formal expressions of how that Possibility Space is limited. In this role, Rules are 

comparatively (according to the position they occupy near the top of the hierarchy) less 
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negotiable than the elements below the Possibility Space – more properly, the ruleset is not 

negotiable; only how clearly it is understood and how much the user runs up against it in 

the course of the conversation. Previously, Micro-flow was described as individual ‘articles’ 

in the contract of Agency in videogames, the Current Gamestate as a particular ‘version’ or 

‘draft’ of that contract, and the Possibility Space as possible future ‘re-drafts’ or modified 

‘versions’ towards a definitive version of the contract. The ‘Rules’ category then, is for 

regulating what those ‘re-drafts’ can or cannot be – how far can the contract be modified. 

Again, like with smaller elements in the nested hierarchy, the ‘Rules’ category can contain 

multiples ‘senses’ of what the rules are, or rather-closely related overlapping versions of the 

ruleset as a fuzzy model. Ideally – as part of its ‘contractual’ obligations of signaling 

attainable understandings – the design will make the ruleset as unequivocal as possible and 

evident through sheer contact between the user and the design. However, due to the nature 

of the contract of Agency in videogames (a negotiated second-order awareness), there is 

always room for ambiguities, doubts over which rules take precedence over other rules, and 

so forth. The contract is ultimately dealing with the ‘reasonable expectation’ of what the 

rules are (how well they are illustrated by situations that arise in the videogame), and not 

how the rules are formally rendered in the code of the videogame as a piece of software. 

The top element – most abstract and involved – in the nested hierarchy of the structural 

treatment is depicted in Figure 8 as the ‘PERSONAL PLAY NARRATIVE’ category. 

Unlike all the other levels of the treatment, the ‘Personal Play Narrative’ category contains 

one single instance of an element – one single Personal Play Narrative. That Personal Play 

Narrative represents one single successfully-led conversation between user and design. 

After obtaining a complete mental-model of a Personal Play Narrative, the user can return 

later to the videogame after that model is no longer as fresh, or present, or complete in that 

user’s mind, and re-start the conversation. However, in the perspective of the present 

thesis, this is a separate conversation, held under different conditions (i.e., user’s knowledge 

and assumptions and already-attained understandings) and counts as a separate Personal 

Play Narrative. Therefore, that one single Personal Play Narrative is synonymous with the 

fullest instance of Macro-flow as understood by the present thesis. 

In Figure 8, the Personal Play Narrative is shown to ‘actualize’ the Rules while being 

‘bound’ by them. More properly, the Personal Play Narrative is the collapsing of successive 

Possibility Spaces as attained through the continued negotiation of the bio-cost contract of 

Agency in a videogame and as phrased in the terms of the Rules. The Rules in turn filter 
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successive Possibility Spaces so they are fit to go into the growing Personal Play Narrative, 

and similarly bound the Personal Play Narrative so that it is tractable (i.e., can be attained as 

an understanding). The Personal Play Narrative is the actualization of the Rules in the 

sense that the Play Narrative complicates the formal expressions of what is licit in the 

conversation (the Rules) by more strongly implicating them with the Possibility Spaces – 

and all the commitments to meaning and bio-cost trading from below the Possibility 

Spaces as stored in those Possibility Spaces – and making that into a wider sense of a fully-

realized ‘conversation’. 

The Personal Play Narrative is the sense of the videogame the user walks away with. From 

both the user and the design’s perspective, the Personal Play Narrative is one possible, licit 

‘vertical slice’ of the conversational possibilities in the design as successfully signaled by 

that design and traversed by the user. Videogames can even formalize the notion of a 

Personal Play Narrative through various means, the most plain of which might be the idea 

of a preset progression divided into ‘levels’, ‘missions’, ‘stages’, or similar. For instance, 

“Rayman Origins” (Ubisoft Montpellier, 2011) – the title associated with the description of 

‘Rational Design’ in McEntee (2012) – offers content through eleven ‘worlds’ which 

contain the play proper (what the user will be doing in most of the time spent with that 

particular videogame), which are comprised of ‘levels’. There is an additional (optional) 

twelfth world, for a total of over 60 ‘levels’ – that is, segments for play with unity of action 

where user is never taken out of the context for play in that segment by e.g., a transition 

screen. 

Successfully traversing these ‘worlds’ through their constitutive ‘levels’ will constitute the 

Personal Play Narrative of a user trying to ‘finish’ “Rayman Origins” – the ‘tale’ of e.g., 

what caused difficulty to that user in that extended contact with the videogame, how 

exactly were those difficulties overcome, advantages gained and pressed, setbacks, 

understandings that were missing and were suddenly attained, and so forth. However, 

formal progression (and even a formal end-state or ultimate victory condition) are not 

needed for there to be a Personal Play Narrative. The Personal Play Narrative becomes 

fully actualized as soon as the user has no more need of the videogame’s support for her 

second-order awareness. The end to the ‘conversation’ comes when the user runs out of 

applications for bio-cost and a reason for claiming rewards (as bio-cost saving measures) 

from the design; the design for its part runs out of attainability of understandings to signal 
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(there is no ‘next’ set of understandings whose existence needs to be suggested to the user), 

as well as new contexts for bio-cost. 

The Personal Play Narrative is not restricted to the time after the user parts ways with the 

videogame. A model of the Personal Play Narrative is there from the moment the user first 

comes into contact with the videogame – even though this is an imperfect model with 

extensive gaps. At that point, the ‘tale’ in the Personal Play Narrative is yet to be actualized 

into any circumstances and exchanges in the conversation. The user has not yet come into 

contact with the themes and topics of that conversation, i.e., any ‘specifics’ of the contract 

of Agency in the videogame. The user has not had the opportunity to trade bio-cost with 

the design. Due to the nested hierarchy of levels in the structural treatment, even when 

engaging a control (the bottommost category in Micro-flow) the user is already making a 

conversational move towards the Personal Play Narrative, as much as that user is making a 

move towards the rules, the possibility space, and so forth. The Personal Play Narrative is a 

definitive version of the contract of Agency in the videogame (when the user ‘finishes’ that 

videogame), but also the idea that such a version exists (before the user ‘finishes’), as 

signaled by the design and agreed-to by the user. 

 

 

6.3 – Summary of Chapter 6 

Chapter 6 describes the designed object that is the present thesis’s main contribution. The 

object’s development makes use of the knowledge bases for design research in the present 

thesis in order to concretize an Agency perspective of videogame design and specific to 

videogame design at the level of prescriptive knowledge. The elements that make up the 

object and the relationships between those elements (i.e., its design) are meant to prescribe 

to how videogame design works in an Agency perspective in such a way as to deal with the 

present thesis’ understanding of Agency and answer the thesis’ founding conjecture – that 

is, make videogame design more consequential through an Agency perspective. The object 

described in section 6.2 is a structural treatment. This structural treatment prescribes the 

process of commitment to meaning (Agency) in videogame design as an implicit contract 

between the user and the design for the videogame. This matches the present thesis’ 

understanding of Agency. The structural treatment does this through its categories and 

relationships between those categories. The categories have a nested, hierarchical 
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arrangement, from most concrete to most abstract – comparable to how Agency can be 

handled through Poetics (viz. Mateas, 2001). 

Besides making use of the initial state of the knowledge bases for design research in the 

present thesis – i.e., Agency as a contract of commitment to meaning – the object in 

section 6.2 also makes use of the remainder of the knowledge bases, as expanded through 

two cycles of circumscription as part of the Suggestion and Development Phases, 

respectively. Per circumscription from the Suggestion Phase, the structural treatment sees 

videogame design as signaling understandings in an Agency perspective, and this makes 

videogame design work more consequential. Videogame design is understood in this 

particular Agency perspective to be primarily about communication, and Agency is 

understood as a particular second-order cybernetic phenomenon. This prescribes that 

videogame design should consider design problems through a second-order lens, and the 

structural treatment offered in this thesis is meant to help videogame design do just that. 

The signaling of understandings is done through bio-cost, namely ‘promissory notes’ for 

spending bio-cost and returns of investment for bio-cost, where bio-cost is the 

transactional object being negotiated between the user of the videogame and the design of 

the videogame. 

Per circumscription from the Development Phase, the signaling of understandings is done 

between different levels of abstraction, where the signaling of understandings in lower 

levels fuels the signaling of understandings in levels above, while those levels above also 

shape the signaling that goes on below. This is meant to be equivalent to how Rational 

Design prescribes to videogame design practice, as explored in section 6.1. Adding Rational 

Design to the knowledge bases for design research in the present thesis supports the choice 

of developing a structural treatment given the research problem, to add to the precedent of 

using structural treatments from a Poetics for Agency (Mateas, 2001), and Pragmatics as a 

level of analysis for communication (Watzlawick & Beavin, 1967). Circumscription from 

the Development Phase also helps organize the thesis’ structural treatment handling of bio-

cost. 

Bio-cost is understood to be negotiated between user and videogame through cycles of 

Exposition, Validation and Challenge, and the eight levels of the structural treatment are 

divided into two sets – Micro-flow and Macro-flow. These five concepts are present in 

Rational Design (as explained in the opening of Chapter 6 and particularly in section 6.1), 

but which are reframed and repurposed for the thesis’ development process. In the thesis’ 
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perspective, the concepts define how understandings are signaled in videogame design. 

Section 6.3 describes the eight levels (categories) of the thesis’ structural treatment as 

Controls, Tokens, Verbs, and Power to Affect the Gamestate for Micro-flow, and Current 

Gamestate, Possibility Space, Rules, and Personal Play Narrative for Macro-flow. 

Section 6.3 describes how this structural treatment acts on videogame design as a whole, 

what each category means (what elements of a videogame’s design go in which category), 

and how the signaling of understandings through bio-cost is effected between categories 

and across all the categories. This is how development in the present thesis seeks to deliver 

on the Proposal in the design-research process in the present thesis (see section 4.1). That 

proposal was for seeing videogame design in an Agency perspective as an opposition 

between ‘designedness’ and ‘upset’ of the roles of designer, user, and designed object, as 

brought on by Agency. The extent to which the artifact delivers on the Proposal needs to 

be evaluated. This will be done in the Evaluation Phase of design research, in chapters 7 

and 8. 
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Chapter 7 – Model of Analysis in the Evaluation 

 

One of the means of evaluation offered in Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2008) is their “Logical 

Argument” pattern, which is carried out in three steps. This pattern fits the state of 

knowledge in videogames and Agency addressed by the present thesis, and the thesis’ 

development goals. This is explained in section 4.3, along with the other phases in the 

thesis’ methodological approach. Both Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 deal with the Evaluation 

Phase of the design research; Chapter 7 is for defining the evaluation (first and second 

steps in the pattern), and Chapter 8 is for carrying out the evaluation (third step in the 

pattern). The Evaluation Phase means confronting the artifact developed through design 

research (as presented in section 6.2) with the Proposal in that research (as presented in 

section 4.1). This requires revisiting the knowledge bases, and also adding to them through 

the final cycle of circumscription in the present thesis.  

The previous cycle (in the Development Phase) could be understood as defining a 

performance target for how the artifact from development works – Rational Design was 

added to the knowledge bases because it presents an existing fit to videogame design 

practice, and the same degree of fit with practice (performance in use) was desired for the 

thesis’ own method offer. Such a performance target is not enough for the Evaluation 

Phase; the artifact needs to be judged in terms of how well it delivers on the Proposal. The 

Proposal contained a number of implicit and explicit criteria, which spurred Suggestion and 

Development in the design research process. In the Evaluation Phase these criteria become 

measure of the artifact’s suitability to dealing with the Problem for design research. This is 

tied to the goal for research in the present thesis, which is to open up further exploration 

through the development of a theory instrument. Deviations from the expected behavior 

(as drawn from the Proposal) of the developed artifact must be tentatively explained – and 

this opens up further exploration, thus potentially delivering on the thesis’ goal. 

The Proposal was to tackle videogame design specifically in an Agency perspective by 

contrasting the ‘designedness’ of videogames (their susceptibility even to broadly-applicable 

design frames) and the upset of the roles for designer, user, and designed object brought 

on by the joint process of commitment to meaning of Agency. The Proposal is the output 
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of the Awareness of the Problem Phase of design research, where the canonical form of 

the research problem is identified. The canonical form of the problem can be found in 

chapters 2 and 3 – the shift in the importance of Agency together with the shift in the 

importance of videogames relative to Agency, the issues with setting Agency apart from 

interactivity, and the need for joint consideration of user and object in Agency, while 

resisting the temptation of shortcuts – i.e., considering the user more than the object, like 

by seeking Agency through user-modelling techniques. 

Circumscription in the Evaluation Phase needs to set up a term for comparison between 

the canonical form of the Problem and the developed artifact from section 6.2. As 

mentioned in the explanation in section 4.2 of the epistemological stance and research 

paradigm of the present thesis, where the Awareness and Suggestion phases are inductive, 

the Development and Evaluation phases are deductive. Development deduced design-

features and functionality of the artifact from the knowledge bases, and now Evaluation 

must deduce the expectable artifact behavior from those bases. The first step in the 

“Logical Argument” pattern is to find out what are the assumptions related to the Research 

Problem – i.e., what can be argued about the problem-space where the thesis’ artifact will 

have to do its work. 

Hypotheses about the artifact performance will also be drawn up – comparing the artifact’s 

performance (even theoretical performance) with the assumptions about the context for 

that performance constitutes the Evaluation. The second step is to draw up deduction rules 

related to the problem (an Agency perspective of videogame design and how it can make 

that design more consequential) and the solution (the way the developed artifact in section 

6.2 works). Circumscription in the Evaluation Phase will add new knowledge to the 

knowledge bases. This knowledge fits the problem and the solution in ways that matter to 

the needs of design-research in carrying out Evaluation. Section 7.1 explains in what way 

the knowledge from the new cycle of circumscription make Evaluation possible. 

Given that the artifact to be evaluated is a structural treatment at the prescriptive level of 

knowledge, the term for comparison should also be a structural treatment at the 

prescriptive level of knowledge. However – following the Proposal – this should be a 

‘canonical’ design method. If the Proposal is for the susceptibility of videogames to even 

‘generic’ (not specific to videogames) design methods opposite the limitations on the 

applicability of those methods due to the role-upset imposed by Agency, then the 

Evaluation should be a confrontation of such a ‘generic’ method with the thesis’ own 
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method from section 6.2, in how they apply to videogame design situations, and what is 

their expectable performance in those situations. The Evaluation should compare these 

two theoretical performances with one another. 

The present thesis holds Donald Norman’s design method for interaction to be able to 

stand in for ‘canonical’, ‘generic’ (not specific to videogames) design methods in the 

Evaluation Phase. The final cycle of circumscription in design research in the present thesis 

therefore adds the method in “The Design of Everyday Things (Norman, 2013) to the 

knowledge bases for design research. Another way of looking at how the new addition to 

the knowledge bases fits the Proposal is that the Proposal can be summed up as treating 

videogame design in an Agency perspective as a second-order phenomenon. This is not 

immediately made explicit in the presentation of the Proposal in Chapter 3, but the thesis’ 

understanding of Agency (which originated the Proposal) is operationalized with second-

order cybernetics in the Suggestion Phase (section 5.1), and again through its instantiation 

with bio-cost (section 5.2). In this view, the structural treatment under Evaluation is 

second-order in nature; Norman’s treatment is first-order by comparison, for the purposes 

of the Evaluation Phase.  

From the standpoint of second-order cybernetics, the “canonical models of computer-

human interaction” are technically “a first-order cybernetic system” (Dubberly et al., 

2009b, p.69). Here, rather than ‘canonical’ models, perhaps a more appropriate term is 

‘classical’, as in classical Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). After all, as explained in 

Carroll (2004), the field of HCI has always been in flux, to some extent or other – and has 

gone from thinking more in terms of function and the user’s personal efficacy, to 

considering affect and emotion and the sum total of experience (through UX, or User 

Experience), pleasure, enjoyment and hedonic well-being. From there, it has even moved 

on to include other preoccupations, such as collective efficacy and eudemonic well-being 

(roughly, fulfillment). HCI is more than a single strand of thinking, and the field continues 

to move forward. The contributions from cybernetics described in Dubberly et al. (2009b) 

pertain to the continued advance of HCI – and can even serve as one way of looking at 

how the field has developed. 

Cybernetics transitions from a first-order perspective to a second-order perspective by 

seeing its object of intelligent systems for the interactions between elements in those 

systems instead of the other way around (which would be seeing the interactions for their 

participating elements) – and yet, when it looks to HCI (the domain of Interaction as an 
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applied concept and as practice), it finds that a second-order cybernetics perspective of 

HCI is essentially immune to what Dubberly et al. call HCI’s “canonical models” (2009b). 

That is, the classical views of HCI failed – to some extent – in going all the way in 

considering interaction, instead abruptly switching to a focus on the system and on the user 

separately, in what resembles violations of the joint consideration of user and object 

demanded by SoTA (State-of-The-Art) definitions of Agency. This lack of joint-

consideration in classical HCI (and how that ‘classical’ HCI is relatively better-established) 

might be what makes the widespread conflation of user freedom (range of interactivity) and 

Agency so damaging – the somewhat ‘first-order’ perspective from classical HCI (or rather 

its lingering effects in views of videogames) clashes with the fundamentally second-order 

nature of Agency. 

Concretely, the “archetypal structure” of the so-called “canonical” HCI models is identified 

in Dubberly et al. (2009b) as a single feedback loop, where the user is simply assumed to 

pursue goals through “difference or congruence” between the results of providing inputs 

to the system and those goals, where repeated comparisons “direct her next action” (2009b, 

p.69), propelling that user through even more cycles of comparison. This is indeed 

cybernetic – “a simple self-correcting system” (2009b, p.69) – where there are goals, 

sensing the commensurate effects on the environment of actions taken, and performing 

commensurate course-corrections per the goal, iteratively. And yet, there is a bias towards 

the relative states of the system and the user; the ‘how’ of users reflecting on their goals is 

left unexamined – the user is treated as a black-box, monolithic in her relationship with the 

system safe for a single, binary input/output node (which is goal congruence and 

difference). As pointed out in Dubberly et al., (2009b), “the feedback-loop model of 

interaction (…) the nature of the system” as well as the nature of the user “is unspecified” 

(2009b, p.70), i.e., the interaction is treated as merely the state of the user and the state of 

the system relative to one another. 

Second-order cybernetics can delve into self-corrections, and find the nuance in them. This 

nuance – interest in more than a single binary node – is based on the distinction between 

“single loop”, merely self-correcting first-order systems and “learning systems”, as 

explained in Dubberly et al. (2009b, pp.71-72). The system (which it should be 

remembered encompasses the human user in cybernetics) “seeks to attain and maintain” 

(2009b, p.71) a goal. A goal is concretely defined by Dubberly et al. as something that 

“defines a relationship between the system and its environment” (2009b, p.71). The system 
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regulates “this relationship”, i.e., keeps it “constant in the face of external forces” (Ibid., 

p.71). The relationship between system and environment – which is the goal – “can be 

adjusted only by something outside the system” in the first order system, while the second 

order cybernetic system can actually adjust the goal and adjust itself around the goal as well 

– such systems “nest a first self-regulating system inside a second self-regulating system” 

(Ibid., p.71). This forms the basis for an exploration of the different ways in which nested 

structures can occur for cybernetic systems – Dubberly et al. list different types of nested 

regulation in systems, all the way up to the conversation-type, which is a kind of 

culmination in intricacy of self-regulation. Conversations, like Agency, can therefore stand 

as the highest-order of self-regulation. 

 

 

7.1 – Deduction Rules for the Evaluation 

Chapter 7 opens by describing the model of analysis in the present thesis. Since the thesis 

follows a design research process – namely the recommendations in Vaishnavi & Kuechler 

(2008) – this model of analysis is for an Evaluation Phase of design research, and is 

deductive. The present thesis specifically makes use of the “Logical Argument” pattern 

offered by those authors, the first step of which is to identify assumptions about the 

conditions under which the artifact (as developed through design research and presented in 

section 6.2) needs to perform – i.e., the problem-space the artifact is developed to deal 

with. Chapter 7 explains how this first step is realized in a cycle of circumscription, where 

the knowledge bases for design research are revisited, and new knowledge is added to 

them. The Evaluation Phase confronts the artifact’s performance with the Proposal (from 

the Awareness of the Problem Phase). The terms of the Proposal (a confrontation between 

‘designedness’ and ‘role-upset’) are brought into Chapter 7 as a confrontation between 

‘canonical’ first-order design methods and second-order methods specifically tailored to 

videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

Chapter 7 has already added Norman’s method to the knowledge bases through 

circumscription for the purposes of the Evaluation Phase, and how Norman’s method can 

be regarded as ‘canonical’ and ‘first-order’ per the assumptions which can be argued to be 

true about the Problem (this was preempted in the Suggestion Phase through the 

operationalization and instantiation of the Proposal). Furthermore, Chapter 7 describes 
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how the artifact developed by design research in the present thesis can stand for a ‘second-

order’ perspective – i.e., hypotheses about the artifact’s behavior and performance – and 

how this can lead to Evaluation by means of comparison. This drawing of assumptions is 

the first step in the Evaluation Phase following the “Logical Argument” pattern. Section 

7.1 can now look at the second step in that pattern, which is identifying deduction rules as 

suggested by both the problem for design research and the solution. 

In the opening of Chapter 7, the taxonomy of different systems of regulation in Dubberly 

et al. (2009b) was used to illustrate the difference between perspectives such as Norman’s 

method and conversation-like perspectives, where the present thesis includes its 

contributions. This nature of regulation is the main source of deduction rules for the 

Evaluation Phase in the present thesis. In Chapter 8, these rules will allow for Norman’s 

method (structural treatment) and the structural treatment from section 6.2 to be placed in 

the context of videogame design situations – one situation for each comparable point in 

the structure of both treatments. 

The taxonomy in Dubberly et al. (2009b) acknowledges the “gulf model of interaction”20 as 

well as its “variation and elaboration” in the “seven stages of action model”21 by Donald 

Norman as forming a “good first approximation” in modelling interaction (2009b, p.70). 

That is, while these models fall short of the proper level of nuance for interaction (i.e., in 

line with second-order cybernetics), they nevertheless achieve some nuance within the 

confines of a first-order cybernetic system. The models stand as the existing precedent for 

better models of HCI. Simple feedback loop “canonical models” tend to work on the 

assumption of ‘any’ goal. For those models, only the fact that the user has ‘some’ goal 

matters; not what how that goal is formed or how the user relates to that goal. This leads to 

the user being treated as a simple binary switch in interaction as a system. Models such as 

‘gulf’ and ‘seven stages of action’, while still being part of that ‘canonical’ tradition, add 

some nuance at the level of how users relate to their goals (gulf) and of goal formation 

(seven stages of action). 

The precedent that can be found by looking at Norman’s models for HCI (viz. Norman, 

2013) is that greater nuance in modelling is already to some extent suggested by the nature 

                                                           
20 That is, a model of interaction as a pursuit of goal difference and congruence by traversing a gulf of evaluation and execution in how 

the action fits the goal (viz. Norman, 2013, pp.38-39). 

21 This refers to a model of stages of an action-cycle as belonging to either evaluation or execution and with one stage set aside for the 

goal (viz. Norman, 2013, pp.40-44). 
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of Interaction itself. The exercise in Dubberly et al. (2009b) in confronting second-order 

cybernetics with classical HCI fits with present thesis’ intended exploration of Agency, 

where the existing structural treatment stands in for older and more established design 

principles. The potential consequences of these principles in the context of hypothetical 

videogame design situations and from the standpoint of Agency can be informed by the 

nature of the taxonomy in Dubberly et al. (2009b). 

Since the artifact in the present thesis is a structural treatment and answers the research 

problem, and also applies to videogame design through its category makeup as a structural 

treatment, Norman’s model needs to be comparable to the treatment along those lines for 

the purposes of the Evaluation Phase. The thesis’ structural treatment consists of a series 

of nested, hierarchical categories form concrete to abstract. Though Norman’s model is not 

necessarily presented in this single-axis, concentrated format, it can readily be converted to 

this format from its multiple-axis configuration, thus setting the ground for the comparison 

at each point in structure in Chapter 8. 

The structural treatment in the Design of Everyday Things (Norman, 2013) can be seen as 

occurring along three axes. The design recommendations in DoET in turn can be seen as 

coming from the intersection of these three axes (see Figure 9). 
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Figure 9 – Norman’s Model as a Multi-Axial Structural Treatment: the model in Norman (2013) is read 

by the present thesis as occurring along three axes – the separation into interrelated axes lets the model go on 

being first-order, whereas the single-axis structural treatment in the present thesis is second-order 

 

The first axis is the classification of the constitutive elements of designs and the experience 

of those designs. These are discoverability, feedback, the conceptual model, affordances, 

signifiers, mappings, and constraints. The elements seem to roughly conform to a nested 

hierarchy of complexity from highest-level and more abstract to lowest-level and more 

concrete and immediate. Norman calls these “seven fundamental principles of design”, 

derived from “insights from the seven stages of the action cycle” (Norman, 2013, p.72). It 

should be noted that many of the elements contain others, e.g., “Feedforward is 

accomplished through appropriate use of signifiers, constraints, and mappings” (2013, 

p.72). 

The second axis is the decomposition of activity as a cycle (see Figure 9) and comprises 

Norman’s seven stages of action and two gulfs of execution and evaluation. Norman 

introduces the gulfs as inherent (or at least expectable) conditions of the relationship 

between an interacting agent and a “device” (Norman, 2013, p.39), where the agent seeks 
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and acquires the manifest possibilities for action in the device while – accordingly – 

devising a course of action (compare to attainable understandings in conversation theory) 

and revising the attendant goal for interaction with the device. Following enactment of 

action in pursuit of the goal, the agent then compares how the course of action actually 

played out with how it was suggested in the possibilities for action, as acquired. 

The cycle of traversing the two gulfs can continue as long as the interacting agent can find 

room to interpret the possibilities for action, adjust the goal, and satisfy the goal. Here 

Norman conforms to the “canonical” goal congruence and difference model for 

interaction pointed out by Dubberly et al., even though a “good first approximation” 

(2009b, p.70) to a true second-order perspective – as noted by those authors – lies with the 

step Norman takes towards modelling goal-formation and its attendant processes. This step 

is describing how the gulfs are bridged and the goal pursued – through the seven stages of 

action, whereby Norman (2013, p.41) assigns one stage to the goal (“form the goal”), three 

stages to execution (“plan”, “specify”, “perform”), and three stages to evaluation 

(“perceive”, “interpret”, “compare”). 

The third axis (see Figure 9) is that of Norman’s approximate model for how the 

interacting human agent processes responses, actions and the world. This is stated to be an 

addition in the coverage of the revised edition of DoET (Norman, 2013, p.49). Norman 

uses the differences between what he calls visceral, behavioral, and reflective levels of 

processing for discussing the nature of human knowledge and memory as applied design, 

and more, such as finding the threshold for when actions start to require conscious thought 

and how availability of resources ties to this, as well as the conditions for skilled behavior. 

But first, and more importantly, Norman uses the three levels of processing as sites for 

design work to go into, as a way of delving deeper into the process of relating to goals and 

selecting actions and taking action. 

The visceral level is for the precursors to emotion, the “lowest level” of “approaching a 

task or evaluating the state of the world”, and pertains to states of calmness and anxiety in 

simply assessing the situation (Norman, 2013, p.55), where no cause, credit or blame are 

assigned (2012, p.50). The end-user operates at a visceral level by noting the current state 

of the system. The behavioral level in turn is described as the proper seat of emotion as 

well as the seat of well-learned actions and of expectations (which tie to the concept of 

psychological valences). The end-user operates at a behavioral level by noting changes from 

preceding states compared to the current state. As for the reflective level, it is described as 
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the seat of conscious decision-making and highest-level emotions, and as being higher-level 

(slow compared to the more rapid behavioral and visceral levels), and where agency (in 

Norman’s meaning22) and cause (and even blame) are assigned by the user. The reflective 

level consists of users telling stories to themselves to make sense of interactions as well as 

their own actions and goals – the end-user operates at a reflective level by imposing 

causality on past states and on the current state, and by using those past and current states 

to make predictions about future states. 

Norman’s levels of processing are, by the author’s own admission “a gross 

oversimplification of the actual processing” (Norman, 2013, p.49). DoET borrows other 

concepts from psychology as well, and these are acknowledged as being simplified or – as 

in the case of affordances – having their meanings adjusted to better fit with applied design 

and for the sake of explanation and of building useful models. This resonates with the 

observation about interaction design (in speaking of the nature of knowledge as well as 

conventions and constraints) that “precision, accuracy, and completeness of knowledge” of 

end-users “are seldom required” (Norman, 2013, p.76). Going back to practitioners, they 

“don’t need truth: they need results relatively quickly that, although inaccurate, are ‘good 

enough’ for the purpose to which they will be applied” – since “practice deals with 

approximations” (Norman, 2013, p.101). The stages and levels in the structural treatment 

presented in DoET should not be taken to always occur in sequence, neatly segueing into 

one another. The stages and levels are not meant to be present in every single design 

situation, nor always in full. 

Norman already discusses at length the mappings between the different concepts presented 

in DoET – including mappings between the seven stages of action and levels of processing, 

between the gulfs of execution and evaluation and design elements (e.g., “we bridge the 

Gulf of Evaluation through the use of feedback and a conceptual model”, 2013, p.40), and 

between the seven stages and the two gulfs. Though Norman does not explicitly mention 

axes or their intersection, the full intersection of the three axes in the structural treatment 

yields a set of nested interaction events. Put together, these events can describe how things 

are used and how they are designed, i.e., they can be predictive of punctuation of the 

‘conversation’ of usage from the point of view of its participants, focused on the 

                                                           
22 What is referred to as Agency in the present thesis should be read as different from ‘agency’ in Norman’s meaning, where it takes on 

the usual (in the context of discussing interactive works) more ill-defined and generic sense of the term. 
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interaction events rather than the momentary contributions of the participants – much like 

Pragmatics per Watzlawick & Beavin (1967).  

The set of nested events roughly conforms to a hierarchy from most abstract to most 

concrete. The abstract-to-concrete presentation (see Figure 9) does not match the time-

sequence of events – i.e., the first step in bridging the gulf of execution shows up next to 

the final step in bridging the gulf of evaluation, as they have comparable degrees of 

abstraction, while the two preceding steps (in time-sequence of events) are more concrete. 

What happens is that users go down the hierarchy for planning and executing the action 

and come back up (retrace the sequence) in evaluating outcomes and comparing them to 

the goal. The interaction events and situations can be summarized as the following: 

- Highest level, foundational “goal formation” event at the reflective level, which 

pertains to the discoverability qualities of the design. 

- High-level, “planning the action” event at the reflective level, which pertains to the 

feedback element in the design (or more properly what Norman calls 

“feedforward” using yet another borrowed term) and is the first step in bridging the 

gulf of execution. 

- High-level, “comparing outcome with goal” event at the reflective level, which 

pertains to the constraints in the design (user compares past and present constraints 

and uses that comparison to make predictions about how the constraints will 

change in the future) and is the third (final) step in bridging the gulf of evaluation. 

- Mid-level, “specifying the action sequence” event at the behavioral level, which 

pertains to the user’s conceptual model of the interaction23 and is the second step in 

bridging the gulf of execution. 

- Mid-level, “interpreting the perception” event at the behavioral level24 which 

pertains to the design element of mappings and is the second step in bridging the 

gulf of evaluation. 

                                                           
23 Alternatively, how much can the design know and guarantee about that conceptual model. 

24 In what would be a conversation theory view, the user draws inferences from what they can perceive and the fact they can perceive it 

and how much, i.e., design signals and user seeks the attainability of understandings. 
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- Low-level, “perform the action sequence” event at the visceral level, which pertains 

to the affordances of the design25 and is the third step in bridging the gulf of 

execution. 

- Low-level, “perceive the state of the world” event at the visceral level, which 

pertains to the signifiers in the design and is the first step in bridging the gulf of 

evaluation. 

The interaction events above are meant to work as a cycle. Norman explains that “most 

behavior” – the term being used comparably to how it was used in Watzlawick & Beavin 

(1967) to refer to instances of interaction – “does not require going through all stages in 

sequence” (Norman, 2013, p.42). 

Norman’s model is “simplified”, but refers to realities of interaction where “there must be 

numerous sequences” and “there are multiple feedback loops in which the results of one 

activity are used to direct further ones, in which goals lead to subgoals, and plans lead to 

subplans” (Ibid., p.42). Furthermore, though Norman refers to “goal-driven behavior”, 

where the “action cycle” starts “from the top”, Norman also allows for “data-driven or 

event-driven behavior”, where the cycle starts “from the bottom, triggered by some event 

in the world” (Norman, 2013, p.42). Nevertheless, Norman’s cycle is anchored on goal 

pursuit and comparison with the goal (in what is a ‘canonical’ view of interaction), but 

there are allowances for not all activity in the stages being “conscious”, including even 

goals at times (Norman, 2013, p.42). Going even further, allowances are made for 

“activities in which goals are forgotten, discarded, or reformulated” (2013, p.42), which 

confirms its ‘good first approximation’ status as found by Dubberly et al. (2009b), without 

actually breaking with ‘canonical’ models altogether. 

Though the set of what can be called seven interaction events are meant to be taken 

together as a general model for how different execution-evaluation loops might work, each 

event pertains to a specific design element. After all, Norman is dealing with practice and 

writing from a practitioner’s perspective even though DoET “is intended to be enjoyable 

and informative for everyone” (Norman, 2013, Preface – p.xi). Each of the seven stages of 

action is associated with something designers have to work on and think about. The gulfs 

are specifically bridged by design elements, as “all artificial things are designed” (Norman, 

2013, p.4). The gulf of execution is bridged “through the use of signifiers, constraints, 

                                                           
25 Affordances are related to signifiers but meaningfully different from signifiers as abundantly stressed in Norman (2013). 
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mappings” (2013, p.40), and which together form feedforward – answering the user’s 

“questions of execution” (2013, p.72) – “and a conceptual model” (2013, p.40). The gulf of 

evaluation is bridged through “the use of feedback and a conceptual model” (Ibid., p.40). 

The seven behavioral events therefore count as design situations in and of themselves, even 

though they need to be taken together (by drawing from each of the three different axes 

per the present thesis’ reading of Norman, 2013) to describe the full experience of 

interaction. 

By concentrating the three axes in Norman’s model – the levels of processing, the action 

stages, and the principles of design – into a nested hierarchy of seven interaction ‘events’, 

Norman’s model can be roughly mapped to the eight categories from the present thesis’ 

structural treatment. The mapping can only ever be imperfect due to Norman’s models 

ultimately being ‘canonical’ despite taking a few steps towards a second-order view – i.e., 

coming close to characterizing the relationship with the goal past a single consonance-

difference node – without however actually transitioning to a second-order view. This is 

related to the Proposal in the present thesis, in that Agency changes the relationship 

between user, artifact, and designer in such a way as to render the traditional (‘canonical’) 

formulations of those principles inadequate (i.e., causes a role-upset). 

Norman never refers to intersections between the action cycle, the levels of processing, and 

design elements as ‘events’ – however this term will be used in the present thesis for 

describing those intersections. Each ‘event’ is a design situation while also being a 

behavioral and communicational event – due to particular design elements being employed 

and the phenomenon of interaction being dependent on the design of those elements. In 

Chapter 8, each of the events from “goal formation” to “perceive the state of the world” 

will be turned into a videogame design situation. For each situation, the associated action 

cycle, level of processing, and design elements (an ‘event’ in Norman’s model as construed 

by the present chapter section) will be examined from the standpoint of assumptions about 

videogame design in an Agency perspective as found in Chapter 7. 

The ‘action cycle stage’ part of the event will yield a videogame design situation, that same 

‘action cycle stage’ will cry out for the employment of one of Norman’s seven design 

principles, and the consequences of applying those principles will be evaluated according to 

the assumptions from the first step of the “Logical Argument” pattern as employed by the 

present thesis. Following this, for each of the ‘action cycle stages’, the hypothetical design 

situations and the already-evaluated ‘first-order’ consequences together will be confronted 
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with appropriate structural categories from the novel treatment from the thesis. This will 

allow for further evaluation, only this time of ‘second-order’ consequences, thus 

completing an evaluation of hypotheses about the thesis’ artifact’s performance against the 

assumptions from Chapter 7.  

 

 

7.2 – Summary of Chapter 7 

Chapter 7 of the present thesis is for preparing the Evaluation of the thesis’ artifact to be 

described in Chapter 8. Carrying out the Evaluation in Chapter 8 requires three elements – 

assumptions (true or which can be argued to be true) about how the problem-space works, 

hypotheses about the artifact’s behavior in the context of that problem-space, and 

deduction rules for the artifact’s performance. The artifact’s performance is how the 

hypothesized behavior measures up to the performance-needs raised by the problem, given 

the assumptions about the problem-space where the artifact needs to do its job. The 

assumption and the hypotheses earlier in Chapter 7 are part of the first step in the “Logical 

Argument” pattern, which is one of the ways of doing Evaluation in Vaishnavi & Kuechler 

(2008). The deduction rules are described in section 7.1. 

The assumptions, hypotheses, and rules come from the knowledge bases for design 

research in the present thesis. The assumptions come from the knowledge bases from the 

Awareness of the Problem Phase. This is the present thesis’ understanding of Agency, and 

what the present thesis has been able to establish about videogame design in an Agency 

perspective, and the state of that knowledge. The assumptions also take into account the 

state of the knowledge bases as developed past the Awareness Phase and into the 

Suggestion Phase, where the understanding of Agency was extended with the idea of 

propagation of complexity through structure and of punctuation from pragmatics and with 

second-order cybernetics (see section 5.1). This forms the basis for how videogame design 

can succeed or fail in an Agency perspective (successfully or unsuccessfully signal 

understandings) – i.e., argues assumptions about the problem-space. These assumptions 

will form the basis for Evaluation in Chapter 8. The hypothetical videogame design 

situations in Chapter 8 are built around these assumptions, bring focus to the assumptions 

and make the artifact deal with the problem-space per the assumptions. 
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The hypotheses about artifact behavior come from the Proposal, the instantiation (bio-

cost) in section 5.2, and the cycle of circumscription in the Development Phase. Rational 

Design was added to the knowledge bases for informing development and this – together 

with the thesis’ artifact being organized around bio-cost – allows for the way the artifact 

works to be deduced. The Proposal was for seeing videogame design in an Agency 

perspective as a confrontation of ‘designedness’ and ‘role upset’. 

However, this is not enough for the assumptions and hypotheses to be ready for 

Evaluation. The Evaluation Phase requires the ‘canonical’ form of the Problem to be 

identified. Chapter 7 has to go beyond the extent of knowledge bases prior to the 

Evaluation Phase, and carry out a new cycle of circumscription. Norman’s method (per 

“The Design of Everyday Things”, 2013) is added to the knowledge bases, where it stands 

in for ‘canonical’ design methods. The thesis’ artifact (a structural treatment) stands in for 

second-order perspectives, matching the Proposal being ultimately about treating Agency 

in videogame design as a second-order phenomenon. This is supported in Chapter 7 by the 

taxonomy of systems regulation in Dubberly et al. (2009b). The hypotheses about the 

artifact’s performance are therefore that the artifact will perform as a second-order 

perspective in the problem-space (as established through the assumptions), where 

Norman’s method will perform as a first-order perspective. 

Given the assumptions and the hypotheses, this leaves the deduction rules. The 

assumptions allow Chapter 8 to have a number of hypothetical videogame situations for 

carrying out the Evaluation. The hypotheses allow for a ‘canonical’ structural treatment and 

the thesis’ structural treatment to be compared in those situations. This comparison forms 

the Evaluation itself. The relative performance of the thesis’ artifact opens up further 

exploration per the thesis’ goals. This leaves the question of how is the ‘canonical’ 

treatment comparable to the thesis’ treatment, as to allow deduction of the performance. 

Section 7.1 explores Norman’s method, and in what way it can be lined up with the thesis’ 

own structure, as to allow comparable points between the two structures to be confronted. 

Chapter 8 is comprised of seven of those ‘comparable points’ in structure. The deduction 

rules in section 7.1 are for establishing these points of comparison. 
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Chapter 8 – Evaluation of the Thesis’ Artifact 

 

Chapter 8 makes full use of the knowledge bases for design research in the present thesis. 

The way Norman’s levels of processing work (as mentioned in section 7.1) is used to argue 

how the thesis’ artifact will perform, together with Norman’s action stages and his design 

principles – per the “Logical Argument” pattern used for Evaluation in the present thesis. 

These hypotheses for the artifact’s performance are used together with knowledge drawn 

from Rational Design, Pragmatics, and Second-Order Cybernetics, as well as the thesis’ 

understanding of Agency (a contract of commitment to meaning) – i.e., the rest of the 

knowledge bases. The way Norman’s model is situated relative to the rest of the knowledge 

bases as well as those bases themselves is used in Chapter 8 to establish assumptions about 

the problem-space, hypotheses about artifact behavior, and rules for deduction (Evaluation 

by logical argument) – in the terms mentioned in Chapter 7 (summarized in section 7.2). 

Each of the sections 8.1-8.7 describes a hypothetical videogame design situation. Section 

7.1 identified deduction rules – how Norman’s model could be regarded as a series of 

nested, hierarchical categories, to allow comparison with the nested, hierarchical categories 

of the thesis’ structural treatment. This entailed grouping Norman’s stages of the action 

cycle and design principles into interaction ‘events’ according to their degree of abstraction 

from the standpoint of Norman’s levels of processing – from most abstract (the reflective 

level) to the least abstract (the visceral level), with the behavioral level in-between. In this 

way, Norman’s model becomes comparable with the present thesis’ structural treatment, 

which is organized into categories from most abstract (the ‘Personal Play Narrative’) to 

least-abstract (the ‘Controls’ category). 

Each of the design situations in sections 8.1-8.7 is tailored to invoke a solution in 

Norman’s model. The succession of design situations in sections 8.1-8.7 follows section 

7.1’s description of Norman’s model as nested, hierarchical categories, following Norman’s 

levels of processing. Stages in the action cycle that are reflective are examined first (higher-

level or more abstract), followed by stages in the cycle that are behavioral (mid-level), with 

stages that visceral (low-level and least abstract) coming last. Therefore, section 8.1 is 

highest-level (goal), sections 8.2 and 8.3 are high-level (action and outcome, respectively), 
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sections 8.4 and 8.5 are mid-level (specification and perception, respectively), and sections 

8.6 and 8.7 are low-level (performance and world-state, respectively). This goes against 

their order in the action cycle – e.g., section 8.2 deals with the second stage in the action 

cycle but section 8.3 deals with the last stage, and section 8.4 deals with the third stage but 

section 8.5 deals with the penultimate stage, etc. Again, Norman’s model was tackled 

according to its construal in section 7.1 as behavioral ‘events’, ordered by degree of 

abstraction. 

The design situations are not taken from Norman’s model in isolation; the rest of the 

knowledge bases also help shape the design situations as to meet the assumptions about the 

problem-space which are argued in the present thesis. In this sense, the design situations 

are about videogame design in an Agency perspective. The knowledge bases are used to 

identify design problems in each of design situations – what about the situations can cause 

failures of videogame design (with respect to how the user is able to play the videogame) in 

an Agency perspective. After describing the design situation per Norman’s model as a 

nested hierarchy and design problems in each situation per an Agency perspective of 

videogame design, each of the sections 8.1-8.7 describes the way Norman’s solutions deal 

with those problems in the respective design situation. 

These hypotheses about the performance of Norman’s solutions are again supported with 

the knowledge bases, as explained in Chapter 7. Rational Design, Pragmatics, Second-order 

Cybernetics, bio-cost, the definitions of Agency followed by the present thesis, and the 

notion of a contract are all used to hypothesize the performance of Norman’s model. This 

is the concretization of the research problem in the present thesis – how videogame design 

can fail to be consequential in failing to fully adopt an Agency perspective. Put differently, 

this is how videogame design can ‘canonically’ fail to fully account for Agency as a second-

order phenomenon jointly involving the user and the videogame, as well as account for the 

implications of this as found through the present thesis. 

After evaluating Norman’s model in the problem-space, each of the sections 8.1-8.7 then 

employs the thesis’ own artifact (as presented in section 6.2) in dealing with the videogame 

design problems in each videogame design situation. Solutions are drawn from that 

artifact’s construction as a structural treatment – the categories in the artifact, what they 

mean, how they relate to one another and how they work together. These solutions are also 

evaluated through design research. Hypotheses about the artifact’s performance are made – 

drawing from everything the design research process in the present thesis was able to learn 
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(the knowledge bases). These hypotheses are set against the assumptions about the 

problem-space, to evaluate the artifact’s performance. The performance of the thesis’ 

artifact is compared against the performance of Norman’s model in terms of their 

respective outcomes in solving the videogame design problem – how much further does 

the thesis’ artifact go in solving that problem in an Agency perspective. This sets the thesis’ 

artifact as a concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design against Norman’s 

artifact as a concretization of the research problem. This completes the Evaluation in the 

design research process in the present thesis. The results of this Evaluation are summarized 

and discussed in the final phase of design research (viz. Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2008), 

which is the Conclusion Phase, in Chapter 9. 

 

 

8.1 – Goal-Formation in an Agency Perspective 

The goal-formation event depends on appropriate qualities of discoverability in the design, 

and takes place at the reflective level of processing. Below is a hypothetical design situation 

of ‘goal formation’ in in terms of videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

- In a videogame which features multiple equally relevant modes of play that add up 

to the full experience, one mode of play can potentially be sustained for so long as 

to risk taking away both the meaning possibilities of the whole (the full experience 

in all the modes) and of the offending play mode relative to that whole. 

From an Agency standpoint, goals are formed in videogames through mutual commitment 

to meaning in that users take the discoverability qualities of the design as clues for what 

counts as goals in that design and what can be set as a goal – i.e., what does it mean for 

goals to be abstract, or local, and so forth, and even for whether or not there are goals that 

can be set. This is part of a second-order view (goal is revised as much as it forces the 

revision of everything else). To some extent, it is an inversion of Norman’s ‘canonical’ first-

order model for goal-formation, where the goal will come first, and then the user polls the 

design (through its discoverability characteristics) to find out how the goal can be achieved. 

Norman does allow for the reverse, but his ‘default’ model is goal-first, and his design 

principles tend to more or less assume a goal-first process. In a videogame, due to the 

presence of Agency, goal-formation is entailed by discoverability instead of the other way 

around, and this discoverability threatens Agency. 
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In the example design situation, discoverability in one mode of play causes users to keep on 

forming goals, which harms Agency as commitment to meaning (Tanenbaum & 

Tanenbaum, 2010) as users are induced into missing out on the rest of the conversation 

(miss out on the commitments present in the modes of play they disregard), which in turn 

leaves them at cross-purposes with the design. Having excellent design from the standpoint 

of Norman’s models – having excellent discoverability – might take away Agency (block 

the full extent of meaningfulness from actions in the overdone mode of play), as depicted 

on Figure 10. However, having bad design from Norman’s standpoint (poor 

discoverability), would also harm Agency. 

 

Figure 10 – Potential Issue with Goal-Formation and Discoverability in Agency: good discoverability 

in one mode of play can be read by the user as the design ‘wanting’ that user to keep on discovering and 

pursuing goals in that mode, preventing the user from moving on to other modes and discovery of their goals 

 

The mode of play being sustained for too long in the example design situation can be due 

to users thoroughly searching available play in that mode (as shown in Figure 10) for 

attainable understandings (viz. conversation theory). Users will do this out of fear of being 

left out of the conversation – i.e., missing out on understandings the design expects the 
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user to find (per the kind of ‘implicit contract’ in a videogame from a conversation theory 

perspective). Alternatively, the videogame might offer too many play possibilities (beyond 

strict fitness with the design as a whole) as a product value-proposition, or due to 

practitioners choosing to take that particular aspect of the design as far as it will go. This 

however will nevertheless still (unwittingly) signal to users that understandings need to be 

sought and attained, because the existence of any rewards – whether informal (marking skill 

acquisition) or formal (changing parameters for affecting the gameworld) – signals a use for 

those same rewards. 

For informal rewards, the marking of skill acquisition decreases uncertainty and works as 

cognitive shorthand, allowing bio-cost savings. For formal rewards, the expanded means of 

affecting the gamestate work as measurable, reassuring supplements to available bio-cost. 

Because the rewards are part of a process of mutual commitment to meaning, they entail 

commensurate subsequent conversational moves on both the user and the design’s part. 

Ultimately, users might just enjoy a particular mode of play and invest in that mode at the 

expense of others. 

As already mentioned, in the example design situation both having good discoverability and 

bad discoverability from the perspective of Norman’s models can harm Agency. This 

illustrates the conflict between the added designedness brought on by Agency (bad 

discoverability harms Agency) and its upset of traditional roles for user, artifact, and 

designer (good discoverability harms Agency), as mentioned in section 4.1. Moving past 

this conflict requires for good first-order discoverability (avoiding bad discoverability) to be 

paired with second-order discoverability (which prevents the first-order discoverability 

from harming Agency). Going by the example, second-order discoverability could be 

achieved by inserting ‘bookends’ into the construction of interactivity (user freedom) in the 

overdone mode of play. Here, ‘bookends’ means gradually curbing possibilities for action 

(user freedom) around transitions between modes of play (or more properly opportunities 

for effecting those transitions). This is the nature of Agency in a particular videogame or 

playthrough being communicated through Agency itself – through its own second-order 

terms. 

An instantaneous – as opposed to gradual – reduction in user freedom (first-order anti-

affordance) or some form of warning (first-order signifier) would threaten Agency by 

placing too great a share of responsibility for the experience on the design, when Agency 

requires that responsibility to be shared equally between design and user. The experience of 
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the videogame (the behavioral event of the design being played) would suddenly stop being 

a joint effort (user and design share responsibility). Responsibility for issuing the warning 

or anti-affordance would instead fall entirely on the design, and responsibility for 

complying with the warning or anti-affordance would fall to the user. This would be a 

move from Agency towards plain interactivity, and would likely pull the user out of the 

‘conversation’, wasting Agency.  

The modes of play and the bookends can apply in, for instance, strategy videogames 

offering a turn-based mode of play and a real-time mode of play, where the largest content-

portion in the videogame’s value proposition is a single-player ‘campaign’ or similar that 

combines the two modes – e.g., an empire-building videogame with a militaristic aspect, 

where the user drags tokens around a representation of a war-room map, and waits for AI 

opponents to move their tokens in their respective turns; when tokens intersect, the system 

instances a map (a representation of a ‘real’ battlefield) for a battle between the armies of 

the user and the AI in real-time (this is roughly the kind of videogame being described in 

Figure 11). The user sets out to ‘build an empire’ on the turn-based mode while trying to 

turn the heightened stakes of successive instances of the real-time mode in her favor. This 

is done by playing the turn-based mode with an eye towards success in the real-time mode. 

Real-time play keeps being instanced (fresh starts) and cannot lose the entire ‘game’ in the 

campaign automatically on its own. The appeal of the videogame is in effecting Agency 

across the two modes with their different stakes. The shift between modes works as a 

chokepoint in complexity, saving bio-cost in terms of emotional investment and 

intelligibility – as to help the attainability of understandings. 
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Figure 11 – Problem of a Multi-mode Videogame with Discoverability: discoverability characteristics of 

the Real-time Mode (RTM) can spur users to sacrifice resources from both the RTM and the Turn-based 

Mode (TBM) to instances of RTM, thus losing out on the richness of how RTM and TBM work together 

 

In such a videogame, the real-time mode will tend to be involved enough (fine-grained and 

with high-stakes) to be able to stand on its own – and may indeed be offered as 

‘standalone’ play instances from e.g., a main menu of the application alongside the two-

mode single-player ‘campaign’. In the context of a single-player ‘campaign’, the (ideally) 

compelling real-time mode can cause problems (as depicted in Figure 11). The user is 

encouraged to follow through on the real-time mode’s own reserves of bio-cost, and this 

might cause her to lose sight of the larger continuing ‘campaign’ and the accumulation of 

meanings in that campaign. 

The user might for instance tend to overcommit resources (gathered in the turn-based 

mode) to instances of the real-time mode to guarantee a victory where otherwise 

undercommitting (see Figure 11) while letting the opponent overcommit would be more 

advantageous. This is ultimately down to the user’s sensibilities and preferences (desire for 

a ‘dramatic’ victory and closure from the standpoint of the instance of the real-time mode 
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being played at the moment), but is nevertheless a break-down in signaling, and can cause 

the turn-based mode to turn into an interruption between instances of the real-time mode 

(from the user’s standpoint), wasting the combined Agency of the two modes. Even if the 

user has elected to play the real-time mode in the main menu disconnected from the 

‘campaign’, the break-down in signaling still poses a threat to the internal Agency of that 

mode – the user can end up going in circles, endlessly curating her contributions to the 

conversation and their context without actually moving the conversation along. The real-

time mode will then shift from Agency to interactivity as the user ends up merely tinkering 

with a particular set of variables instead of conversing with the design.  

The above example with the strategy videogame is merely one expression of the 

designedness and upset of roles problem from the perspective of the “goal formation” 

event per Norman. The issue is good design in a first-order sense harming Agency where 

the reverse or bad design would also harm it. Going by the example, users can choose to 

sacrifice their overall Agency across the two modes to the internal Agency of one of the 

modes, but they need to be adequately supported in this decision. This means, e.g., the 

users not feeling the need to contrive a big, dramatic, satisfying real-time mode battle 

through their use of the turn-based mode, because they feel reasonably assured that even 

more satisfying and meaningful real-time instances are available down the line should the 

user stay the course and invest in the turn-based mode. After all, the goal-formation stage 

occurs at the reflective level of processing – the user is drawing inferences about possible 

futures from comparing past and present and reflecting on them. 

Proper second-order signaling would, in the example, tie-off or round out the propagation 

of Agency at the site of transfers between the real-time and turn-based modes. In the 

example of the strategy videogame, one site for these transfers is the loss of troops – 

troops lost in the real-time instances are translated into parameter changes in the tokens in 

the turn-based strategy map. Tokens are a category in the present thesis’ concretization of 

an Agency perspective of videogame design (see section 6.2). Tokens in the real-time map 

represent troops; a related token represents those same troops in the turn-based map. 

A troop-token in play is under the user’s control – available for actions on the real-time 

map and later for when the user returns to the turn-based map. Clear-cut feedback (good 

design in a first-order sense) here would mean the token is either available and fully under 

the user’s control, or not. Signaling the availability of understandings across the two modes 

(good design in a second-order perspective – which is often counterintuitive from a first-
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order perspective) would mean creating an intermediate state (per Figure 12) where troop-

tokens can still be in play but are not responding to the user’s commands (signifying a 

‘panic’ or ‘rout’ or similar). 

 

Figure 12 – Solution for the Issue of Discoverability in a Multi-mode Videogame: besides the Token in 

the Real-time Mode (RTM) switching between states that make a difference to that RTM, the Token can also 

enter states that do not matter for the RTM but matter instead for the TBM (Turn-based mode) – this 

invokes the TBM more thoroughly within the RTM, as second-order discoverability 

 

Once a troop-token enters the rout state, it will start to leave the map, away from user 

control. If the troops manage to leave the map, they will be irreversibly gone from that 

real-time battle, but will re-appear on the turn-base campaign map once the battle ends. 

This reminds the user that wider play (turn-based campaign) exists by emphasizing the 

persistence of tokens in that wider play, contrasted with their impermanence in occasional 

play instances (the real-time battles). Troop tokens being discarded directly – without the 

intermediate stage – (good design in a first-order perspective) would just train the user to 

disregard tokens outright as soon as they stopped being directly relevant to current play in 

the real-time mode. This could lead the user to focus only on that current play and get 
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stuck in a loop in the real-time mode away from further Agency. Eventually the user would 

end up merely jostling variables and treating the real-time mode more and more as 

interactivity over treating it as Agency. Instead of a first-order anti-affordance and first-

order discoverability, proper second-order signaling is carried out which establishes – 

intrinsically – that further understandings are available, which makes for second-order 

discoverability (as shown on Figure 12). 

In terms of the eight categories in the thesis’ artifact, the design situation for illustrating 

goal formation as designedness and role-upset consists of the Possibility Space category 

looming so large in the conversation, and so suddenly, that it edges out the Personal Play 

Narrative category. The need to preserve Agency may lead designers to insert chokes on 

the Possibility Space category through the Rules category. This is achieved by tying a subset 

of the Controls, Verbs, and Tokens categories in micro-flow to a subset of the Rules 

category in macro-flow (troops stop recognizing the user’s commands), and expressing this 

relationship as changes in the Power to Affect the Gamestate category. 

 

 

8.2 – Action-Planning in an Agency Perspective 

The action-planning event depends on quality of feedback in the design, is described by 

Norman as the first step in bridging the gulf of execution, and takes place at the reflective 

level of processing. Below is a design situation of ‘planning the action’ in in terms of 

videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

- In a videogame which forces users to risk their resources for playing further (e.g., 

different kinds of in-game currency) and gives users multiple options for doing so, 

users can quickly learn to anticipate what the design ‘wants’ them to do by reading 

the circumstances that usually lead up to being forced to choose; i.e., instead of 

confronting the different choices they are presented with and being challenged in 

making a choice (Agency in that videogame), the users are ‘cheating’ by going 

outside their conversation with the design to make a guess as to what is the optimal 

choice out of all the options – nudging the experience from Agency to plain 

interactivity as users stop taking part in a conversation and start maximizing the 

outcomes of what then becomes functionally a kind of ‘scripted’ interaction. 
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Videogames very frequently have to pose dilemmas like in the example given, where 

challenge comes from having multiple kinds of resource that the user employs to advance 

play, scarcity of those resources, opportunity costs, and non-transitivity of resources. Here, 

scarcity refers to scarcity by design, where the videogame adjusts the availability of 

resources (together with adjusting the risk associated with obtaining those resources) in 

order to help create and maintain challenge in the videogame. 

Opportunity costs means that not using one kind of resource when a ‘good’ opportunity 

comes along (as committed to by both user and design as the meaning of ‘good’ or 

‘appropriate’ in context) means wasting that resource, as saving it up will turn out not to 

help the user – e.g., the user’s resource count is reset at a future juncture in play and the 

unspent resource disappears. Non-transitivity means that resources are not interchangeable 

in their usefulness to the user. Trying to use one resource in what is a ‘good’ or 

‘appropriate’ situation for using a different resource wastes that resource, because the 

‘exchange rate’ between the resources is highly unfavorable to the user. Here, ‘exchange 

rate’ is to do with the relationship between the difficulty in obtaining the resource and the 

benefit in correctly using the resource (lowering of difficulty in playing), where using an 

‘incorrect’ resource wastes both the difficulty in obtaining the ‘correct’ resource (that fails 

to get used) as well as the difficulty in obtaining the ‘incorrect’ resource. 

How the user makes the choice about which situation to employ one of multiple kinds of 

resource, or to try and save up on a particular resource in a consequent fashion (conducive 

to challenge and to Agency) falls under what Norman calls feedforward. Feedforward is 

similar to feedback, only “accomplished through appropriate use of signifiers, constraints, 

and mappings” (2013, p.72) and lets the user gauge the impact of an action in the context it 

is about to take place (“helps answer questions of execution”) instead of evaluating that 

impact after it has taken place (feedback and evaluation). Here, the context can include the 

matters of scarcity, opportunity-costs, and non-transitivity mentioned above. The idea is 

that the user – as part of an agreed-upon ‘contractual’ scope of the conversation – looks at 

local conditions, weighs them against accumulated resources from preceding play, and 

makes an informed decision as to what resource she finds it best to expend. 

The design only forces the user to make a choice; the design does not force one option to 

be chosen over the other. Ideally – as conducive to proper challenge and in keeping with 

Agency – all that the user is ‘reading’ for her informed decision is the local context in 

which the choice is forced on that user by the design. This is the conversation remaining 
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on topic, and is what the present thesis chooses to classify as First-order Feedforward (Fo-

Ff) – i.e., feedforward that pertains to a direct, first-order observation of conditions for 

making a decision. 

First-order Feedforward (Fo-Ff) implies the user recognizing patterns at a particular 

moment (the moment of being challenged) as anticipated by the design (see Figure 13). 

However, through time spent with the videogame, the user can start to notice patterns in 

how the videogame is designed – patterns that the design did not anticipate the user 

noticing. The challenge which forces the choice on the user (i.e., a choice between different 

kinds of resource) will be made up of certain factors and designed elements. These 

elements in turn will have to follow from other elements and factors as to preserve 

continuity and logic of the gameworld. Before the user reaches the point in play 

(conversational juncture) where she will be challenged and will have to make a choice 

pertaining to resources, she might start picking up hints of the balance of design elements 

that make up that challenge. More properly, the user will begin to pick up symptoms of 

what will turn up as appropriate First-order Feedforward (Fo-Ff) in the local context for 

the action it supports. 
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Figure 13 – Potential Issue with Action-Planning and Aberrant Play in Agency: instead of staying on 

topic with the design’s first-order feedforward, the user can read the context that precedes challenge (second-

order feedforward) – which may provide such a seductive advantage as to ‘compel’ the user to overprepare 

for challenges (i.e., aberrant resource usage), which goes outside the conversation with the design 

 

If the First-order Feedforward (Fo-Ff) is for reading the challenge, then reading that First-

order Feedforward ahead of time and outside the agreed-upon context with the design is a 

‘reading of the reading’ of the challenge. The present thesis calls this Second-order 

Feedforward (So-Ff). Put differently, with First-order Feedforward (Fo-Ff) the user is 

‘playing the game’, but with Second-order Feedforward (So-Ff) the user is instead ‘gaming 

the system’ (as depicted in Figure 13). Where First-order Feedforward (Fo-Ff) is conducive 

to challenge and Agency, Second-order Feedforward (So-Ff) will see the user engaging in 

aberrant play (per Figure 13), accumulating a particular kind of resource before the time 

comes to spend it, and possibly in greater quantity than will be required. This is due to the 

user’s desire to stay ahead of the difficulty curve.  

The desire to stay ahead of the difficulty curve is naturally instilled by the presence of 

challenges in videogames and much of what goes on in a videogame being geared towards 
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dealing with challenges. Second-order Feedforward removes joint commitment to meaning 

by user and design, turns the videogame into a ‘script’ to be read ahead of time instead of 

played and engaged with – doing away with the need for Agency. Users are being 

compelled to circumvent the on-topic conversation (the First-order Feedforward) because 

they have room and opportunity to do so (Second-order Feedforward is possible even if 

not anticipated by the design), and the videogame has trained them to seize what 

advantages they can get (signaling of understandings, rewards, and savings of bio-cost). 

The solution invoked by the feedforward problem is to give Agency a supplementary layer 

of things to do (see Figure 14) without putting pressure on existing First-order 

Feedforward (Fo-Ff). Increasing the number of variables that can go into challenges or 

making them more unpredictable would weaken the feedforward already present in the 

design, as it gives it more bio-cost to cover (more reassurances of potential return of bio-

cost investment to give the user) and increases the intricacy of the conceptual model that 

feedforward needs to support. Users get to make the same number of actions as before, 

with the same reach (impact on the gamestate), but get to enunciate their conversational 

moves with greater nuance as opposed to contributing to the conversation always with the 

standard forms of any number of legal (at a particular juncture) moves. 

The action and its impact are much the same as before, with the user engaging the same 

controls as informed by the same signifiers, constraints, and mappings. However, at the 

moment of commitment (signing off on the action-plan), the videogame suspends stakes 

very briefly and lets the user qualify the action further, e.g., by re-engaging the same control 

on sub-tokens of the original target token in the game. The idea is to provide a 

supplementary mapping by going down a level in a concrete-to-abstract hierarchy. The 

extra mapping is recognized by the conversation (anticipated in the design and factored in 

further commitments) but, being one level down in abstraction, is not enough to make one 

standard form of the action equivalent to an alternative. 
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Figure 14 – Potential Solution for the Issue with Action-Planning: the careful insertion of an extra 

mapping (second-order mapping) at the site of Action-planning brings the acumen of planning in the design 

in line with the acumen of the user that reads second-order feedforward, helping the design keep up with the 

user so that user stays within the conversation 

 

The action is fundamentally the same as it would be absent the extra mapping, but now 

users feel less pressure to rely on the advantage of So-Ff (Second-order Feedforward). 

Factoring in the extra-mapping in predicting the future makes So-Ff less feasible (see 

Figure 14). One issue with feedforward is that users cannot help but do it – the reflective 

nature of action planning means that if the context leading up to challenge becomes 

transparent, users will not be able to prevent themselves from seeing it plainly. An extra-

mapping legitimizes users in choosing not to optimize their action planning beyond the 

scope of the conversation – i.e., stick to the Fo-Ff (First-order Feedforward). Users can 

press on with suboptimal action planning – suboptimal from the standpoint of not having 

benefitted from So-Ff (Second-order Feedforward) – because there is hope that the 

variances from extra-mappings will let them negotiate out of the consequences of 

suboptimal planning. 
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The extra-mapping works as an escape clause that lets users stay with the conversation. The 

extra-mapping naturally incurs some added bio-cost and the need for appropriate support 

from an interaction design perspective. However, steps can be taken to avoid putting too 

much pressure on the existing Fo-Ff (First-order Feedforward). One step can be lowering 

the stakes surrounding the qualifying of the action by the user from an Agency standpoint– 

e.g., pausing a real-time gameworld while the user engages the extra-mapping. Another step 

would be to restrict the impact of the extra-mapping as much as possible short of making 

them Agency-neutral. 

The dangers of So-Ff (Second-order Feedforward) and the attending solution of 

supplemental mappings can apply for example in a single-player videogame where the user 

controls a ship trying to escape a blockade (ship is successfully steered to a segment of the 

edges of a rectangular map). The user plays the videogame by beating successive maps, 

with no persistence between them (zero-state for each map is always the same regardless of 

the user’s state on beating the previous map). The user’s ship is opposed by two kinds of 

enemy ship. Abundant, fast, small ships have guns that deal little damage but can slow 

down the user’s ship and even pin it in place in sufficient numbers as every hit delays the 

response to the user’s commands (both navigation and cannon). This effect is cumulative 

but wears off after a period of time (compounded by accumulation). Rarer, slow-moving, 

big ships have guns that can destroy the user’s ship in two hits. 

Besides navigation, the user has two commands at her disposal – firing a weak cannon with 

infinite ammunition, which can hit only one ship at a time and does only enough damage to 

destroy a small ship in two shots, or firing a strong cannon, which hits in a radius damaging 

many small ships, or can sink a big ship on a direct hit. The strong cannon has a limited 

magazine of five shots, and a mandatory delay period between uses (‘cooldown’). This 

delay grows longer with each successive slot in the magazine left empty (picking up 

ammunition remedies the cooldown). 

Users spawn on a map with less than the five shots, and can pick up additional shots by 

steering the ship into tokens with a preset placement on the map that can be picked up. 

The enemy and user ships have limited range on their cannon, and enemy ships operate on 

a detection radius which recognizes either the user’s ship or another enemy ship whenever 

that other enemy ship detects the user’s ship. Enemy ships therefore start moving towards 

and chasing the user’s ship when it enters their radius, but will also move towards the 

position occupied by another ship when it detects the user. Once they begin moving 
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towards that position, they will start chasing the user’s ship if their radius catches up to the 

user’s ship. Ships cannot fire across land (e.g., islands, atolls). The user’s view is smaller 

than the map’s size, and an arrow (permanent interface element) points towards escape at 

the map’s exit (which lets the user win the map by reaching the exit). 

Weak enemies are more numerous, and can overwhelm the user if left unchecked, pinning 

the user’s ship in place until a larger ship can come into cannon-range. Expending the 

limited strong cannon ammunition on a big ship can leave the user to be piled on by 

smaller ships while her strong cannon cools down before being able to fire again. 

Successive hits by the smaller ships make the user’s weak cannon take more and more time 

to respond, leaving the smaller ships to eat away at the user’s hull. Optimal use of the 

strong cannon would mean sinking a big ship with as many small ships as possible in close 

proximity to it, but seeking this opportunity creates risks for the user.  

So-Ff (Second-order Feedforward) would apply in this example through the extent of non-

transitivity in available actions and through level design (e.g., the placement of atolls, 

enemies, and ammunition pickups). The design phrases non-transitivity on its end – some 

situations justify use of the strong cannon while others are opportunities to save up on it 

and make do with the weak cannon. The user would slowly start thinking in terms of ‘the 

design wants me to use the strong cannon here and I will waste subsequent pickups if I do 

not’ (interactivity and So-Ff) as opposed to ‘I commit to use of the strong cannon here and 

commit to having less of it later’ (Agency and Fo-Ff). This is a second-order signifier as a 

component of So-Ff – e.g., pickups are a symptom of clusters of enemies which are a 

symptom of a map exit. Users will begin to make up correlations between the different 

factors that inform their action planning, and treat certain regularities as symptoms of 

design intent. At that point, users will be going through the motions of guessing at what 

the design wants instead of conversing with the design by making choices.  

The design speaking from a finite set of elements is beneficial. The user thinking multiple 

screens ahead instead of merely reacting to what is on screen at any particular moment 

(e.g., conserving ammunition and later seeing payoff) can also be beneficial. The issue is the 

likelihood of a kind of aberrant play due to the So-Ff (Second-order Feedforward) being 

devised by the user apart from collaboration with the design. 

For instance, users might interpret a sudden uptick in clusters of enemies as a sign of an 

increase in challenge. Users might then end up repeating the map over and over again as 
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their ship sinks due to them conserving ammunition. Then the expected difficulty increase 

fails to materialize, and the users have to ignore pickups due to the ships’ magazine being 

full. On the next map, users seek to be more generous with use of ammunition, only to 

find themselves running out. Their reflection on the design and their failures to advance 

primed them to focus on availability of ammunition pickups, which in turn caused them to 

ignore the tactical opportunity presented by e.g., atolls on the map. The difficulty in the 

latter map would have been surmountable if the user had focused on steering her ship to 

place an atoll between her ship and clusters of enemies, allowing her to use the weaker 

cannon on one ship at a time as they moved around the atoll. 

The above is purely a consequence of lack of persistence between maps and the nature of 

the conversation in videogames – users are primed to keeping improving and keep learning 

out of fear of being left out of the conversation. A situation like the above can affect a 

majority of users depending on the design, and will destroy the contract at the heart of the 

conversation in Agency by taking away the expectation of attainability of understandings. 

The design is committing to a meaning – in this case non-transitivity (some situations 

justify the strong cannon), and the user is too caught up in So-Ff (Second-order 

Feedforward) to be receptive to that meaning, and seeks to force transitivity (use the weak 

cannon in situations that justify the strong cannon), even with finite maps and no 

persistence between maps, where the next map will not reward saved-up ammunition. 

The situation could still occur with procedurally generated maps – the maps would still 

need to be tractable, and users would guess at the tractability in the rules for procedural 

generation instead of guessing at a preset unchanging design. Adding persistence between 

maps would just compound the issues and make the existing Fo-Ff (First-order 

Feedforward) forcibly inadequate. The exit for the So-Ff issue would be to answer the 

user’s desire to talk back at the design (in this case by forcing transitivity of resources even 

when the design discourages this) without burdening interaction at the same level of 

abstraction or higher levels; only those below. This means adding a separate, conditional 

mapping to existing inputs as to not weigh too much on existing Fo-Ff. 

In the design with the ships, using the weak-cannon command could, under specific 

circumstances (e.g., no additional enemy ships are in range or the user ship is not suffering 

from the temporary slowdown from the attack of weak ships) pause the map and bring up 

a menu pane for targeting subsystems of the enemy ship. Selecting different subsystems 

would yield different effects – e.g., selecting the enemy ship’s magazine would cause the 
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ship to explode and cause damage in a radius, while selecting the rudder would force it to 

move in circles without stopping, and destroy ships of equal or smaller size it collides with. 

The above escape clause from designed non-transitivity would take away the user’s motives 

for optimizing their progression through Second-order (misappropriated) Feedforward, 

because they would know that mismanagement of their ammunition reserves could be 

remedied further ahead by seizing opportunities to target subsystems. Already-existing Fo-

Ff (First-order Feedforward) gets some more to do, but the lowering of the stakes (pausing 

the map) means that the added workload for Fo-Ff can be circumscribed to just the 

context of the mapping, i.e., the interface pane for selecting the subsystems of enemy ships 

to target. Some added complexity is introduced, but it is localized – the subsystems 

targeting menu does not compound the overall complexity of interaction as an entirely 

separate command or similar would. 

The given example with the hypothetical design for a ship-videogame is mostly to do with 

non-transitivity. But even with some other meaning being argued, or more meanings and 

more intricate meanings, the tendency of users to devise their own feedforward would 

remain, as would the need to counter this by supplying them with supplemental means of 

adding nuance to their speech acts in Agency. In terms of the eight categories in thesis’ 

concretization of an Agency perspective of videogame design, the design situation with the 

dilemmas and the So-Ff (Second-order Feedforward) consists of users creating their own 

ersatz independent Power to Affect the Gamestate (PAG) from micro-flow (relationship 

between Controls, Tokens, and Verbs categories) and from the Current Gamestate 

category in Macro-Flow, and imposing that ersatz PAG on the actual Possibility Space and 

Rules categories. This effectively cuts the user out of the Personal Play Narrative category, 

as developed together with the design. 

The action planning event as described here consist of Norman’s action planning stage 

relative to the gulf of execution, as relying primarily on the design element of feedback 

(deployed as what Norman calls feedforward – i.e., feedback for execution rather than 

evaluation), together with the reflective level of processing. The feedforward element 

comprises the lower-level design elements of signifiers, constraints, and mappings, and 

operates on and through the user’s conceptual model. 
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8.3 – Goal-Outcome Comparison in an Agency Perspective 

The goal-outcome comparison event depends chiefly on the constraints in the design – i.e., 

they narrow down the possibilities for what could have happened following execution, so 

providing constraints “eases interpretation” (Norman, 2013) as well as guiding action. This 

is the final stage in traversing the gulf of validation, and takes place at the reflective level of 

processing. Below is a design situation of “comparing the outcome with the goal” in terms 

of videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

- In a videogame with a seamless gameworld and where processes and chains of 

events are often formed (begin) outside the user’s view of that gameworld (e.g., 

outside the edges of the view of the virtual camera the user sees the world 

through), the user can experience difficulties in attributing the cause of changes in 

the gameworld that affect her Agency – these difficulties can take away that user’s 

ability to play consequently and experience Agency (i.e., prior commitments to 

meaning fail to inform new commitments to meaning and the ‘conversation’ of 

Agency is broken). 

In the moment that follows the user fully planning, specifying, and enacting a meaningful 

action, all the observable behaviors in the gameworld fall into one of two groups – 

behaviors relevant to that action and the rest of the behaviors. The rest are i.e., those that 

might be relevant to other actions, or not relevant to any actions at all (e.g., behavior is for 

adding verisimilitude to the depiction of the gameworld in the videogame). Depending on 

how much the gameworld runs outside the user’s view in a particular design, behaviors may 

activate outside the user’s view and already be running when they come into view (as 

depicted in Figure 15). In this case, users will not be able to attribute a behavior’s activation 

to its impact in Agency. But even if users do witness the behavior’s activation, they will 

nevertheless need a proper sense of its relationship with their latest action and all actions 

that led up to that action. This means more than users being able to invent an explanation 

for the link between action and behavior; users also need to know that this possibility for 

causation is licit, i.e., that it is specifically anticipated in the design, or that it – at least – fails 

to contravene the design and can end up being helpful in furthering the user’s conversation 

with the design and stay ‘on-topic’). 
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Figure 15 – Potential Issue with Comparing Goal with Outcome in Agency: first-order constraints can 

help focus the user on the local context for action – however Agency in videogames as commitment to 

meaning can beg for commitments that originate outside that context, and first-order constraints can 

obfuscate those other contexts 

 

Norman’s comparison of outcome with the goal at the reflective level is part of 

punctuation. Attributable causation as a condition for interaction holds true in the 

perspective of Norman’s design principles, as it does for Agency in a SoTA definition (see 

Chapter 3), Pragmatics (see section 5.1), and Conversation Theory (Ibid.). Agency in 

videogames requires for the attribution of causation to be possible, in that it lets the user be 

a party to the implicit contract, and allows the conversation to happen from one exchange 

to the other. Punctuation of the conversational exchange in a videogame can – to a 

significant extent – consist of attributing causation. However, Norman’s perspective is 

anchored on the goal – again, as observed in Dubberly et al. (2009b) – meaning that the 

attribution of causation in Norman’s view merely checks for difference or congruence with 

the goal. The outcome suffers comparison while the goal mostly stays fixed. 
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In Norman’s model, the user has a goal for the action, carries out that action, and then 

checks whether or not the outcomes of the action add up to the achievement of the goal 

per the user’s conceptual model. This is not to say that Norman’s model does not allow for 

sub-goals being achieved in pursuit of a larger goal; only that its first-order idea of 

causation mostly deals with whether or not the action works, not what it means. The only 

meaning the design is committing to is what changed from the state immediately preceding 

execution. The user may draw lessons from how much the changes resemble the goal and 

change or adjust subsequent actions (user reflects on past, present, and future). However – 

if the results are correct, unequivocal in feedback, and fit the conceptual model as coming 

from the action as to being repeatable – largely the road-taken matters. With second-order 

attributed causation – like in the Agency perspective of videogame design in the present 

thesis – the roads not-taken matter just as much as the road-taken, even when things work. 

Execution – effecting changes – is not enough on its own for the conversations in Agency. 

The road-taken (the chain of actions that leads to the outcome that does get actualized) 

only speaks to the fact that changes took place and that these changes might fit a definition 

of success that is desired by the user. This is interactivity as opposed to Agency, despite 

constraints and feedback investing actions with meaning. The design has to commit to 

further meanings than whether or not something works (as mentioned in the caption for 

Figure 15). As for users, in first-order attributed causation they express themselves through 

the sheer fact of a desired result. If the action is effective as well as efficient (in terms of 

bio-cost) and feedback is good enough that they are satisfied that no (clearly) better way of 

doing things was available, then it might make no difference to users whether there was 

one option or several. 

Plain successful execution – i.e., showing that there was ‘one’ way of doing things – is not 

enough for the second-order attribution of causation required by the Agency perspective of 

the present thesis. This is due to bio-cost and the need to signal any and all attainable 

understandings rather than just one understanding. Thus, in a videogame users express 

themselves by taking one of several possible actions where there was ultimately no practical 

reason for taking one action over the other (i.e., when the user first begins playing all licit 

options are equally valid). Users then follow through by persisting with the option of their 

choosing even as the other options lose validity and the users lose choice – i.e., the users 

commit to the meaning they were expressing together with the design and in a 

conversation with the design, and follow through on this commitment. This cycle can be 
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re-iterated multiple times, while subsets of equally valid choices keep appearing. This is the 

importance of roads not-taken to second-order attributed causation. 

With Agency, users need to not only know that their latest action was successful and to 

some extent how and why it was successful (i.e., the road-taken), but they also need to 

know that there were other equally valid options and (again to some extent) how and why 

each of these options could have been equally successful. Furthermore, users need to know 

the degree of similarity and divergence between each of the options and between each 

option and the road-taken. Finally, users need to know how the tradeoffs in those options 

map to those of the road-taken. All of this knowledge needs to be available to the user – 

or, in the terms of conversation theory, exist as attainable understandings whose 

attainability is signaled through the conversation with the design. Even if first order 

attributed causation is well supported with good first-order feedback and good first-order 

constraints, Agency can still be lost if the roads not-taken cannot be fully integrated into 

the user’s conceptual model as part of the ongoing interaction – where the user is forced to 

stop interacting and step outside the conversation to learn about relevant aspects of the 

conversation by rote. 

Norman is preoccupied with failure states – for Norman, users reflect on the action 

already-taken especially when the outcome fails to match the goal and users seek to revise 

their conceptual model and re-attempt the action. With first-order attributed causation, 

users also reflect on the how and why of an action being successful for the sake of the 

action becoming reliably repeatable. With a videogame however, the point is less successful 

execution in and of itself, and more that execution helping to exhaust the conversational 

possibilities in a particular chain of meanings. Users reflect on their latest action in order to 

look to the future – not just for getting it right again the next time they carry out the action, 

but also to commit to meaning beyond mere successful execution. 

Attributed causation is important to interaction in Norman’s view; added designedness 

from Agency makes it even more important to videogames. The upset of roles from 

Agency gives attributed causation more to do – more information needs to be made 

properly available to users (i.e., smoothly integrated into the conceptual model mid-

interaction) such as the roads not-taken, their relationships with each other and the road-

taken, and more. The means for first-order attributed causation – namely constraints – can 

actually work against making all of this information properly available (i.e., user ends up 

having to stop interacting and step outside the conversation). 
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First-order constraints work to narrow down the information load the user needs to handle 

in attributing causation by limiting what could have gone differently with the action – what 

could have gone wrong as well as what went right. Constraints “exert control” over the 

permissible set of options, “dramatically reducing the memory load” (Norman, 2013, p.82). 

As much as this helps with clarifying the road-taken, it can – in the presence of Agency – 

obfuscate the roads not-taken, destroying Agency. Again, the road-taken is about letting 

users feel satisfied that there was no better way of doing things, while the roads not-taken 

are about maintaining that there were other, equally valid options. From the standpoint of a 

successful action, first-order constraints retroactively validate the user’s last action by 

confirming that there was no better way by disqualifying alternatives. The better first-order 

constraints are at this, the more the alternatives – the roads not-taken – are removed from 

the user’s conceptual model. 

First-order constraints are designed into the artifact itself – they are communicated to the 

user using the same channels as everything else about the artifact. Second-order 

constraints, by contrast (see Figure 16) are communicated outside those channels. They are 

connected to the artifact and its usage, but their nature differs from most other design 

elements in the artifact in some way with each design. First-order constraints are positioned 

to block the user’s reflection from being spread too thinly, and are more or less static and 

passive – they are permanently available, waiting to be encountered by users as they 

navigate the artifact. In the comparison of the goal and outcome (attributed causation), 

first-order constraints regulate what the user could have done, and do so always in the 

same way. Second-order constraints regulate how much the first-order constraints apply (as 

depicted in Figure 16), and so can dynamically direct the breadth and depth of the user’s 

reflection on outcomes. 

Where the first-order constraints are always there waiting for the user, second-order 

constraints actively cut in on interaction from their position more or less outside the 

artifact, and only by being triggered by specific junctures in interaction. Users will be forced 

to go outside the artifact whenever they require more information than what is available 

through sheer conversation with the design through the artifact. The increased 

informational load necessitated by Agency (roads not-taken) can qualify as a reason to go 

outside the artifact if something like second-order constraints is absent. 
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Figure 16 – Potential Solution for the Issue with Comparing Goal with Outcome: much as first-order 

constraints regulate what ‘could’ have happened in regards to the relationship between outcome and goal, the 

addition of second-order constraints can regulate the first-order constraints, preventing them from 

obfuscating the ‘roads not-taken’ required for attributing cause in Agency in videogames 

 

Second-order constraints preempt the user going outside the artifact by being positioned in 

alternate channels of communication. Instead of the user breaking away from the design, 

the design follows the user outside the artifact with the second-order constraints. The 

second-order constraints are connected to the design and can bounce the user’s reflection 

back towards the rest of the design and the conversation. The exact way in which the 

second-order constraints break with the nature of the artifact constitutes a form of 

signaling in itself, and provides added coverage to the additional informational load in the 

roads not-taken (per Figure 16). 

Norman recalls the concepts of short-term or working memory (which he initializes as 

“STM”, 2013, p.92) and long-term memory (as “LTM”, 2013, p.95) from psychology, and 

discusses their implications for design work (Norman, 2013). Again, Norman merely 

touches upon these concepts – the knowingly rough approximations are meant to better 
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suit practitioner thinking. Given the already-mentioned relationship between constraints 

and memory, Norman’s treatment of the structure of memory stands to provide a criterion 

for when constraints are most needed.  

Norman explains that the “traditional measures of STM capacity range from five to seven, 

but from a practical point of view, it is best to think of it as holding only three to five 

items” (Norman, 2013, p.94). For a given outcome, if users are faced with generally more 

than three and potentially more than five different ways of reading or interpreting the 

outcome relative to a goal they have set, then constraints need to be present to retroactively 

invalidate a sufficient number of those interpretations (enough to reliably bring their 

number down to three to five). Simplified for practice, this means that if more than three 

to five outcomes can contribute to one goal or if more than three to five goals can be 

satisfied by one outcome the user is dealing with too much complexity and constraints 

need to narrow it down. The same goes for outcomes that could have originated with more 

than three to five actions (for repeatability in case the outcome matches the goal or revision 

if it does not). This is for first-order constraints. 

For second order constraints, the three-to-five rule still applies, but in a second-order view. 

If the user is dealing with more than three to five different kinds of relationship between 

roads taken and not-taken (regardless of the number of individual identifiable ‘roads’), 

second-order constraints need to cut in at the right moment for users to attribute causation 

properly (confidently rank the different kinds of relationship according to their criticality 

for attributing causation). This also works to resolve conflicts between the roads not-taken 

and existing first-order constraints. When users start their reflective evaluation, they take 

into account how any first-order constraints present can block alternatives, so they can get 

a clear-picture of the road-taken. In the next moment of reflective evaluation, the user 

witnesses the design carry out the conversational act of inserting second-order constraints, 

which partially invalidate the blocking effect of the first-order constraints. Users do not 

suddenly forget what the first-order constraints were telling them; instead their attention 

shifts to considering the alternatives, after understanding the road-taken. 

The three to five rule with second-order constraints can apply for example in a videogame 

with a large (extends past user view) continuous gameworld, AI opponents with the same 

stakes and abilities as the user and their own agendas (different AI ‘factions’ can oppose 

one another as well as the user faction), as well as some sort of hidden-information 

mechanic (e.g., ‘fog of war’). In such a videogame, behaviors that are relevant to the 
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outcomes and goals of the user can be triggered outside the user’s view of the gameworld. 

Any given action on the user’s part occurs in the context of the preset configuration of the 

gameworld (e.g., topography), but also in the context of actions already taken by AI 

opponents and even their subsequent potential follow-up moves. An outcome to an action 

that would be conducive to a user’s goal in most circumstances can end up actually 

detracting from the goal given a particular mix of AI opponent actions and happenstance. 

In the new gamestate – in the moment that follows the user’s action – the outcome might 

even count as prohibitive opportunity costs rather than the user’s envisioned goal-state. 

Actions that were previously known by users to repeatedly exclude certain outcomes might 

end up leading to those outcomes after all – users need to come to grips with the sensitivity 

of these relationships in order to compare goals and outcomes towards setting future goals. 

The three-to-five rule here is second-order – i.e., a count of cross-referenced factors 

instead of counting each datum. Information required by the user includes relationships 

between: the user’s road-taken, the roads-taken of AI opponents inasmuch they factor in 

the user’s own road-taken, the user’s roads not-taken, the roads-taken of AI opponents 

inasmuch they would have factored in the user’s roads not-taken, and the roads not-taken 

of the AI opponents as much as they could have factored in the user’s roads taken and not-

taken. Supporting the user in considering these many factors can warrant second-order 

constraints. 

In the above example, the second-order constraints would have to cut in at a moment of 

heightened stakes. Such a moment could be a high-risk and high-reward maneuver by the 

user, where an identifiable portion of the user’s capabilities for affecting the gamestate are 

directly gambled against a portion of the capabilities of AI opponents. This could be, e.g., a 

‘vizier’ character or token being tasked by the user to ‘assassinate’ a vizier belonging to an 

opponent, with ‘viziers’ being the means through which an empire’s policies and actions 

are implemented in the videogame. Taking out the opponent’s vizier would create a setback 

not just for the AI opponent’s ability to act, but would also compromise the opponent’s 

ability to sense future gamestates and capitalize on all subsequent gains (e.g., economic, 

diplomatic). 

Failing to take out the vizier would result in the same kind of setback for the user. Taking 

out the vizier but being caught is an intermediate penalty state, with fuzzier penalties (e.g., 

added mistrust in diplomatic dealings, heightened predisposition of AI opponents towards 

assassinating the user’s viziers in the future). The success or failure could be handled by a 
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random check against a probability score, affected by a number of modifiers. These 

modifiers could reflect actions taken by both the assassinating vizier and the target vizier – 

e.g., the target vizier has been implementing benevolent policies, and is so well-loved that a 

passerby sacrifices himself to save the vizier’s life. 

Once the vizier attempted an assassination, the user would reflect on the outcome, and 

compare that outcome to the intended changes to the balance of power relative to the AI 

opponents, given the preceding actions of all participants and the potential future actions 

of all participants. First-order (or embedded) constraints would, e.g., only allow the user to 

enact the assassination move if the attempt would succeed due to all modifiers being 

sufficiently favorable. This would tell the user nothing about what commitments lead to 

that scenario or what the alternatives would have been – i.e., how to push on with Agency 

on that particular front. Presenting a list of factors along with a warning pane that the 

assassination is not allowed would not improve matters – this would take users out of the 

conversation, and users would have to stop to read the list and hypothesize the weighing of 

factors all by themselves, and this still might not give them the required insights, and would 

create uncertainty as to what the design wants from the user.  

Given the heightened stakes of the vizier carrying out an assassination, a live-edited pre-

rendered cutscene could play out at this juncture. This cutscene – and the fact of it being 

live-edited – could work as source of second-order constraints, imposed not on the 

videogame but on the user’s conceptual model directly. The cutscene – being pre-rendered 

and interjected over the user’s view of the gameworld – communicates in a different 

channel than the videogame, i.e., works as a second-order constraint. Different versions of 

each scene in the cutscene’s edit would reflect the relevant modifiers to the success score 

of the assassination, while illustrating their originating circumstances. This would be, e.g., 

instead of stating (with text) the vizier’s benevolent track-record and noting that this 

complicates the assassination, the cutscene could actually depict a passerby being moved 

and outraged by the assassination attempt and sacrificing himself to save the vizier – as 

opposed to a different version of the same scene where a not-as-devoted passerby chooses 

not to intervene. By watching one instance of the cutscene, the user would be effectively 

informed of the road-taken; by watching successive instances of cutscenes for multiple 

actions, users would end up noting similarities and differences between versions of scenes 

in the live-edit. Continued exposure to the different versions would work as a form of 

signaling of understandings and their attainability (per conversation theory). 
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The cutscene’s handling of the subject matter would have to differ from that of the 

videogame proper – e.g., if the videogame depicts grand strategy played out over months 

and years, affecting the fates of faceless multitudes, then the cutscene should be intimate, 

showing events at ground-level, played out in brief moments. This departure in point of 

view would reassure the user that the design is acknowledging the user’s attention 

wandering off to consider the roads not-taken as opposed to focusing on the normal 

course of playing the videogame (roads-taken bracketed by first-order constraints). Because 

the design is going as far as to depart from the usual point of view of the videogame and 

subvert it for the sake of signaling the user, this translates to an unequivocal endorsement 

of the user taking the opportunity to consider the roads not-taken. The user is reassured 

the design is not about to sneak in new challenges while the user is distracted pondering on 

her roads not-taken up to that point. 

In terms of the eight categories in the thesis’ artifact, the design situation for illustrating 

comparison between goal and outcome as designedness and role-upset consists of 

unsustainably large sets of Rules – more than three to five – intervening in every instance 

of Power to Affect the Gamestate (PAG), where there is usually limited or no overlap 

between sets. This obscures updates to the Current Gamestate and cuts off the Possibility 

Space. This warrants targeted suspensions of all micro-flow at certain sites for PAG 

transfers. This is, i.e., the videogame artifact being temporarily frozen (all Controls, Verbs, 

Tokens, and PAG), and another artifact being interjected. This interjected artifact contains 

the second-order constraints and is sufficiently distinguishable from the videogame artifact 

as to be static, non-interactive, or other. The interjection de-emphasizes the Current 

Gamestate and reassures the user that widening focus momentarily to see more of the 

Possibility Space is legitimate from the standpoint of the conversation – i.e., at that point, 

meanings are being mutually committed to with wider and shallower punctuation.  

 

 

8.4 – Specifying the Action-Sequence in an Agency Perspective 

The action-specification event pertains to the user’s conceptual model (namely 

expectations). Specifying the action sequence is the second step in bridging the gulf of 

execution, and takes place at the behavioral level of processing. Below is a design situation 

of action-specification in terms of videogame design in an Agency perspective. 
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- In a videogame containing challenges that emphasize low-level execution, 

continued exposure to those challenges can lead users to begin treating one action 

sequence as a single block (or treat a few select action sequences as blocks out of a 

wider set of possible valid sequences that could be assembled as blocks), which 

pulls the user out of the conversation, prevents the user from properly considering 

equally valid alternatives, and makes Agency give way to plain interactivity. 

The conflict here is to do with the nature of mastery. Action-specification is meant to 

eventually become effortless through continued use. Norman explicitly associates 

procedural knowledge – the knowledge of skilled expertise – with the behavioral level 

(where action-specification takes place), describing it as “largely subconscious” (Norman, 

2013, p.51). Given certain regularities in the goals for usage, end-users should begin to 

assemble appropriate action sequences automatically with their own idiosyncrasies thrown 

in, freeing themselves to focus on higher-order goals – e.g., drivers learn to operate their 

vehicles without minding every single gesture and how they fit together. The action 

sequence of driving will be overall the same regardless of destination; drivers can let their 

preferences and tics slip into the low-level of usage in whatever way feels the most 

comfortable or appropriate, and focus on what route to take to their destination. 

Videogames also seek to let users win mastery, with lower-level inputs becoming trivial 

while users look to higher-level considerations (viz. McEntee, 2012). However, mutual 

commitment to meaning (from Agency) in videogames means that if the design is visibly 

committing to meanings at a particular level of abstraction, then the user has to also 

commit at that level of abstraction (see Figure 17). If the videogame phrases its challenges 

(challenges being one of the chief ways in which videogames commit to meaning) at a low-

level of execution, then users will have to ‘mean’ each of the low-level actions with which 

they respond to those challenges. Videogames can only let the formulation of action-

sequences become automated to a certain degree – if that formulation is automated past 

the threshold at which the videogame commits to meaning, Agency will be removed (as 

depicted on Figure 17). 
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Figure 17 – Potential Issue with Specifying the Action Sequence in Agency: users specify their action 

sequence in Agency on a case-by-case basis while keeping up with the design conversationally (specify at the 

lowest level the design phrases actions) – however, users can develop expectations about their expectations 

(second-order expectations) and spend bio-cost in specifying a ‘one size fits all’ sequence to get out of having 

to specify again (spend bio-cost again), which takes them out of the conversation 

 

Automation – or more properly, relatively unconscious selection of the action sequence – 

can in the extreme take the form of an entire action-sequence being handled by the user as 

a single block-concept rather than an articulation of what the user perceives as individual 

actions. Reaching the point of a single block prevents the user from meaning each of the 

actions in the action sequence (see Figure 17). This is not to say that no skilled expertise 

should be gained; only that users need to not completely lose sight of the individual actions 

– no matter how much they become used to those actions as part of a preferred action 

sequence. Having a preferred action sequence can therefore lead to a ‘one size fits all’ 

approach to the conversation, where valid alternatives exist (user can compose alternative 

sequences from individual actions) but the user is tempted to use the learned (internalized 

as a block) preferred customary sequence. The single-block sequence represents a deeper 
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expenditure of bio-cost in the past (memorizing all the steps until they are automated) with 

no added bio-cost expenditures in the present and future. 

The desire to justify the sunk costs (and the aversion to making bio-cost expenditures if 

they can be helped) will lead users to employ the single-block whenever possible instead of 

actually conversing with the situation being posed by the design (i.e., tailoring a new 

sequence from the individual actions on up). Users will do this even if the single-block is a 

noticeably sub-optimal response to the situation and alternatives would be better – this is 

part of ceasing to engage in the conversation due to loss of individual actions in the single-

block. It should be noted that users might not choose to expend bio-cost to learn the 

single-block, and they can end up with a ‘one size fits all approach’ simply due to over-

exposure. To borrow the concepts previously introduced for examining the goal-outcome 

comparison event, the single-block not only does away with the precursors to the road-

taken, it eliminates the precursors to the road not-taken as well. 

The problem with the threshold for skilled expertise (lowest level of abstraction at which 

the design commits to meanings) is second-order expectations. This is users configuring 

their expectations apart from the conversation – i.e., extra bio-cost is sunk into automating 

a preferred action sequence so that no future bio-cost is spent in tailoring action-sequences 

on a case by case basis (as depicted on Figure 17). The ‘expectation of expectation’ here is 

that the automated sequence will be good enough (on balance given the bio-cost savings) 

to count as successful execution in all or nearly all cases (thus letting the user move further 

along in the videogame). Instead of iterating on expectations through conversation with the 

design, users end up averaging out what the design might ask of them, and from that point 

on go with a ‘one size fits all’ sequence, in isolation from the design. The behavioral level at 

which specification of the action sequence takes place is “driven by expectations” as 

pointed out by Norman (2013, p.55) – in that the user checks for difference and 

congruence with expected behavior per the existing conceptual model, and then works to 

update this conceptual model. The design elicits expectations and draws them from the 

user’s conceptual model through feedforward (signifiers, constraints, and mappings), but 

the conceptual model is what the user relies on to specify the action sequence. Second-

order expectations bar the design from intervening in the user’s conceptual model (the user 

comes up with a ‘finished’ static conceptual model for the rest of their play). 

Users can fall into a single-block, ‘one size fits all action sequence’ by accident – simply by 

following the natural course of taking part in the conversation. The design does not need 
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to be especially repetitious in the way it phrases challenges – the user simply needs to 

encounter interaction difficulties (i.e., bio-cost sinks and wasted bio-cost) and the user’s 

own solution (sinking more bio-cost into automating a sequence in order to cease spending 

bio-cost altogether) happens to get there (to the site of the user’s difficulties) before the 

design’s own support for dealing with those difficulties. The working of such a ‘solution’ 

will likely be more or less unconscious on the user’s part, as this all takes place at the 

behavioral level, same as the ordinary specification of the action sequence.  

The expectation that negative valences should continue (e.g., anxiety, confusion) drives the 

user to unilaterally draw up a less sensitive (one-size-fits-all with averaged adequacy) 

conceptual model. Ordinary first-order expectations are causing problems, and so users 

create their own, second-order expectations. These become the user’s expectations outside 

the conversation, looking in. The user with these conversationally-illegitimate expectations 

only then starts checking for how the expectations inside the conversation (legitimate and 

agreed-upon with the design) will turn out. 

Users can be prevented from forming second-order expectations by reasserting the 

behavioral (feeling emotions) nature of specifying the action sequence (see Figure 18). For 

this to happen, the very lowest level of abstraction at which the design visibly phrases 

meanings needs to be essentially intractable for users – i.e., so fine-grained that users 

cannot precisely parse the nature of its execution. This prevents users from including that 

lowest level in their execution in a single-block action sequence, which in turn prevents the 

single-block from forming altogether (as depicted in Figure 18). 

Second-order expectations let users escape the emotional (bio-cost) entanglements of the 

behavioral level; one excessively (intractably) fine-grained level of abstraction in execution 

forces users to execute by feel (i.e., go by fine-grained feedback in the moment and with 

limited feedforward). Users will be then leaving a margin of uncertainty in the action 

sequence they are specifying. Users will only be able to deal with this margin of uncertainty 

when they are carrying out the sequence – i.e., only when they reach the lowest level of 

abstraction in the actions in the sequence. Those actions can still be specified; they cannot 

however be specified in such detail as to allow a single-block to form (due to being too 

fine-grained). 
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Figure 18 – Potential Solution for the Issue with Specifying the Action Sequence: making the individual 

actions specified in the sequence too fine-grained (in execution, variance, etc.), the user is prevented from 

memorizing one sequence by rote, and has to specify the action sequence on a case-by-case basis 

 

Normal specification of the action sequence consists of users making use of whatever they 

have been able to learn about the system. Again, skilled user behavior and users 

unconsciously carrying out the steps in the sequence are desirable design outcomes; the 

problem is when users go past that threshold – i.e., the choice of the sequence becomes 

unconscious (against all valid alternative sequences) as opposed to just the execution of the 

sequence itself being unconscious. If the smallest aspects of execution cannot be 

anticipated in detail however, users are forced back into a state of having to play by 

emotion (behaviorally), without being able to rely on second-order expectations (as shown 

in Figure 18). 

Users are still making use of whatever they have been able to learn about the system, and 

are deploying their skilled expertise and playing to their feelings (first-order expectations). 

However, an obstacle prevents them from going past that and into merging of all their 

actions into a single block disengaged from the conversation. This obstacle is the overly 
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fine-grained portion of execution. This obstacle keeps the users in the conversation by 

preventing them from forming the second-order expectations that can happen in Agency. 

Room for second-order expectations and the warranted fine-grained portion of execution 

can apply for example in a videogame where the user has to control a character that breaks 

large rocks and has to push chunks of rock onto the path of channels being cut by 

floodwater as a river breaks its banks, with the chunks of rock acting as improvised levies 

for stemming a flood and preventing it from submerging a nearby village. Here the 

dilemma (challenge) could be e.g., not focusing too much on one spot in the surge of 

water, under pain of the flood swelling on another spot and proceeding towards the village 

with added force, faster than the user would be able to keep up. The time-attack challenge 

could be explicit (a timer until the village is evacuated by emergency services offscreen) or 

inexplicit (user simply has to deal with the dynamics of the rising water however it 

develops). Nevertheless, the challenge would entail prioritizing surges in the front of rising 

water – the user would have to keep moving, finding rocks to break at the opportune times 

and close enough to a surge, and e.g., weigh breaking a rock that is further away from a 

surge (and then suffer through the time it would take to push the rock up to the path of the 

water) against ignoring that surge and moving on to a different surge with a rock closer by. 

In the example above, the lowest level at which the design commits to meaning is the idea 

of how matter works in the world of that videogame – how the flood works, how the force 

of the surging water cuts channels across land, how the large rocks break into chunks, how 

those chunks can be moved across land, and how they can fit into channels on the ground 

and work as stops to stem the flow of water. The user makes matching commitments to 

those of the design, at that same level, through the actions of breaking up the rocks and 

pushing them onto the channels. Through the challenge posed by the flood, the user would 

experience both positive and negative valences – e.g., anxiety followed by relief. 

Good interaction design (in a first-order perspective) would dictate that the actions of 

breaking the rocks and pushing them onto channels should fit into fixed parameters, or at 

least parameters that vary coarsely enough, and with a reduced enough range that they can 

be easily remembered, read, parsed, and anticipated. These parameters would be, e.g., the 

time it takes for a rock to yield chunks once reached and activated, or the rock’s behavior 

while being pushed. The time for yielding chunks and the rate of movement of the rock 

while being pushed should conform to a fixed quantity so that they could be learned by the 
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user, or at least vary in predictable ways (steady curves for variance), or be affected by 

other factors predictably. 

After all, the user is already dealing with the stress of monitoring the flood and dilemmas in 

prioritizing threats; the actions themselves should be predictable, to help the user make 

decisions – i.e., user learns the time it takes to perform each action, and specifies action 

sequences accordingly to deal with challenges, with growing skill. However, preventing the 

formation of second-order expectations requires the consistency of these behaviors to be 

spoiled – e.g., by introducing random factors into how fast rocks travel while being pushed, 

or how the flood behaves, and so forth. This means that an initially-specified action 

sequence might need to be re-specified on the fly. The user could still enjoy the benefits of 

well-learned skilled behavior, but would need to be on the lookout for some ‘fuzziness’ in 

how the action sequence plays out – and how well that action sequence might suit the 

circumstances. If halfway through the sequence the parameters (how fast rocks travel, etc.) 

become unfavorable, the user would already be accustomed to going by feel, preventing 

second-order expectations from forming and shutting the user out of the conversation of 

Agency with the design. 

The solution of introducing random factors in object behaviors – i.e., pushing the fine-

grainedness of those behaviors past the point at which the user can build them into a ‘one-

size fits all’ action sequence – essentially acknowledges the more serious difficulties the user 

might experience. The user senses the design is acknowledging her current difficulties, 

which might convince the user to wait for better support from the design’s part in 

specifying future action sequences – instead of going ahead and specifying a ‘one-size fits 

all’ sequence to avoid losing bio-cost to those difficulties in the future. 

With consistent object-behaviors still in place (and the possibility of second-order 

expectations allowed), the best case scenario is that the user’s skilled behavior will 

successfully traverse negative and positive valences a sufficient number of times to 

structure the user’s first-order expectations. In this scenario the user ends up specifying 

action sequences time and time again through skilled behavior. This would be the user 

actively engaging in the conversation and actually responding to the evolving conditions of 

the flood, specifying action sequences (without having to think about individual actions due 

to learned skills per normal specification) on a case-by-case basis. However, due to the 

execution aspect of challenge in the game (successfully breaking, moving, and positioning 

chunks of rock) and pressure being put on users while they develop skilled behavior, 
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second-order expectations are just as likely to develop. In the best case scenario (without a 

one-size-fits-all sequence), the user would deal with changing relative positions for all the 

relevant elements – the controllable avatar-character (the character that signifies the user 

‘doing’ all the rock breaking and pushing), available rocks, and the fronts in the flood and 

newly opened channels (that need to be blocked). A user with second-order expectations 

on the other hand would instead simply memorize one relative positioning of all these 

elements and run across the gameworld trying to find them all in that one positioning 

Users doing this due to second-order expectations would pass up on equally valid, different 

positions of the elements. Because that one particular distribution of the elements had 

seemed to more or less work at a point where the user was unsure of what to do (the 

negative emotional valences driving up bio-cost expenditure), the user took a momentary 

extra hit to bio-cost (memorized a distribution of water surges, channels, and rocks), and 

then gave up on investing bio-cost. Locked away behind their second-order expectations, 

users will try to ‘solve’ their attempt at stopping the flood (one ‘try’ at a ‘level’, ‘mission’, or 

similar concept in the game) by repeatedly trying to fit their memorized distribution to the 

evolving situation with the flood, hoping that it fits enough times and in the right way to 

‘win’ the level for them. That user will then lose – sometimes the memorized sequence will 

thwart their attempt early on, sometimes it will work a few times and only lose them the 

level later. This will make the initial apparent-arbitrariness of the game (that had spurred 

second-order expectations to form) even more pronounced for users, causing them to 

retreat into second-order expectations even more. 

Users with second-order expectations will keep losing and having to restart the level or 

mission (formal instance of play) over and over again as they try to make good on their 

memorized distribution – to justify the extra bio-cost they sunk into memorizing the 

sequence, and to try and succeed in never having to commit any more bio-cost (i.e., follow 

through on their second-order expectations). In the event that the memorized distribution 

works well enough, often enough, and in the right way to let the user ‘win’ the level or even 

the entire game, then the appearance of arbitrariness will be maximized – users will write-

off Agency in that videogame, and will have difficulty believing that a conversation was 

ever available to them in the videogame. 

In terms of the eight categories from the present thesis’ artifact, the design situation for 

illustrating specification of the action sequence as designedness and role-upset consists of 

the Controls category cutting directly to Power to Affect the Gamestate (PAG) without 
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first going through the Tokens category and the Verbs category. This is due to the 

Possibility Space category happening to be misread (user stops being able to read the 

Possibility Space from the Current Gamestate), likely because of some past stumbling-

block of difficulty. This in turn lets the Controls cut directly to the Personal Play Narrative, 

and become that Narrative – i.e., the user is merely iterating through a single scheme of 

execution; not holding a conversation of Agency with the design. This can be prevented by 

making a portion of the Controls category more fine-grained that what general principles 

of interaction design would suggest – that is, fine-grained beyond the expectable capacity 

of human memory to fully model on the fly and retain that model in memory. This can be 

e.g., the relationship between a control input and an associated Verb not being bijective, 

and instead the same input yielding different behaviors (Verb), forcing multiple inputs 

instead of an anticipated single input. Users can still account and anticipate for the Controls 

(know the boundaries of Controls) as part of planning and structuring their conduct; they 

simply can no longer model the impact of Controls exhaustively, and so are forced to 

meaningfully engage with the Tokens and the Verbs, thus restoring the conversation. 

 

 

8.5 – Interpreting the Perception in an Agency Perspective 

The perception-interpretation event depends on mappings in the design and is described by 

Norman as the second step in bridging the gulf of validation, taking place at the behavioral 

level of processing. Below is a design situation of ‘interpreting the perception’ in terms of 

videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

- In a videogame with multiple equally relevant play-variants (i.e., as opposed to 

‘minigames’ or similar) where the play-variants both affect each other and resolve 

themselves into a single thread of the conversation, the user may have difficulty 

correctly attributing outcomes to either variant – which takes away the user’s ability 

to play consequently (commit to meanings). 

In this example, ‘play-variants’ could be e.g., two consecutive ‘missions’ or similar concept 

for presenting play content to the user, where each mission belongs to a different ‘mission-

type’ – they are played similarly and share mappings, and are played at the same level of 

abstraction, but have different stakes, and have a few mappings which they do not share. 

This presents the design task of helping users group the mappings – mappings which are 
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the same across missions, mappings which are different but matter from one mission to the 

next, and mappings which are different but do not matter. An added difficulty for 

videogame design in an Agency perspective would come from the mappings in the 

previous ‘mission’ somehow regulating the availability of mappings in the subsequent 

mission – e.g., in how the mappings in the previous ‘mission’ were engaged or whether or 

not a few were skipped or in what order were they engaged. 

As already mentioned, users operate at a behavioral level by comparing past and present, 

i.e., emotionally position themselves relative to the current state of affairs by positing what 

kind of trend the current state represents compared to what they perceive to be the history 

of the state. As Norman explains (2013, p.52), they are not examining past and present 

(absolute value for present state or for past states), but working off their variance (positive 

or negative sale between states). In the behavioral step of traversing the gulf of evaluation, 

the user is not gathering a momentary impression or judging an outcome. The momentary 

impression would be visceral – a first step and what Norman notes is only a precursor to 

actual emotion. Judging the outcome (assigning blame or worth and more) would be 

reflective – a final (third) step and would require conjecturing rather than noticing variance. 

This is in some respects similar to the design situation previously suggested for Comparing 

Goal and Outcome (see section 8.3). That situation and the situation for Interpreting the 

Perception however differ in terms of point of view of structure, and therefore of 

punctuation and propagation of complexity through structure (viz. Watzlawick & Beavin, 

1967 – see section 5.1). This matters for the Agency perspective of videogame design in the 

present thesis. The videogame design problem in section 8.3 is the potential for users not 

being able to reflect when they should, which takes them out of playing the videogame 

altogether (they stop playing the videogame and have to think outside the conversation 

with the videogame). Where the design problem in section 8.3 was users not reflecting 

when they should, the design problem with Interpreting the Perception is users reflecting 

when they shouldn’t – when they are at a behavioral stage. In section 8.3 there was the 

potential for users to misattribute entire behaviors. With Interpreting the Perception, given 

one particular behavior in the gameworld (specifically an action on the user’s part in this 

case), users might misattribute which mappings are associated with that one behavior, and 

how. Given the full range of mappings available, users need to be able to group them 

together relative to one action or another, by feel – i.e., behaviorally, without having to 

reflect. 
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The dilemma of designedness and role upset for Interpreting the Perception in an Agency 

perspective is to do with the necessarily behavioral nature of interpreting the perception. 

Users cannot expend too much bio-cost in interpreting the perception, otherwise they have 

just skipped ahead to the reflective stage and ground interaction to a halt – i.e., failed to 

take the intermediate steps and harness the support offered by those intermediate steps. 

Without the support from the intermediate steps they have to step outside the conversation 

and do analysis in hope of getting the knowledge they need. 

The behavioral step in evaluation serves as a pivot, enough to actually re-orient the user 

(more than an impression) without forcing users to stop relying on already-acquired 

knowledge (i.e., less than conjecture). Subsequent to an instance of execution, this 

evaluation-pivot lets the user learn from previous positions taken relative to the system. 

Preceding the instance of execution, the pivot lets users make use of whatever sense of the 

system they have acquired, and position themselves accordingly. With the pivot, users are 

interpreting their perception of the action possibilities – not fully developing that 

perception (the final step), but taking the preceding, necessarily more economical (in terms 

of bio-cost) and briefer step of checking to see if that perception still holds – if so, how 

much (by how the user feels) – and what they can do with it. 

This is achieved through mappings – visible correspondence between concepts in the 

design. Mappings constitute both achievable understandings themselves (to bring in the 

term from Conversation Theory) and allow users – through their gauging of their 

perceptions – to check on the availability of other understandings. Put differently, the 

evaluation-pivot not only lets users re-orient themselves, it also propels interaction (signals 

availability and helps signal that understandings are available). It should be stressed that, 

much like the prevalent design element in any of the other stages, mappings do not ensure 

interpretation of the perception on their own. Mappings let users check to see if their 

conceptual model is anticipated in the design, and other design elements besides mappings 

end up indirectly helping interpretation of the perception. An example would be 

constraints, which also play a part in validation (viz. comparing goal and outcome event) 

trickling down from higher-level validation (the last step) to help the user group mappings 

together, i.e., the user can see which mappings matter more directly for interpreting one 

action (still at the behavioral level), and which mappings should be considered at a later 

stage even though they still matter (reflective level). 
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The grouping of mappings through some kind of ‘trickling down’ from the reflective level 

cannot be too present (see Figure 19), much less be required for the user to be able to 

handle interpreting the perception. Interpreting the perception is where users normally 

make sense of the mappings and come away with feelings about the adequacy of their 

conceptual models. Agency however – due to its very nature – begs for commitments to 

meaning to traverse different regions of the conversation. This would be, e.g., in a 

videogame, the design phrases a challenge (committing to meaning) in one play-variant, but 

the outcomes (the follow-through to the commitment) extend to a different play-variant 

(see Figure 19). Agency does not necessarily imply dispersing the conversational points like 

this, but does encourage it whenever possible – users expect it, even unconsciously, and 

designs will feel obligated to make the most of diverse avenues for expressing themselves 

in the conversation. 

 

Figure 19 – Potential Issue with Interpreting the Perception in Agency: first-order mappings may not 

be enough for the user to correctly attribute outcomes that in videogames can be tied to distant contexts (as 

part of committing to meaning in Agency) – this can arrest Interaction as it forces the user to stop and reflect 

(pick out and group the relevant mappings) while in the midst of a behavioral stage 
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Commitments to meaning originating in some parts of the conversation but being followed 

through in different parts of that conversation creates situations where interpreting the 

perception requires users to know which mappings to lean on for that interpretation – 

some will be directly relevant (enough to keep things at the behavioral level) while others 

will push things towards the reflective level if they feature too much in the user’s 

interpretation. The user needs to interpret the correct set of mappings, and cannot be 

overly reliant on non-behavioral forces (i.e., reflective) – as indicated on Figure 19 – to 

group the mappings according to how they matter to the current action. Grouping the 

mappings by how they matter to the current point in the conversation has to be done 

regardless of where those mappings come from. However, ordinary first-order mappings 

may not be enough to properly support the user in Agency, and users may require the 

support of something like second-order groupings. 

The Agency dilemma with interpreting the perception is that mappings are given a lot to do 

(interpreting the mappings is partly an end in itself with videogames) but at the same time 

Agency will demand information that mappings do not contain at the appropriate 

behavioral level (how the mappings should be divided into different groups). Attaching the 

required information (groupings) to the mappings without overwhelming users (imposing a 

reflective-level amount of information while users are still taking a behavioral step) 

warrants a temporary suspension of meaning-making elements around the mappings to be 

interpreted – that is, the mappings keep going while everything else is stopped (see Figure 

20). 
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Figure 20 – Potential Solution for the Issue with Interpreting the Perception: by slowing down the 

generation of stakes surrounding interaction, mappings that can be highlighted, as well as their relationships 

(second-order grouping of mappings), which supplements first-order grouping of mappings and lets the 

perception be interpreted as required by that videogame 

 

While the design situation in section 8.3 warranted outright freezing all of the already-

established means for the design to communicate and replacing them with an alternate 

channel for communication, for Interpreting the Perception the point is not to freeze the 

videogame – only slow it down around the relevant mappings. This keeps interpretation of 

the mappings in the behavioral-level (see Figure 20). Instead of giving the user more 

meanings to read (trickling down from the reflective level), the user gets to rely on 

difference and congruence (getting a feel for relative changes rather than measuring 

absolute states), in keeping with a behavioral level of processing. 

Rather than the design bringing in second-order groupings, the attainability of 

understandings gains a supplemental form of signaling. This is signaling through an 

absence – more precisely the absence of elements besides mappings being active. Users are 

then free from being overwhelmed with information, and get enough breathing room to 
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note where the mappings came from (which play-variant they originated in), and properly 

interpret their perceptions (compare their conceptual models) at a behavioral level. If the 

user is likely to be forced to stop conversing with the design because of second-order 

groupings, then the design can preempt this, freezing everywhere but in the mappings 

themselves. This keeps users from being overwhelmed. The mappings are temporarily 

isolated, and can be read by users at a behavioral-level. 

Going by the example given for the dilemma of interpreting the perception in videogames 

– the game with the two equally relevant play-variants – the isolation of mappings (to help 

interpret the perception and keep it behavioral) would happen through a lull in the game 

dynamics. Here, game dynamics refers simply to the running processes in the videogame – 

the succession of events that make up the conversation. Suspending these processes means 

blocking agents and concepts from affecting one another, i.e., performing exchanges which 

meaningfully evolve the gamestate. In a videogame this can also entail preventing artificial 

agents, user controls, and objects – from an application standpoint – from affecting each 

other. 

The lull takes place at a particular juncture in the play-variant the user has just entered. This 

juncture is adjacent to the point of transfer between the current play-variant and the 

preceding play-variant. The lull slows down or outright blocks every interaction between 

agents, objects, and controls save for what happen to be the sensitive mappings in that case 

– i.e., elements in the other play-variant which map to elements in the current play-variant. 

This would be, e.g., characters (agents) visibly ignoring all other characters where – 

ordinarily – in the current play-variant they would display particular behaviors triggered by 

proximity or line-of-sight to other character. This responsiveness would then be restored in 

the current play-variant as soon as the lull ends.  

The example of a videogame with two play-variants and a lull for highlighting mappings 

could be, e.g., a game where the user plays a team of detectives, who each go to different 

places in one play-variant (or ‘mission-type’) to gather clues, and then gather in a location 

to carry out the final leg of their investigation (different play-variant or ‘mission-type’) and 

eventually crack the case. This final location runs on a non-stop schedule – events will 

happen spontaneously due to interactions between characters and their environment 

regardless of whether any user-controlled characters are in the event’s vicinity or not. 
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Ordinarily, characters in this gameworld go about their daily routines and interactions, and 

it falls to the user to be in the vicinity at the right time to notice any quirks or signs with 

bearing in the investigation (e.g., letting the user detect lies in character testimonies). The 

user having to maneuver characters where they can witness specific quirks is a constraint, 

and can disrupt the behavioral nature of interpreting the perception if it is given too much 

bearing in that interpretation (constraints are reflective in evaluation, see section 8.3). 

Similarly, characters interact with each other, and if users fail to make certain questions at 

right time or tip their hand too soon, characters might work to oppose the investigation – 

e.g., silence or intimidate witnesses before they can come forward. All of this to say that 

constraints keep on being generated as long as the gameworld in this example keeps 

running in full – i.e., new developments keep happening at a reflective level before the time 

has come for users to reflect on their actions and users are still at a behavioral level of 

evaluation. 

Besides the continuous generation of constraints, another aspect of this hypothetical game 

is that the detectives under the user’s control handle the final leg of the investigation by 

travelling around the final location in pairs. They will encounter different situations around 

that final location, and will be able to utilize the clues according to the composition of each 

pair (how the pairings were assigned by the user) and what events they are in the right place 

at the right time to encounter (as directed by the user). This is depicted by the detectives 

reacting to the scene in front of them, and exchanging impressions according to the 

personality of each detective and the clues they have brought. When the user first enters 

the play-variant (or ‘mission-type’) where the case needs to be cracked, all the detectives are 

together – the user then needs to assign them pairs, and direct or navigate them around the 

final location. Because the final location keeps track of time and runs on a non-stop 

schedule, the user has to decide when to reconvene the detectives at the start location and 

assign them new pairs, taking into account the time it would take to make their way to 

different points of the map in time. 

Taking all of the above into account, the videogame could freeze the user’s control over 

the detectives as soon as the play-variant (‘mission-type’) where the case will be cracked 

starts. Furthermore, the automated ‘assessment’ of characters by the detectives will be shut 

off and they will not interact with each other. Characters at the location will also be 

blocked from interacting with one another and from acting in key events, even though they 

otherwise carry on with all the apparent activities of their daily schedule. This suspension 
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of controls and agent-interactions prevents new constraints from forming and temporarily 

de-emphasizes reflective aspects. 

For as long as the suspension lasts, one of the detectives (a leader character that signifies 

the user’s control) delivers a speech that summarizes the findings of each detective in the 

preceding play-variant or ‘mission-type’ (where they chased clues separately). This outlines 

the mappings that carry over and are now relevant. These mappings were the point of 

taking action in the preceding play-variant (find clues to crack case later on in the final play-

variant), and translate into mappings in the new play-variant – a new point for taking action 

– as the user cracks the case by activating clues against the environment (there is a mapping 

between the clues from the previous variant and the environment of the new variant). Here 

‘the point for taking action’ is what makes the action exist (retroactively even) within the 

conversation – some logic to the fit between action and outcome which the user can seize 

upon to have feelings (behavioral level) about how things will turn out (comparing them to 

the conceptual model – interpreting the perception). 

The speech to the detectives together with the freezing of controls and interactions 

organize the mappings inherited from a different play-variant through the absence of 

expectable activity in all elements but those mappings, and lets users stay at the behavioral 

level in interpreting their perception. As a behavioral stage in evaluation, it also readies the 

user for re-utilizing those mappings for future execution in the new play-variant or 

‘mission-type’ (bringing all the clues together and using them). The speech could even be 

repeated whenever the user reconvenes the detectives after their first gathering (for 

assigning new pairs), and the speech would contain different lines to reflect progress 

achieved in the final play-variant in the meantime (as the detectives travel the final location 

and attempt to use clues). These subsequent speeches would still be reflecting mappings – 

fit between the user’s choices and actions and the running schedule of the final location. 

The feelings the user would be getting from interpreting the perception would be, e.g., 

relief at seeing that the existing pool of clues is being put to use. This would indicate an 

efficient utilization of resources made available by the design. It means the user has been 

playing well (conversing fluently and not missing points or meanings committed to by the 

design), instead of incurring in opportunity costs without commensurate returns – i.e., 

missing attainable understandings which signal the attainability of further understandings. 

Conversely, the negative valence could be something like anxiety at witnessing events or 

not having the clues to respond to them in order let detectives generate new clues or 
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insights for eventually cracking the case. Alternatively, the anxiety could come from having 

clues but not finding the events that make use of them (running schedule of final location 

means that opportunities pass the user by). 

For all of this, the speech to the detectives and the attendant slowing down of the 

gameworld around the mappings would provide users with a safety-margin for 

experiencing emotional valences – in letting users note what changed between the state of 

affairs in the previous play-variant and the state of affairs in the current play-variant, 

without having to reflect, i.e., snap out of the behavioral level and attend to first-order 

mappings and try to decide what counts as a mapping. The leader’s speech is instead doing 

this for the user, even as it legitimizes taking a break to focus on mappings and develop 

feelings about mappings (lets the user know taking the break has been anticipated in the 

design and is part of the conversation). 

In terms of the eight categories in the present thesis’ artifact, the design situation for 

illustrating interpretation of the perception as designedness and role-upset consists of the 

Current Gamestate category being lost due to competing streams of Micro-Flow – i.e., the 

user has difficulty correctly attributing the Current Gamestate to its causative sources of 

Power to Affect the Gamestate (PAG), so that a sense of Current Gamestate never fully 

forms for the user, and they are barred from the Possibility Space and the remaining, 

higher level categories in Macro-Flow. This warrants a slowing down of micro-flow at the 

site of transfers between sets of Micro-Flow (e.g., modes of play), where Controls and 

Verbs are suspended and Tokens are present and visible but unresponsive. 

 

 

8.6 – Performance of the Action Sequence in an Agency Perspective 

The performance of the action sequence depends on the affordances in the design and is 

described by Norman as the final step in bridging the gulf of execution, taking place at the 

visceral level of processing. Below is a design situation of “performing the action 

sequence” in terms of videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

- In a videogame in which dealing with concurrent developments across the 

gameworld is part of the challenge in ordinary play, the need to offer heightened, 

concentrated stakes can see users failing to match their focus to those heightened 
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stakes (due to being wary of developments elsewhere in the gameworld they might 

be missing) – the users will have the sensation of a sudden bump in interactional 

difficulty (being given too much to handle) as opposed to an opportunity to 

renegotiate the contract in the conversation. 

Videogames will tend to train their users in a particular attentional footprint – per 

Conversation Theory as it can be applied to Agency (see section 5.1), with the constructed 

‘punctuation’ for the exchange being continually negotiated between the user and the 

design. Because the conversation with a videogame implies a designed artifact and Agency 

implies mutual commitment to meaning, users not only expect the videogame to phrase 

challenge through tradeoffs but tradeoffs to feel natural to users – they will go by tradeoffs 

even at the most reflexive, unconscious level. 

If the agreed-upon attentional footprint is deep and necessarily narrow, users will learn to 

keep digging close to the topic of a meaning phrased by the design (e.g., a challenge and its 

vicinity on the gameworld). If the attentional footprint is wide and necessarily shallow, 

users will learn to move on once they have engaged a topic, as they have internalized that 

the conversation will keep moving on. With a wide and shallow footprint, just engaging 

with a meaning (without digging deeper) entails that meanings will become available 

elsewhere – e.g., new challenge appears just far enough out on the gameworld from the last 

challenge to test the user’s ability to sense that meaning, mobilize, and respond to it. With 

respect to a visceral level of processing, users are not using what they have learned about 

the footprint, since learned behaviors belong in the behavioral level of processing. Instead, 

users are being conditioned by the attentional footprint at the visceral level of the 

precursors to emotion – e.g., users will be conditioned by repeatedly encountering deep 

and narrow situations to find depth attractive, because finding depth attractive has not yet 

failed to lead them to extended rewards. 

With a deep footprint, users sense that they will miss out on the conversation if they move 

on before all the potential meanings are exhausted. With a shallow footprint, users sense 

they will miss out if they fail to move on. Conversely, users facing a shallow footprint sense 

safety in heightened attention to the big-picture, and users facing a deep footprint feel 

safety in narrowing their focus. This is due to an implicit assumption of tractability of bio-

cost – i.e., given the presence of Agency, the design would not at any point in the 

conversation give users more complexity than they could possibly handle in terms of bio-

cost expenditure; conversely, returns for spent bio-cost will always be commensurate with 
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the profile (wide or shallow) of bio-cost investment. This comes from the implicit contract 

– again, in keeping with Conversation Theory as well as the two state-of-the-art definitions 

of Agency followed by the present thesis. Per the implicit contract, returns for expended 

bio-cost let users keep up with the conversation so that they will be equipped to continue 

to keep up with the conversation in the future. This also follows from the present thesis’ 

changes to the concept of Rewards in Rational Design (see section 6.1). 

In the narrow immediacy of the visceral level users are not reflecting on the tradeoff or 

developing feelings about it; they are acting in accordance with whatever prior conditioning 

has taken place – e.g., if depth is good, failing to dig deep is repulsive. The user’s sense of a 

typical attentional footprint and necessary tradeoffs matters for the “performing the action 

sequence” stage in an Agency perspective due to that stage occurring at the visceral level 

and being the final step in execution. At this stage, users are in the midst of actually 

following through on their commitments to meaning, and are out of time to ponder the 

action (reflective), or decide how they feel about it (behavioral); bio-cost is committed 

towards carrying out the action-sequence, with none left for users to position themselves 

relative to that sequence. Those other steps have already been taken by this stage, and 

engaging in reflection or affect at that point would entail users interrupting their 

performance of the sequence and looping back in the conversation, arresting its progress 

(which also takes them out of the conversation thus destroying Agency). 

The point of the visceral segment of interaction – the way it fits into the process of 

interaction and helps that process – is for it to be “fast and completely subconscious” in 

that the user needs only be sensitive to the “current state of things” (Norman on “visceral 

responses”, 2013, p.51). Norman explains that the visceral level “has nothing to do with 

how usable, effective, or understandable the product is”, and is all about “attraction and 

repulsion” (2013, p.51). Affordances are helpful at this stage (much as they are for 

comparing goal and outcome at the reflective level), in that they can repel the user away 

from invalid execution and reinforce valid sequences even as performance of the sequence 

is underway. 

Performance of the action sequence is non-trivial in a videogame, particularly in an Agency 

perspective (attainable understandings, keeping up with the conversation, and so forth). 

Even though the action sequence has already been configured and the pros and cons 

weighed and all that remains is to perform the sequence, bio-cost is being committed – 

precursors to anxiety are there, and the visceral responses of users are informed by any 
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prior conditioning that has taken place. Users are instant-judging whether to stretch as 

much as possible in the context of the affordances for the action sequence being 

performed (try to inject as much bio-cost into the sequence as possible), or alternatively 

hold back, keep bio-cost in reserve, and lend only the bare minimum of bio-cost to the 

performance of the action-sequence, just enough to see it through (see Figure 21). This is 

to do with the implicit contract and mutual commitment to meaning in Agency. 

The user works off a visceral sense – not yet a feeling, much less a pondered decision – of 

there being a point to going all out in performing the sequence, and even exceeding 

expected outcomes or, alternatively, to holding back. This happens while the user is 

performing the sequence – e.g., in a skill-based videogame, the same user may perform the 

same sequence of actions in different ways. She can leave herself open to greater reward by 

overextending one action in the sequence, which leaves her open to greater risk in another 

action within the sequence. Or she can be somewhat more guarded in certain parts of the 

sequence, which might shut her out of extended rewards, and leave her with just the 

minimum of rewards out of an anticipated range of rewards (from when she previously 

planned and specified the sequence). Prior conditioning attracts or repulses the user 

according to which kinds of stimulus have been associated with which formal or informal 

rewards (attainable understandings and the ability to move forward in the conversation). 
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Figure 21 – Potential Issue with Performing the Action Sequence in Agency: in transitioning from the 

theme in the aesthetics of the videogame to a variation, the user might bounce off the new set of first-order 

affordances meant to center her on that variant play aesthetics, and fall out of the conversation in that 

variation (go off-topic by playing to preceding affordances) 

 

Agency is a kind of conversation that necessarily implies visceral engagement with tradeoffs 

due to an implicit contract with a designed artifact. Such artifacts are characterized by 

designed-fit, hence the tradeoffs. The performance of the action sequence is an acute 

moment in the process of users committing to meaning: the same tension of the reflective 

and behavioral levels applies, only expressed in the narrow space of the visceral level, 

already with the performance of the sequence going on. Absent this tension, users might 

regularly be able to perform the action sequence in a purely disinterested fashion, i.e., clear-

cut sensations of failure and success, where users are attracted to success and repelled by 

failure. With the commitments to meaning in Agency, success is no longer clear-cut (see 

Figure 21) – out of two ‘correct’ performances of action sequences, one might add to 

meaning (to the conversation) while the other might detract from it while still not 

constituting a technical (on the user’s part) failure in execution. 
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This makes it more delicate to properly support the step of performing the action-sequence 

in the presence of Agency, but the need for variety– even for its own sake – in videogames 

(viz. design techniques for variety in McEntee, 2012) can actually turn performance of the 

sequence (and the affordances that steer it) against Agency. Variety can very likely mean 

changing the profile of the attentional footprint (e.g., from an established wide and shallow 

footprint to a short-lived narrow and deep footprint). There are many reasons for 

videogames to introduce variety, and these may include variety for its own sake – a means 

to guard against loss of hedonic pleasure as a value proposition of the product. More 

obviously, variety guards against trivialization (user runs out of meanings to attain before 

the conversation has run its course). Variety – and specifically varying an established 

attentional footprint – can also serve expressive purposes, in that it adds tension and 

prevents the conversation from turning into a flat or otherwise uncharacterized drone, too 

featureless for users to attach themselves(bio-cost generation) to or orient themselves in 

(bio-cost savings). Variety can suit dramatic and storytelling purposes – e.g., an act 

structure, rising action, denouement, and so forth. 

As already mentioned, the visceral level leaves little room for supporting the user in dealing 

with the tension of upholding the contract in Agency. The visceral level can only allow 

support to come from what is already there, and can be processed as an instant-judgment 

(attraction and repulsion). Users might make visceral tweaks to their performance as they 

carry out the action-sequence based on their instantaneous sense of an attentional footprint 

– e.g., tweak for caution (hold back and stick to minimum performance) if the sense is for 

shallow and wide, or tweak for going all-out (trying for maximum performance) if the sense 

is for deep and narrow. If a variance in the attentional footprint has been introduced as 

part of variety being designed into the videogame, then there is little room to support the 

user through the change in footprint – i.e., signaling that variance. 

Users are responding to immediate conditions at the visceral level, but also to how they 

have been conditioned by the particular aesthetic of Agency in that particular videogame, in 

tradeoffs to do with bio-cost and tenor of challenges – e.g., shallow and wide or deep and 

narrow. Aesthetics are more salient at the visceral level, or as Norman puts it “designers 

use their aesthetic sensibilities to drive (…) visceral responses” (2013, p.51). How the user 

is occupied and challenged is a significant dimension of the aesthetics of a videogame 

(perhaps the most significant). The dilemma of Agency with performing the action 
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sequence is that – given changes to the attentional footprint – aesthetics can be misleading, 

and users need more support within the same narrow confines of the visceral level. 

Prior conditioning will see users clash at the visceral level with a change in attentional 

footprint. Instead of users being able to enjoy the change or draw additional meaning from 

it, users will be repulsed by the change – the typical footprint had become aesthetically 

pleasing, and its refactoring shuts the user down at a visceral level, cutting them out of the 

conversation. Inside the action sequence as it gets performed, users sense that something is 

not quite right with how their performance unfolds relative to the aesthetics of holding 

back or going all out. A shallow and wide footprint can hold an aesthetic of e.g., frugality, 

flexibility, precariousness, having to keep moving – things here are more attractive when 

they fit with the frugal, the improvised, the nomadic, broad-strokes, close-enough. 

Alternatively, a deep and narrow footprint can hold an aesthetic of e.g., perseverance, 

showmanship, acumen – things here are more attractive when they fit with over-achieving, 

virtuosity, perfectionism, high-stakes gambles. 

A shift in the footprint will leave users scrambling to get back in the conversation. This is 

not an inference drawn at the reflective level or felt at the behavioral level; users simply 

experience wrongness (revulsion) no matter how they perform – if they act in line with 

established aesthetics, they are spoiling the new variant aesthetic, and if they tweak their 

ongoing performance to fit with that new aesthetic they betraying the established aesthetic. 

Users are left with the impression they are falling on the wrong side of the tradeoffs (from 

the implicit contract and needed to keep up with the conversation) – not because they are 

reflecting on those tradeoffs or having feelings about them, but because their link to those 

tradeoffs (the aesthetic impression they have of the videogame) is turning against them at a 

visceral level. 

The issue with the change in attentional footprint is that the first-order affordances that 

would normally support users at the visceral level are invalidated. Trying to warn or signal 

the user – e.g., superimposing a graphic-user interface element such as a warning pane over 

the user’s view – would work as an interruption, snapping the user out of the visceral level 

and back to the behavioral or reflective levels, breaking the conversation. A change in 

attentional footprint and attendant risks to Agency warrant preempting the user’s 

invalidation of the first order affordances (see Figure 22). 
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The user is clashing with the aesthetics surrounding the performance of the action 

sequence – more acutely with the part of those aesthetics that is to do with tradeoffs (e.g., 

frugality and flexibility opposite perfectionism and showmanship). However, the aesthetics 

of the videogame has other dimensions, such as the visual aesthetics of explicit feedback 

elements of the graphic-user interface (GUI). Preempting the user’s invalidation means 

noticeably invalidating the aesthetic of the established attentional footprint, as to support 

the user in dealing with a variance in that footprint (as depicted in Figure 22). This would 

be, e.g., if a wide and shallow footprint has been supported by a number of GUI elements, 

then for the changed footprint those elements would be noticeably arrested and damaged 

in their functionality. This is the design preempting the user’s aesthetic backlash by 

enacting a backlash of its own, against itself, and signaling a kind of solidarity with the user. 

 

Figure 22 – Potential Solution for the Issue with Performing the Action Sequence: in order to ease the 

user out of the theme in its aesthetics, the design engages in a visible degradation of its own aesthetics – this 

second-order affordance positions the user relative to the first-order affordances of the theme and the 

variation respectively, and lets the user benefit from the first-order affordances for the new aesthetics 
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In the example given for a videogame which ordinarily offers concurrent developments 

across the gameworld only to suddenly offer highly-localized raised stakes (goes from a 

wide and shallow footprint to a deep and narrow footprint), the user could be ordinarily 

supported in dealing with the wide footprint by the viewing mode’s behavior and controls 

and appropriate GUI aids – that is, the user would be accustomed to e.g., robust camera 

controls, a dynamic camera with prominent automated behaviors, and a set of dedicated 

GUI elements for keeping track of concurrent developments across the gameworld. 

The degree of interactional support for keeping track of the wider gameworld provides a 

tacit endorsement for users to quickly deal with each situation as it emerges (without 

delving too deep), and efficiently move on to the next situation. Users grow accustomed to 

these measures in ordinary play in the sense that they define an aesthetic for the 

videogame, and users respond to these measures at a visceral level as they encounter them 

as affordances for steering the performance of action sequences. The normal, established 

camera could situationally zoom out at junctures where new developments are likely to 

appear, and the automatic camera behavior could be interrupted by the user simply nudging 

the controls to snap back to the last camera-state inputted by the user. This could be 

backed up by a compass-like permanent GUI element overlaid on the user’s view (part of 

the Heads-up Display or HUD). This element would improve the user’s ability to orient 

relative to the gameworld, and would provide direction, type, and distance of new 

developments by means of a vocabulary of color and indicator-types – arrows, symbols, 

and other non-verbal elements. This makes the support for the wide and shallow footprint 

an aesthetic of the non-verbal and of ease (user can dismiss camera pullouts easily). 

As a way to support the turn from a wide and shallow footprint to a deep and narrow 

footprint, the interactional-support aesthetics of the non-verbal and of ease would have to 

be visibly compromised. This would entail e.g., forcing the camera to zoom-in on the new 

and unexpected (deep and narrow) heightened stakes when they appear, and to block the 

user’s controls-nudge from dismissing the situational zoomed-in mode for a short while 

(long enough to be reliably noticed at the visceral level but no longer). The non-verbal GUI 

element would be replaced by a one- or two-word text warning (notes the novel situation 

with the abnormally-high stakes), and would similarly be impossible to dismiss for a brief 

while. The impossibility of dismissing the zoomed-in camera and the text warning would 

run against the ease of the previously-established aesthetic, and the warning signaling the 

raised stakes would violate the non-textual nature of that aesthetic. 
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This reversal of the aesthetics of interactional support in the videogame could effectively 

preempt the user’s unease with the change of attentional footprint. It would stand as an 

attainable understanding of its own at the visceral level. Instead of the user experiencing an 

instant-judgment of just revulsion throughout the performance of the action sequence due 

to the change in footprint, the design would itself revolt. This would reassure the user – at 

the visceral level – that the design fully acknowledges the change in footprint, and the user 

is legitimized in being attracted and repulsed in whatever way she turns out to be attracted 

and repulsed. Put differently, the design signals that the change in footprint is a more or 

less novel visceral space with its own variant aesthetic, and that the user gets to have a 

more or less separate visceral response to it without the sensation of wrongness of being 

potentially cut out of the conversation. Visceral second-order affordances are imposed on 

the existing first-order affordances (‘publicly’ denouncing them) in order to absolve users 

from any sensations of wrongness in responding to a variant-aesthetic (the visceral level of 

a changed attentional footprint) in its own terms – by freeing users from prior conditioning 

and having to respond to the whole of aesthetics of the videogame.  

In terms of the eight categories in the present thesis’ artifact, the design situation for 

illustrating performance of the action sequence as designedness and role-upset happens 

whenever a variance in the Power to Affect the Gamestate (PAG) category causes the 

Controls category to become disconnected from the Tokens category and the Verbs 

category – due to the weight of established schemes for PAG. The user is blocked from 

PAG and thus unable to take part in the conversation. Preventing this warrants the 

selective invalidation of specific elements in the Controls and Tokens categories, as to 

decouple current PAG schemes from established scheme, reassuring users that they are 

legitimized in pursuing PAG under the novel terms (those of the variance).  

 

 

8.7 – Perceiving the State of the World in an Agency Perspective 

Perceiving the state of the world is an event at the visceral level that depends on the 

signifiers in the design and is the first step in bridging the gulf of evaluation. Below is a 

design situation of perceiving the world-state in terms of videogame design in an Agency 

perspective. 
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- In a videogame where certain actions (actions that are only occasionally applicable) 

are supported through conventions (especially through parallels with the extrinsic 

‘real’ logic of the real world as directly or indirectly invoked in representation in the 

videogame), that same support can cause users to overapply conventions – users 

attempt the sporadic actions in what seems to them an appropriate context given 

conventions previously appropriated by the videogame, only to find that those 

actions are not covered in the design, which results in frustration and falling out of 

the conversation (users feel like they have been misled into breaching the contract). 

The validity of an action in a videogame is most often constructed through continued 

conversation between user and design. The relationship between action and outcome is 

ultimately abstract and arbitrary – the action becomes ‘real’ or licit in the context of the 

conversation through repeated mutual overtures on the part of the user and the design 

until meanings are committed to in the course of Agency. This is a gradual process, which 

can be conceived as cycles of Exposition, Validation, and Challenge (McEntee, 2012), as 

mentioned in section 6.1. 

There is nothing to stop the representation in a videogame – here meaning the bridge 

between the abstract logic concepts running the videogame-program and the lexicon of 

signifiers and constraints that run interaction – from consisting entirely of e.g., abstract 

geometric primitives. The user plays to the representation of an underlying computational 

model (viz. Wardrip-Fruin et al., 2009). With, e.g., representation as geometric primitives, 

the language of the conversation would be overwhelmingly intrinsic to the conversation 

and original to the conversation – the design starts off with a narrow set of incidents, the 

user draws inferences from these incidents, the design expands the range of incidents and 

cross-references incidents while the user does the same. In such a case, internal consistency 

for constraints and for meanings attached to signifiers is constructed from the ground up 

through repeated exposure. The user can only be sure of which meanings are licit after 

seeing them reflected in the design. 

Even if all representation in the videogame is geometric primitives and all the signifiers, 

mappings, and constraints are as close as possible to being original and intrinsic to that 

videogame – or more properly original to the conversation and originating with continued 

exposure – users will nevertheless project some external frame of reference onto the 

representation. Designs will naturally and more often than not harness extrinsic 

signification for helping with bio-cost (e.g., help emotional investment and decrease 
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uncertainty). This gives users the extra support of letting them draw on cultural norms and 

conventions. For their part, videogames very often engage in world-building, setting up an 

inferred diegetic dimension to the gameworld that is greater than what is concretely 

conveyed through mimesis – that is, what is shown on screen. This fictional world can be 

‘real’ from the standpoint of the commitments to meaning of user and design, and be used 

as one source for dramatic probability from the standpoint of storytelling and drama. 

How much the fictional world determines the gameworld is a target for careful design work 

– i.e., how much diegesis is made to seemingly constrain mimesis and how much the 

fictional world is harnessed as a source of constraints and signifiers for interaction. This 

can be e.g., the granularity of indexed representation (bridges between the fictional world 

and the original lexicon born within the conversation). An example would be a videogame 

‘about’ playing basketball. The fictional world brought along by the videogame contains the 

sport of basketball to some degree or other, and may indeed present itself as the same 

world the end-user of the videogame inhabits when not playing that videogame. However, 

the existence of an implicit contract of conversation absolves the design from simulating 

basketball down to the smallest relevant detail, or even to the greatest extent allowed by 

development constraints. Indeed, the existence of the contract entails the design refraining 

from the fullest possible fidelity of simulation – how the design chooses to fall short of 

ultimate fine-grainedness is what makes it a design at the most basic level. 

In a videogame about street basketball, users expect the videogame will likely gloss over the 

effects of a precise angle of the basketball player’s knee on the dribbling behavior of the 

ball. Users are not counting on the videogame modelling traffic in roadways surrounding 

the court with such intricacy that this creates the possibility of a simulated runaway bus 

careening onto an ongoing game of basketball in that videogame. If such aspects are 

intensively simulated, then this has to have been adequately set up and entailed by the 

conversation, and even then they will not seem reasonable (more like an exotic feature of 

that particular videogame). Furthermore those aspects will be in a tradeoff with other 

aspects, which will be far less intensively modelled. This is due to considerations of user 

bio-cost, and the need for tractability imposed by the implicit contract. 

The concept of limits to the simulation is well-known, and is mentioned in a wide-range of 

research. It is consistent for instance with the cooperative principle as described in Adams 

(2013), and matters for the concept of transmediality as proposed in Juul (2005). Users 

assume the existence of concessions to tractability of implementation as well as tractability 
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of use – these concessions (‘glossed-over’ aspects) can easily be made seamless with other 

aspects that are more intensively modelled thanks to the implicit contract. Even if the 

wider fictional world of the basketball videogame is a fantasy setting host to an improbable 

tale or plot, the sport of basketball in that world can be reasonably expected to be similar 

enough to our own that this is useful to interaction (preexisting cultural norms add to 

interactional support of the user). Basketball in that context supplies ready-made 

constraints, mappings, and signifiers – taking some of the burden off the design in building 

the lexicon of the conversation from scratch, as would be the case in the videogame where 

representation consists solely of abstract geometric primitives. 

One of the typologies offered in Norman (2013) for the knowledge that needs to be made 

available for interaction is ‘knowledge in the head’ and ‘knowledge in the world’. The 

former refers to preexisting, artificial sources of guidance such as cultural norms and 

conventions. The latter refers to form-exclusive knowledge – natural, observable cues 

(particularly constraints and mappings) that are encountered as interaction is about to take 

place or is already taking place. Norman recommends that designs should employ both 

kinds of knowledge without relying too much on either. This can be said to help bio-cost 

by cutting down on uncertainty. Norman is interested in avoidance of errors and slips, 

which are helped by the redundancies of calling upon both natural and artificial constraints, 

signifiers, and mappings. Form-based and preexisting knowledge matter for videogames in 

the general sense common to most kinds of interaction design – i.e., users being supported 

by calling upon preexisting conventions as well as natural features of the form of the 

designed artifact. However, there is a second-order to ‘knowledge in the head’ and 

‘knowledge in the world’ in videogames with fictional worlds.  

The fictional world in a videogame can help the user with artificial (not strictly mimetic – 

not strictly conveyed through form) ‘knowledge in the head’. However, this knowledge is 

harnessed through means usually reserved for ‘knowledge in the world’, i.e., original and 

constructed through contact between user and design. This is more obvious in the case of a 

videogame with a largely original fantasy setting – that setting (wider fictional universe) 

works like preexisting knowledge (a wider universe than what is concretely show on screen) 

and fills in for the ‘real-world’ in a few respects. However, in being different from the real-

world and original to the videogame, the only source for knowing that setting is the 

videogame itself. The user has no guarantees of how much the videogame’s world 
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resembles the real-world, or at what point do similarities with the real-world stop 

mattering. 

The original fantasy setting works like ‘knowledge in the head’, but has to be conveyed 

much like ‘knowledge in the world’ – i.e., it can be anything when the user first comes into 

contact with the videogame, and from that point on the design and the user have to 

establish it together, from the ground-up. The wider fantasy universe of a videogame is 

artificial or diegetic knowledge (not in part or in whole intrinsic to form, to mimesis) that 

has to be imparted through ‘natural’ means – from inside the videogame at least, if not 

through mimetic means. This is not just for fantasy settings; even a videogame ostensibly 

about ‘real-life’ will have to make concessions, and so its fictional universe will also work 

like ‘knowledge in the head’ but has to be established to some extent like ‘knowledge in the 

world’ (see Figure 23). Videogames are not under any obligation to make their wider 

fictional universe conform to any particular canon or norm, except perhaps intelligibility 

and internal consistency – and even these are ultimately negotiable. Otherwise, videogames 

are generally free to make the fictional universe anything and everything. For instance, 

there is nothing to stop a videogame from tailoring its fictional universe to its interaction 

model, saving itself from having to make any concessions – the laws of that universe are 

only as complex as what is convenient to simulate. 

The way fictional (non-mimetic) universes in videogames turn preexisting knowledge and 

form-based knowledge into a second-order problem can be seen by comparing two 

different kinds of videogame fictional universes. The first-kind is fictional universes that 

emphatically depart from the real-world that the end-user inhabits when not playing the 

videogame. The second kind are fictional universes that present themselves as being 

generally similar to the real-world, up to the point that they can be regarded by users as the 

real-world for most purposes of interaction (user is legitimized in going by the traditional 

preexisting ‘knowledge in the head’), safe for concessions in modelling and simulation. This 

lets the user in the second kind of fictional universe e.g., apply the real-world rules of the 

road to cross a street in the videogame while being reasonably sure of not getting hit by a 

car. 

Videogames with the first kind of fictional universe are not about to exhaustively describe 

every detail of that universe, as this would detract from relevance and focus in the 

conversation, per the concept of conversational maxims (viz. Grice, 1975). Instead, 

videogames with the first kind of universe will largely operate on the basis of ‘like real-life 
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unless noted’, or unless entailed by some other aspect of the universe, particularly if that 

aspect is shown through mimesis or enacted in interaction. Despite being emphatically 

different from the ‘real-world’, the point of the first kind of fictional universe (i.e., its 

relevance to the conversation) is its similarity to user expectations. Again, this is due to the 

needed conversational parsimony of ‘different from real-life’, but ‘like real-life’ unless 

specifically noted. 

 

Figure 23 – Potential Issue with Perceiving the State of the World in Agency: trusting signifiers in a 

videogame requires dealing with how the videogame is both ‘real’ and ‘unreal’ to extents that cannot be 

measured with certainty (due to the limits of the simulation) at the start of play – users will have to treat 

knowledge derived from the videogame itself as if it was preexisting knowledge, which may lead them to 

overapply the videogame’s signifiers in new play, taking them out of the conversation 

 

For their part, the second kind of fictional universe is not about to be evenly modelled 

throughout – concessions are expected, as previously noted with the basketball videogame. 

Users are made to rely on what they know from ‘real life’ but they might overapply those 

expectations – the design has to not only signal that support from what the user already 

knows is available, but also signal the degree to which ‘real life’ applies, and where. The 
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second-order issue with wider fictional universes is that ‘real’ universes will always be 

‘unreal’ to some degree and ‘unreal’ universes will always be ‘real’ to some degree – the 

problem is that in both cases the dividing line between ‘real’ and ‘unreal’ is set with 

potentially infinite granularity (or more properly infinite fine-grainedness) – as noted in 

Figure 23. 

The second-order infinite granularity design problem (in an Agency perspective) affects 

users perceiving the world-state at the visceral level. Again, the design has to be able to 

signal not only that real-life matters (for ‘real’ universes) or fails to matter (for ‘fantasy’ 

universes), but also the degree to which users can lean and are expected to lean on the 

relative ‘reality’ or ‘fantasy’ of the wider fictional universe. Designs have to be able to 

reliably signal this dividing line (the relative degree for users to lean on real-life or fantasy) 

from inside the conversation at the visceral level (within the narrow confines of that level), 

given the potentially infinite fine-grainedness of the dividing line. Failure to do so turns the 

interactional support from extrinsic conventions and norms against Agency, potentially 

destroying the conversation due to the relatively low-level, keystone nature of the stage for 

perceiving the world-state. 

The overapplication of extrinsic norms and conventions (due to a misread ‘dividing line’) 

propagates wrong expectations further up to the behavioral and reflective levels in 

evaluation and execution, leaving users frustrated. Users will pursue a further application of 

a certain norm – particularly one that has already proven to work in a particular context – 

and will seek to make it work for other contexts. This would be e.g., users having 

previously benefitted from the real-world norm that a ladder can be used to reach a 

window, and then users seeing the depiction of any long, rigid object as the means to reach 

any window. Here, users are assuming evenly-distributed detail in modelling the gameworld 

after the ‘real’ world, so that seeing something that could be propped up and used as a 

ladder means having access to a functional ladder. If that object is merely a static scenery-

prop and the videogame offers no way of interacting with it, then the user will be caught 

flatfooted in checking to see if the means to carry on are available (for reaching the new 

window), and subsequently in devising an action plan with the improvised ladder that turns 

out to be unavailable. This will create a feeling of arbitrariety and pull the user out of the 

conversation. 

Perceiving the world-state is a keystone to subsequent interaction because, at that stage, 

users are only checking to see if things seem wrong or seem right. There is no room at the 
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visceral level for anything else other than an immediate aesthetic impression – as explained 

in the previous discussion of performing the action sequence in an Agency perspective and 

as pointed out by Norman (2013). Either the signifiers are immediately sensed to add up to 

a desirable scenario, or they add up to an undesirable scenario. The user experiences either 

attraction or revulsion. However, in being so brief (visceral), this checking of right or 

wrong opens up comparatively higher-level validation and execution. Users get to allocate 

bio-cost in a consequent fashion (i.e., get to move along with the conversation 

productively) because of that brief, ‘bio-cost efficient’ first step in bridging the gulf of 

evaluation – they sense action is required (things are wrong) or should be withheld (things 

or right). 

For instance, in a videogame the luck of the draw or cumulative outcomes of successive 

commitments on the part of user and design both can lead to an advantageous world-state 

for the user. The user is better off letting this world-state be. Intervening would not only 

waste bio-cost that might be needed later when the world-state eventually turns wrong, it 

might also arbitrarily turn that ‘right’ world-state wrong. The foundation of the 

conversation is the back and forth between user and design – when to speak (user senses 

wrongness) and when to listen (user senses rightness). Conversations require turn-taking. 

First-order turn-taking would be fixed alternation of turns ‘speaking’ in the conversation. 

Second-order turn-taking means that the turns are adjusted by sensing and acting on what’s 

sensed – a kind of ‘cybernetic turn-taking’, so to speak. This is why a keystone of the 

conversation in Agency is the binary response at the visceral level in perceiving the world-

state. Because it is binary (no looking back, feeling, or assigning cause), it can serve as an 

economical (from a bio-cost perspective) precursor to the more advanced behavioral and 

reflective stages. 

In the previous example of the videogame with a ladder, perceiving the world-state is 

prevented from helping interaction like it normally does due to the problem with the wider 

fantasy universe of the videogame. Put differently, second-order turn-taking in the 

conversation is disrupted by the second-order indeterminable divide (infinite fine-

grainedness) between what conforms and what detracts from what the user already knows. 

In the videogame with the ladder, the user previously got to make good use of the signifier 

for ladder – the representation of the real-world object ‘ladder’ in the gameworld, with the 

implications it carries from the real-world as inferred by the user. These implications are, 

e.g., a long rigid object that can be picked up, is suitable for standing or propping, and will 
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permit access to raised locations if used properly. These implications might only be partially 

called upon by the design, but the indexing of the real-world object ‘ladder’ in 

representation will likely carry the full set of real-world implications from the user’s 

standpoint (user has no reason to feel otherwise barring any signaling to the contrary). 

Given two videogames – one which supports using a ladder at any time and another where 

a ladder is only used in preset occasions – the user is in both cases working with the full 

implications of the idea of a ladder in the real-world. In the first videogame, ladders are 

fully simulated in terms of their physics and material properties and users are given robust 

controls for manipulating, positioning, and using ladders. If the user encounters an object 

that can be identified as a ladder, the user can employ it. Given the extent of simulation, 

objects that could conceivably be used as ladders in the real-world – e.g., wooden beams 

with protrusions sticking out (for footholds) – can serve as improvised ladders. The user 

can rest assured that the same controls that allow a ladder to be employed could also be 

used for any objects ‘almost as good as a ladder’ found lying around the gameworld. 

This is not the case with the second videogame. In that videogame, the signifier for ladder 

is a pre-placed object. The placement of that object is related to a one-time, specific 

challenge posed by the design, i.e., a specific window or platform the design meant for the 

user to be able to access. Ladders turn up in the conversation so infrequently that the 

design is unlikely to be able to provide a full suite of controls for manipulating the ladder – 

it would likely cost the development process other, more useful controls. Ladders might 

even be interacted with using, e.g., scripts and canned animations. So, while most 

properties of ladders in the real-world apply in the first videogame, in the second certain 

properties might be false – e.g., it might be true that the ladder is an object that is long and 

rigid and allows access to raised locations, but it might be false that it can be moved around 

and placed wherever. The user however is going by the idea of real-world ladders in the 

second videogame (and the full set of implications with no reserves), and so will run up 

against the impossibility of moving the ladder e.g., for reaching a window in a way that has 

not been anticipated by the design. 

Even if the user eventually learns at a behavioral level that ‘ladders’ in the gameworld only 

apply in preset circumstances, the user will from that point on feel unable to fully trust in 

her ability to check the state of the world viscerally – if the signifier for ladder in the 

fictional universe is unreliable, then any signifier can be unreliable. Even worse, ‘knowledge 

in the head’ essentially turns out to sabotage the user – it becomes noise in traversing the 
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gulf of evaluation. This is due to the infinite fine-grainedness in setting the line between the 

expected and unexpected in the wider fictional universe. The wider fictional universe is part 

of the aesthetic of a videogame, hence its importance to the visceral level. Perceiving the 

state of the world amounts to the user’s ability to check if the world-state is wrong (merits 

action) or right (warrants holding back). In this the user is going by an aesthetic impression. 

In the second example of a videogame, ladders being present in the gameworld as well as 

the uses for ladders in the gameworld are all part of the aesthetic. When the user 

encounters a ladder as part of the wider fantasy universe that conforms to real-life, that 

ladder is part of the aesthetics of a ‘right’ world-state. 

Again, it should be noted that the perceiving the world-state stage acts as a precursor to 

subsequent behavioral and reflective moves. Depending on whether the world-state seems 

right or wrong at a particular juncture, the user will proceed differently in terms of devising 

subsequent action sequences (in new action-cycles). Encountering the ladder as a ‘right’ 

world-state means that the user senses she has everything she needs – the world-state is 

showing e.g., a window that needs to be reached, and also a means to reach it in the ladder. 

The user would then move on to the behavioral stages and reflective stages of evaluation 

along the lines of e.g., figuring how to make appropriate use of the ladder in that situation 

as opposed to using her energies (bio-cost) to find a means other than the ladder (in which 

case the world-state should have been perceived as ‘wrong’ after all). 

The second-order of ‘knowledge in the head’ and ‘knowledge in the world’ entails creating 

a grey-area in the applicability of ‘knowledge in the head’. Instead of the user dealing with 

situations where ‘knowledge in the head’ applies perfectly and situations where it fails to 

apply at all, the design provides intermediate situations where knowledge in the head does 

apply, but imperfectly, and this imperfection is visibly deliberate on the design’s part. This 

is nuance being introduced between the aesthetic of right and the aesthetic of wrong at the 

visceral level. If the issue is that the user might pratfall – in conversational terms – due to 

misreading a wrong aesthetic as right (from overapplying knowledge in the head), then this 

entails the design taking that conversational pratfall in the user’s stead and in front of the 

user (see Figure 24), so that the user can witness the pratfall and be re-legitimized. 
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Figure 24 – Potential Solution for the Issue with Perceiving the State of the World: instead of the 

divide between ‘real’ and ‘unreal’ being binding for action and too difficult to perceive, the design establishes 

a ‘grey area’ to relax the user about getting the most out of mappings – this is done through a second-order 

conversational ‘pratfall’, where the design visibly illustrates that ‘grey area’ as part of its aesthetics 

 

The design takes the pratfall by anticipating circumstances in which the user might 

overapply knowledge in the head, and making some conversational gesture to acknowledge 

those circumstances (as depicted in Figure 24). However, the design does not follow 

through from that acknowledgement into a full commitment. As previously mentioned, a 

seemingly ‘right’ aesthetic leading the user astray (from the visceral level on up) damages 

the user’s ability to trust the aesthetic of the videogame at all. Conversely, the design does 

not have to anticipate every single possibility for users overapplying knowledge in the head; 

the design taking a few conversational ‘pratfalls’ in the user’s stead is enough to add nuance 

to the aesthetic – i.e., to signal to the user that the uneven mapping of ‘real-life’ to the 

gameworld is a legitimate part of the aesthetic of that particular videogame (see Figure 24), 

and the user should not feel compelled to follow those mappings too closely. 
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A sufficient number of pratfalls on the design’s part show the user that failing to decipher 

exactly how real-life applies to the videogame is the design’s fault and not the user’s. It 

further signals that the user is dealing with a grey-area between ‘knowledge in the head’ and 

‘knowledge in the world’ instead of a hard divide, and having a fuzzy grasp of that divide is 

not falling out of the conversation but rather in keeping with the particular legitimate 

aesthetic of that conversation, as signaled by the design through its ‘pratfall’. 

The user’s conversational pratfall at the visceral level and her estrangement from the 

aesthetics of the videogame due to that pratfall is brought on by wider fictional universes as 

a supplementary means of interactional support, and how these universes behave in the 

face of Agency. Fictional universes with Agency feature an indeterminable divide (i.e., set 

with infinite fine-grainedness), and this divide entails a ‘grey-area’ of designed fuzziness 

between ‘knowledge in the head’ (the expectable) and ‘knowledge in the world’ (the non-

expectable – user has to go by form). The user might take a conversational pratfall because 

the divide between expectable and non-expectable is too difficult to find. The added 

fuzziness introduced by the design is a means for the divide’s fine-grainedness to not 

matter; the user relates to a fuzzy grey-area around the divide rather than the impossible-to-

find dividing line itself. 

An example of a divide, pratfall, and grey-area would be a videogame with a wider fantasy 

universe and improvised pole-vaulting, specifically a fictional universe that is emphatically 

different from real-life (fantasy setting) but where the concept of using a long-rigid object 

and an indentation on the ground to vault over small chasms applies much like in real-life. 

The videogame is not emphatically about the pole-vaulting action, with other actions being 

used more frequently while pole-vaulting is only used sporadically, and for specific 

challenges. The user first encounters pole-vaulting as part of the aesthetics of the 

videogame in a scripted set-piece. In this set-piece, instead of the physics of the activity and 

intervening surfaces and objects being intensively modelled, a script detects a rough 

intersection of the in-game pole-vault object and a preset ground-depression object. The 

detection triggers a ‘canned’ animation that propels the character over a chasm. The 

‘canned’ animation is fixed – and always the same regardless of instance of pole-vaulting 

and its context, with always the same result for the user – always succeeds and always 

results in the same amount of progress in the conversation (same amount of power over 

the conversation). 
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With pole-vaulting becoming part of the aesthetics, the user is likely to take a 

conversational pratfall in perceiving any chasm of appropriate breadth as a right-seeming 

aesthetic – as a right world-state for using the pole-vault action. This visceral rightness 

would then lock in the behavioral and even the reflective stages in a certain way (different 

from a wrong-seeming aesthetic). The user would align herself with this seemingly-right 

aesthetic; even when the design means for subsequent chasms to be traversed with means 

other than pole-vaulting, the user would seek to uphold the aesthetic e.g., by running back 

from the site of a second chasm to the site of the first chasm, grabbing the pole that was 

used for crossing the first-chasm, carrying it to the site of the second-chasm, and 

attempting its use there. When this fails – the design has not anticipated use of the pole at 

the second chasm and offers instead alternative means to cross – it will drive a wedge 

between the user and the aesthetics of the videogame. 

‘Knowledge in the head’ will become suspicious, and any genuinely ‘right’ world-states will 

start having an air of ‘wrongness’ about them to the user. The ‘right’ world-state (user 

already knows how to cross the chasm) turns out to be a ‘wrong’ world-state (user needs to 

take action and find out how to cross). The seemingly ‘right’ state at the visceral level 

actually induces the user into failing to behaviorally interpret the perception and finding 

non-pole means to cross; again, from there on in, even genuinely ‘right’ world-states will 

seem ‘wrong’, as the user falls out with the aesthetics of the videogame. This is the user’s 

conversational ‘pratfall’ right from the visceral level, in this example of a videogame with 

pole-vaulting. 

The design could systematically eliminate possibilities for the user’s conversational pratfall 

to do with pole-vaulting being a part of the design’s aesthetic. This would require intensive 

play-testing to find all possible situations where users might overapply the real-life pole-

vaulting concept and deploy the ‘ground-depression’ signifier (the scripted object with 

gameworld placement that activates the vaulting sequence) in every one of those situations. 

Alternatively, the design would have to stretch its systems-modelling to fully realize the 

physics of pole-vaulting and all relevant associated concepts – so that instead of having to 

rely on a formal signifier (the scripted ground-depression object), any given in-game ‘life-

like’ depression (counts as a useable ground depression for pole-vaulting according to real-

life criteria) would match user self-elaboration, thus preventing damage to the aesthetics of 

the videogame. 
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This means that the design would be changing its implementation and granularity 

throughout for the sake of a sporadically-used action (pole-vaulting). This would violate the 

expectation of parsimony that makes the implicit contract of the conversation possible. It 

also brings about issues of feasibility of implementation. Similarly, the option of spreading 

the signifier for pole-vaulting (ground-depression scripted object) all over the gameworld 

would sap the meanings that could be committed to through that signifier and warp the 

design’s conversational stance – i.e., the design is not using a signifier according to what it 

(the design) means to say, but in order to remedy a natural consequence (to the aesthetics 

of the videogame) of having a wider fictional universe. 

The solution in the case of the videogame with pole-vaulting is to build a grey-area around 

the infinitely-granular (fine-grained to the point of being indeterminable) divide between 

knowledge in the head and knowledge in the world. Because fully running with the user’s 

potential overapplication of the aesthetic would be too expensive for the design 

(conversationally expensive as well as implementation-wise), the design can only half-

recognize knowledge in the head outside its intended application. Whenever the user seeks 

to pole-vault outside the design’s intended distribution of the appropriate signifier, the 

design plays out the canned vaulting animation like it would with the pole intersecting the 

signifier – only with a twist. Instead of showing the user-controlled character successfully 

executing a pole-vault action and travelling far enough to transpose any of the chasm-sizes 

in the videogame, the action is depicted as failing halfway through, e.g., the pole breaks, or 

slips at the point of contract with the ground, causing the character to let go and end up at 

the same position as when the action was originally attempted. The design only has to do 

this for a few of the occasions where the user might conceivably still be reacting to the 

aesthetics of pole-vaulting outside the intended spaces for that aesthetic. 

There is no need to exhaustively deal with every possibility for overapplication of the user’s 

‘knowledge in the head’; just a few occasions are enough to signal to the user that a fuzzy 

grey-area exists in the aesthetic – that the user is legitimized to stay in that grey-area and 

cannot fall from the conversation from failing to find the precise divide between where 

knowledge in the head ends and form-based knowledge begins. The design is spared from 

having to deform its commitments for the sake of dealing with ‘knowledge in the head’. 

Giving the user the power to pole-vault in many more different locations would let her 

circumvent challenges as posed by the design (one form of commitment to meaning on the 
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design’s part). This can be prevented by the failed pole-vault animation leaving the user 

exactly where she started. 

The sale for balance of power between design and user is neutral for the failure animation 

– the user is not progressing in the conversation or gaining more power over the 

conversation. However, the user gets to perceive the state of the world with less risk of 

being estranged from the visceral level of the videogame (and from there being locked-in to 

behavioral and even reflective decisions with no bearing on the design). The pole slipping 

is a rather literal ‘pratfall’ being enacted by the design, but other concepts from real-life 

might turn out more subtle – what is important is that the design acknowledges the user’s 

‘knowledge in the head’ without following through on that acknowledgement onto fully-

realized (conversationally expensive, stance-warping) commitments to meaning. 

In terms of the eight categories in the present thesis’ artifact, the design situation for 

illustrating the stage of perceiving the word-state as designedness and role-upset consists of 

a direct link being presumed (by the user) between the Tokens category and the Power to 

Affect the Gamestate (PAG) category, circumventing the Verbs category and causing 

knock-on effects on the Possibility Space and Rules categories. The full cast of Verbs is 

obfuscated due to one – or a few – of the Tokens available having too much PAG 

attributed to them by the user. One – or a few – of the Verbs available is then given 

unwarranted preference over the rest by the user, and this bias on the user’s part extends to 

portions of the Possibility Space and certain Rules. Those other Verbs, Possibilities, and 

Rules being obfuscated might be even the ones most central to the conversation. This is 

remedied by visibly subverting the Controls that let the Token (the one that happens to get 

its PAG overestimated) be activated by a Verb, and also subverting the way that activation 

takes place. This deemphasizes that particular Token in the whole and reduces the 

perception of it being responsible by a larger share of PAG that it actually is, which in turn 

helps restore the balance in the Possibility Space and in the Rules, and gives added 

structure to the cast of Verbs. 
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Chapter 9 – Conclusion 
 

Chapter 9 is for closing the design research process with the Conclusion Phase. Following 

Vaishnavi & Kuechler – and as already mentioned in section 4.3 – this phase is “the result 

of satisficing”, in that the results of the Evaluation Phase are judged in this phase to be 

good enough (2008, p.21). The results of the entire design research effort are “consolidated 

and ‘written up’ at this phase” (Idem). Unlike chapters 1-7 in the present thesis, Chapter 8 

does not finish with a section dedicated to summarizing the chapter’s contributions to the 

present thesis since Chapter 9 serves to summarize the results of the Evaluation Phase and 

through it, the remainder of design research described in the present thesis. 

The intended contribution in the present thesis was a concretization of an Agency 

perspective of videogame design. The research goal in the present thesis was to open up 

research to explore the feasibility of this approach to improve videogame design practice. 

All of the design research process up to and including section 6.2 of the present thesis 

delivers on the contribution. All of the design research in the present thesis up to and 

including Chapter 9 delivers on the research goal. Chapter 9 discusses the nature of the 

Conclusion Phase in design research, states the conclusions in the present thesis, and then 

goes over the findings of the Evaluation Phase and how they support these conclusions. 

Vaishnavi & Kuechler stress that the Evaluation and Conclusion phases in design research 

are necessarily different from the equivalent stages in other research paradigms – the point 

of research is the process rather than the end-result, with the design research process 

reaching a “finale” in the Conclusion as “deviations in the behavior of the artifact” from 

the “hypothetical predictions” of the Evaluation Phase still persist (2008, p.21). Under a 

design research paradigm, inquiry by the evaluation of a “theoretical performance” and 

working to leave research open are allowed. The Conclusion Phase is for categorizing the 

knowledge gained through the research effort as either “firm”, which are “facts that have 

been learned and can be repeatedly applied or behavior that can be repeatedly invoked”, or 

as “loose-ends”, which are “anomalous behavior that defies explanation and may well serve 

as the subject of further research” (2008, p.21-22). The latter suits the research goal of the 

present thesis, given the state of knowledge for videogames and Agency encountered by 
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the thesis. Chapter 9 examines the results of the Evaluation Phase and discusses in what 

way they meet the research goal– i.e., in what way they warrant further exploration. 

The Conclusion Phase is intimately tied to the Evaluation Phase. Vaishnavi & Kuechler 

warn that in the Evaluation Phase rarely are the “initial hypotheses concerning behavior 

completely borne out”, and that the results of that phase “and additional information 

gained in the construction and running of the artifact are brought together” and there is the 

option to feed them “back to another round of Suggestion” (2008, p.21). The “explanatory 

hypotheses” for how the artifact performed, “which are quite broad, are rarely discarded; 

rather, they are modified to be in accord with the new observations” – this in turn suggests 

a new design, frequently preceded by new library research in directions suggested by 

deviations from theoretical performance” (2008, p.21). In other words, design research is 

not about the ‘what’ (e.g., success or failure in confirming or disproving a hypothesis), but 

rather about the ‘how’ – how and in what way does Evaluation suggest further research. 

There is some degree of fit between the problem-space and the informed hypotheses for 

artifact behavior, but also mismatches. How does this arrangement of fit and mismatch 

suggest further research? 

The overall result of the Evaluation Phase in the present thesis is that the artifact 

developed through design research – a structural treatment for videogame design in an 

Agency perspective consisting of a nested hierarchical structure of eight categories – 

exhibits sufficient fit with videogame design practice to warrant further exploration 

through the thesis’ artifact. The intended contribution was a theory-instrument at a 

prescriptive level of knowledge, for rendering videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

The thesis’ structural treatment can work as a theory-instrument along these lines. In the 

Evaluation Phase, all of the knowledge-bases gained throughout the design research 

process were employed in crafting hypotheses about the ‘theoretical performance’ of the 

thesis’s treatment. This was done through assumptions about the problem-space, 

hypotheses about how the treatment meets that problem-space, and the required deduction 

rules. Put differently, the Evaluation Phase took everything the design research process in 

the thesis had been able to learn about videogame design in an Agency perspective and 

‘threw’ it at the thesis’ treatment. Under these conditions, the thesis’ treatment was able to 

function in its intended role – i.e., it was able to prescribe to videogame design in an 

Agency perspective. 
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The Evaluation Phase was ultimately about confronting the Proposal – the output of the 

Awareness of the Problem Phase in design research – with the problem-space which 

suggested that Proposal. This Proposal was related to the thesis’ founding conjecture that 

videogame design can be carried out more consequently by adopting an Agency 

perspective. The Proposal was for handling that Agency perspective of videogame design 

as what is ultimately a second-order perspective – i.e., seeing videogame design as a 

dilemma between ‘designedness’ and ‘role upset’ (see section 4.1). The thesis’ treatment 

was built around tackling this dilemma and was evaluated per this dilemma by contrasting 

first-order ‘designedness’ and second-order ‘role-upset’ design solutions. That the thesis’ 

instrument is able to prescribe to videogame design in the Evaluation Phase while being 

based on the Proposal supports that Proposal and the associated conjecture. 

The way the thesis artifact makes videogame design more consequential in an Agency 

perspective is by seeing videogame design through that perspective as working to signal 

understandings. This comes from the operationalization of the thesis’ understanding of 

Agency (see section 5.1), which is part of the knowledge bases for development 

(specifically in adding Conversation Theory to those bases). The treatment operates on the 

basis of videogame design signaling understandings, and it being able to function creates 

the prospect of videogame design being done in a more consequential fashion by 

employing the thesis’ treatment (an Agency perspective). 

The Evaluation Phase examined the thesis’ artifact from the standpoint of other theory 

frames and methods – that is, the thesis’ theory-instrument was examined with a 

combination of other theory-instruments, where these instruments were the starting point 

for arriving at knowledge about the thesis’ artifact. This knowledge is the range of fit and 

the range of mismatch with videogame practice in an Agency perspective, where this 

practice in an Agency perspective is defined through the knowledge bases (assumptions 

about the problem-space in the Evaluation Phase). While other knowledge was used to 

arrive at the thesis’ theory-instrument, with the culmination of the design research process 

in the Evaluation and Conclusion phases, now the thesis’ theory instrument can itself be 

used as the starting-point for further knowledge. The structural treatment has been 

researched, and now – for instance – the categories and the functioning of bio-cost in the 

treatment could be used to develop a series of videogame prototypes, and these prototypes 

could undergo multi-variant testing with users. 
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The thesis’ structural treatment – the eight categories, videogame design work as signaling 

understandings, and bio-cost as the transactional object in Agency as a contract of 

commitment to meaning – can be used in future investigations of videogame design. This 

matches the thesis’ research-goal of making available a concretization of an Agency 

perspective of videogame design for further exploration. Output for the Evaluation Phase 

is a series of explicative hypotheses for how the artifact developed through design research 

meets or fails to meet the needs of the problem-space. In Evaluation in the present thesis, 

there were seven main hypotheses for each of the sections 8.1-8.7, with several sub-

hypotheses for artifact performance within each of the main hypotheses. Because the 

Evaluation was for prescribing through structure and carried out by means of an existing 

model, each of these hypotheses correspond to a point in structure of Norman’s model, 

per the deduction rules for Evaluation in the present thesis (see section 7.1). How the 

thesis opens up further exploration per its research goal requires examining each of these 

main explanatory hypotheses.  

First, the answers development gives the research questions (stated in the Introduction to 

the present thesis) should be noted. The first research question was what knowledge bases 

can be drawn from in order to develop a concretization of an Agency perspective of 

videogame design. The design research process in the present thesis answered this initially 

with the Awareness of the Problem Phase, and then refined the answer by crafting a 

Proposal to meet that problem and related to the thesis’ founding conjecture, and through 

cycles of circumscription in each phase of design research process thereafter, expanding the 

knowledge bases. The second question was which element can form the basis of the 

concretization. This was answered between the Suggestion and Development phases, with 

the instantiation of the thesis’ understanding of Agency – bio-cost in an application to 

videogame design in an Agency perspective, as a tentative-design, which was then further 

developed as the thesis’ structural treatment. The final research question is how do the 

relationships between the elements that make up the thesis’ artifact (the categories in the 

structural treatment) constitute a solution to the research problem. How exactly does the 

thesis’s contribution work as a theory-instrument? This requires examining each of the 

seven main explicatory hypotheses from the Evaluation Phase, and how they account for 

the thesis’ treatment exhibiting fit or mismatch with the problem-space. 

In the Evaluation for Goal-Formation in an Agency perspective (see section 8.1), the 

problem is first-order discoverability, and the solution is second-order discoverability. The 
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Possibility Space category from the present thesis’ structural treatment is not ascribable to 

either Norman’s Gulf of Execution or Gulf of Evaluation exclusively. However, a second-

order (Agency) perspective can actually set one against the other – evaluation (e.g., joint 

Agency of the turn-based and real-time modes in the design situation in section 8.1) is 

obfuscated by execution (e.g., possibilities in the real-time mode). The Personal Play 

Narrative category (here threatened by the swell in the Possibility Space) is reflective and 

tied to evaluation. Second-order discoverability requires a ‘doubling’ of a subset of 

categories, i.e., creating a second-order anti-affordance. This entails that the Rules category 

can map to both execution and evaluation. Micro-flow is not necessarily all about 

execution, as the Power to Affect the Gamestate category at the top of micro-flow can 

interfere with evaluation, and builds into the reflective level of processing. The conceptual 

model relates to the Personal play Narrative, Rules, and the Possibility Space categories. 

Discoverability relates to the Possibility Space and Rules. Affordances and anti-affordances 

relate to the Possibility Space, as do constraints. 

In the Evaluation for planning the Action Sequence in an Agency perspective (see section 

8.2), the problem is second-order feedforward, the solution is supplemental low-impact 

mappings. The conflict between designedness (need to answer general design principles) 

and upset of traditional formulations brought on by Agency can be seen in the design 

situation with the ships – in how First-order Feedforward (Fo-Ff) in the design helps 

Agency, but can ultimately lead to Second-order Feedforward (So-Ff), which destroys 

Agency. The user’s out-of-contract (self-devised away from the design) PAG is set against 

the category of Possibility Space which is still per-contract (i.e., agreed upon by user and 

design). This can be seen from the perspective of Norman’s reflective level with the 

Current Gamestate normally being weighed against the Possibility Space through PAG 

(Power to Affect the Gamestate). PAG as bio-cost (emotional, cognitive) provides the 

causation of the current Gamestate, e.g., risks not incurred, formal and informal rewards 

obtained, rewards that were passed over, etc. By tracing PAG up to the Current Gamestate, 

the user draws inferences about how that Gamestate can map to the Possibility Space, i.e., 

the predictions about the future in Norman’s reflective level. The Possibility Space is 

therefore at least partially about the reflective level, and the Personal Play Narrative is 

wholly reflective. 

In the Evaluation for Comparing the Goal and Outcome in an Agency perspective (see 

section 8.3), the problem is first-order constraints, and the solution is second-order 
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constraints. The reflective aspects of Power to Affect the Gamestate category – in its 

relationship to the Possibility Space category – are in evidence. Micro-flow needs to be 

repeatable, and PAG becomes reflective when drawn up from preceding play and cast into 

the future as a measure (or punctuation) for the Possibility Space. Rules are not strictly the 

equivalent of constraints, as Rules can be constraints but also be selected by constraints. 

In the Evaluation for Specifying the Action Sequence in an Agency perspective (see section 

8.4), the problem is second-order expectations, and the solution is degrading the low-level 

readability of execution. The Power to Affect the Gamestate (PAG) category from the 

thesis’ structural treatment (see section 6.2) seems to map to a substantial degree to the 

behavioral level, as does the Current Gamestate – users gauge PAG exchanges (as bio-cost) 

based on expectations (comparing past and present, i.e., Current Gamestate). The 

relationship between PAG, Current Gamestate, and the Possibility Space seems to 

resemble the relationship between feedforward, first-order expectations, and the 

conceptual model, without that fit being exhaustive and without excluding other 

associations, however. The dilemma of designedness and upset of roles can be seen as 

Controls normally being strictly visceral under normal circumstances, but being forced fully 

into the behavioral level by second-order expectations – to the detriment of the role Verbs 

and Tokens have to play in the behavioral level. 

In the Evaluation for Interpreting the Perception in an Agency perspective (see section 

8.5), the problem is first-order mappings, and the solution is second-order mappings. 

Mappings can be seen as one ingredient in the thesis’ category of PAG, as mappings 

require investment in bio-cost (for being read and interpreted) and allow for bio-cost 

savings (user is reassured that the state of affairs is readable and holds a consistent logic) – 

i.e., mappings are one means of negotiation and transactions between user and design, and 

are sought by users and equip users to forge ahead in the conversation. Putting the 

dilemma of interpreting the perception in the terms of the eight categories further seems to 

underline the behavioral nature of the Current Gamestate category, with the Possibility 

Space once again showing itself to be reflective, and users skipping the preceding 

(behavioral) steps on their way to the Possibility Space creating problems. 

In the Evaluation for Performing the Action Sequence in an Agency perspective (see 

section 8.6), the problem is first-order affordances, and the solution is second-order 

affordances. Though PAG does not map to the visceral level – and is instead behavioral – 

it can contribute to issues at the visceral level and be affected by those issues in turn. 
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Controls are the more properly visceral category, whereas Tokens map to a significant 

degree to the visceral level (but still factor at the behavioral level), and Verbs map partly to 

the visceral level (but largely factor at the behavioral level). 

In the Evaluation for Performing the Action Sequence in an Agency perspective (see 

section 8.7) the problem is second-order signifiers, and the solution is selective invalidation 

of mappings. The category of Tokens in the thesis’ treatment fits with the visceral level to a 

significant degree; Verbs appear to hold ties to the visceral level in perceiving the world-

state, but are not necessarily visceral themselves. In perceiving the world-state in Agency, 

Tokens belong in evaluation from the get-go, while Controls and Verbs only become a part 

of evaluation through the conversational ‘pratfall’ that the design takes in the user’s stead, 

but this is part of the knock-on effects of issues with perceiving the world-state, and no 

longer happening at the visceral level. 

Because of the value that can be found in Norman’s model (viz. Dubberly et al., 2009b) 

and despite how it clashes with second-order views (like videogame design in an Agency 

perspective), Norman’s model can be roughly mapped to the eight categories for design 

elements from the standpoint of the present exploration of Agency. This imperfect 

mapping is possible due to the already mentioned partial consonance between Norman’s 

models and the concepts that led to those eight categories – second-order cybernetics 

(Conversation Theory and bio-cost), ‘interactional’ Pragmatics, and Rational Design. The 

mapping can only ever be imperfect due to Norman’s models ultimately being ‘canonical’ 

despite taking a few steps towards a second-order view – i.e., coming close to 

characterizing the relationship with the goal past a single consonance-difference node – 

without however actually transitioning to a second-order view. This is related to the 

Proposal in the present thesis, in that Agency changes the relationship between user, 

artifact, and designer in such a way as to render the traditional (‘canonical’) formulations of 

those principles inadequate (i.e., causes a role-upset). 

To summarize the seven points of Evaluation above, knowledge about videogame design 

in an Agency perspective can come from noting how the eight categories from the thesis’ 

treatment map – only to some extent – to Norman’s seven stages of the action cycle as 

organized around his levels of processing and fundamental principles of design.  
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– The Personal Play Narrative category from this thesis can be associated to some 

extent with Norman’s concept of evaluation, the reflective level of processing, the 

conceptual model design element, and the goal-formation stage. 

– The Rules category can be associated with evaluation and execution both, the 

design element of the conceptual-model and the design element of discoverability – 

and to a limited, ambivalent extent also be associated with the design element of 

constraints. 

– The Possibility Space category can be associated with both evaluation and 

execution, as well as the reflective level – for the most part, along with some degree 

of ties to the behavioral level – the design element of affordances and the design 

element of constraints. 

– The Current Gamestate category can be associated with evaluation, and for the 

most part with the behavioral level of processing – although it may become 

reflective at certain specific junctures (at the site of transfer of meanings to the 

Possibility Space category above it). 

– The Power to Affect the Gamestate (PAG) category can be associated with 

evaluation, the behavioral level, and the design elements of feedforward and 

feedback as well as the design element of mappings. 

– The Verbs category can be associated with largely with the behavioral level with 

partial ties to the visceral level. 

– The Tokens category can be associated largely with the visceral level with partial 

ties to the behavioral level. 

– The Controls category can be associated with the visceral level. 

These are just some of the possible – and necessarily partial – mappings that can be 

gleaned from the examples for application of Norman’s principles to videogames from the 

standpoint of Agency. Even the application itself is partial, as it consists of just one 

example per action stage, meant to provide a novel point of exploration – as opposed to an 

exhaustive proofing – for how Agency can both lean on and challenge traditional models 

of interaction (i.e., designedness and role-upset in videogames as brought on by Agency). If 

seen as a hierarchy of nested levels of abstraction, the structural treatment of Norman’s 
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principles presents a very clean, even distribution of contents along that hierarchy – two 

gulfs, three levels of processing, seven stages of action, three stages per gulf alternately, and 

two stages per level of processing, again in alternation, with one stage left as what can be 

argued to be a fixed point for observation (but perhaps also ascribable to the reflective 

level). This cleanliness is partly forced, due to Norman’s avowed focus. But it is also made 

possible by a first-order perspective of interaction taken generally; such an even 

distribution is strongly disallowed for Agency as it requires a second-order perspective, 

specifically in the case of videogames. 

The eight categories in the thesis’ treatment can only map to Norman’s categories 

unevenly, with gaps and redundancies, and by losing the neat alternation of levels of 

processing and gulfs. Macro-flow seems to allow for more mappings relatively speaking (in 

the face of overwhelming non-identity) than micro-flow, with more mappings turning up 

towards the top of the hierarchy of abstraction. Knowledge about the eight categories that 

can be gleaned from Norman’s categories becomes scarcer towards the bottom of the 

hierarchy. This may have to do with abstraction itself – a relatively higher degree of 

abstraction in a category leaves more room for partial mappings with Norman’s categories, 

while the more concrete categories have less room for mappings and bear the specificities 

of videogame design in an Agency perspective. 

The limited mappings in the face of overwhelming non-identity seem to hold the same 

conclusions as the non-identity itself – Agency rejects perspectives that fail to give the 

fullest priority to entailment. These are perspectives that do not stress their nature as 

nested hierarchies of abstraction even if such a hierarchy is present (like in Norman’s 

structural treatment) and only seek maximization of outcomes and first-order regulation as 

criteria. Instead, Agency begs for perspectives that hold simultaneity and the continued 

construction of the punctuation of the exchange as their core, and not only allow for 

design-performance minimums in giving users access to the conversation, but also allow 

for the condition for genuinely second-order self-regulation at every level of that 

conversation (including maximums in user performance). 

Consonance between Norman’s model (Design of Everyday Things or DoET) and the 

present thesis’ structural treatment can be seen in how Norman’s model partly resonates 

with the knowledge bases for developing that structural treatment. Consonance with the 

joint consideration of user and object (per the present thesis’ understanding of Agency) as 

well as with triadic-model pragmatics can be seen in how affordances are defined as 
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“possible interactions between people and the environment” (Norman, 2013, p.19), and 

how DoET sees itself as ultimately delving into behavior from a design perspective, namely 

with respect to the seven cycles of action for describing activities and how signifiers work 

in tandem with affordances. Mentions of how “many people find affordances difficult to 

understand because they are relationships, not properties” (Norman, 2013, p.13) can recall 

the leap made through triadic-model pragmatics and second-order cybernetics – moving 

beyond looking at the different elements in the system and into looking at their 

interactions, directly. 

Consonance with the concept of bio-cost can be seen in the role for constraints with 

respect to the knowledge people use to function – what Norman describes as “knowledge 

in the world” (2013, p.77) and “knowledge in the head” (2013, p.86) – where “constraints 

reduce the amount that must be learned to a reasonable quantity” (Norman, 2013, p.85) in 

selecting behavior. This is tied to the assertion that “learning is difficult” (2013, p.98) and 

“it can take considerable time and effort” (2012, p.97), as well that “conscious thinking 

takes time and mental resources” (2013, p.100), and to “knowledge in the world” and 

“knowledge in the head” forming a tradeoff (Norman, 2013, p.109). 

This builds from the seven elements of the design and the experience found by Norman, 

and particularly the conceptual model. The conceptual model features heavily in the model 

put forward by Norman, and factors in the bridging of both the gulf of execution and the 

gulf of evaluation. The central role for conceptual models also recalls Conversation Theory 

with its allowance for something like the availability, signaling and seeking of 

understandings. The relationship between the user’s conceptual model, the designer’s 

conceptual model, and a system image of the product brings to mind some of the kinds of 

system’s self-regulation discovered by second-order cybernetics. 

Consonance with Rational Design (as described in McEntee, 2012) can be found in 

Norman’s approximate model for levels of human processing – visceral, behavioral, and 

reflective – and how design elements such as constraints, mappings, feedback, and 

signifiers fit together with the these levels of processing. This recalls the nestedness found 

in Rational Design in Chapter 9, where low-level schemas in micro-flow build into cycles of 

vetting user abilities and providing psychological motivation in macro-flow – through 

Rational Design’s own videogame-specific take on mappings, feedback, constraints, 

signifiers and the conceptual model. 
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